REGULAR MEETING
PALOMINO VALLEY GENERAL IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT
PO BOX 615, SPARKS, NV 89432-0615
Thursday, January 17, 2019
MINUTES
Trustee Larry Johnson called the regular meeting of the Palomino Valley General
Improvement District (PVGID or GID) to order at 6:01 p.m. Thursday, January 17, 2019 at
21555 Pyramid Highway, Reno, Nevada.
1.

Roll Call: Trustees present were Don Otto, Greg Dennis, Jim Currivan, and Larry
Johnson. Also present were Shawn Kelly, Operations Manager; Cathy Glatthar,
Assistant to the Board; and Louie Test, Legal Counsel (called in at 6:10 and stated he
was available by phone if the Board had any legal questions; no further contact was
made with Mr. Test).

2.

Public Comment:
Trustee Johnson explained this is the time for public comment on matters not listed on
this agenda, speakers must state their name and address (he wanted to know if they
were a resident of the Valley or not), and there is a three minute limit. He stated that
any discussion on horses will be limited to road safety; we are not in a forum to discuss
wild horse management or the removals that occurred last week.
Larry Carlson stated he is a resident of the Valley. He said there is an election of
officers on the agenda tonight that was voted on last November, and he wanted to know
why it is going to be changed this evening?
Trustee Johnson explained the election of officers is on the agenda and he would
answer Mr. Carlson’s question at that time.
Trustee Johnson asked if there were any further public comments?
requests, he moved to the next agenda item.

3.

Hearing no

Election of Officers: Trustee Johnson explained the trustees who were elected to this
Board were elected in the general election on November 6[, 2018]. In response to
Trustee Johnson’s question, Cathy Glatthar explained all terms of office are four years,
but they are staggered so you are not replacing the entire board at once. She added
that three of the five trustee seats will be open in 2020, and two will be open in 2022.
Trustee Johnson stated he would be term-limited-out in 2022 and cannot run for reelection. He explained the election tonight is to elect officers: President, Vice President,
[Secretary, and Treasurer].
Nominations were made and the new officers were unanimously voted on, as follows:
President

Larry Johnson

Vice-President

Greg Dennis

Secretary

Don Otto

Treasurer

Jim Currivan

4.

Appointment of Trustee to Fill Open Seat: Trustee Johnson explained Trustee Mitch
Gerlinger resigned as of December 31, 2018. He said we advertised for the open seat
and only had one person apply, Marty Breitmeyer, who is a former trustee and is in the
audience tonight. Trustee Dennis commented that Mr. Breitmeyer has been very helpful
and knows a lot about equipment. Trustee Dennis made a motion to appoint Marty
Breitmeyer to the Board. Trustee Otto seconded the motion and hearing no opposition,
the motion passed. Trustee Johnson explained that Mr. Breitmeyer will need to sign his
oath of office and file some disclosures with the State before he can sit on the Board.
Several people thanked Mr. Breitmeyer for volunteering. Trustee Johnson explained
these are non-paid positions and trustees give of themselves to try to make our roadway
systems better; some donate hundreds and hundreds of hours of their time each year in
that endeavor.

5.

Approval of Minutes – December 20, 2018: Trustee Johnson stated on page 11, item
11, second paragraph, “every” should be “ever”.
Montana Cannon, Grass Valley Road resident, stated that at the last meeting several
people rudely spoke over her and many of her words were not in the minutes due to the
fact she didn’t believe they were heard or picked up by the recorder. She explained she
wrote out her statement and began reading it out loud (see attached statement that is
combined with statement for agenda item 7. b.).
Cathy Glatthar explained the minutes are not transcribed word for word, because this is
not a court of law. She said the minutes are supposed to reflect the “gist” of what was
said especially when the comments pertain to matters the GID is responsible for. She
said that is why these minutes do not reflect everything Ms. Cannon said, and just
before Ms. Cannon spoke, our legal counsel explained that it was not under the
jurisdiction of the GID to make a decision whether to go with Ms. Daane’s fertility control
or Ms. Cannon’s idea of removal of the horses to ranches. She said that is why the
minutes only briefly reflect what Ms. Cannon said; that was done out of respect for Ms.
Cannon.
Trustee Johnson read from the minutes: “Louie Test addressed Larry Johnson and said
this is not the GID’s purview; we are here for the health/safety. Referring to the draft
letter, he suggested rather than saying “removal or other means in which to reduce,” Ms.
Daane could get with BLM, the Tribe, and whoever else. He reiterated that the Board
has to address the safety issue, and we don’t have control over how the safety issue is
taken care of.” Trustee Johnson said he thought Mr. Test had set the stage quite well.
Trustee Johnson said he was restricting comments on this subject to safety issues of
horses on roadways.
Pam Roberts asked Cathy Glatthar if someone could submit a letter or statement and
request that it be part of the record?
Cathy said that is correct.
Anna Piazza, Hidden Creek resident, asked if the GID does not have jurisdiction, who
does have jurisdiction?
Trustee Johnson said we had absolutely nothing to do with the gather. He said his
understanding is the gather was conducted by the Pyramid Lake Paiute Tribe and
questions should be directed to them.
Vincent Del Pizzo asked if the issue of trespass on private land is under the GID’s
purview?
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Trustee Johnson said no, we do not have jurisdiction over that. He asked if there were
any further comments on the minutes?
Maureen Daane, Vice President of Lucky Star Ranch on Wilcox Ranch Road, asked
about the letter discussed at the last meeting regarding removal of the feral horses. She
wanted to know why this letter was even being considered when Trustee Johnson just
stated the GID did not have jurisdiction?
Trustee Johnson said we stated there was a safety issue; many horses had been struck
by vehicles with significant property damage, and one lost life due to a wild horse
collision. He said we stated the wild horses on our roadways was a safety issue and the
letter was asking for the removal of the horses. He added the letter was not sent.
Ms. Daane said she was going to be allowed to submit a proposal that would alleviate
the safety concern.
Trustee Johnson said it is not the purview of this Board to discuss the management of
wild horses.
Ms. Daane argued that her proposal is part of a road safety issue.
Trustee Dennis explained that once he knew the round up had occurred, he decided to
wait and come back to the Board instead of trying to [amend the] letter.
Ms. Daane said she spoke with one of the Tribe members and found that there were a
few people from this Board who talked enough and pushed enough to get the horses
removed.
Trustee Dennis said he spoke with no one.
Trustee Johnson disclosed that month’s ago he did tell the Deputy Tribal Chairman that
there were excess numbers of their horses within Palomino Valley and they were
causing a safety issue.
Vincent Del Pizzo asked how Trustee Johnson knew they were the Tribe’s horses?
Trustee Johnson said when he said these were feral/estray horses on private property,
he was not aware at that time the horses were the private property of the Pyramid Lake
Tribe. He said it has been brought to his attention and he believes that is correct to the
best of his knowledge.
There was additional discussion regarding ownership of the wild horses.
Ms. Daane said she was told that she could bring back a proposal and Ms. Cannon was
also told she could bring back a proposal, and now you are saying we cannot.
Cathy Glatthar said she wanted to read from the minutes about the decision that was
made:
“Greg agreed to amend Larry’s draft letter and bring it back to the next
meeting. Greg said he would share his amended letter with Ms. Daane and
Ms. Cannon for their review prior to the next meeting.”
“Louie Test suggested revising the letter and incorporate comments that have
been made here tonight and include Ms. Cannon’s and Ms. Daane’s contact
information, and ask the entities to work with these individuals to get horses
off the roads.”
Cathy added that the letter is an item on tonight’s agenda.
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Trustee Johnson said nowhere in the minutes does it say that we were allowing anyone
to come back with proposals.
Ms. Daane was adamant that that is what was said to her and that Trustee Dennis
actually came to the door and shook her hand and talked to her privately.
Trustee Dennis said he did not recall doing that.
[Note: It has been determined that Louie Test, legal counsel, was the one who spoke
privately with Ms. Daane, not Trustee Dennis.]
Trustee Johnson explained he did not want the draft letter circulated that night, because
he did not want people to falsely think that the draft letter was the Board’s final decision.
Trustee Dennis made a motion to approve the minutes as amended. Trustee Currivan
seconded the motion, and hearing no opposition, the motion passed.
6.

Financial Reports and Payment of Bills:
a. Financial Reports: Trustee Johnson said Maureen Sidley plans to retire from the
Board, so her duties will be split up. He said Cathy Glatthar will probably handle the
budgeting reporting and auditing-type items, and he will be interviewing a payroll
service next week with Maureen. He said Maureen will be phasing out, but there’s a
lot of background work that she needs to work with Cathy on. Trustee Johnson said
an item for next month’s agenda will be the retention of a payroll service.
b. Payment of Bills: Trustee Johnson explained Maureen Sidley was not present due
to the storm. He reviewed the transaction report stating the back page lists the bills
to be paid this month. He explained that Shawn Kelly has reviewed the invoices and
answered any questions Trustee Johnson had. Cathy Glatthar said for the Hoffman,
Test bill the description should read “Employee Health Insurance.” In answer to
Cathy’s question, Shawn explained the description for Praxair should be “Supplies.”
Cathy added the Reno Gazette Journal legal notice was for the vacancy notice.
Trustee Dennis made a motion to approve the bills. Trustee Currivan seconded the
motion. Hearing no opposition, the motion passed.
c. Credit Cards: Trustee Johnson explained a credit card policy was agreed on at the
last meeting and we have been approved by Wells Fargo. He said there will be two
cards available, and he as President, would hold one, and Shawn Kelly as
Operations Manager would have the other card. He said we need to establish credit
limits for each card. Cathy Glatthar said she spoke with Maureen Sidley who
explained that the total between the two cards cannot exceed $75,000. She
reiterated what was discussed at the last meeting regarding limits, which was to
have Shawn’s limit set at $10,000 to $15,000 so he could pay for repairs and other
items and get the rewards. She said if Shawn found a piece of equipment that had
been previously approved by the Board that exceeded his card limit, Shawn would
contact Trustee Johnson and have Trustee Johnson use his card to make the
purchase. Shawn explained to Trustee Otto that the plan is to pay off the charges
each month so no interest is charged and save some money by getting the rewards.
Trustee Dennis made a motion to have a credit card issued to Trustee Johnson with
a limit of $65,000, and one to Shawn Kelly with a limit of $10,000. Trustee Otto
seconded the motion, and hearing no opposition, the motion passed.
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7.

Road Maintenance Reports:
a. Road Reports: Trustee Johnson stated we got some excessive moisture this past
week and our roads show it, but everything remains serviceable. He thanked Shawn
Kelly for his efforts. He said we have a few drainage issues that need to be
addressed, and many roads that are potholed and in need of grading. He said
Roadrunner Road was inundated and completely under water. He said more
moisture is expected this Sunday, and the roads are too wet to grade right now. He
asked for people to be patient and next week we should have two graders out on the
roads.
Trustee Dennis said at last meeting we allocated funds for certain roads to receive
material and at least ten other loads to be used at the Operations Manager’s
discretion. He explained by getting the aggregate on these clay road areas, it will
stabilize them for a long time.
Trustee Johnson reported that the aggregate placed on the Wilcox Ranch hill is
performing extremely well. Trustee Otto asked if that was the Class 2 base? Shawn
Kelly said yes, it was all base; there’s only a small section that has eroded. Trustee
Otto suggested keeping the escapes open on the north side. Shawn said he needs
to clean them out but it’s too wet right now.
Trustee Johnson said we mistakenly believed the cost to place the gravel on the
Wilcox Ranch hill was about $7,500 but the rest of the bills came in after the last
meeting, and, per Shawn, we actually spent about [$11,600] for materials and
trucking on that project. He said at the last meeting the Board approved putting
aggregate base on Quaking Aspen, which is twice the distance of the Wilcox hill, and
the cost estimate was about $15,000. He said because of the underestimate of the
cost to do the Wilcox hill, it would cost more like $30,000 to do Quaking Aspen. He
suggested, for the Board’s consideration, instead of recoating the entire two miles of
Quaking Aspen, there are areas with residual base material leftover from last year,
so we could still spend up to the approved amount to cover those areas that need it.
Trustee Otto said a couple of years ago Trustee Johnson said his intention was to
widen Quaking Aspen. Trustee Otto asked if that should be done before the base is
put down?
Trustee Johnson explained we’re putting down an inch to two inch veneer of base
and we’re going to lose it within a two year period. In answer to Trustee Otto’s
question, Trustee Johnson said widening of Quaking Aspen is way down on the
priority list. Shawn Kelly said they have been discussing putting in pull outs. Trustee
Johnson said when you meet somebody now, you stop completely and let the other
person go by.
In answer to Trustee Dennis’ question, Trustee Johnson said the $15,000 [40 loads]
approved at the last meeting would be adequate to touch up Quaking Aspen.
Shawn reported speaking with Rick, the salesman at Martin Marietta, and Rick will
hold our prices on material at last year’s prices until June 1st, and then the prices will
go up significantly. He suggested stockpiling material in the yard.
Trustee Johnson said a reason why he doesn’t want too much money spent on
material is because he is looking at the capital improvement budget, and there are
projects we need to do this coming summer. He said he is trying to be frugal now.
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Dave Gunter, Right Hand Canyon resident, asked whatever happened to the Right
Hand Canyon Road project at the end of the pavement?
Trustee Johnson replied the flood of 2017 wiped out the money for that project. He
said that year we spent our entire budget on … we just now got our first
reimbursement from FEMA for work we did in 2017. He said he hates to continually
ask people to be patient, but we have no choice.
Shawn said he traveled that road today and there’s a lot of work needed.
Janeene Russo, Whiskey Springs Road resident, asked if the FEMA money would
eventually go towards Right Hand Canyon and Piute Creek?
Trustee Johnson said we have a new Board and they will establish priorities for
capital improvements.
Trustee Otto said material from the Wayside pit was put down on various areas and
performed very well. He wondered why we couldn’t rent a dozer and doze down a
lot of material and screen it; can we determine what that cost would be and if it would
be advantageous for us to do this?
Trustee Dennis confirmed that there is approximately 30% clay in the Wayside pit
material, and said it works very well as a topping for sandy soils. He explained the
type 2 base has been performing better so far in these clay areas. He said we
compared the cost to generate material from our pit and use our trucks to haul it
versus purchasing material and having it trucked in, and it came out about the same.
He said we are looking at what type of material works best for a particular area. He
said Trustee Otto’s idea is a good one.
Trustee Johnson said we used material from the Wayside pit to cap portions of
Range Land Road, and where aggregate base performs better, we have contracted
with outside trucking and commercial pits.
Shawn said he is almost done with the Range Land project cost analysis and hopes
to have it done for the next meeting.
Trustee Johnson said the water in the retention pond on the east side of Ironwood is
nearly up to the culvert level. He said this storm would have completely inundated
that roadway if not for the culvert and retention pond being installed. In response to
Trustee Otto’s questions, Shawn said this summer he will go in and reconfigure the
retention pond and dig it deeper. Trustee Johnson explained they built a berm on
the roadside of the pond as a safety measure. Trustee Dennis recommended
putting additional delineators at the site.
Trustee Johnson said we have numerous ponding areas adjacent to and on
roadways throughout the Valley. He said Shawn has made an inventory of those
areas and will be fixing drainage problems in the near future; as soon as Shawn
finishes grading 97 miles of roadway. Shawn interjected and said it’s 180 miles of
dirt roadways; you have to go both ways.
Trustee Otto said at the last meeting someone discussed a steel pipe mailbox
structure on Ironwood, and he said he agrees that it is a safety issue. Trustee
Johnson asked Trustee Otto to draft a letter on this matter for the Board to review at
the next meeting.
Trustee Dennis explained that George Boyce had asked about the drainage on the
Cape-sealed section of Range Land Road, and today, the mud puddle filled up and
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the water ran across the road just like Mr. Boyce had described. Trustee Dennis
said there’s not a lot we can do about it at this point in time, but pictures were taken
and it will be addressed as a capital improvement in the future. He said he wanted
Mr. Boyce to know he wasn’t being ignored. Mr. Boyce thanked Trustee Dennis.
b. Letter Documenting Safety Issues From Horses on Roadways: Louie Test, legal
counsel, phoned in earlier in the meeting and stated the GID is limited to safety
issues of the roads and that’s all that can be addressed on this issue. Trustee
Johnson explained we had this matter on the agenda last month and he presented to
the Board a draft letter that the Board decided to modify. He said that letter was to
be modified and shared with a couple of the horse advocacy representatives. He
said that letter was not finalized because shortly after the last meeting, the horse
roundup occurred. He said he thought it was important for us to document that the
horses on our roadways are a safety issue; especially since an individual has been
killed. Someone in the audience asked who was killed, and another audience
member said Aaron(?) Baird. Trustee Johnson continued and stated he drafted a
second letter for the Board to review and he read it into the record (see attached the
actual letter sent). He then asked for comments from the Board.
Trustee Otto said the letter looked good to him and he thought the letter covered it;
the Tribe removed the safety threat to our residents, and that’s our purview.
Trustee Dennis said we have addressed the issue that was in front of us as a Board
which was public safety. He said the removal of the horses, the handling of the
horses, and the different bureaucracies that deal with managing of the horses, he
acknowledged not knowing a lot about those matters, but this letter is being written
to notify the Tribe that we accept the removal of the horse for safety reasons.
Trustee Currivan said the letter does the job and thanks the Tribe for taking care of
that safety threat.
Trustee Johnson opened public comment.
Vincent Del Pizzo opined that the issue of driver safety is part and parcel of the open
range law; it is the responsibility of the driver not to hit stray animals. He said if the
Board is not competent to address the issue of open range in Palomino Valley, then
the Board can’t isolate one part of that law and discuss that and not the rest of it.
Trustee Johnson said he believed courts have issued decisions that Palomino Valley
is not open range. He said he believed it was a decision by Judge Breen.
There was some discussion on when Judge Breen’s court case took place and was
estimated to be around 1987 and that a court document search would have to be
made. Several audience members commented that when they purchased their
property they had to sign a document that stated Palomino Valley was open range.
George Boyce, Range Land Road resident, said he thought the Board was getting
the bad end of this deal. He said he comes to a lot of these meetings where he’s the
only [audience member]. He said the Board has discussed these safety issues
many times in the past.
Montana Cannon, Grass Valley Road resident, began reading a statement into the
record about a meeting of concerned residents held on January 4th at the Model
Event Ranch (see attached). She stated this proposal was voted on by the group at
that meeting.
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Trustee Johnson let Ms. Cannon know her time was up and said she could submit
her written statement and it would be included with the minutes.
In answer to Ronny Elrod’s question, Trustee Johnson stated the PVGID does not
have jurisdiction to enforce speed limits. He explained the Washoe County Sheriff’s
Department will not enforce speed limits on our roads. He explained that law
enforcement only enforces the speed limit on roads that are on rights-of-way owned
by the cities, counties, or state. He said that is not the case with our roads, the
private property owner owns to the center line of the road.
Janeene Russo relayed a story of her car being purposefully hit by a motorcyclist on
Grass Valley Road, and when she contacted the Sheriff’s Office she was told Grass
Valley Road is private property with public access and unless there is physical
damage to her or her vehicle, the Sheriff’s Office will not come out here and no crime
has been committed.
Maureen Daane requested the first letter be amended even though the horses were
removed, and add her group’s proposal for temporary fertility control.
There was discussion about dropping the letter. Shawn Kelly said he wished this
was never brought up because the Tribe took care of the problem and we technically
didn’t even need to get involved with it.
Kathryn Carlson said she has a non-profit animal sanctuary here in Palomino Valley
and she wished the Board had talked to her about the safety issue with the horses.
She asked that if this happens in the future, to please contact them and they will get
the horses to a safe place.
Trustee Johnson asked Ms. Carlson if she did not see the hundred horses walking
down Whiskey Springs every night?
Ms. Carlson said she did not because she lives on Wilcox Ranch Road.
Pam Roberts said regarding the horses and the safety issue, the Board first placed it
on the agenda as an item under “Cattle Guard Striping,” and the Board discussed
sending a letter requesting the removal of the wild horses because of safety
concerns. She stated the cattle guard striping on [Whiskey Springs Road] was just
installed, so it wasn’t known how effective it was. She said a resident, Gretchen
Miller, was present at that meeting and raised the concern that there were people
who cared about the wild horses and wished to participate in the discussion about
the letter. She said the Board might recall that she brought up the fact that the letter
was not properly agendized. She said in that conversation, [Trustee] Johnson had
stated the matter was discussed in October when the GID’s legal counsel was
present, and she said she has looked at the minutes and did not see the discussion
in those minutes. She continued and stated the matter was on the December
agenda, and was listed as “Letter Requesting Removal of the Feral Horses.” She
said in reviewing the minutes of that meeting it’s very clear that it was reported that
the [virtual] cattle guard was working and the horses were no longer on Whiskey
Springs. She said a whole month had expired and the safety issue that the letter
was supposed to address was not happening and the letter was no longer
necessary. She said now a month later, we are discussing a variation of that letter
that documents a safety concern that no longer exists because the [virtual] cattle
guard was effective and because, allegedly, there was an illegal roundup. She said
to [Trustee] Johnson’s credit, he disclosed today that several months ago he had a
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conversation with the Deputy Tribal Chairman about the excessive number of Tribal
horses in the Palomino Valley and that it was a safety issue. She said it seemed to
her that this Board and Trustee Johnson as the President, has been concerned
about it and there is no longer a safety concern and she doesn’t believe the letter is
necessary other than as a “CYA.”
Trustee Johnson said in actuality, that virtual cattle guard was effective in dispersing
the horses; they were still observed along Whiskey Springs, along Amy, along Right
Hand Canyon; the safety issue continued. In answer to Mr. Gunter’s question,
Trustee Johnson said he believed just like a steep drop off, just like a ditch being
eroded across the road, the horses on the road are a safety issue.
Trustee Currivan made a motion to send the letter. Trustee Dennis seconded the
motion. Hearing no opposition, the motion passed.
Trustee Johnson said the final copy of the letter will be made available to the public.
Trustee Dennis said Ms. Daane and others need to work with the BLM, the Tribe, the
people who have legal custody, theoretically, of these animals; coming to the GID is
not going to solve all the issues they want to solve, but thank you for showing up and
giving us your input.
Trustee Johnson addressed Ms. Daane’s group regarding the efficacy of PZP
contraceptives when horse populations are greatly reduced. He wished Ms. Daane’s
group all the luck in the world.
Deb Walker, Nevada Field Rep for the American Wild Horse Campaign, thanked
Trustee Johnson and stated their group has been successful.
c. Report on Flood Repairs and Mitigation and FEMA and State Disaster Funding:
Trustee Johnson stated we are still waiting for FEMA reimbursement for the last two
projects.
d. Status of Pasture View Road Diversion of Natural Drainage: Trustee Johnson
said this matter would be deferred.
e. Water Truck Replacement: Shawn Kelly said he needed more time because he will
probably need to “build” a water truck that would be adequate for our roads. In
answer to Trustee Otto’s question, Shawn said he would not get rid of the Peterbilt
water truck because it’s a backup and there may be times when there are two
graders on the roads and he’ll need two water trucks. He said he will probably take
the water tank off the ’05 truck and put it on a different chassis.
Marshall Todd mentioned the Hawthorne Army Depot has a lot of surplus equipment
and you might be able to get a tactical water truck; that’s what you need around
here.
Mr. Todd was thanked for his suggestion.
f. Operations Manager's Report: Shawn Kelly said last month they had the holidays
and they took some time off, there was a lot of rain, he said he was able to get some
paperwork done, and they have been doing some repair work. He said they will get
back to grading roads when they can.
Laura Dasmann, Bootstrap Lane resident, said there is a segment of road that is
northeast of Whiskey Springs Road and she doesn’t know if it is called Amy or
Bootstrap, but it has not been touched in the two years she has lived there. She said
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she heard it’s not part of the GID map, but everybody uses it, and she wondered if it
could be added to the map?
Shawn clarified that it is at the north end of Amy Road, and it is a shortcut that the
contractors and others started using, but it’s the property owner’s road.
Trustee Johnson said to be brought to the Board for consideration to accept that
section of road for maintenance, it would have to be brought up to the GID’s
standards. He said quite frankly, we cannot maintain the 97 miles we have now, and
he believed this Board would be very reluctant to take on additional roadways, and
the users are forced to maintain it just like a private driveway.
Ms. Dasmann asked about the portion that is part of the GID map, because that
hasn’t been maintained either since she moved in?
Trustee Johnson asked Ms. Dasmann to send us a road maintenance request and
we would get it prioritized.
Shawn said to please wait until it dries up some. Ms. Dasmann said she understood.
Trustee Otto suggested that everyone vary their [tire] tracks as they drive and the
ruts won’t be as pronounced; the roads will last longer.
Trustee Johnson said he realizes Shawn has flagged areas where water is ponding
on the road, and several of those areas could be fixed with a little bit of backhoe
work. Shawn said today they were out there surveying and doing some shovel work
and trying to establish what got annihilated and there’s a lot; he showed the Board a
list of some of the problem areas.
8.

Old Business:
a. Status of Draft Agreement with LW Land Company: Trustee Johnson reported
he submitted Agency Review comments for LW Land Company’s Development
Agreement which is scheduled to be heard at the Board of County Commissioner’s
(BCC’s) meeting on February 12th. Trustee Johnson reviewed the comments (see
attached) and stated he would be in attendance at the BCC meeting.
b. Washoe County Proposed Refund of SPA Developer Fees and Master Plan
Amendment: Cathy Glatthar reported the removal of the financing plan from the
Warm Springs Specific Plan was discussed at the Planning Commission meeting on
January 2nd, and the [Commission] approved the [resolution] to move the matter
forward. She added there was a lot of discussion by the Commission and the public
about updating the Warm Springs Specific Plan, and Trevor Lloyd, the new [Planning
Manager], stated this was one of his Department’s highest priorities after the
Regional Plan is updated.
c. Report from Subcommittee to Explore Revenue Generation: Trustee Johnson
said we have a meeting with the Washoe County Manager, the head of the [Planning
and Building Department], and the head of Engineering on February 1st, and they
will report back at the next meeting.

9.

New Business: None

10. Judicial/Government Affairs: Louie Test was not present.
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11. Calendar Review: Cathy Glatthar reviewed the upcoming items:


Shawn Kelly will need to provide the Board with his equipment and vehicle budget for
the next fiscal year at the next meeting.



Cathy stated we will begin the budgeting process next month and will also be
discussing the tax rate.



Maureen Sidley will need to submit the Quarterly Economic Survey by February
14th.



Louie Test must file a Tort Claims Report with Cathy (Assistant to the Board) by
February 1st (Per NRS41.0385 - Eff. 2/1/2014).

12. Correspondence: None
13. Public Comment:
George Boyce asked where things stand with getting some of this gas tax back?
Trustee Johnson said that will be discussed [at the meeting with the County].
Trustee Johnson asked if there were any further public comments?
requests, he moved to the next agenda item.

Hearing no

14. Board Member and Staff Items:


Trustee Otto and Shawn Kelly will work up a cost comparison of generating material
from the GID pit and hauling it using GID equipment versus purchasing the same
material commercially and having it hauled in, and present it to the Board at the next
meeting.



Shawn Kelly asked to have the Washoe County Employee Health Insurance matter
put on next month’s agenda.

15. Adjournment: Greg Dennis made a motion to adjourn the meeting. Jim Currivan
seconded the motion, and hearing no opposition, the meeting adjourned at 8:02 p.m.
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ATTACHMENT
01/17/2019 Meeting
Agenda Item 7.b. 2

Proposal from We the People Wild Horse Parks and Ranches through founder Montana Cannon
of Palomino Valley For the January 17th 2019 GID meeting of Palomino Valley regarding item C. Letter Requesting
Removal of Ferrel Horses.
1st - Before last months' meeting words are approved - I must magnify words that were not typed
properly. I spoke the following words which were not written down; due to the fact there were
several people who rudely and unprofessionally kept speaking over me. Many of my words were
NOT even written in the minutes, due to the fact I don’t believe they were heard. Cathy is too
professional to do this but it was because 4 voices were speaking at once.
It is paramountly important the un-notified illegal gathering the non-native horses of Palomino
Valley by Paiutes with questionable DoA = (Department of Agriculture) authority, I NEVER
AGREED TO. Why would I after working with 120 - 150 of them to be ready for our veteran run
ranches. I did NOT agree to Larry Johnson or the GID board sending any letter or request to
DoA and the Paiute Tribe. What I DID SAY was that 1,000 fenced in acres here in the valley
which was offered to me for getting the horses out of harms way. After seeing how fierce Larry
Johnson’s face was about the birth control darting. I immediately offered gently gathering to
these said acres. Because I didn’t want to loose all the time I had put into bonding and training
them to help heal the veterans. Proof in pictures, videos and my movie.
What was not heard:
1. Depending on the next January 17th meeting, if it was deemed for complete removal of free
roaming/domesticated horses of PV, we’d put the horses behind the fences. The horses could be
baited calmly to insure their safety so there would never be a need for any gathering to these
groups or a letter even sent. (It was extremely obvious on Larry Johnson’s face and his words
that he had absolutely no belief in the effectiveness of Maureen Dane’s/AWHC generous offer of
free birth control. He loudly spoke of being on a wild horse board for over 10 years and he did
NOT see any effectiveness in this options' numbers.)
1.A Each one of these horses will bring in money for decades for all the veterans obtaining
health and healing at our future nearby ranch. 38 million in 15 years. Even the handicap and
senior horses will become super starts with our guests, will bring in 100 times their slaughter
prices. 2 1/2 years were sacrificed to daily sociological observation studies were accomplished to
deem what herds would help with what issues the veterans were dealing with.
1.B We would have held meetings to insure no removal of any free roaming horses that were
beloved by residents in the valley. Who were willing to help them title, brand and keep them if
they needed land. Thereby all the 150 horses we would have taken from the valley were each
voted upon.
1.C We have been completely following the listed steps of action given to us by a Branding
Inspector to officially take the 150 horses to the main ranch. We had to design a brand logo,

order a freeze brand from TX, title and purchase our 3 year bonded with 11 herds who trusted
me. This purchase would be accomplished with ceremony over at the Paiute Tribe. Establishing a
great PR event for Palomino Valley, the DoA and the Lake Pyramid Paiute Tribe, because we
had obtained all their permission to do this and even had the BLM thumbs up for what we are
doing. Shoot we even have the thumbs up of the Northern NV Cattlemen's’ approval too.
Proposal results of January 4th meeting with concerned neighbors at the Model Event Ranch.
First note of business. The legal library downtown from the court house laws showed:
deer/horses/Pronghorn antelope have more rights to be in the valley than cars. Because the GID
posted the speed limit of 35 mph, the physics of impact prove the speed of which the animal was
hit was way above speed limit. The legal rights to sue a speeder hitting an animal (horse) actually
falls to the GID or PVA because you put the speed limits up. The speeder can try to do whatever
they deem in an attempt to sue, but the law will fall to the Open Range animal on privately
owned roads. GID can sue the speeder because you deem the speed on the roads. NOT THE
OTHER WAY AROUND. The judge could rule to the speeders a fine if it was unavoidable up to
a $3,000. If it was a deliberately murder up to $10,000 per animal. When the older man with the
grey hair driving on white Ford deliberately killed 3 of the yearlings; the GID would have made
$30,000 from that speeder. Minus the cost of burial which I think should be at $70 per horse, for
gas and wear and tear on vehicles. Again posting the laws and fine for consequences of injuring
wildlife right at each entrance again emphasizes the legal rights of the GID hands to sue speeders
who injury animals or humans. Which again means you’d get the money the judge awards,
minus the burial costs for the animals. Even with the horses illegally removed on our privately
owned roads we still have worries of loose: cattle, dogs, privately owned horses, llamas, and
pedestrians. I’ve almost been hit walking as well as people I know riding their bikes.
1. This problem of horses in the road would not have been an issue, if a certain farmer fenced in
his fields the last few decades; and there was not consistent water source away from the roads.
When I went over to offer solutions to Farmer Pratt, I was told the land was sold for
development. Plus I was told, “If it was up to him, he’d shoot every last one of them.” Which
shocked me coming from a Christian man. A mans righteousness is viewed by how he treats his
animals. Side note, several times I have chased horses away from Pratts' back field. I walked the
back fences looking for wounded horses and never did I see cut fence line. JFYI there are way
more horse lovers than I in this area.
2. The fake cattle guard has worked 100%. Only 1 horse walked down from Grass Valley Road
down Pyramid road to get to the alfalfa field. Right after the cattle guard was installed, all the
horses had moved down the valley, because of their inability to pass this obstacle. They moved
down the valley because the fires had not burnt the lower valley. Which placed the majority of
horses past the main traffic.
3. But this problem of wildlife on the roads has been around for decades. Years ago, why hasn’t
there been a mandatory use of high beams signs posted on these roads? You can’t see taller
animals with low beams.
3. A. Why hasn’t there been reflective decals on the wild horse crossing signs?
3. B. Why hasn’t there been additional antelope and deer signs posted decades ago?

3. C Why hasn’t there, at all entrance points, been postings of the legal fines when a speeder hits
an animal on our private roads? Possible money lose would instantly cool the jets of these
ridiculous speeders. We are sure that Scott or your other workers can tell tales of we were almost
hit by….. Now that the horses are gone, people are speeding even more.
***
Larry Johnson stopped me here.
***
Thank you for hearing what would have been our options.
After relentlessly insuring the return of our deemed ranch horses, we came across some new
facts. Upon hearing with my own ears, the tribe was relentlessly called by a few key people from
Palomino Valley, scaring them they’d be sued due to the horses being hit. We absolutely know
some of the very people sitting here worked with the top Branding Inspector, who is very vocal
of his desire to "kill 98% of all wild horses. Letting the wild horse advocates fight over the
remaining 2 %". We know you insured this illegal gathering hiding behind others.
Yet here’s the math. 88% of the public love wild horses. These sweetest of abandon horses in 15
years at the ranch would’ve healed hundreds and hundreds of veterans. They’d draw in $38
million every 15 years for one ranch can do a ton of good for veterans. What do you have against
eliminating the debt to the cities, counties, states and nation of the wild horses cost, by them
making continuous money, not just a one time slaughter profit? What do you have against
helping veterans have the support to heal and become whole thriving citizens again? What do
you have against the guests having life changing experiences and inspirations visiting our
ranches? You are under generational beguilement of death/slaughter is the only options. That is
the limit of your creative thinking. Because well… that’s how my grandpa did it and his grandpa
and his grandpa. You didn’t even allow us to have options for our valleys horses till the past 17th
meeting. So congratulations! You have become just like those who took down the statues in the
South. You have become killers of our national symbols of independence and freedom. Helping
those who are trying to erase our true history so they can control our future generations! We are
not done insuring what was done in secret will be shouted from the roof tops. Ridiculous!!

PVGID OPERATIONS REPORT
Report Period 12-17-2018 to 1-13-2019
ATTACHMENT: 1/17/2019 Meeting Agenda Item 7. f.

NOTE: The road crew took vacation from December 24th through January 1st
ROADS GRADED:
1. Prep Wilcox Ranch from Goodher to Mid
2. Wilcox Ranch from Goodher to Mid Imported 849 Yards Type II Base
3. Peak E-W

OTHER ROAD WORK:
1. Install painted brick pavers for virtual cattle guard to continue lines
2. Plowed snow: Axe Handle, Curnow Cyn - All, Ironwood - All, Whiskey Springs Pyramid to Amy
3. Ironwood Reinstall two culvert markers
4. Right Hand Canyon Cut rebar that was sticking out of road
5. Grass Valley (East) at Pyramid, Cattle guard - Cut old damaged metal and weld
in new rails
6. Road Survey Report - Verify and/or correct mileage and end of road GPS
readings; GPS all culverts on Ironwood to update records
7. Chantry Flats - Imported 48 yards Wayside pit material
8. Yellow Tail - Import 12 yards Wayside pit material
9. Big Dog - Import 24 yards Wayside pit material

OTHER:
1. Wayside pit - open more ground with dozer
2. Stock pile Type II Base and Class E at Wayside yard

EQUIPMENT:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

‘05 International water truck - new cam sensor
Pony motor on Vactor - repair starter solenoid
1995 Peterbilt water truck - replace fuel hose
1980 Ford - repair electrical problems
1980 Ford - (Warranty) rear axle seal leaking
Ironwood well generator, no start - Clean and tighten cables, check solar output
charging good, started generator - all OK

REGULAR MEETING
PALOMINO VALLEY GENERAL IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT
PO BOX 615, SPARKS, NV 89432-0615
Thursday, February 21, 2019
MINUTES
Trustee Larry Johnson called the regular meeting of the Palomino Valley General
Improvement District (PVGID or GID) to order at 6:03 p.m. Thursday, February 21, 2019 at
21555 Pyramid Highway, Reno, Nevada.
1.

Roll Call: Trustees present were Marty Breitmeyer, Don Otto, Greg Dennis, Jim
Currivan, and Larry Johnson. Also present were Shawn Kelly, Operations Manager;
Maureen Sidley, Assistant to the Secretary; and Cathy Glatthar, Assistant to the Board.

2.

Public Comment:
Vicki Woods read her statement into the record (see attached).
Tony Heiner said he moved here about 20 years ago and was told that the PVGID took
care of the roads. He said he asked who the PVGID was and was told the Palomino
Valley General Improvement District; “Improvement” that’s a good thing. He said the
GID has never improved his road. He said we’ve had flood damage here for two years
in a row; Grass Valley Road (west of Pyramid Highway) has been impassable several
times. He said it’s a simple problem: raise the road a little bit and replace the culverts.
He said they grade the road every couple of months which takes care of the washboard
for two weeks or so; that’s not solving the problem with the road surface. He said you
need to put some gravel or base on that road. He said if the Board would consider that,
he would appreciate it.
Trustee Johnson asked if there were any further public comments?
requests, he moved to the next agenda item.

3.

Hearing no

Approval of Minutes – January 17, 2019: Trustee Johnson stated he had a comment
about attachment 7. b. 2 [Montana Cannon’s statement]. He said he wanted to correct
an inaccuracy on the third page, after the first paragraph: “Larry Johnson stopped me
here.” Trustee Johnson said he actually informed the individual that their three minutes
allowed for public testimony had elapsed. Cathy Glatthar clarified that the minutes, at
the top of page 8, state: “Trustee Johnson let Ms. Cannon know her time was up and
said she could submit her written statement and it would be included with the minutes.”
Trustee Currivan asked how does the rest of this fit in with the narrative? He said it has
some unsubstantiated statements.
Trustee Dennis made a motion to postpone the approval of the minutes until the GID’s
attorney reviews the attachments for consistency and what our responsibility is relative
to attached written items.
Trustee Johnson said he believed that during the public comment period, anyone can
talk about [anything] and submit anything; whether it is pertinent to the GID or not.
Trustee Dennis and Cathy Glatthar agreed and that they believed it was a right.
Trustee Dennis said the question is when we are approving the minutes, are we also
approving the substance of the attachments to the meeting minutes?
Trustee Breitmeyer seconded the motion, and hearing no opposition, the motion
passed.

4.

Financial Reports and Payment of Bills:
a. Financial Reports: Cathy Glatthar reviewed the Estimated Operating Funds for
Capital Improvements report. She stated we just received the ad valorem payment
of $51,705 this afternoon and year-to-date, ad valorem exceeds estimated by $800.
She stated we received $34,000 in Consolidated Tax (CTX) revenue. She explained
the State projected CTX to be $414,000, but she used only $360,000 because the
State’s projection last year was significantly off from actual; however it’s looking
good this year and year-to-date, we’ve received $26,000 more than estimated. She
asked the Board if they wanted her to increase the CTX estimate by $4,000 per
month? Trustee Dennis said it doesn’t hurt us to be ahead. Other Trustees agreed
to leave it at $30,000. Cathy continued and reported the LGTA, another sales tax
revenue, has been coming in fairly consistently; we are over (actual exceeds
estimated) by $2,000 year-to-date. She stated overall, actual revenue exceeds
estimated by $29,376. She summarized and stated we have a Net Operating Funds
for Capital Improvements of $421,000; this number is based on a mix of actual and
estimates and recent flooding costs are not reflected here.
Trustee Johnson explained this number reflects the reimbursement we received from
FEMA for two of the four projects, and confirmed that these figures do not include
amounts for the remaining two projects because we don’t know when they will be
paid or how much will be paid. Cathy referred to a spreadsheet (see attachment)
showing the status of reimbursement for the four FEMA projects. She explained that
the estimated amount of reimbursement from FEMA (75%) for the remaining two
projects is $38,000 and with the State’s (12.5%) reimbursement of $20,000, we
anticipate $58,000 in additional reimbursement. Trustee Johnson said we can
potentially add that amount to the $421,000.
b. Payment of Bills: Maureen Sidley referred to the transaction report and the item
under Petty Cash “Refund of Excess Bond Pmts” [$168.77]. She explained the State
went in the hole with their unemployment, so for about the past five years [all
employers] have had to make bond payments [to repay the Federal Government
Loan]. She said she paid the last quarter payment not knowing that the bond
payments had ended. She said when she learned the program had ended, she sent
a letter requesting a refund of the fourth quarter payment. She noted we have the
quarterly Workers’ Comp payment this month, we had very low equipment
maintenance costs this time, and the only large bills are for material and material
hauling.
There was some discussion about the cost of the materials and after reviewing the
Martin Marietta invoices, the material costs were reported as: $7 per ton for 3/4-inch
Class AB (approximately 60 tons), $3.75 per ton for structural fill (80 tons), and $10
per ton for 1 1/2 to 2-inch cobble (288 [tons]). Shawn Kelly verified those costs as
being correct and said the ballast rock is also $10 per ton. In answer to Trustee
Johnson’s question, Shawn clarified the $3,600 to Martin Marietta was partially for
Roadrunner flood repair and that all of the aggregate base was stockpiled in the
yard. In answer to Maureen Sidley’s question if the description for the Martin
Marietta should be “3/4 Class B/Class E/Stabilizing,” Trustee Johnson said that’s
correct. Maureen added the transportation was three trucks that same day [as the
material charges from Martin Marietta].
Trustee Breitmeyer made a motion to approve the bills. Trustee Dennis seconded
the motion. Hearing no opposition, the motion passed.
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Trustee Johnson gave Maureen a work order from E & C Excavation for emergency
repair work done on Twin Springs and Wilcox Ranch Roads and asked that Maureen
verify the transport charges and hourly rate when the invoice comes in.
Maureen mentioned Shawn had sold some scrap iron and we received a check for
$394.80.
c. Determination of Tax Rate for Fiscal Year 2019-2020: Maureen Sidley stated we
are at the highest level right now and it is up to the Board if they want to keep it
there. Trustee Breitmeyer made a motion to maintain the current tax rate of 0.4198.
Trustee Otto seconded the motion. Hearing no opposition, the motion passed.
d. Operations Manager’s Equipment and Vehicle Budget for 2019-2020: Shawn
Kelly said he hasn’t had time to work on this.
e. Tentative Budget for Fiscal Year 2019-2020: Maureen Sidley referred to the
budget worksheet (see attached) and explained she did not have the beginning fund
balance, but that it would depend on whether or not they did a big road project
before the end of June. She said if they do not pay for a big road project by the end
of June, the beginning fund balance would be around $350,000. She explained in
the first column are actual numbers, in the second column are projected amounts
through the end of June, and in the third column are the proposed budget numbers.
She said the projected revenue figures just came in and are shown here [third
column] and the FEMA amount was left as a question mark. After review of the
FEMA and State Reimbursement Projections (see attachment for Agenda Item 4.a.)
a decision was made to use $60,000 for the FEMA amount for the budget. Maureen
said of the $150,000 expected from FEMA [and the State], only [$84,000] has come
in. She explained we like to leave between $70,000 and $80,000 as the ending fund
balance. She said since we have only one fund, it doesn’t matter if we go over in
one area [line item] and under in another area; we just can’t overspend the budget.
She said the Board can decide whether or not to change the [proposed budget]
amounts. Cathy Glatthar explained we will receive an ad valorem (property tax)
revenue projection report in March that will have the projected abatement and
exemption amounts; the [ad valorem] figure [on the worksheet of 280,000] is just a
guess based on last year’s [abatements and exemptions].
There was some discussion on the meaningfulness of the budget numbers, and the
resulting explanation is we must take the total of the beginning fund balance and the
highest projected revenue figures, subtract the required ending fund balance of no
less than two months of expenses (we use approximately 75,000), and the resulting
balance is allocated to the various expense line items and capital outlay (equipment
and vehicles).
5.

Road Maintenance Reports:
a. Road Reports: Trustee Johnson stated we had a pretty good storm and that,
coupled with the snowpack we had on the ground, created excessive runoff. He said
we experienced a significant amount of damage all over the Valley. He said they
established priorities, which were, where roads were impassable get them
serviceable to a minimum level of traffic. He said Shawn has been out there with a
backhoe filling in eroded gullies, and [Trustee] Otto ran a motorgrader for a day. He
clarified that as a Trustee, Mr. Otto could not be paid, so he worked as a volunteer,
and was covered by Workers’ Comp and liability insurance. Trustee Johnson and
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others thanked Trustee Otto. Trustee Johnson continued and stated that several
Board members have been out assessing the damage. He said there have been
numerous phone calls and emails received for maintenance requests and they are
doing their best to address those as fast as they can. He said their first priority was
Twin Springs because the road was closed/washed out [at the low water crossing];
that was reopened this week. He said the next priority was the Wilcox Ranch conspan where the downstream erosion was so serious there was danger of losing the
structure.
Trustee Johnson said the upper roads: Piute Creek, upper Right Hand Canyon,
upper Quaking Aspen, Curnow Canyon; these roads remain an absolute mess. He
said it has stormed almost every day since [the initial storm on February 14th]. He
said nothing has dried out to the point where they can adequately grade anything.
He said we have a safety issue on Whiskey Springs next to the Cottonwood Creek
crossing; where that crossing is of inadequate size, to where the water backs up and
sheet flows, floods across the top of Whiskey Springs for a section about [1,000] feet
in width. He said the road acts as a spillway and has eroded the shoulder
completely away on the downstream side; some areas a foot to two-feet in depth.
He said those items that are significant safety issues are top priority. He addressed
Shawn and asked that the really soft spot on Grass Valley Road west be taken care
of after Whiskey Springs is repaired.
Trustee Dennis told Shawn that he appreciated that Shawn got the right material for
the job. Shawn Kelly said because he is new, this flood event has allowed him to
see where the problem spots are. He said [for Whiskey Springs] we need an
emergency fix right now, and will do something more permanent later. Trustee Otto
said they will be filling in the eroded shoulder with ballast rock and capping it off with
some Class E rock which is similar to aggregate base. Discussion took place about
using larger rock - Class 150 or 250 - but was dismissed because it would have to be
end-dumped and would damage the Cape seal. Ms. Woods asked about using
mortar to hold the rock in place, and Trustee Johnson explained that even NDOT
has gone away from using mortared rip rap. He said because of the rigidity, it will fail
and then it can’t be graded; it’s too problematic. Trustee Breitmeyer suggested
Shawn leave the capped fill a little high.
Trustee Otto asked if the GID is responsible for Sage Flat Road all the way to the
turnaround at the end and for Mid Road all the way to cul-de-sac at the end?
Several members confirmed that we do maintain both roads to the end.
b. Recent Flood Damage: Trustee Johnson said for the coming weeks we will be
handling flood repairs. Trustee Dennis asked that all costs associated with flood
repairs be tracked separately. He said if we are successful with the County, he
would like the County to reimburse us for flood repairs, because we do road
maintenance. He said he brought the pictures and videos of the flooding tonight to
show that this was not normal for a road maintenance group to be dealing with that
type of flood event, yet we’re doing the repairs and not getting reimbursed for it in
any way. He said when the County gets flooded out, they send their people out
everywhere, except maybe here. He said he has an issue with that; we should think
about how we are going to deal with that in the future. Trustee Johnson said he
would agree with Trustee Dennis if those were drainage issues. He said when he
looks at Grass Valley west, Cottonwood Creek sheet flows in a section probably 200
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to 300 feet wide across that valley; there’s no defined channel. He said our road
was built at grade and 40 years of grading has now put that road below grade; that’s
not a flood issue. He said damage to drainage structures, such as Twin Springs, is a
flood issue; a drainage issue. He said the great majority of the roads in our District
were improperly constructed and improperly maintained for decades and we’re trying
to dig our way out. He opined that Washoe County should assist us monetarily on
items such as improving the cross section of the Whiskey Springs crossing over
Cottonwood Creek. Trustee Dennis said the last time we received a payment from
Washoe County may have been in the mid-1980s; maybe Cathy can look into that.
He said the County gave the GID something less than $30,000 to rebuild the Wilcox
Ranch Road structure across Cottonwood Creek; so maybe a precedent was set.
Wanda Wright asked who has jurisdiction over Cottonwood Creek? She said she
spoke with the Corps of Engineers who said to call someone else. Trustee Johnson
said he thought the jurisdiction question was multi-faceted; the Corps of Engineers
does have jurisdiction over the waters of the US - filling, excavating in the channel.
He said in his opinion, Washoe County has responsibility for drainage improvements.
He said the GID has jurisdiction and responsibility for maintenance of our roadways
over those crossings and the crossings themselves. He reiterated that we do not
have an adequate crossing of Cottonwood Creek anywhere in the system. Ms.
Wright asked why couldn’t you have multiple side-by-side culverts at the crossing on
Whiskey Springs? Trustee Johnson said that is what should have been installed
initially. That structure was built by Rocketdyne back in the 1960s and has been
there ever since and has probably flooded there in every major flood event since
then; not to mention by the time the water gets to Grass Valley it’s spread out a
couple hundred feet wide sheet flowing across the roadway. He said again, we have
jurisdiction and responsibility to maintain the roads and keep them open and
serviceable; there are times when that will be impossible. He stated they closed
Interstate 80, they’ve closed a bunch of streets in town, and we’re not going to be
any different. He explained we do not have the ability to improve every roadway to
make them bomb proof.
Ms. Wright spoke about a property owner on Grass Valley Road [east]. Ray Nicolai
opined that the reason why the creek is backing up all the way to Whiskey Springs is
because it is blocked north between Whiskey Springs and the [Pyramid] Highway;
there are impediments preventing the creek from flowing. Trustee Breitmeyer
interjected and said this is all on private property and this is where the Corps of
Engineers comes in because they are the dictators. Trustee Otto said this is outside
of the GID’s purview. Ms. Wright agreed.
Trustee Johnson said this is where he believes Washoe County has responsibility; a
building permit had to have been issued for the driveway culvert crossing the creek.
Trustee Breitmeyer said two neighbors in his area of the Valley had to go through the
Army Corps of Engineers to get their approvals to put their driveways in across the
creek. There was further discussion with suggestions to take the property owner to
small claims court, contact County Commissioner, contact Congressman Mark
Amodei, contact Washoe County code enforcement and report diversion of natural
drainage, and continue trying to reach the Corps of Engineers.
In answer to Mr. Robotham’s question, Trustee Johnson clarified the damage to
Whiskey Springs Road was not due to any back up of the creek north of Whiskey
Springs; the damage was from the flows coming from the fields to the south.
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Trustee Johnson reported receiving an email from Ms. Darlene Delany, 1600
Sharrock Road. The property is located at the [northwest] corner of Wild Horse and
Sharrock. The Delanys contend that the GID crushed their driveway culvert [on Wild
Horse] and allowed drainage from Wild Horse to run down their driveway. Ms.
Delany submitted an invoice from Home Depot for the rental of a skid steer and said
invoices for the operator and materials would be forthcoming. Trustee Johnson said
photos were taken by Trustee Otto on the morning of February 15th and passed
around a photo that showed the culvert in question was clearly recessed in back of
the Delany’s mailbox and completely inaccessible to our road grader grading the
road. He said the culvert is only one stick of 12-inch, twenty feet long, which is
totally inadequate for a driveway culvert. He said he went out with Trustee Otto the
following week and the Delanys had relocated the culvert towards the roadway and
left the ends crushed. He said what tends to happen with such a short culvert (only
one stick) is when pulling a trailer, the trailer cuts the corner and the culvert is
damaged on the end. Trustee Johnson said he would write a reply and attach the
photo, stating the GID did not damage the culvert and we will not compensate her for
her costs. Cathy Glatthar reported that Louie Test advised us to report the possibility
of a claim with our insurance company. Trustee Johnson asked Cathy to make the
report to the insurance company. Trustee Currivan made a motion to have Louie
Test review and send a response to Ms. Delany. Trustee Breitmeyer seconded the
motion, and hearing no opposition, the motion passed.
Trustee Johnson said we did receive a complaint from someone on Sharrock, west
of Amy, whose driveway crosses Cottonwood Creek and they were cut off by the
flood flows; [this is not the GID’s purview].
c. Makeup of Road Committee: Trustee Johnson explained the history of the Road
Committee. He said the Road Committee was first formed in 2011 when he got on
the Board because he felt the Operations Manager needed guidance and priorities
set. He said the original Road Committee met on Monday mornings and consisted
of himself and Trustee Pete Schmalzer (could only have two Board members on a
committee). He explained after Trustee Schmalzer resigned, Trustee Breitmeyer
was asked to be on the committee; however due to Trustee Breitmeyer’s schedule,
he was unable to make most of the meetings. Trustee Johnson said he then asked
Trustee Dennis to join the committee, and recently has asked Trustee Otto to sit in.
He explained that was not a slight to Trustee Dennis, but was done because of
Trustee Otto’s decades of experience as an equipment operator. Trustee Johnson
requested that when either Road Committee member is unavailable to attend a
meeting, that another Board member fill in if available. He said until Shawn knows
every road and how everything works, we need a Road Committee. Trustee Dennis
said he thought our road manager can handle things himself; he doesn’t need us all
the time. Trustee Johnson said that was the point, and when he is satisfied, he’ll be
the first to step out.
d. 2019 Capital Improvements Program and Priorities: Trustee Johnson said with
these storms, those priorities remain to be seen; there are a number of priorities that
can be discussed in general. He said we have so many roads that are miserable
maintenance issues; for instance, the drainage on a section of Wild Horse Road. He
said Wilcox Ranch Road needs to be fixed with the same method used on Range
Land Road with large drainage swales and building up the road.
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Trustee Dennis said he purposefully went out during this past storm and took
pictures and videos of the water on the roads. He said his big concern was that we
would Cape seal some of these roads before the drainage problems are fixed.
Trustee Breitmeyer interjected and said he believed the decision has been made to
fix the drainage before anymore Cape seal is done. Trustee Johnson agreed and
stated we’ll need to address these roads one-by-one and fix them. He added that he
is not totally satisfied with Range Land; there are things we could have done better.
Shawn Kelly said Big Dog (on the west side of Pyramid Highway) is the worst road in
the system right now.
Trustee Johnson said we need to look at means, methods, and efficiencies; how fast
this can be done and what is the most cost effective way of doing it. He said he
believed a paddle-wheel scraper is the best way to excavate the swale and get the
material on the road. Shawn said we have time before we get to that point.
Trustee Johnson said Amy Road should have been raised a couple of feet before the
developer put the Cape seal on. He explained the first half-mile section of Range
Land needs to be raised and drainage swales put in and fill over the top of the old,
deteriorated Cape seal and surface it with aggregate base; in future years, if we
have sufficient budget, Cape seal sections of that road.
Trustee Breitmeyer stated he liked where aggregate base has been used; that
Shawn has done a fantastic job of applying it and it has held up beautifully. There
was a brief discussion about the Wilcox Ranch hill and Trustee Breitmeyer said he
had some ideas for improving the hill. He also talked about how the 30-inch culvert
installed at the bottom of the hill two years ago saved that road from being washed
out with this storm; what we did after the 2017 flood made all the difference and we
did not lose the road this time.
Trustee Johnson said the next priority is the edge deterioration of the Cape seal on
Ironwood Road; the most serious being the first mile starting at Pyramid Highway
and going to the top of the “S” curve. He said as he has discussed in the past, he
would like to do shoulder paving of approximately the first mile and a half (on both
sides and widen the road to a 22-foot width) as a test section this year, if the budget
allows. He said before even that is done, we need to put in a broad drainage swale
that is at least four feet away from the edge of the Cape seal. He said in a perfect
world, after the shoulder paving is done, we’d come over the top of that with a microsurface; which would seal the construction joint.
Trustee Dennis said we need to address the water runoff from uphill driveways on
Ironwood Road before we do the shoulder paving. He stated we’d be better off
doing half of what we want to do and doing it right so we don’t have problems later.
Shawn said there are a number of uphill driveways without culverts or buried culverts
on Ironwood. Trustee Johnson clarified that he came on the Board in 2011 and they
did a Cape seal on Ironwood; we actually have six different types of materials and
application rates as test sections. He said in a perfect world, he agrees with Trustee
Dennis a thousand percent. He said all winter long he drives Ironwood Road
everyday and it is an absolute blessing compared to when he drives off the end of
Ironwood Road and onto Amy Road. He said we have helped so many hundreds of
people for so many years because we took the bull by the horns and assumed risks;
no, it is not perfect but it is orders of magnitude better than what we drove on before.
Trustee Dennis said he understood, but before we do “orders of magnitude better”
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on new road surfaces, let’s make sure we are spending our dollars wisely. He said
everybody gave us kudos on Range Land; they are not driving through a moat and
they are very happy. Trustee Johnson replied even though Range Land [Cape seal]
was not done well; in hindsight, eight years later, it could have been done better.
Trustee Dennis said he didn’t think we’d get all the way to Quaking Aspen [with Cape
seal on Wilcox Ranch Road] as a capital improvement project. Trustee Johnson
said even without the remaining FEMA reimbursement, the projected funds for
capital improvements budget is 30% higher than we’ve ever seen before. He said he
will be approaching contractors and getting unit costs for shoulder pavement and
subgrade prep.
In response to Trustee Dennis’ comment, Trustee Johnson said we typically can’t
start these projects until the end of May. He said he will have construction
documents drawn up and ready for the Board’s review at the next meeting.
e. Report on Flood Repairs and Mitigation and FEMA and State Disaster Funding
(2017 Flood): Trustee Johnson said this was covered earlier.
f. Status of Pasture View Road Diversion of Natural Drainage: Trustee Johnson
said the site was inspected and read a draft letter into the record (see attachment).
Shawn Kelly showed Trustee Johnson some photos on his camera that were taken
showing water flowing through the culverts under Pasture View and flowing from the
property at the fence corner and continuing down along Pasture View Road to
Whiskey Springs Road and then down to Amy Road. Trustee Johnson asked Cathy
to send the letter to Louie Test and have it put on Hoffman and Test letterhead.
Concerns were raised by several Board members, and Trustee Johnson explained
the letter is requesting that the property owner contact the GID to discuss the details
of what needs to be done and how it will be done.
g. Water Truck Replacement: Shawn Kelly said he was not ready to discuss this.
h. Equipment Needs Prior to End of Fiscal Year: Trustee Johnson said this matter
would be deferred. Trustee Dennis asked Shawn if he was still looking into
compaction equipment? Shawn said he was looking at a “Jumping Jack,” but
wanted to wait until next month.
Trustee Otto reported a problem with the compactor roller attachment for the grader.
He said because of the rocky conditions, some of the wheel brackets are bending.
Shawn said he did contact the factory and basically, they’ve had problems with this
in the past. He said he has also come across some other problems; the bearing
buddies are popping off, and the factory is sending out replacements. He said the
problem is with the large rocks that are pulled from the ditches. Trustee Otto said
when we go to pull material from the ditches and sides of the roads to rebuild the
roads, there are going to be a lot of rocks and we’ll need a special piece of
equipment to push those rocks down. Shawn said we need a rubber-wheeled,
smooth-drum roller, similar to the type we rented for the Range Land Road project.
Trustee Johnson said we’ll need to do a cost-benefit analysis; it would only be used
a couple of months a year, so it might be more cost effective to rent than purchase.
i. Operations Manager's Report: Shawn Kelly said he had nothing further to add.
Trustee Johnson said he wanted to personally thank Shawn for working hard these
past two months trying to keep the roads passable, and Shawn’s done an admirable
job. Others also thanked Shawn.
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Trustee Dennis mentioned in order to minimize costs, we did not put a four-inch layer
of base on Range Land Road, and now we have some spots where the clay is
showing through, which will pothole very quickly. He requested that Shawn cover
those spots with base before they go bad and pothole.
6.

Old Business:
a. Status of Draft Agreement with LW Land Company: Trustee Johnson reported
Washoe County has postponed the decision on LW Land Company’s Development
Agreement for 60 days so the matter can be discussed by the [Warm Springs/Rural]
CAB (Citizens Advisory Board).
b. Washoe County Proposed Refund of SPA Developer Fees and Master Plan
Amendment: Cathy Glatthar reported the Master Plan Amendment for the removal
of the financing plan from the Warm Springs Specific Plan is on the Board of County
Commissioners’ agenda for Tuesday, February 26th. She explained this is for the
possible adoption of a resolution to adopt the Master Plan Amendment. She said if
approved, the matter would go to the Regional Planning Agency for review.
c. Report on Meeting with Washoe County Officials: Trustee Johnson stated he
arranged a meeting with the County Manager, the Director of the [Planning and
Building Department], and the head of Engineering that he and Trustee Dennis
attended a few weeks ago. He said they were looking for money and eligibility for
gas taxes, and the County Manager said he would have his finance people look into
options for increasing the PVGID’s revenue stream. Trustee Dennis said it was nice
that they listened and understood the financial dilemma. Trustee Johnson said he
would keep in touch with Mr. Slaughter [County Manager] on this matter.
d. Employee Health Insurance Allowance: Shawn Kelly introduced his wife, Heather
Kelly, who passed out some information to the Board members. Ms. Kelly said she
would be covering both agenda items, d and e. She reviewed her first handout and
stated she divided it up into two topics: Health Insurance Allowance vs. Percentage,
and Health Insurance Benefits. She explained another handout is a chart showing
health insurance premiums over the last two decades have continued to increase.
She reviewed the history of the health insurance allowance and stated in December
of 2004, the allowance was increased from $600 to $800. She said in April 2018 the
allowance was increased to $1,000.
Ms. Kelly said when their insurance was renewed in August of 2018, there was a
premium increase. She said the premiums tend to go up each year and one or two
of the articles she provided, states rates are due to increase by 5% for 2019;
therefore with an allowance, whenever there is an increase, it is the sole
responsibility of the employee. Trustee Dennis interjected and asked Ms. Kelly if
they were looking for a percentage instead of the fixed allowance? Ms. Kelly said
yes and added that Sun Valley GID, Incline Village GID, and City of Reno all do
100% for the employee, and most do 50% for the dependents [100/50% plan]. She
explained if the GID had the 100/50% plan, it would have cost $100 more per month
with the plan they are currently on.
Trustee Johnson said he wanted to do some research on this and said he does not
believe what [government] agencies are paying is necessarily consistent with what
the private sector is paying. He said the plan is chosen by the employee and the
cost of the plan is chosen by the employee, not the Board.
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Ms. Kelly explained the benefits they currently have is listed and the benefits are not
great; it’s a high-deductible plan, $3,000, with co-insurance. She stated they have
looked at Washoe County and were given two options; one option would cost $2,240
[per month] for Shawn’s family. She said another suggested option would be to have
an HSA (Health Savings Account) [in addition to the allowance]. Trustee Breitmeyer
said he wanted to look through these options and have his company’s CFO review it
and get the CFO’s opinion.
Ms. Kelly reported Shawn had tried to hire someone last summer and that person
said they would think about it; a better health benefits plan would make the GID
more competitive when hiring. Trustee Breitmeyer said he wanted to be able to
match what’s out there for this position.
Trustee Johnson said this item will remain on the agenda for next month.
Shawn and Heather thanked the Board for their time and consideration.
e. Health Insurance Interlocal Agreement with Washoe County: Discussed above.
7.

New Business:
a. Coverage for Trustees Volunteering Their Time to do Road Work: Trustee
Johnson reported the legal opinion is trustees volunteering their time cannot be paid;
they are covered by Worker’s Comp and liability insurance. Trustee Dennis wanted
to know if names needed to be reported for Workers’ Comp? Cathy Glatthar said
she would check with Carol Ingalls, and find out if she requires a list of the Trustees.
Cathy reported she has email correspondence with Ms. Ingalls stating Trustees are
covered.
b. Letter Regarding Mailboxes: Trustee Otto stated the letter he drafted basically
covers a notification that the PVGID is not going to be liable. Trustee Johnson read
the letter into the record (see attached). Trustee Currivan asked what the Post
Office has to say about [mailbox location]? He said the Post Office has standards
regarding height and distance back [from the road]. Trustee Johnson asked if this
should come from our attorney? The Board agreed and Trustee Johnson said to add
this to the list [for Louie Test]. Trustee Dennis asked if we give them an
encroachment permit to put a mailbox on their own property? He said this is
definitely something for the attorney.

8.

Judicial/Government Affairs: Louie Test was not present.

9.

Calendar Review: Cathy Glatthar reviewed the upcoming items:


Cathy stated our next meeting will not be the third Thursday in March, but the fourth
Thursday, March 28th, because the range is being closed for a week for
maintenance. Trustee Johnson said he cannot attend on the 28th and asked if the
Volunteer Fire Station could be used? Cathy said she would check with Truckee
Meadows Fire.



Cathy stated there are three items she will be taking care of:
1. Tomorrow [February 22nd] is the last day to notify the Department of Taxation
about our tax rate [for fiscal year 2019-20]
2. The signing of the tentative budget will be on next month’s agenda
3. The designation of auditor will be on next month’s agenda
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10. Correspondence:
Trustee Johnson stated we received an adverse email from Mr. Dennis Magers, and
read it into the record (see attached). Trustee Johnson stated he drafted a response
letter, and read it into the record (see attached). Trustee Breitmeyer stated he lives on
Serenity, which is off of Basque Oven and he does maintenance of both roads, and he
and his neighbors have paid for materials to improve their road. He said they all
understood and accepted the maintenance of those roads as being their responsibility
when they purchased their property. Shawn Kelly stated as a PVGID taxpayer he only
pays about $200 a year to the GID and he burns that much in fuel in a day in the grader.
In response to Trustee Dennis’ question, Trustee Johnson said he felt the word
“consider” was adequate, and that the resolution clarifies further that the GID may or
may not accept a road for maintenance even if the road was brought up to the standards
outlined in the resolution. The Board agreed to have the response sent by Louie Test.
Trustee Currivan made a motion to have Louie Test send out this response. Trustee
Dennis seconded the motion, and hearing no opposition, the motion passed.
11. Public Comment:
Vicki Woods submitted into the record the letter she read under the first public comment.
Trustee Johnson asked if there were any further public comments?
requests, he moved to the next agenda item.

Hearing no

12. Board Member and Staff Items:


Trustee Dennis mentioned that Shawn Kelly now has the right-of-way access form
[Right of Entry] and that should be a valuable tool; that he is curious as to how well
the form will work.

13. Adjournment: Trustee Dennis made a motion to adjourn the meeting. Trustee
Breitmeyer seconded the motion, and hearing no opposition, the meeting adjourned at
8:54 p.m.
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2017 STORM DAMAGE FEMA AND STATE REIMBURSEMENT PROJECTIONS

PW #1 Impassable Roads

FEMA Amount

FEMA Amount

Preliminary

Pre-approval

Approved

or Actual

FEMA 75%

State 12.5%

TOTAL

w/o Mitigation

w/Mitigation (if any)

Total

Reimb.

Reimb.

Reimb.

30,363

30,363

22,772

3,795

26,568

92,131

69,098

11,516

80,615

20,345

15,258

2,543

17,801

24,767

20,274

15,206

2,534

17,740

120,869

163,113

122,334

20,389

142,724

Partial FEMA Reimbursement Received for PW#4 in April 2018
Final FEMA Reimbursement Received for PW#2 and PW#4 in December 2018

-108
-84,196
20,389

58,420

PW #2 Damaged Roads
PW #3 Damaged Drainage

96,102
20,345

PW #4 Plugged Culverts
50,708

38,030

Revised 12/10/2018
ATTACHMENT
02/21/2019 Meeting
Agenda Item 4a

February ___, 2019

ATTACHMENT
02/21/2019 Meeting
Agenda Item 5f

Martin & Helen Hersrud
Sunrise Ranch Living Trust
9732 Pyramid Way No. 334
Sparks, NV 89441
Re: 5300 Pasture View Road
Martin & Helen Hersrud:
A natural drainage traversing the above referenced parcel has been artificially
diverted in an excavated channel that now discharges over and damages Pasture View
Road. The existing culvert in the original channel beneath this road has been
completely bypassed by this diversion. The diverted flows have eroded gullies and
deposited debris on this roadway.
Pasture View Road is maintained by the Palomino Valley General Improvement
District (PVGID). The District hereby places the owners of this parcel on notice that:
1. The excavated diversion must be abandoned and refilled restoring flows to the
original channel, or
2. A minimum eighteen inch (18”) diameter culvert at least forty feet (40’) in length
be installed and diverted flows directed to this culvert beneath Pasture View
Road.
The PVGID is readily available to clarify these requirements. We expect your reply
within thirty (30) days of this correspondence.
Sincerely,

Larry J. Johnson, President
Palomino Valley General Improvement District

PVGID OPERATIONS REPORT
Report Period 1-14-2019 to 2-17-2019
ATTACHMENT: 2/21/2019 Meeting Agenda Item 5. i.

ROADS GRADED:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Bacon Rind - N
Amy - Short
Bacon Rind - S
Crazy Horse - Yellow Tail to end, clean up some mud
Chantry Flats - Push off mud on hill
Range Land - Peak to Winnemucca Ranch
Road Runner - Total wash out; imported 14 Loads - 288 tons of 2x4 cobble to
low, muddy stretch; topped with a skim coat of Wayside pit material
Grade and fill large Ruts in the intersections at Crossover & Wild Horse and
Crossover & Twin Springs
2/14 Flood clean up and emergency repairs - multiple roads

OTHER ROAD WORK:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.

Amy - Made driveway approaches accessible with backhoe
Ironwood - Clean ends on 2 culverts: #9 & #10
Hockberry - Clean culvert ends
Plowed snow: Axe Handle, Curnow Canyon - All, Ironwood – All, Whiskey
Springs – All, Grass Valley E - All
Plowed snow: Piute Creek - All, Right Hand Canyon - block house to end
Installed Rough Road Signs on Right Hand Canyon
Plowed snow: Wild Horse, Silver Horse, Right Hand Canyon, Piute Creek,
Whiskey Springs, Axe Handle, Curnow Canyon - All, Amy - Whiskey Springs to
end, Amy - S, Wilcox Ranch - Amy to Mid, Mid, Twin Springs, Crossover,
Morning Dove
Plowed snow: Peak E-W-N-S, Prairie, Big Dog, Anniversary, Crazy Horse,
Yellow Tail, Chantry Flats; Opened escapes on most main flood roads
Plowed snow multiple times
2/14 Flood ditch work, keep culverts open

OTHER:
1.

Push dirt in Wayside Pit

EQUIPMENT:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

F450 - Remove and Replace cutting edge and install new shoes on snow plow
F450 – Idler pulley bearing went out while plowing snow on Axe Handle, had
Sonsray come out to replace it
R&R seat in 10 Wheeler with a used seat from our container
1997 Vactor truck - Register, Title, DMV
Check out pull behind Sweeper - Had some wiring problems, bad gas, R&R
spark plugs, R&R fuel pump, put new tires on

ATTACHMENT
02/21/2019 Meeting
Agenda Item 7b

[PVGID LETTERHEAD]

[Date]

[Name(s)]
[Address]
[City, State Zip code]
Dear [Name(s)]:
Re: Mailbox Location
The PVGID has concerns over your mailbox location being so close to the roadway.
Due to its heavy construction and embedment, its proximity to the traffic is a safety
issue. A collision with a structure of this size at low speed could be quite damaging,
and at higher speeds, deadly! Ironwood is a busy road at times and traffic is only going
to increase in the future, increasing this liability which the PVGID will not assume.
Also, the possibility of widening the hard surfacing of the roadway in the near future on
your side of the roadway will make its location even closer to the vehicular traffic. We
strongly advise you to relocate it at least 8 feet further away from the edge of the road to
resolve this issue and accommodate our roadwork in the future.
Thank You,

[Trustee’s Name]
[Title]

ATTACHMENT
02/21/2019 Meeting
Agenda Item 10-1

DENNIS MAGERS CORRESPONDENCE - February 5, 2019
PVGID Administrator <palvalgid@gmail.com>

Improvements to 1/4 mile of Basque Oven Rd.
On Tue, Feb 5, 2019 at 2:11 PM Dennis Magers wrote:
The GID Board, Mr. Johnson, Cathy Glatthar
I think it is a pathetic situation that a portion of Basque Oven road was in such an impassable condition that
my wife and I had to take it upon ourselves to resolve the problem. Though not accepted by the GID for
maintenance, it does fall within their jurisdiction for collection of road taxes, which all property owners out here
pay. As I recall, Quaking Aspen has undergone vast improvements since multiple firetrucks got stuck in a
muddy quagmire a couple of years ago trying to reach a residential fire in which the residence burned to the
ground. There are at least eleven residences on Basque Oven / Serenity Roads which is NOT maintained by the
GID in any way. ALL of them pay road fees to the GID, and yet they, we get not even one pass of the grader
even annually.
This Basque Oven section of the roadway has actually been given over to the GID's as are all public
easements within the GID boundaries. Though not accepted for maintenance purposes by the GID, IF a life &
heath safety issue arose, because of the previous condition of the road, NO ambulance or fire truck would have
been able to traverse it in the past, during muddy quagmire conditions which occur every winter. Personnel
would have been faced with walking in at least one mile to offer aid and assistance to either residence of 3415
or 3395. Ourselves, we often in the winter, have to remain at home, unable to leave, until early morning IF the
road had frozen over enough for passage or wait for it to dry out enough for safe passage. We have been stuck
in the subject section many times and I would have to get my backhoe to drag our 4x4 vehicles to more solid
ground.
The 1/4 mile road section that we improved is now in great shape, and passable even in this wet winter we are
continuing to experience according to all who have traveled it this winter season. Go see for yourselves.
I would like the GID send me a letter of gratitude and acknowledge our monetary effort of $16, 957.77 to make
this section of the private yet public roadway passable to not only the residents but emergency vehicles during
times of inclemency. Had this section roadway been in this condition west of the Park's residence, there is a
great likelihood that Patrick's wife would have died during one of the many times the ambulance has been
summoned out to that residence because of her condition. Imagine the legal action that would have ensued in
that instance against the PV GID and Washoe County had she died there because of poor road conditions?
Sincerely,
Dennis Magers
3415 Basque Oven Rd.
Reno, NV 89510

ATTACHMENT
02/21/2019 Meeting
Agenda Item 10-2

February __, 2019
Mr. Dennis Magers
3415 Basque Oven Road
Reno, NV 89510
Re: Basque Oven Road
Dear Mr. Magers:

This correspondence is in reply to your February 5, 2019 email to the Palomino Valley General
Improvement District (PVGID). There are a number of inaccuracies within your email that require
correction.
Your parcel was created by a Division of Land Map #9a for Palomino Valley Unit B which was
further divided by Land Map #65. The following legal statement is present on Land Map #9a: “ At the
time of filing this Division Of Land Map, no arrangement has been made with the Developer or any
governing agency for the improvement or the maintenance of the road easements. Although said
easements provide legal access, it is in no way represented that each parcel is physically
accessible from or upon said easements.” The legal statement on Land Map #65 is as follows:
“Access as shown on this map is private and maintenance is the responsibility of the user and not
Washoe County.” Maintenance on improvement of Basque Oven Road is clearly the responsibility of
the property owners who use this road for access to their respective parcels. Your parcel lies miles
from the nearest road accepted for maintenance by the PVGID. Furthermore, to even consider
acceptance of any road for maintenance, the road must first be improved to the standards shown on
the attached Resolution No. F16-R2. Thus, Basque Oven Road has never been accepted for
maintenance by the PVGID and remains a public utility and public access easement owned by the
adjacent property owners.
The PVGID does collect taxes from you and others within our district boundaries who utilize
PVGID-maintained roadways. For you and other residents of Basque Oven Road, you utilize in
excess of ten (10) miles of PVGID maintained roads to reach the Pyramid Highway. You therefore
receive ample benefit from your tax dollars.
The PVGID has inadequate budget, equipment, and manpower to maintain the over 95 miles
of roadway presently accepted for maintenance. Individuals like yourself are periodically building
residences on unimproved seasonal roads that are sometimes impassable in bad weather. These
individuals are often unwilling to accept personal responsibility for their own decisions and expect the
general public to foot the bill for their future road improvements; the PVGID is unable and unwilling to
do so.
If you require further clarification, feel free to contact the PVGID.
Sincerely.
Larry J. Johnson, President
Palomino Valley General Improvement District
Attachment

REGULAR MEETING
PALOMINO VALLEY GENERAL IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT
PO BOX 615, SPARKS, NV 89432-0615
Thursday, March 21, 2019
MINUTES
Trustee Larry Johnson called the regular meeting of the Palomino Valley General
Improvement District (PVGID or GID) to order at 6:01 p.m. Thursday, March 21, 2019 at 6015
Ironwood Road, Reno, Nevada.
1.

Roll Call: Trustees present were Don Otto, Jim Currivan, and Larry Johnson. Marty
Breitmeyer and Greg Dennis were absent. Also present were Shawn Kelly, Operations
Manager; Maureen Sidley, Assistant to the Secretary; Cathy Glatthar, Assistant to the
Board; and Louie Test, Legal Counsel.

2.

Public Comment:
Hugh Ezzell said the Board has a pretty good crew and they are very responsive. He
encouraged Trustee Johnson to give the crew some instruction on roadway design and
drainage and how open channel flow works.
Katherine Snedigar commented about problems with the flood repair work the grader
operator did on Pasture View Road. She also stated the bar ditches are allowing water
to cross our roads; the GID should put in wide swales instead of the bar ditches on all
the roads.
Pat Jones, Pony Springs Road, read his statement regarding potholes and vehicle
damage into the record (see attached). His statement also contained comments about
very little servicing of Amy (south of Wilcox Ranch Road), Pony Springs, and Hockberry.
Nancy Scarborough stated she lives at the end of Yellow Tail Road (a priority 2 road)
and has seen the grader on Chantry Flats (a priority 3 road) two times. She said she
understands the GID can’t control the weather, and she did speak with Shawn
[Operations Manager]. She wanted to know why that road system wasn’t graded from
Wilcox Ranch all the way to the end of Yellow Tail and Chantry Flats, including Pioche?
She added a culvert is blocked and water’s on the road.
Marshall Todd, Whiskey Springs Road, said the amount of damage to Whiskey Springs
was incredible, and he complimented the crew on the job they did cleaning that up.
Pam Roberts said there are issues, but with the amount of funds the GID has available,
the GID is limited in what they can do, and they are doing the best they can with the
funds they have. She said she believed the GID acted outside the scope of its authority
when the President initially contacted the Tribe regarding the removal of horses, and
when the GID continued to have on its agenda the letter to request the removal of the
wild horses, and then finally when the GID sent the letter after the horses were
removed, regarding the removal of the horses.
Kim Patterson, Paloma Ranch Court, said she agreed with Ms. Roberts’ comments. Ms.
Patterson stated that if Larry [Trustee Johnson] hadn’t met behind everybody’s backs
with the Paiutes the horses would not have been removed or at least there could have
been a discussion.

Gloria Goodher, Goodher Road, said the crew has cleaned up Wilcox Ranch Road
good, but it’s getting back into bad shape with all this weather. She said Shawn
[Operations Manager] just graded Goodher Road and cleaned it up, but there’s a culvert
there. She said the GID has graded Goodher Road in the past; they did it because the
school bus picks up the kids there when the weather is bad. She asked why isn’t
Goodher Road graded anymore?
Trustee Johnson said a number of these comments would be addressed under road
reports and other agenda items.
Trustee Johnson asked if there were any further public comments?
requests, he moved to the next agenda item.
3.

Hearing no

Approval of Minutes – January 17, 2019 and February 21, 2019: Louie Test stated
that approval of the January 17th minutes was postponed last month because the Board
was concerned that the contents of statements submitted under public comment and
attached to the minutes were being approved. Mr. Test explained that no action is
taken; those statements are just attached to the minutes. He said when the Board
approves the minutes, they are not approving the spoken public comments or the
statements submitted under public comment.
Cathy Glatthar stated she received a request from Deb Walker with the American Wild
Horse Campaign to correct the January 17th minutes as Ms. Walker felt her public
comments were “misquoted.” Cathy explained that she listened to Ms. Walker’s
statements on the recording again and what was written in the minutes was accurate. In
answer to Trustee Currivan’s question, Cathy said she would attach her analysis to the
minutes, and recommended that the Board not amend the minutes in regards to Ms.
Walker’s comments.
Trustee Currivan made a motion to approve both the January and February minutes [as
written]. Trustee Otto seconded the motion, and hearing no opposition, the motion
passed.

4.

Financial Reports and Payment of Bills:
a. Financial Reports: Maureen Sidley reported receiving income from all three
revenue sources: Consolidated Tax, Ad Valorem, and LGTA. She stated the total of
all bank accounts is $469,111.52.
Cathy Glatthar reviewed the Estimated Operating Funds for Capital Improvements
report (see attached). She stated this report is based on the money we have in the
bank, anticipated additional revenue, estimated expenses, and a two-month reserve.
She explained the report goes through the end of August because [the summer] is
when we can do road improvements, but our last ad valorem payment comes in
April. She said after April, we continue to receive monthly CTX and LGTA payments.
She continued reviewing the report and stated we have Net Operating Funds for
Capital Improvements of $436,795.
b. Payment of Bills: Maureen Sidley referred to the transaction report (see attached)
and reviewed several items: (1) The E&C Excavation bill for flood repairs [at Twin
Springs and Wilcox Ranch Road]; (2) grader blades; (3) tires for the grader and the
sweeper; (4) parts for the Vactor; (5) materials for flood repairs. Trustee Johnson
reiterated the need for Maureen to send invoices to Shawn Kelly in time for his
review and approval before the Board meetings.
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Trustee Otto discussed the grader blades from Intermountain. He said carbide
blades were ordered and cost $350 each and confirmed with Shawn that each
section is 7 feet long and two sections are needed for the grader (the John Deere
770 grader has a 14-foot blade), therefore a blade change costs $700. Shawn
explained Trustee Breitmeyer is checking with a distributor and trying to get a better
price for grader blades. Shawn reviewed the other Intermountain invoice and stated
the $168 was for a plow blade ordered for the F450 [snow plow truck] and the other
four, non-carbide blades were for the [John Deere] 670 grader.
Trustee Otto reviewed the bill from E&C Excavation and stated the trackhoe move-in
and move-out charges were $1,000 each. Trustee Johnson stated it’s a flat rate.
Shawn said when he was made aware of the transport rate, he discussed it with Mr.
Bliss, and Mr. Bliss agreed to cut the next move-out charge in half. Trustee Johnson
stated he signed a work order with E&C Excavation for the work done on Twin
Springs and Wilcox Ranch Road.
In answer to Trustee Otto’s question, Shawn said he does see the bills from Sierra
Rental and Transport, and the $97 per hour for an end dump is a reasonable rate.
Trustee Otto stated the Martin Marietta bills had different prices for the same
product. Maureen explained the error was caught and Martin Marietta gave us a
credit which is reflected on the check detail.
Trustee Otto made a motion to approve the bills. Trustee Currivan seconded the
motion. Hearing no opposition, the motion passed.
c. Operations Manager’s Equipment and Vehicle Budget for 2019-2020: Shawn
Kelly said he hasn’t had time to work on this.
d. Tentative Budget for Fiscal Year 2019-2020: Maureen Sidley referred to the
tentative budget (see attached) and explained because some temporary labor may
be brought on, she increased the ending fund balance to 80,000. She stated with
the estimated beginning fund balance at 435,937 and projected revenues of
877,207, the [projected total funds] equals 1,313,144. [Note: The dollar sign ($) is
not used for projections and budgets.]
There was some discussion about the beginning fund balance and the
meaningfulness of that number. Cathy Glatthar said she believed the beginning fund
balance was a “snapshot” in time; that at the end of the preceding fiscal year, the
actual expenses are subtracted from the actual income received and added to the
actual ending fund balance from the previous year. She explained we would have
had that amount in the bank at a static point in time. She said the beginning fund
balance figure on the tentative budget may actually be less because we may pay for
a large road improvement project before the end of the current fiscal year (June
30th), but we won’t see that until next year, because the budget is prepared well
before the end of the [fiscal] year.
Maureen explained that we cannot overspend the budget. Several audience
members thought the GID’s situation was “use it or lose it.” It was explained that is
not the case; the GID does not have to “send back” any money left over after
disbursements are subtracted from actual income received.
In answer to Mr. Scarborough’s question, Cathy explained the GID receives the ad
valorem tax revenues about a month after the due date for each of the four property
tax installments; the Consolidated Tax (CTX) and the Local Government Tax (LGTA)
revenues come in monthly.
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Cathy further explained the budget process. She summarized the projected
revenues: ad valorem (aka property taxes) of 290,000; Consolidated Tax (CTX),
which is mostly sales tax, of 492,107; Local Government Tax (LGTA), another mostly
sales tax revenue, of 35,000; and 60,000 from FEMA [and State]; for a total
projected revenue of just over 877,000. She said the projected revenue of 877,000
is added to the beginning fund balance of 435,937 to come up with the 1,313,144
projected funds total. She elaborated and explained the 60,000 figure for FEMA is
from the 2017 flood, and there are still two projects FEMA has yet to approve. She
said until those projects are approved, the GID cannot submit for reimbursement.
She said FEMA will reimburse 75% and the State will reimburse 12.5%, and the
60,000 is the combined estimate. She explained when budgeting, we need to
appropriate the entire 1.3 million; which includes the 80,000 reserve (ending fund
balance).
Trustee Johnson explained this budget is for the next fiscal year which begins on
July 1st and goes through June 30, 2020. He said most of the money is not received
during the construction season and that is why we end up with $469,000 in the bank
at the end of winter; there are many projects we can’t do in the winter months.
Trustee Currivan made a motion to approve the tentative budget.
seconded the motion, and hearing no opposition, the motion passed.

Trustee Otto

Maureen mentioned the final budget will be available at the County, as are all
agency budgets. Cathy said she would attach the tentative budget to the minutes.
Trustee Johnson stated the budget is a legal formality; the GID can’t spend more
money than they have in the bank.
e. Designation of Auditor: Maureen Sidley explained Beth Kohn-Cole’s company has
merged with Eide Bailly and nothing will change with the audit. Maureen asked the
Board if they wanted her to price other auditors or to stay with Beth Kohn-Cole?
Trustee Johnson explained, to-date, the GID has not found anyone as cost-effective.
Maureen stated Ms. Kohn-Cole has saved us a lot of money; we used to pay
$23,000 and Ms. Kohn-Cole has been charging us $9,800 for many years. Trustee
Johnson said the GID is required by law to have an annual audit performed by an
independent auditor.
Hugh Ezzell stated he believed it was a conflict of interest to have the GID’s
bookkeeper find the auditor. He further stated someone with the GID other than the
bookkeeper, should be finding the auditor.
Maureen explained that three auditors, that she did not know, were solicited for
proposals and the Board chose Ms. Kohn-Cole’s firm.
Renia Smith said she agreed with Mr. Ezzell that someone else should be finding the
auditor. She said she does auditing as part of her job and it is a conflict of interest
and the auditor could have her certification taken away.
Louie Test said Cathy could get proposals and present them to the Board for the
Board’s selection at the next meeting. Cathy Glatthar stated there is not enough
time; the designation of auditor must be filed with the Department of Taxation by
March 30th. Louie then suggested Ms. Kohn-Cole be contacted and asked if she
feels comfortable doing the audit [since Maureen, the bookkeeper, solicited the
proposals].
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Maureen mentioned there are very few auditing firms that do government audits, and
we have been with Kohn and Company for years.
Mr. Ezzell opined that maybe the GID should use a different auditor now and then.
Trustee Currivan made a motion to approve [Eide Bailly] as the auditing firm for this
year’s audit, with the understanding that next year the Board will solicit for proposals
for an auditor. Trustee Otto seconded the motion, and hearing no opposition, the
motion passed.
5.

Road Maintenance Reports:
a. Road Reports: Trustee Johnson stated Shawn Kelly gave us a list of roads graded
and other road work done, but with the continued storms, it will be necessary to do
this work over again and again. He cited the example of Wilcox Ranch Road which
is the most heavily trafficked dirt road in the entire system, and stated it was graded
last week and it’s a potholed mess today. Shawn said there is a lot of work they
can’t do because it’s too wet, such as ditch and water escapes work; the grader will
just sink in and get stuck. He added the work is just temporary; they are just trying to
smooth out the roads. Trustee Johnson explained they are trying to keep all roads
serviceable, and they can’t do anything significant. He stated half the culverts in the
system are clogged, and the Vactor truck will be used to flush the 100 plus culverts
as they were last summer. Trustee Johnson talked about culverts not being
maintained for decades, which was unacceptable. He explained the Board hired
new personnel and bought new equipment; culverts will be maintained on an annual
basis after the winter.
Trustee Johnson talked about drainage swales, and stated the GID has a plan to
restore large drainage swales that will intercept overland, sheet flows and keep
those water flows away from the roadways. He said this will be modeled after the
work done on Range Land Road between Grey Van and Peak Roads.
Trustee Johnson explained that he has repeatedly stated that these roads were
improperly constructed 40 years ago, and have been improperly maintained ever
since; everyone’s complaints about the roadways are valid. He said we are going to
fix it, but it is going to take time. He said we are going to have storms over the next
30 days; we can’t grade mud and we can’t build roadways out of mud. He said his
direction to Shawn is as long as the storm pattern continues, to keep all roads
serviceable and try to smooth the riding surface to the extent possible and
practicable; it’s not going to be perfect, in fact, it’s not even going to be good.
Trustee Johnson said there was a complaint on Pony Springs; we have a system in
which you go online and log a maintenance request for your roadway. He said we
typically take care of such requests within one or two weeks, weather depending.
Pat Jones said he knows there’s a big speed limit sign at Ironwood and Pyramid and
asked if more speed limit signs could be posted? Trustee Johnson said the Washoe
County Sheriff’s Department will not enforce speed limits and the GID does not have
enforcement authority. Mr. Jones thought more signs would help to slow people
down a bit.
Trustee Otto asked what was being done in the creek channel underneath Amy
Road? Shawn explained they are trying to re-establish the ditch and rebuild the
bank that was washed away in the last storm, because next time it will take out Amy
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Road. Shawn explained that he hired E&C Excavation to do the work. Trustee
Johnson said he didn’t think that work was going to happen so quickly; that Shawn
had identified that work as being an emergency. Trustee Johnson said he
disagreed; that the floods happen when we have a foot of snow on the ground and
then we get a warm rain that washes down out of the mountains all at once. He
stated with that being said, the work needed to be done; the flood flows ate into the
bank, topped the road, and nearly took out the roadway. In response to Trustee
Otto, Trustee Johnson explained the Corps of Engineers was contacted as to who
has authority to do what, and Washoe County was contacted to see if flood control
money was available. Shawn added that he wanted to get the work done while it
was dry, and now, the re-established channel is full; the water is flowing again after
the rain we received last night. Trustee Johnson said Shawn’s proposed fix is a
proper one; re-establish the channel so the water goes straight through the box
culvert, armor the outside of the channel with “k-rail” (concrete-barrier rails used as
center mediums on freeways) and buttress the front of the “k-rails” with boulders so
the “k-rails” don’t get undermined. He said it is a work in progress.
Hugh Ezzell thanked Trustee Johnson and anyone on the Board or associated with
the Board who helped Trustee Johnson with the behind the scenes work in trying to
get flood control funds and resources to help the community.
Trustee Johnson explained he met with the County Manager, the head of
Community Development, the County Engineer, and the head of the Building
Department to also explore additional funding for the District for road maintenance
and improvement budgets, and said we are in the middle of those discussions.
b. 2019 Capital Improvements Program and Priorities: Trustee Johnson said he put
together recommendations for a road improvement project for 2019. He said he felt
the highest priority was raising roadways in certain areas and providing large
roadside drainage swales. He said after a tour of the system, he selected seven
roads for improvement. He explained six of the seven roads will have segments of
the road raised and the drainage swales constructed, as follows:
1. Wilcox Ranch Road - from Amy to the Quaking Aspen intersection
2. Amy Road - from Ironwood to Wilcox Ranch
3. Grass Valley Road (west of Pyramid) - three segments
4. Big Dog Road - two segments
5. Right Hand Canyon Road - one segment
6. Wild Horse Road - one segment
Trustee Johnson reviewed the method used on Range Land Road and explained the
work was done last summer with our own equipment and manpower. He said the
cost was $75,000 to do one mile, and the six roadway segments listed total 6.35
miles, which would cost essentially half a million for us to do this work. He said he
has put together a bid package for outside contractors to do the same work. He said
he felt outside contractors can do the work more cost-effectively and much faster
than we could. He explained he received a budget estimate and an estimated
schedule for the scope of work, and the cost estimate was $290,000 and 22 days to
complete the work. He said he has arranged a pre-bid tour of the project locations
for all interested contractors.
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Trustee Otto acknowledged that Trustee Johnson did a lot of work in putting the bid
package together, free of charge.
Trustee Johnson stated to remain cost-effective, weather permitting, the project will
be done in the month of May while there is still some moisture in the soil; actual time
frame stated in the bid documents is April 22nd through June 28th. He mentioned
Shawn will have to spend some time on some of these roads doing rock fills for lowwater crossings and culvert installations. Shawn Kelly mentioned paddle-wheel
scrapers will be used to move massive amounts of soil versus the graders used on
Range Land.
Trustee Johnson said this project will take $300,000, or at least $250,000, from the
$436,000 we have available for capital improvements.
Trustee Johnson then discussed the second capital improvement project he would
like to do. He said the Cape seal surfacing wears from the outside edges in. He
explained that wear will be exacerbated by a developer within the Specific Plan Area
(SPA) who plans to use Ironwood Road for access; which means there will be
increased residential traffic, as well as construction traffic. He said they asked the
County to require the developer to widen Ironwood Road and pave it to County
standards all the way to the Pyramid Highway. He said the County rejected that
request and said it would be an undue burden on the developer because it would
enrich the existing residents. He stated he wanted to explore shoulder paving for the
first 1.4 miles of Ironwood Road from the Pyramid Highway, as a test section. He
explained shoulder paving as a process to place asphalt concrete in a structuralsection thickness that will hold up to traffic. He said he has never done shoulder
paving before, but then he’s never placed Cape seal on dirt until he did it here.
Someone in the audience said, “and it worked.” Trustee Johnson said if there are
sufficient dollars left over after the first project, he wanted to do the shoulder paving
on Ironwood. He said this would add two more feet of width to Ironwood, and the
outer three feet on both sides of the road would hold up to vehicular traffic.
Nancy Scarborough asked if Trustee Johnson or anyone else had approached the
County about dedication of the roads so the County would take them over?
Trustee Johnson said yes they have approached the County, and the County said
they would not take over the roads. He said the only way the County would accept
these roads for maintenance was if the residents of Palomino Valley would form a
special assessment district …
Ms. Scarborough interjected and said she went through this in Antelope Valley and it
cost a little less than $5,000 per lot to pave all of Antelope Valley Road and
Matterhorn Road, about 14 …
Trustee Johnson said he found that hard to believe; that he just had a conversation
with the Washoe County Manager and Engineer and their estimate to bring Palomino
Valley roads up to County standards was over $100 million dollars.
There was further discussion about the possible cost per parcel and several
audience members stated the Calle De La Plata road paving special assessment
district costs were $22,000 per parcel nearest Pyramid Highway and other parcels
further back (Mariposa) cost $30,000 per parcel.
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Trustee Johnson stated each year he checks with the major highway builders and
asks what their last bid cost was for six inches of aggregate base and three inches of
Type III asphalt concrete pavement, and it that number is $350,000 to $400,000 per
mile.
In answer to Trustee Otto’s question, Trustee Johnson referred back to the first
improvement project, and stated Ironwood Road is the seventh road on the list for
drainage improvements. He also explained to the audience we do not have asphalt
pavement anywhere; it’s a half-inch-thick Cape seal, which keeps people out of the
mud in the winter and out of the dust in the summer. He explained if this project
goes over $250,000 it will be a prevailing wage project, and Cathy has obtained a
Nevada Public Works Project number. He said he included a clause that states:
“The PVGID may, at its sole discretion, add to or subtract from the number of roads
completed.” He said depending on how the bids come in, we may choose to remove
some roads to bring the cost down below the $250,000 amount so prevailing wages
do not have to be paid; our crew would take care of those roads removed from the
contract.
Marshall Todd asked if it would be illegal to break it down into several, separate
bids?
Trustee Johnson said we cannot break it down in order to circumvent the law.
Trustee Johnson then stated that Grass Valley Road is maybe the highest priority
because after this last flood, people had to park their cars, wade through water, and
walk about a mile to get home.
Trustee Johnson then reviewed the schedule which included advertising the
Invitation to Bid by April 5th, bid submittal deadline of April 16th, GID meeting on
April 18th at which the bids would be reviewed, Notice to Proceed issued on April
19th, the possible start date of April 22nd, and the completion date of June 28th. He
added that on April 16th, a breakdown of the bids received will be sent to all bidders
and the one with the lowest bid will know that they had the lowest bid.
Trustee Otto made a motion to proceed with getting bids for the project. Trustee
Currivan seconded the motion, and hearing no opposition, the motion passed.
In answer to Mr. Jones’ question, Trustee Johnson clarified, concerning Ironwood
Road, this contract is for moving the cut-slope away from the edge of the Cape seal
in preparation for shoulder paving; they are two entirely different projects.
Ms. Snedigar stated she thought the idea sounded logical and straight forward, and
was a good idea.
In answer to Trustee Otto’s question, Trustee Johnson said he would have a cost
estimate for the shoulder paving at a future meeting.
Trustee Johnson asked Trustees Currivan and Otto to review the construction
documents and get any comments to Cathy by the end of next week.
c. Report on Flood Repairs and Mitigation and FEMA and State Disaster Funding
(2017 Flood): Trustee Johnson said we have not received any additional FEMA
payments. In answer to Trustee Johnson’s question, Cathy Glatthar stated she had
not received any further correspondence from FEMA. Trustee Johnson said we may
get an additional $40,000 from FEMA.
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d. Equipment Needs Prior to End of Fiscal Year Including Water Truck
Replacement: Shawn Kelly requested approval from the Board to purchase a new
“Jumping Jack” (compaction equipment) for $2,700 and a laser level for $700. He
added there is an auction coming up in April and he is looking for a used Jumping
Jack or Whacker. Trustee Otto made a motion to approve the purchase of both
pieces of equipment. Trustee Currivan seconded the motion, and hearing no
opposition, the motion passed.
Trustee Otto asked if drain rock could be used as backfill when installing culverts
because compaction would not be necessary? Trustee Johnson explained that is a
common misnomer; drain rock would still have to be compacted.
e. Operations Manager's Report: Shawn Kelly said he had nothing further to add at
this time.
6.

Old Business:
a. Status of Draft Agreement with LW Land Company: Brian Murphy with LW Land
Company stated all the roads within their development will be Washoe County
subdivision spec roads. He stated their final drawings are still with Washoe County
Engineering, but he hopes to start construction this summer. In answer to Trustee
Johnson’s question, Mr. Murphy said the crossing over Cottonwood Creek will be a
series of six, six-foot diameter culverts and will be to Washoe County specs.
Mr. Murphy offered to have construction traffic use Whiskey Springs and Grass
Valley Roads instead of Ironwood Road. Trustee Johnson said that would just shift
the damage to Whiskey Springs Road. He explained the reason he is proposing the
shoulder paving test section on Ironwood Road was to see what impact the
construction traffic has on that section of Ironwood. He said if the shoulder paving
performs as he hopes it will, they would shoulder pave the remainder of Ironwood
and even consider it for Whiskey Springs. He added that the downside to doing any
major improvements to Whiskey Springs is if a developer in the Specific Plan Area
comes in, they would re-build Whiskey Springs Road to Washoe County standards.
He said so do we continue patching and wait and see if a developer comes in; what
is the prudent thing to do? He asked that everyone think about that.
Pam Roberts said it’s been 27 years since the SPA was approved and she didn’t
want to wait on improving Whiskey Springs; not knowing when or if a developer
would come in and start developing.
Trustee Johnson addressed Mr. Murphy and stated that LW Land Company was
supposed to ask permission from the GID to enter onto any of our roadways.
Trustee Johnson stated there are concerns because the subdivision access point on
Ironwood is at the bottom of an “s” curve hill.
Mr. Murphy asked how this agreement would be drafted; would the road condition
surveys be done on an annual basis? Trustee Johnson stated we would do a predevelopment survey, and probably video the entire roadway segment. He said the
condition surveys would be done on an annual basis; that it would be hard to
determine what damage was due to the construction traffic versus what was due to
school buses, garbage trucks, and the local traffic.
Nancy Scarborough asked if the Turf Farm reimburses or helps maintain … because
don’t they have big trucks coming and going during the turf season from hauling their
product in and out …?
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Trustee Johnson said the Turf Farm does not pay anything special; they pay their
taxes.
Ms. Scarborough said she was just curious because you are asking Mr. Murphy to
possibly help pay for damage caused by his construction trucks.
Trustee Johnson said the Turf Farm was there long before he was, and if the Turf
Farm came before the GID today, they too would be required to pay for damages
caused by their truck traffic, just as any new development would.
In answer to Pat Jones’ question, Trustee Johnson explained that while the initial
drainage work is done on Ironwood Road, the road would remain open. He said
when the shoulder paving work is done, there will be times when increments of the
roadway will be closed and traffic will be detoured to Whiskey Springs and Amy
Roads.
Hugh Ezzell suggested where the development road meets with Ironwood, construct
a section similar to or exact to Ironwood that you [Mr. Murphy ?] maintain … because
this is going to be subjective and dispute resolution will be the item of the day. He
said so if you have a section where only Mr. Murphy’s construction traffic will be
driving and a section right next to it that only the GID’s traffic will be driving, you’re
going to be able to compare the damages.
Trustee Johnson said such a comparison could not be made because the GID’s
Cape seal is eight years old, and Cape seals have a performance life of three or four
years. He said we rehab the Cape seal every four years.
Trustee Johnson reiterated that the condition surveys will be subjective and it will
come down to agreement between reasonable men.
In answer to Trustee Otto’s question, Mr. Murphy reiterated the road from his
subdivision to Ironwood Road is required to be built to County standards; 27 feet
wide, three inch paving, six inch base, all elevated. He said although the roads will
be built to Washoe County standards, they will be privately maintained by the
Homeowners Association.
Trustee Otto said he wanted to go on record that he has been totally against any
subdivision accessing onto Ironwood or Whiskey Springs Roads without addressing
those two roads themselves. He said if in the future there are many more of these
subdivisions using the road Mr. Murphy is putting in and all that traffic will use
Ironwood, are we setting a precedence by allowing Mr. Murphy’s development to go
forward without improving Ironwood Road?
Louie Test said we would have to show the County that the additional traffic has a
cumulative effect on the road, and ask that the road be brought up to County
standards. Trustee Johnson said that is commonly done; the developer is then
required to fund an asphalt overlay to thicken the structural section.
Mr. Murphy said if they do come back to create more parcels, he would work with
Trustee Johnson on overlaying Ironwood Road from Pyramid Highway to his
development’s intersection. He added it would probably take a few years to get the
current 15 parcels constructed.
b. Washoe County Proposed Refund of SPA Developer Fees and Master Plan
Amendment: Cathy Glatthar reported the Master Plan Amendment for the removal
of the financing plan from the Warm Springs Specific Plan was heard by the Board of
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County Commissioners (BCC) on February 26th. She said the BCC did adopt the
resolution and now the MPA goes to the Truckee Meadows Regional Planning
Agency for review for conformance with the regional plan. She stated the next
regional planning meeting is April 10th, but she said she wasn’t sure if the MPA
would be on that next agenda.
c. Employee Health Insurance Benefits: Shawn Kelly asked to postpone this matter
to next month. Trustee Johnson said something he found was that government
agencies have unbelievable benefits compared to the private sector.
d. Health Insurance Interlocal Agreement with Washoe County:
asked to postpone this matter to next month.
7.

Shawn Kelly

New Business:
a. Unincorporated Town: Trustee Otto said he wondered what the effect would be on
the GID if an unincorporated town was established; would the five GID board
members become the town’s board? Tom Prentice said the boards would be totally
separate and there would not be any impact on the GID. Hugh Ezzell explained
various aspects of an unincorporated town. He stated for the record that he was in
support of an unincorporated town and in support of the unincorporated town and the
GID remaining separate. Mr. Prentice reported there will be another meeting on April
6th at 9:00 a.m. at the Equestrian Center.

8.

Judicial/Government Affairs:
a. Response to Ms. Darlene Delany: Louie Test reported he modified Trustee
Johnson’s draft letter a little bit, and the letter denying the claim, has been sent to the
Delanys. He added that our insurance company has been notified of a possible
claim. He said in the future, we should contact the insurance company directly and
the insurance company will send out an adjuster, but we should always promptly get
photos. Shawn Kelly said he always has a camera with him.
b. Response to Mr. Dennis Magers: Louie Test stated he worked with Cathy and she
found additional documentation that clearly indicates that Basque Oven Road is not
maintained by the District. He explained that in Trustee Johnson’s draft letter to Mr.
Magers, the resolution to request a road be added for PVGID maintenance was cited
with the caveat that the Board had sole discretion in deciding to add a road or not.
Louie said he added to the letter that he and the Board thought that Mr. Magers’
neighbors should be very appreciative of the work Mr. Magers did on their behalf.
Louie addressed Trustee Johnson and said while the response was appropriate,
Trustee Johnson’s remarks about people choosing to live out here must accept
responsibility for their choices, was not necessary and not included in the final letter.
Trustee Johnson agreed and apologized.
c. Status of Pasture View Road Diversion of Natural Drainage: Louie Test said the
property owner diverted the natural flow, and the suggestion to have the property
owner install a 36-inch culvert at the corner of the fence line will not solve the
problem. He said he has reviewed pictures with Shawn and the only thing that can
be done is to require the property owner to abandon the diversion and restore the
natural flow. Louie said he would make those changes to the letter and send it out.
He said he would add to the letter that if this matter is not remedied and more
damage occurs to GID roads, the GID will seek damages from the property owner.
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d. Letter Regarding Mailboxes: Louie Test explained the US Postal Service has
guidelines which state mailboxes are to be located six-to-eight inches from the
pavement. He said there are recommendations that a four-by-four-inch post or 2inch diameter steel or aluminum post be used so that it will bend or give way if hit by
a car. Louie said if we have an area where there’s a traffic issue, we could send the
USPS regulations to the property owner. Shawn Kelly said the mortared-rock
mailbox support on Ironwood is a problem because we need a culvert in that area.
Louie said if it’s within our easement, then we can approach the homeowner and
work it out.
Gary Scarborough stated back in December he brought up the property owner with
the 4-inch steel pipe mailbox structure that is two feet off the pavement. In answer to
his question, Trustee Johnson said the GID’s easement is 33 feet from the centerline
of the road. Mr. Scarborough said property owners should not build anything within
the GID’s easement.
Mr. Test reiterated the USPS standards and said Mr. Scarborough should take this
up with the USPS. Trustee Johnson asked Mr. Test to put together a letter to the
homeowner regarding the potential liability and include the USPS standards.
e. Goodher Road Maintenance: Trustee Johnson addressed the matter of Goodher
Road, and explained that Goodher Road was not an accepted road by the GID and
never has been. He said anytime it was graded in the past, was improperly done so;
it is someone’s private driveway. Louie Test said that in the correspondence
received, the Goodhers had talked with somebody in the County and were informed
by that person that the GID maintains Goodher Road. Trustee Johnson said that
was incorrect, and that he spoke with the individual at the County and that individual
said he made no such representation and furthermore, had no knowledge of whether
that road would, or could, or ever has been maintained by the GID. Trustee Johnson
said the list of roads accepted for maintenance is on the GID’s website.
Shawn Kelly said there is a culvert about halfway in, and due to the last storm, the
water has been diverted away from that culvert and is now eroding Wilcox Ranch
Road. Trustee Johnson said we either put in a new culvert or we maintain the
existing culvert on Goodher Road. Shawn said we would have to get permission to
gain access to a property that is not owned by the Goodhers. He said we would add
a clause that we are not going to maintain the roadway; we are just fixing the
drainage issue.
e. Flood Control on Private Property: Trustee Johnson explained there are two
different situations. He said one is at the end of Sage Flat Road at Ray Nicolai’s
property. He explained the creek channel behind Mr. Nicolai’s house is full of
sediment, jumps its bank, and floods a few properties, including the cul-de-sac. He
said the homeowners wanted the GID to use some of the FEMA reimbursement
money to help them with the creek channel, which the GID cannot do.
f. Reimbursement for Vehicle Damage from Potholes: Louie Test said Trustee
Johnson’s response was correct; that the matter was discussed with the County as
to the County’s process when handling reports of potholes, and the GID will respond
as soon as weather conditions allow. Trustee Johnson said a GID crew member has
been patching potholes for three days now, and we are trying to hire temporary
workers to patch potholes. Louie added that the County sometimes doesn’t fill
potholes for a month.
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9.

Calendar Review: Cathy Glatthar reviewed the upcoming items:


Cathy referred to a handout with a 2019 calendar with the GID meeting dates circled.
She explained she was handing this out again because she wanted to be sure
everyone was aware that the May meeting will not be held on the third Thursday,
instead it will be held on the fourth Thursday. She explained, statutorily, the GID has
to hold the budget hearing between the third Monday in May and the last day in May.



Maureen Sidley will need to notify the Department of Taxation about the auditor
designation by March 30th.



Maureen will need to file the tentative budget with the Department of Taxation by
April 15th



Cathy will agendize the final budget for the April 18th meeting.

10. Correspondence:
None
11. Public Comment:
Trustee Johnson asked if there were any public comments? Hearing no requests, he
moved to the next agenda item.
12. Board Member and Staff Items:


Cathy Glatthar said the GID’s insurance agent said a list of the Trustees’ names is
not needed for workers’ comp insurance. Trustee Johnson gave the example of
when he burned the weeds at the Ironwood well site last year; he said he was
covered by our insurance.



Trustee Johnson stated at no time did he coordinate the gather of wild horses with
the Pyramid Lake Indian Tribe. He said he made a passing remark to the [Tribe’s]
Deputy Chairman, when they both served on a committee determining where
wilderness areas would be for the Washoe County land bill back in June [2018]. He
said he mentioned there was an excess population of wild horses on private land
within the Valley that resulted in a safety hazard.

13. Adjournment: Trustee Currivan made a motion to adjourn the meeting. Trustee Otto
seconded the motion, and hearing no opposition, the meeting adjourned at 8:58 p.m.
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ATTACHMENT
03/21/2019 Meeting
Agenda Item 3
Request to Change the January 17, 2019 Minutes from Deb Walker
On Sat, Mar 16, 2019 at 8:36 AM Deb Walker wrote:
Please correct the minutes on January 17, which misquoted me. I am just now seeing those minutes
or I would have corrected this immediately.
Deb
Deb Walker
Nevada Field Representative
Gardnerville, NV
(210) 392-6423
debwalker@americanwildhorsecampaign.org
Response to Ms. Walker:
Re: Correction to minutes
Palomino Valley GID <palvalgid@gmail.com>
To: Deb Walker

Tue, Mar 19, 2019 at 8:29 PM

Ms. Walker,
I have received your request for a “correction” to the January 17, 2019 PVGID minutes. You assert you
were “misquoted,” however, as stated earlier in that meeting, the minutes are not a transcript; we are not
required to transcribe, verbatim what is said. We are required to include the substance of what is said,
and only when those comments pertain to matters under the PVGID’s purview.
I have listened to the recording again, and here is what you said, verbatim:
“I just want to thank you [you addressed Trustee Johnson] for saying that [Trustee Johnson had wished
Ms. Daane’s group “… all the luck in the world”]. There are several tools in this room, some of which,
fertility control, we are willing to underwrite. I think the opportunity to be able to do that should maybe be
addressed before addressing the people to get completely rid of the horses. We’ve seen it successfully
done with 1300 horses.” [Trustee Johnson asked you to please state your name. You replied,] “Deb
Walker, Nevada field rep for the American Wild Horse Campaign.”
The minutes state the following:
“Trustee Johnson addressed Ms. Daane’s group regarding the efficacy of PZP contraceptives when
horse populations are greatly reduced. He wished Ms. Daane’s group all the luck in the world.
Deb Walker, Nevada Field Rep for the American Wild Horse Campaign, thanked Trustee Johnson and
stated their group has been successful.”
You did thank Trustee Johnson for saying he wished your group “all the luck in the world.” You did not
thank “the committee for letting [you] comment.”
I did not include anything about your group’s offer of fertility control, because it has been repeatedly
stated that the PVGID does not have jurisdiction over the horses, and therefore cannot authorize the use
of any such “tools” to control horse populations.
I will recommend to the Board that the minutes be approved as written in regards to your comments.
Regards,
Cathy Glatthar
Assistant to the Board

ESTIMATED OPERATING FUNDS FOR CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS
ATTACHMENT - 03/21/2019 Meeting - Agenda Item 4a
TOTAL CASH IN ALL BANK ACCOUNTS AS OF MARCH 21, 2019

469,112

ADDITIONAL REVENUE EXPECTED THROUGH AUGUST 31, 2019

225,550

ESTIMATED OPERATING FUNDS THROUGH AUGUST 31, 2019
LESS AVERAGE MONTHLY EXPENSES* X 5 MONTHS

694,662
-150,000

LESS Hot Pot and Plow ($10,500); Unexpected Repairs ($5,000/mo x 5 months);
Workers' Comp $2,300 (Apr & Jul); Insurance ($8,000 Jun or Jul);

-48,100

LESS RESERVE FUNDS (2 MONTHS OF EXPENSES*)

-60,000

ESTIMATED EXPENSES & RESERVES THROUGH AUGUST 31, 2019

-258,100

NET OPERATING FUNDS FOR CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS - AUGUST 31, 2019

436,562

Additional Revenue Expected Through August 31, 2019:
265,000
360,000
35,040
660,040

Ad Valorem Apr '19 thru Aug '19
CTX
30,000 x 5
LGTA
2,920 x 5

*Average Monthly Expenses Calculation:
Payroll
Other**

18,000
12,000
30,000

** Does not include any road improvement costs
such as Dura Patch, Chip Seal, etc.

60,950
150,000
14,600
225,550

REVENUE - ACTUAL AND ESTIMATED
NOTE: As of 03/21/2019 Actual Revenue Exceeds Estimated By:
AD VALOREM
Date
at 09/27/18 (35%)
at 10/18/18
at 11/15/18 (21%)
at 12/20/18
at 01/17/19
at 02/21/19 (21%)
at 03/21/19
April
(21%)
May
June
July
(2%)
August

Estimated
92,750.00
0.00
55,650.00
0.00
0.00
55,650.00
0.00
55,650.00
0.00
0.00
5,300.00
0.00
265,000.00

Actual
95,230.94
7,072.60
50,790.22
10.22
54.94
51,704.99
7,463.83

Difference
2,480.94
7,072.60
-4,859.78
10.22
54.94
-3,945.01
7,463.83

212,327.74

-52,672.26

Estimated
30,000.00
30,000.00
30,000.00
30,000.00
30,000.00
30,000.00
30,000.00
30,000.00
30,000.00
30,000.00
30,000.00
30,000.00
360,000.00

Actual
68,256.39
0.00
35,346.97
34,845.53
33,877.44
34,101.94
38,118.42

Difference
38,256.39
-30,000.00
5,346.97
4,845.53
3,877.44
4,101.94
8,118.42

244,546.69

-115,453.31

Estimated
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
35,040.00

Actual
2,973.97
4,416.71
0.00
6,913.29
2,470.05
2,879.85
4,323.53

Difference
53.97
1,496.71
-2,920.00
3,993.29
-449.95
-40.15
1,403.53

23,977.40

-11,062.60

$46,361.83
YTD Difference
2,480.94
9,553.54
4,693.76
4,703.98
4,758.92
813.91
8,277.74

CTX
Date
at 09/27/18
at 10/18/18
at 11/15/18
at 12/20/18
at 01/17/19
at 02/21/19
at 03/21/19
April
May
June
July
August

YTD Difference
38,256.39
8,256.39
13,603.36
18,448.89
22,326.33
26,428.27
34,546.69

LGTA
Date
at 09/27/18
at 10/18/18
at 11/15/18
at 12/20/18
at 01/17/19
at 02/21/19
at 03/21/19
April
May
June
July
August

YTD Difference
53.97
1,550.68
-1,369.32
2,623.97
2,174.02
2,133.87
3,537.40

PVGID OPERATIONS REPORT
Report Period 2-18-2019 to 3-17-2019
ATTACHMENT: 3/21/2019 Meeting Agenda Item 5e

ROADS GRADED:
1. Flood damage repair: Open roads to get by, plow mud spots on Broken Spur (N), Crazy Horse,
Yellow Tail, Chantry Flats
2. 3 x Push more mud off of Chantry Flats, Spots of Yellow Tail, Crazy Horse
3. Right Hand Canyon
4. Piute Creek
5. Amy - Whiskey Springs to James Ranch
6. Sharrock - Amy to Wild Horse
7. Pasture View (S)
8. Wilcox Ranch - Amy to Mid
9. Mid Rd
10. Wild Horse to Silver Horse
11. Half of Silver Horse
12. Crossover
13. Twin Springs
14. Bacon Rind (N & S)
15. Curnow Canyon to End
16. Anniversary Rd
OTHER ROAD WORK:
1. Flood damage repair: Twin Springs Spillway, Wilcox Bridge
2. Plowed Snow: Ax Handle, Curnow Canyon, Bacon Rind N&S, Grass Valley- turf farm, Amy
Short, Wilcox Ranch to Mid, Mid
3. Whiskey Springs: Fill washed out shoulder on North side of road with 35 Yards 2x4 Cobble & 35
Yards 2 ½ inch Ballast. Cover with 30 Yards Class E.
4. Repair Amy N intersection with 12 Yards 2 ½ Ballast, cover with 5 Yards pit material. Same on
Pasture View
5. Grass Valley W - 6 yards 2 ½ Ballast in mud spot to get traffic through
6. Sweep Whiskey Springs Rd with pull behind motorized sweeper from Grass Valley Rd to Right
Hand Canyon
7. Range Land Rd: Repair Entrance at Pyramid with Base
8. Grass Valley W: Repair Entrance at Pyramid and other bad spots on road with 12 Yards of Base
9. Repair Intersections at Amy N, Amy at Whiskey, Pasture View N with rock and dirt
10. Repair Culvert #13 on Wilcox Ranch 30” x 8’ section of pipe washed out and the pipe came apart
at band clamp. Pulled clamp off cleaned and reinstall pipe & backfilled
11. Lots of Backhoe work cleaning up debris on roadways and ditches and culverts
12. Wilcox Ranch hill - Pull ditches to get road width back (middle of hill to 30” culvert past Goodher)
OTHER:
1. Push up and screen 150 Yards Pit run
EQUIPMENT:
1. 670 Grader - Water pump, New cutting edges, New hour meter
2. 580 Backhoe - Change Oil and Filter, Lube, R&R Window latches
Sub Contractor
1. Flood damage repair: Twin Springs Spillway and Wilcox Ranch Bridge
2. Ditch repair: Amy & Sharrock Cottonwood Creek

REGULAR MEETING
PALOMINO VALLEY GENERAL IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT
9732 Pyramid Hwy #407, Sparks, NV 89441
Thursday, April 18, 2019
MINUTES
Trustee Larry Johnson called the regular meeting of the Palomino Valley General
Improvement District (PVGID or GID) to order at 6:10 p.m. Thursday, April 18, 2019 at 21555
Pyramid Highway, Reno, Nevada.
1.

Roll Call: Trustees present were Donald Otto, Jim Currivan, and Larry Johnson. Marty
Breitmeyer and Greg Dennis were absent. Also present were Shawn Kelly, Operations
Manager; Cathy Glatthar, Assistant to the Board; and Louie Test, Legal Counsel.

2.

Public Comment:
Trustee Johnson asked if there were any public comments? Hearing no requests, he
moved to the next agenda item.

3.

Approval of Minutes – March 21, 2019: Trustee Currivan made a motion to approve
the minutes [as written]. Trustee Otto seconded the motion, and hearing no opposition,
the motion passed.

4.

Financial Reports and Payment of Bills:
a. Financial Reports: Cathy Glatthar reported receiving income from all three revenue
sources:
Ad Valorem $39,251.43, Consolidated Tax $31,200.90 and LGTA
$2,374.54. She mentioned the Ad Valorem was $16,000 less than estimated. She
stated the total of all bank accounts is $505,972.25. Trustee Johnson stated the
Estimated Operating Funds for Capital Improvements report (see attached) shows
Net Operating Funds for Capital Improvements of $417,152. Cathy said that figure is
down from last month partly due to the $16,000 not received from ad valorem.
b. Payment of Bills: Cathy Glatthar referred to the transaction report (see attached)
and reviewed several items: (1) The E&C Excavation bill in the amount of $9,700 for
flood repair work done in Cottonwood Creek at the Amy Road bridge; (2) Louie
Test’s payment is for his monthly retainer and some extra work in February, March,
and April; (3) Sonsray in the amount of $3,545.53 for repairs to the Vactor truck.
She added that her invoice for this month included reimbursement for the laser level
that was approved at the last meeting for $699.99.
Trustee Johnson remarked that the E & C Excavation bill was for nearly $10,000.
Cathy reviewed the charges and stated move in was $1,000, move out was cut in
half as agreed to with Shawn Kelly ($500), and 41 hours at $200 per hour. Trustee
Johnson said the work is not done. Shawn Kelly explained the berm of dirt will be
knocked down and smoothed out with a dozer. Trustee Johnson reiterated this work
was not an emergency, but it did need to be done and Shawn was correct in having
it done. He said the work on Ironwood will most likely be done with a dozer, and the
dozer could be used to take care of this dirt berm. Shawn said the other work to be
done is installing the k-rails, which were donated [by Q & D] and delivered this week.
Trustee Currivan made a motion to approve the bills. Trustee Otto seconded the
motion. Hearing no opposition, the motion passed.

c. Operations Manager’s Equipment and Vehicle Budget for 2019-2020: Shawn
Kelly said he had nothing at this time.
d. Work on Final Budget for Fiscal Year 2019-2020: Cathy Glatthar reported the
projected CTX (Consolidated Tax) revenue figure was reduced by 5,000 and is now
estimated to be 492,091. She stated that is the only change from last month’s
tentative budget.
5.

Road Maintenance Reports:
a. Road Reports: Trustee Johnson stated he believed Shawn Kelly has kept up with
road maintenance requests with the exception of Quaking Aspen. Shawn said he
also has an outstanding request for Big Dog Road. Trustee Johnson stated we have
been receiving numerous requests each week, and Shawn has been handling them
when weather permits. Shawn said we have had a lot of wet weather since the last
meeting, and they’ve been dealing with a lot of water.
Pam Roberts stated she has made two requests, one regarding the debris left on the
side of Broken Spur Road after the asphalt patching was done. She wanted to know
why the debris was removed when the patching was done on Ironwood and Whiskey
Springs, but not removed from the sides of Broken Spur? She said her second
request was about a new “creek” running across Broken Spur some 100 yards south
of Whiskey Springs. She said she did see Shawn put some gravel in that area. She
speculated about where the water was coming from and suggested a culvert be
installed.
Shawn Kelly addressed Ms. Roberts and explained he has to wait until the water
stops flowing; that the water is from snow melt. He said he will put more gravel in
that spot. He added that he dug the ditch on the other side of Broken Spur to keep
the water from flooding the resident’s backyard. Ms. Roberts said she appreciated
Shawn’s explanation.
As for the asphalt patching debris, Shawn explained none of the debris was picked
up on Ironwood; it’s a bit different than Broken Spur and may appear that the debris
was picked up.
In response to Trustee Johnson’s request for an update on the patching work,
Shawn explained Whiskey Springs is nearly complete and a lot of Right Hand
Canyon has been patched. He explained we have put out ads for [laborers] but have
not found anyone yet. Gretchen Miller offered to sweep out the areas on Broken
Spur in preparation for the patching. Shawn explained he is working on something
new for the chip seal on Broken Spur, and hopes to have something to report at the
next meeting. Trustee Johnson explained that the chip seal on Broken Spur,
Sharrock and Amy was placed by the developer with inadequate subgrade
preparation, and it is falling apart; what to do about this will need to be discussed by
the Board at future meetings.
b. Review Bids, Award Contract, and Authorize President to Issue Notice to
Proceed and Sign Contract for 2019 Road Improvement Project: Trustee
Johnson reported the bids came in excessively high, and after some analysis, he
said he had some alternatives the Board could pursue. He stated we do have a low
bidder, Joy Engineering, and therefore, we do have the ability to negotiate legally
with that individual to reduce scope and cost. Trustee Johnson said he spoke with
Mr. Joy who explained they are too busy to do the work this summer; Trustee
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Johnson said and frankly, so are all the other contractors. Trustee Johnson stated
the low bidder is willing to hire a foreman and crew and rent equipment just for us.
He said he will meet with Mr. Joy’s estimator and foreman next week, drive the roads
again, and they will prepare us a cost for doing a selected scope of work, and we will
give them until November 1st.
Trustee Johnson explained he wants to reduce the scope of work so it’s below
$250,000, so we don’t have to pay prevailing wage rates. He stated what he saw as
priorities are: (1) Grass Valley Road (west of Pyramid) - People had to park their
cars and walk home because the road was impassable; (2 and 3) Amy Road (from
Ironwood to Wilcox Ranch) and Wilcox Ranch Road (from Amy to the Quaking
Aspen intersection) - This is the most heavily trafficked, unsurfaced road in the
District; serves over 100 residents. He said beyond that, up to the $250,000, we
need to look at Right Hand Canyon and Wild Horse, and remove Big Dog; that’s
something we could do in-house.
Trustee Johnson explained he would also remove Ironwood from the scope of work
because it is primarily CAT (dozer) work. For Ironwood, he proposed renting a dozer
and hiring an outside operator to do the work, which has been done in the past.
Trustee Johnson stated the second alternate, if we cannot negotiate with the low
bidder, would be to re-bid the contract; giving more time to bid and more time to
complete the work. He said we would lose the ability to utilize the moisture in the
soil, which would require an additional water truck and more demand on GID wells.
Trustee Johnson stated the third alternate would be for the District to hire operators
and lease equipment. He said this would require having a foreman and he said he
would probably end up having to supervise the work himself.
Trustee Johnson stated the fourth alternate would be to do nothing; which does not
meet our mission and is unacceptable.
Trustee Johnson stated his recommendation is to negotiate with the low bidder. He
said this will probably require us to have a special meeting to approve a contract and
issue notice to proceed. Trustees Currivan and Otto agreed.
Trustee Otto discussed priorities, and stated his priority would be Ironwood Road.
He said he believed we needed to do drainage work on both the south and the north
sides. He said the road needs to be widened and in order to do the shoulder paving,
both sides of the road need to be properly prepped. Trustee Johnson said that is
exactly what is planned; prior to the shoulder paving, there will be proper shoulder
width, proper compaction, and proper materials.
Trustee Otto opined that we could do Amy ourselves with a grader in a day to a day
and a half. Trustee Johnson reiterated that he planned this work to be done by a
contractor instead of in-house because it took us six weeks to do one mile of road;
we are not road constructors.
Shawn Kelly suggested having Right Hand Canyon done with the dozer. Trustee
Otto said with fences and utilities on Right Hand Canyon, we are not going to be able
to get the cross section Trustee Johnson drew up. Trustee Johnson agreed there
will be constricted points. He explained that’s why this was put out to bid; we do not
dictate to contractors means and methods. He said the contractors are the experts
and the contract documents specify when they cannot build the cross section, it will
be modified on a case-by-case basis.
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After some discussion, the Board decided to tentatively set up a special meeting for
Thursday, May 2nd at 6:00 p.m. Cathy Glatthar said she would check on availability
of the range classroom and if it’s available, reserve it. In answer to Trustee
Currivan’s question, Trustee Johnson explained a trustee can be on the phone and
be considered in attendance, but would have to be on the phone for the entire
meeting in order to constitute a quorum. In answer to Trustee Otto’s question, Louie
Test explained a trustee can submit comments and concerns by email and have
them read into the record, but would have to be present in person or on the phone to
constitute a quorum. In answer to Trustee Johnson’s question, Louie Test said
Trustee Johnson can distribute the low bidder’s negotiated scope and costs with the
Board members for their review prior to the May 2nd meeting. Cathy cautioned the
Board members to not discuss the matter with each other outside of a public
meeting. In answer to Trustee Johnson’s question, Cathy explained Trustee
Johnson cannot talk to one Trustee at a time; that is considered a “walking” quorum.
c. 2019 Capital Improvements Program: Trustee Johnson said beyond the $250,000
grading project, he wants to have the drainage work on Ironwood done and have the
shoulder paving and Cape seal done for the first mile and a half. He said he would
have an estimate at the next meeting. Trustee Johnson agreed with Trustee Otto
that the base should extend beyond the edge of the new shoulder paving. Trustee
Johnson stated we have projected funds of $417,000 less the $250,000, leaves
$150,000; we’ll have to see how the estimate comes in, and we may need to do
some of the prep work in-house.
d. Report on Flood Repairs and Mitigation and FEMA and State Disaster Funding
(2017 Flood): Trustee Johnson said we have nothing new to report.
e. Equipment Needs Prior to End of Fiscal Year Including Water Truck
Replacement: Shawn Kelly reported finding a 2007 Ingersoll-Rand, smooth-drum,
84-inch wide, vibratory roller/compactor in Fallon listed for $47,000, and has verbally
gotten the price down to $42,000. He said we can hold off on replacing the water
truck. He mentioned he has purchased the culverts needed for Amy, Wilcox Ranch,
and Grass Valley Roads. He stated the pneumatic roller unit is useful for fine
grading, but there’s not enough compaction. He said this smooth-drum roller is what
is needed for these roads to pound down the rocks and smooth out and compact the
soil after grading. Trustee Otto stated he thought this is the tool we should have had
for years.
Trustee Johnson said he had mixed emotions because we have real budget
constraints this year. He said last year we were told we needed the pneumatic roller
unit and we spent $24,000 on that piece of equipment, and now we are being told it’s
inadequate. He said he does not question the need for this roller, but he does
question whether we have the money to purchase the roller and get the cost-benefit
from that or what if there’s not enough money to fix Ironwood? He said he would
suggest holding off on any further discussion of purchasing this roller until we have
some hard budget numbers on the priority capital improvements for this year.
There was some discussion about the pneumatic roller unit and the possibility of
selling it and using the money from the sale to go towards the smooth-drum roller.
Trustee Otto said this is what’s needed when Shawn brings the material from the
sides of the roads onto the roads to build them up, and he would purchase this roller
even if it meant Ironwood could not be worked on this year. Trustee Johnson
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disagreed. Shawn mentioned the line of credit card could be used to purchase this
unit and then pay it off next year. Trustee Johnson said while that is true, we have
done without a drum roller for 40 years; this is not an emergency. Trustee Johnson
reiterated he wanted to get the priority projects under contract and have those hard
figures before we buy any additional equipment. He thanked Shawn for pursuing the
roller and having the information for the Board’s consideration.
f. Operations Manager's Report: Shawn Kelly said he wanted to suggest changes to
the resolution for access to GID roads regarding the culvert lengths and diameters.
Cathy Glatthar stated since this is an amendment to a resolution, this will have to be
on next month’s agenda. Shawn agreed to write up the changes.
Shawn said he has a problem grading roads when there are trashcans left in the
roadway. He said he intends to contact Waste Management and ask that the drivers
put the trashcans back off the road after emptying them. Trustee Johnson asked
Cathy Glatthar to post a notice on the website.
6.

Old Business:
a. Status of Draft Agreement with LW Land Company: Trustee Johnson said there
is nothing new to discuss at this time.
b. Washoe County Proposed Refund of SPA Developer Fees and Master Plan
Amendment: Cathy Glatthar reported the Master Plan Amendment for the removal
of the financing plan from the Warm Springs Specific Plan was heard by the Truckee
Meadows Regional Planning Commission on April 10th, and was found to be in
conformance with the regional plan.
c. Employee Health Insurance Benefits and Possible Health Insurance Interlocal
Agreement with Washoe County: Shawn Kelly asked to postpone this matter to
next month.

7.

New Business:
a. Water Rights: Cathy Glatthar explained Maureen Sidley had to go to Carson City
because Tri-State [Surveying] dropped the ball and did not file for extensions of the
three water rights that we have not been able to prove up beneficial use. She said
Maureen was told that the State will not give us any further extensions. Cathy
reported two of the five water rights have been certificated; proof of beneficial use
was established in 2013. She said the two certificated water rights are for a total of
nine acre feet and both are in the Wayside well. In answer to Trustee Johnson’s
question, Cathy said there’s an additional, uncertificated water right of 4.98 acre feet
at Wayside, and Ironwood has 8 acre feet that are not certificated. Trustee Johnson
explained you have to show the area of beneficial use, the point of diversion, and
provide well readings. After some discussion about dubious well meter readings, it
was decided to have Louie Test find the contact number for George Lindesmith,
formally with Tri-State Surveying, and Trustee Johnson will contact Mr. Lindesmith
and get his professional opinion on this matter. The Board will also consider hiring a
new company to handle the water rights. This matter will remain on the agenda for
next month.

8.

Judicial/Government Affairs:
a. AT&T Cut Cable: Louie Test reported a cable was cut and it appears it was buried
deep enough (between 30 and 36 inches). He explained the insurance company
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has been apprised, but we have not received anything from AT&T at this time.
Cathy Glatthar stated if we receive a bill from AT&T, it will be submitted to our
insurance company and paid; we will be billed for our deductible ($1,000). Louie
explained that if the cables are not buried deep enough (30 to 36 inches), we will not
pay the bill and our insurance company will deny the claim. He explained that the
last time a cable was cut, the cable was only buried about eight inches below the
surface. He said when we told AT&T we would call USA dig every week for normal
road grading, and with phone-line location costs being charged to AT&T, AT&T
dropped the matter and we haven’t heard from them since.
b. Possible Follow Up on any or all of the following:

9.



Status of Pasture View Road Diversion of Natural Drainage: Louie Test
reported sending the letter to the property owners and about a week later, the
property owners fixed the diversion. He suggested that another letter be written
to the property owners thanking them for abandoning the diversion, and because
the property is for sale, the current owners should notify any new owners of the
abandoned diversion in case it opens back up during a future storm event.



Letter Regarding Mailboxes: Louie Test reported he spoke with our insurance
carrier’s chief adjuster and they concluded the GID will not approach a property
owner unless a mailbox or other structure located in the roadway easement
interferes with our maintenance of the roadway.

Calendar Review: Cathy Glatthar reviewed the upcoming items:


Cathy will have a notice regarding the final budget hearing published on May 10th.



Cathy will get the agenda for the special, May 2nd meeting prepared; it will need to
be posted no later than 9:00 a.m. on Monday, April 29th.



The May budget hearing meeting will be on the fourth Thursday - May 23rd.



Maureen Sidley needs to submit the Quarterly Economic Survey by May 15th.

10. Correspondence:
Cathy Glatthar explained there are two property owners who hold equestrian events
each year under special use permits: 1) Mexican Rodeos on Ernie Lane (off of
Roadrunner), and 2) Horse Races on Grass Valley Road (west). She reported receiving
2019 schedules and road-watering contracts from both event operators. She further
explained the GID’s conditions of approval were that the roads leading to the property
were to be watered before participants and spectators arrived and again, just prior to the
end of the event.
11. Public Comment:
Trustee Johnson asked if there were any public comments? Hearing no requests, he
moved to the next agenda item.
12. Board Member and Staff Items:


Cathy Glatthar reiterated the amendment of the resolution regarding access to GIDmaintained roadways will be on next month’s agenda.

13. Adjournment: Trustee Currivan made a motion to adjourn the meeting. Trustee Otto
seconded the motion, and hearing no opposition, the meeting adjourned at 7:58 p.m.
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ESTIMATED OPERATING FUNDS FOR CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS
ATTACHMENT - 04/18/2019 Meeting - Agenda Item 4a
TOTAL CASH IN ALL BANK ACCOUNTS AS OF APRIL 18, 2019

505,972

ADDITIONAL REVENUE EXPECTED THROUGH AUGUST 31, 2019

136,980

ESTIMATED OPERATING FUNDS THROUGH AUGUST 31, 2019
LESS AVERAGE MONTHLY EXPENSES* X 4 MONTHS

642,952
-120,000

LESS Hot Pot & Plow ($10,500 max for both); Jumping Jack ($2,700);
Unexpected Repairs ($5,000/mo x 4);
Workers' Comp $2,300 (May & Jul); Insurance ($8,000 Jun or Jul);

-45,800

LESS RESERVE FUNDS (2 MONTHS OF EXPENSES*)

-60,000

ESTIMATED EXPENSES & RESERVES THROUGH AUGUST 31, 2019

-225,800

NET OPERATING FUNDS FOR CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS - AUGUST 31, 2019

417,152

Additional Revenue Expected Through August 31, 2019:
265,000
360,000
35,040
660,040

Ad Valorem May '19 thru Aug '19
CTX
30,000 x 4
LGTA
2,920 x 4

*Average Monthly Expenses Calculation:
Payroll
Other**

18,000
12,000
30,000

** Does not include any road improvement costs
such as Dura Patch, Chip Seal, etc.

5,300
120,000
11,680
136,980

REVENUE - ACTUAL AND ESTIMATED
NOTE: As of 04/18/2019 Actual Revenue Exceeds Estimated By:
AD VALOREM
Date
at 09/27/18 (35%)
at 10/18/18
at 11/15/18 (21%)
at 12/20/18
at 01/17/19
at 02/21/19 (21%)
at 03/21/19
at 04/18/19 (21%)
May
June
July
(2%)
August

Estimated
92,750.00
0.00
55,650.00
0.00
0.00
55,650.00
0.00
55,650.00
0.00
0.00
5,300.00
0.00
265,000.00

Actual
95,230.94
7,072.60
50,790.22
10.22
54.94
51,704.99
7,463.83
39,251.43

Difference
2,480.94
7,072.60
-4,859.78
10.22
54.94
-3,945.01
7,463.83
-16,398.57

251,579.17

-13,420.83

Estimated
30,000.00
30,000.00
30,000.00
30,000.00
30,000.00
30,000.00
30,000.00
30,000.00
30,000.00
30,000.00
30,000.00
30,000.00
360,000.00

Actual
68,256.39
0.00
35,346.97
34,845.53
33,877.44
34,101.94
38,118.42
31,200.90

Difference
38,256.39
-30,000.00
5,346.97
4,845.53
3,877.44
4,101.94
8,118.42
1,200.90

275,747.59

-84,252.41

Estimated
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
35,040.00

Actual
2,973.97
4,416.71
0.00
6,913.29
2,470.05
2,879.85
4,323.53
2,374.54

Difference
53.97
1,496.71
-2,920.00
3,993.29
-449.95
-40.15
1,403.53
-545.46

26,351.94

-8,688.06

$30,618.70
YTD Difference
2,480.94
9,553.54
4,693.76
4,703.98
4,758.92
813.91
8,277.74
-8,120.83

CTX
Date
at 09/27/18
at 10/18/18
at 11/15/18
at 12/20/18
at 01/17/19
at 02/21/19
at 03/21/19
at 04/18/19
May
June
July
August

YTD Difference
38,256.39
8,256.39
13,603.36
18,448.89
22,326.33
26,428.27
34,546.69
35,747.59

LGTA
Date
at 09/27/18
at 10/18/18
at 11/15/18
at 12/20/18
at 01/17/19
at 02/21/19
at 03/21/19
at 04/18/19
May
June
July
August

YTD Difference
53.97
1,550.68
-1,369.32
2,623.97
2,174.02
2,133.87
3,537.40
2,991.94

PALOMINO VALLEY GENERAL IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT
BANK & DISBURSEMENT RECONCILIATION
@April 18, 2019

Total of all Bank Accounts:

Balance @ April 18, 2019 - Money Market - #5010

Balance @ April 18, 2019 - PR/Petty Csh - #4430
Balance @ April 18, 2019 - General Ckng - #4179
Total Cash IN All Accounts

'Balance'@ March 21, 2019

WELLS FARGO-ALMOST CD #5010

488,594.71
17,000.00
377.54
505,972.25

451,860.29

Income for the Month
Consolidated Tax
Ad Valorem
LGTA
Other Income
Total Income

31,200.90
39,251.43
2,374.54
72,826.87

Interest Income

12.05

Transfer to Wells Fargo #4430

(10,854.50)

Transfer to Wells Fargo #4179

(25,250.00)

72,838.92

(36,104.50)
Balance @ April 18, 2019

Wells Fargo - PettyCsh/P/R Acct#4430
Transfer from Wells Fargo #5010

'Balance'@ March 21, 2019
10,854.50

Interest

Deposit
10,854.88

Net Payroll

6,979.01

Net Payroll

SK's BECC

169.95

Vibra-Plate

SK's BECC

23.75

Carburetor for Vibra-Plate

45.31

Fuel

Equipment Purchase
Wells Fargo - PERS Deposit
Wells Fargo - 941 Deposit

17,000.20

0.38

Golden Gate

600.00
5900
EFTPS

2,406.40
630.66

488,594.71

Sweeper
PERS Deposit
Payroll Taxes

$10,855.08

($10,855.08)
Balance @ April 18, 2019

17,000.00

PALOMINO VALLEY GENERAL IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT
BANK & DISBURSEMENT RECONCILIATION
@April 18, 2019

NAME

CK #

DESCRIPTION

WELLS FARGO-GENERAL #4179

'Balance'@ March 21, 2019

Transfer from W.F.#5010
Check Adj. #9570
Void Ck #9381
Void Ck # 9509 - Verizon
Interest Income Adjustment
Interest Income

251.03

25,250.00
(3.00)
29.86
33.10
0.74

0.16

25,310.86

PUBLIC WORKS

Catherine Glatthar

Hoffman, Test

9640
9644
9645
9646
9647

2,791.41
9,700.00
2,604.79
856.58
2,025.00

Monthly Work, Office Supplies, Reimb for Laser Level
Cottonwood Creek at Amy Road Bridge Flood Repairs
Fuel
Asphalt Patch - 2.54 tons at $93.50/ton & 6.16 tons at $100.50/ton
Monthly Retainer, Extra Work

Home Depot
Maureen Sidley
NAPA
Nv Energy
Prominence Health
Sani Hut

9648
9649
9650
9651
9652
9641

165.39
419.30
125.10
210.95
1,592.61
129.87

Sierra Rental & Transport
Sonsray Machinery LLC
Verizon
Waste Management

9653
9654
9655
9643

945.00
3,545.53
38.81
34.01
25,184.35

Shop Supplies, Tools
Monthly Work , Tentative Budget, Copies, Stamps
Shop Supplies
Office Utilities
Employee Health Insurance
Monthly charge
Transport 12 K-Rails from Q&D (2 for Cottonwood Creek
Flood Repair at Amy Road Bridge)
Repair Vactor Truck Clutch
Cell Phone
Waste Removal

E & C Excavation
Flyers Energy
Granite Construction

TOTAL

(25,184.35)
Balance @ April 18, 2019

377.54

PVGID OPERATIONS REPORT
Report Period 3-17-2019 to 4-14-2019
ATTACHMENT: 4/18/2019 Meeting Agenda Item 5.f.
ROADS GRADED:

1. Most road shoulders still have too much mud for proper grading
2. Little Ironwood, Whiskey Springs – Ironwood
3. Broken Spur, Whiskey Springs – Morgan Ranch
4. Amy, Whiskey Springs – James Ranch
5. Wild Horse, N
6. Pasture View, Whiskey Springs – Sharrock
7. Prairie, Winnemucca – Jackrabbit
8. Jackrabbit
9. Grass Valley W 1.5 Miles
10. Amy Short Quick one pass in & out, to take some bumps out
11. Wilcox Ranch, Amy Short – Quaking Aspen one pass in & out to take some bumps out
12. Lost Spring
13. Two Forty
14. Range Land, Peak - Winnemucca
15. Amy, Whiskey Springs – James Ranch – Ironwood – Wilcox R. – South
16. Pony Springs
17. Wild Horse, Sharrock – Silver Horse
18. Silver Horse
OTHER ROAD WORK:

1. Fill potholes on Whiskey Springs, Ironwood, Right Hand Cyn
2. Quaking Aspen and Guy Rd, Culvert plugged water out of ditch washing road out, Hand dig ditch to
direct water back in creek
3. Amy & Whiskey Springs, Culvert outflow fills with debris has to be cleaned every day
4. Whiskey Springs, Amy – Pasture View, Multiple times water out of ditch, Repair breaks
5. Whiskey Springs, Grade north side of ditch, Amy – Broken Spur
6. 5300 Pasture View, Did some water flow control with backhoe and shovel, Open inlets & outlets at
culverts
7. 4700 Pasture View, Owner let us on property and with the backhoe put a temp ditch back in old flow
line putting runoff back in culvert
8. Twin Springs spillway North side had washed away three feet into roadway loaded six foot boulder
in loader bucket took to spillway, Also used backhoe cleared away debris put boulder in place
backfilled. Note: There is about a two-foot shelf under spillway, from being undermined by the water
9. Whiskey Springs, Repaired north side ditch escape, “Eroded away” Pasture View-5790 Whiskey
10. Axe Handle, repair #1 culvert, put 1 yard pit material to repair shoulder
11. Pasture View, where natural drainage was diverted, did road repair where water was going over
roadway dig ditch, inlet and outlet of culvert
12. Fill pot holes on Range Land Rd, Pyramid - Grey Van
OTHER:

1. Grass Valley West & Wilcox Ranch, Assess culverts for R&R or extending prior to road
reconstruction
EQUIPMENT:

1. Vactor, Replace pony engine clutch assembly for vacuum fan
2. 88 Chevy dump, Repair fuel line and gages
3. 670 Grader, Change oil& filter
4. Wacker Vibratory plate R&R belt, Clean gas tank
SUB CONTRACTOR

1. Cottonwood Creek @ Amy Bridge, Dig out channel 1100’

SPECIAL MEETING
PALOMINO VALLEY GENERAL IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT
9732 Pyramid Hwy #407, Sparks, NV 89441
Thursday, May 2, 2019
MINUTES
Trustee Larry Johnson called the special meeting of the Palomino Valley General
Improvement District (PVGID or GID) to order at 6:01 p.m. Thursday, May 2, 2019 at 21555
Pyramid Highway, Reno, Nevada.
1.

Roll Call: Trustees present were Donald Otto, Greg Dennis, Jim Currivan, and Larry
Johnson. Marty Breitmeyer was absent. Also present were Shawn Kelly, Operations
Manager; and Cathy Glatthar, Assistant to the Board.

2.

Public Comment:
Trustee Johnson asked if there were any public comments? Hearing no requests, he
moved to the next agenda item.

3.

Approval of Minutes – April 18, 2019: Trustee Currivan made a motion to approve the
minutes as written. Trustee Otto seconded the motion, and hearing no opposition, the
motion passed.

4.

Review Negotiated Contract with Low Bidder, Award Contract, and Authorize
President to Issue Notice to Proceed and Sign Contract for 2019 Road
Improvement Project: Trustee Johnson explained we only received two bids and it
was decided at the last meeting to negotiate with the low bidder, Joy Engineering, a new
scope of work and costs. Trustee Dennis said his response was there were three
options: do nothing, reject all, or negotiate; he said his first inclination was to do
nothing. Trustee Johnson stated the “do nothing” option was rejected because we had
residents on Grass Valley Road who had to park their cars and walk home because the
road was impassable. In answer to Trustee Dennis’ question, Shawn Kelly stated he did
agree with rejecting the “do nothing” option. Trustee Dennis asked Shawn to bring a
large map of the District to all future meetings.
Trustee Johnson reviewed Joy Engineering’s negotiated costs and scope of work (see
attached) and stated the total for five roadways (Wilcox Ranch, Amy, Wild Horse, Right
Hand Canyon, and Grass Valley) and Mobilization was $286,502.14. [Note: Ironwood
Road and Big Dog Road were removed from the scope of work for the negotiated
contract.] He stated that total is above the State’s limit of $250,000 and would be
subject to prevailing wage rates. He recommended deleting Right Hand Canyon Road
from this contract which will bring the total down to $241,428.70. He said the work on
Right Hand Canyon still needs to be done, but it is the logical one to delete from this
contract.
Trustee Johnson mentioned there is currently a bill in the Legislature that, if passed,
would reduce the prevailing wage limit down to $100,000.
Trustee Johnson said if this contract (with Right Hand Canyon Road deleted) is
approved tonight, he would modify the contract to extend the period of work and issue a
notice to proceed.

In answer to Trustee Otto’s question, Trustee Johnson explained that even though Joy
Engineering’s negotiated total was above the $250,000 prevailing wage rate limit, Joy
Engineering did not use prevailing wage rates for the lump sum costs.
Trustee Otto asked if any of these roads will receive a top coat of base or other
material? Trustee Johnson said some roads will, such as the low-lying areas of Grass
Valley Road; that work will be done by our in-house crew. Trustee Johnson explained
last month we had $417,000 estimated funds for capital improvements, and this project
will cost $242,000, leaving $175,000 remaining. Cathy Glatthar explained the estimated
funds for capital improvements is projected through August 31st. Shawn explained for
Grass Valley Road they may have to bring in screened material from the Wayside pit
first, and then cover with base.
Trustees Dennis and Otto requested the costs for Ironwood be discussed so they could
see what those costs are in relation to the overall budget. Trustee Johnson explained
the previous estimate for the CAT (dozer) work was about $10,000. Trustee Dennis
clarified that was to get the five foot clearance from the edge of the Cape seal to the toe
of the slope. Trustee Johnson stated the $10,000 was only for the south side of
Ironwood, and the north side, the downhill side, also requires work.
Trustee Johnson explained he has contacted Sierra Nevada Construction to get cost
estimates for cutting, prepping subgrade, and for shoulder paving.
He stated
preliminary figures are too high, and we may have to do the cutting and subgrade prep
work ourselves. In answer to Trustee Dennis’ question, Trustee Johnson explained to
cut the edge of the Cape seal and prep the subgrade, we would modify the grader blade
by putting a shoe on it. Trustee Otto stated the five foot clearance needs to be from the
new edge of the shoulder paving. Trustee Johnson said he had anticipated that and
included that in the cross section in the original bid. He clarified that he believed we
would have sufficient budget to do the shoulder paving if we did the prep work. He said
he was also given a cost estimate to have a Cape seal placed over the full width of the
road where the shoulder paving would be done. He said he would rather do a microsurfacing.
Trustee Johnson stated he would supply the Board with AASHTO (American
Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials) calculations at the next
meeting.
Trustee Otto said the hill (just east of the 90-degree turn, in the westbound lane) on
Ironwood needs to be addressed. Trustee Johnson said that will have to be done next
year, and rehabilitation of our Cape seals must be a priority next year. He said that was
part of an Otta seal section that did not work out very well, and we won’t do that type of
surfacing again. There were various comments made about how muddy Ironwood Road
was before the surfacing was done, and that a vast majority of the surfacing is holding
up; it’s much better than before, and yes, problem areas need to be fixed. Trustee
Johnson said we need to patch it this year, and next year we will assess the Capesealed roads and make them our priority.
Trustee Dennis said he had some ideas on how we do patching. Shawn said he
proposes we use hot mix. Trustee Dennis said he wanted to look at using a contractor’s
patching crew instead of having two guys out there with shovels at $50 - $60 - $70 an
hour patching holes; he wanted to look at efficiencies. Trustee Johnson asked Trustee
Dennis to get with a contractor, and come up with a methodology, and get some costs
that we can use to compare with what we are doing now.
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Trustee Otto asked about the prior approval by the Board to put 40 loads of base on
Quaking Aspen which has not been done. He said some work has started on Quaking
Aspen to widen it and he wanted to know if we will still have the money to put the base
down this year? Trustee Dennis said there is a lot that still needs to be done, including
adding base to the bare spots on Range Land Road.
Trustee Dennis referred to the negotiated figures, and asked if $8 a yard for removal
and placement of material to build up the roads is appropriate? Shawn said with the use
of a paddle-wheeler and the logistics of the project, it is appropriate.
Trustee Dennis made a motion to approve items 1, 2, 3, 5, and 6 of the negotiated
scope of work and costs for a total of $241,428.70, and authorize the President, Larry
Johnson, to sign the contract with the amended period of work and issue a notice to
proceed. Jim Currivan seconded the motion. The motion passed with trustees Dennis,
Currivan, and Johnson voting in favor of the motion. Trustee Otto abstained from voting
because he said he might be employed by Joy Engineering on this project.
Trustee Dennis said we should verify with our legal counsel that Trustee Otto could
abstain from the vote for the reason stated.
Trustee Dennis thanked Trustee Johnson for putting the bid and construction
documents together; he acknowledged the considerable amount of effort involved.
5.

2019 Capital Improvements Program: Trustee Johnson stated as discussed earlier,
he wants to do the shoulder paving on Ironwood for the first mile to a mile and a half as
a test section. He asked Trustee Otto to work with Shawn on how to modify the blade in
order to do the prep work. There was discussion about the drainage work on the south
side and building up the shoulder on the north side will need to be done first. Trustee
Dennis stated we are trying to get the most for our dollars and that means taking risks;
the shoulder paving is a risk, but that one mile is a good test section. He said we
evaluate the performance and maintenance, and determine if this should be done
elsewhere.

6.

Equipment Needs Prior to End of Fiscal Year: Trustee Johnson explained as
discussed at last month’s meeting, Shawn Kelly has found a smooth-drum roller for sale,
but we do not have the money to buy it outright and do the improvements we want done
this year. He said we do have a line of credit which would allow us to buy the roller and
make monthly payments. He said Cathy Glatthar has supplied us with some financing
scenarios (see attached). The Board discussed the scenarios, renting versus buying,
the usefulness of this roller, and the need to use it on most of the roads in the system.
In response to Trustee Currivan’s comment, Cathy said the Board can re-examine this
at any time, and for instance, if the money is there at the end of 12 months, they can
decide to pay off the loan or increase the monthly payment amount; there will be
options. Cathy mentioned there has been a change in the credit available to the GID.
She explained the $75,000 limit for the Business Elite Credit Card (BECC) could only be
used as a credit card, so Wells Fargo has agreed to increase our total credit to
$100,000 with $50,000 as a line of credit, $40,000 on Trustee Johnson’s BECC, and
$10,000 on Shawn Kelly’s BECC.
Trustee Dennis made a motion to incur debt of not greater than $42,000 for the
purchase of the drum roller, which will be financed through a Wells Fargo line of credit at
a rate of 4.99% for the first 12 months and, thereafter, prime plus 6.75%, with monthly
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payments of $2,000 and pay off in approximately 23 months, and to authorize the
Operations Manager to proceed with the purchase. Trustee Otto seconded the motion,
and hearing no opposition, the motion passed.
7.

Public Comment:
Trustee Johnson asked if there were any public comments? Hearing no requests, he
moved to the next agenda item.

8.

9.

Board Member and Staff Items:


Cathy Glatthar reminded everyone about the special budget hearing meeting on
Thursday, May 23rd, 6:00 p.m., here at the shooting range.



Trustee Johnson stated he, personally, has been sued by a wild horse advocate over the
gather that occurred. He said it is in small claims court. He said the GID is mentioned, but
not named.

Adjournment: Trustee Dennis made a motion to adjourn the meeting. Trustee Otto
seconded the motion, and hearing no opposition, the meeting adjourned at 7:28 p.m.
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SPECIAL MEETING
PALOMINO VALLEY GENERAL IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT
9732 Pyramid Hwy #407, Sparks, NV 89441
Thursday, May 23, 2019
MINUTES
Trustee Larry Johnson called the special meeting of the Palomino Valley General
Improvement District (PVGID or GID) to order at 6:10 p.m. Thursday, May 23, 2019 at 21555
Pyramid Highway, Reno, Nevada.
1.

Roll Call: Trustees present were Marty Breitmeyer, Donald Otto, Greg Dennis, Jim
Currivan, and Larry Johnson. Also present were Shawn Kelly, Operations Manager;
Cathy Glatthar, Assistant to the Board; and Louie Test, Legal Counsel.

2.

Public Comment:
Trustee Johnson asked if there were any public comments? Hearing no requests, he
moved to the next agenda item.

3.

Approval of Minutes – May 2, 2019: Louie Test stated there was a question as to
whether or not Trustee Otto’s abstention from voting on the contract with Joy
Engineering was allowed. He explained if a trustee wants to abstain, there must be a
good reason, and in that case, there may have been a conflict because Trustee Otto
stated he may become employed by the contractor on the GID’s project. Louie added
that Trustee Otto may not participate in future discussions or votes regarding the project
or changes to the contract, or any approvals to pay Joy Engineering.
Trustee Dennis stated his “do nothing” comment insinuated that he was being
insensitive to people living on Grass Valley Road. He said, to the contrary, he was
referring to not accepting either of the excessively high bids and coming up with
alternative solutions to accomplishing the work within the budget that was set (less than
$250,000).
Trustee Dennis made a motion to approve the minutes as written.
seconded the motion, and hearing no opposition, the motion passed.

4.

Trustee Otto

Public Hearing: Approval of Final Budget for Fiscal Year 2019-2020: Cathy
Glatthar reported the tentative budget required some changes and our beginning fund
balance was reduced, and the budget was reduced from 1.3 million to [1.187] million.
She stated we received a letter from the Department of Taxation advising us that the
tentative budget was in compliance.
Cathy stated she provided the Board with a “Glossary of Financial Acronyms and
Terms” that comes from Washoe County. She said this might clarify what a beginning
fund balance is, as follows:
Beginning Fund Balance – A revenue classification indicating those financial
resources which, because they were not expended in one fiscal year, are
available in the following year.
Cathy explained from the beginning of the GID, any unexpended revenues in a fiscal
year rolled over into the next year; those amounts accumulated year after year. Cathy
said she still believes the beginning fund balance is a snapshot of approximately what
our bank balance would have been at the end of the fiscal year.

Cathy reviewed a budget summary sheet, and stated the projected revenues and
beginning fund balance are 1.187 million, and, with the exception of $80,000 in reserves
(ending fund balance), the balance of the projected revenues have been appropriated
(allocated) to the various expense accounts. She stated the figures on the summary
page are all reflected in the budget documents that will be signed tonight.
Trustee Breitmeyer made a motion to approve the final budget for fiscal year 2019-2020
as written. Trustee Currivan seconded the motion.
Trustee Johnson called for discussion from the Board; no comments were made. He
then asked for public comment, and hearing no requests, he called for a vote on the
motion. All trustees voted in favor of the motion; the motion passed unanimously.
Trustee Otto referred to page 5 of the final budget and inquired about the $190,000
figure for “Salaries and Wages” and asked if that figure included secretarial? Cathy
explained that figure covers our current employees and seasonal workers, but does not
include secretarial, because she is a subcontractor. She said the budget for secretarial
services is part of the “Services, Supplies and Other charges” figure. Trustee Johnson
added, bookkeeping and legal are also subcontracted. In answer to Trustee Otto’s
questions about other budget numbers, Cathy explained these are not actual amounts;
the budget figures allow for raises and other cost increases.
Trustee Johnson explained this is an annual budget, and these figures have nothing to
do with real-life costs. Cathy further explained we have one fund, Public Works, and
budgeted expenses can be moved around within this single fund.
5.

Financial Reports and Payment of Bills:
a. Financial Reports: Cathy Glatthar reviewed the Estimated Operating Funds for
Capital Improvements report (see attached). She reported on revenues received this
month: Ad Valorem $6,262.24, Consolidated Tax $27,905.84, and LGTA $3,376.01.
She stated overall, actual revenue exceeds estimated by $35,242.79. She stated
the Net Operating Funds for Capital Improvements is $416,832.00. Trustee Johnson
said that is essentially unchanged from last month.
b. Payment of Bills: Cathy Glatthar referred to the transaction report (see attached)
and stated she has pulled the Verizon checks and asked the Board to approve up to
$120.00 to Verizon to pay for May’s monthly service and the new, 4G cell phone.
She explained the Verizon due date needs to be changed so that the exact invoice
amount is known in time for the monthly meetings.
Trustee Johnson stated the roller was purchased for $40,000, but asked if we would
just be paying the $2,000 a month on the line of credit? Cathy explained on the front
side of the transaction report, she listed the line of credit as “pending.” She said she
won’t make the transfer until the last minute so we don’t incur any interest charges.
In response to Trustee Johnson’s comments, Cathy explained that without the roller
purchase, our expenses for the month were about $9,000 above our average
monthly expenses of $30,000. Trustee Johnson stated $13,000 was spent on
culverts. Trustee Dennis asked what the culverts are for? Trustee Johnson
explained they are for the grading project. Trustee Dennis commented this way the
culverts won’t be installed after the fact; what an idea. Trustee Breitmeyer
commented that the costs of most materials have gone up because of the tariffs;
even products that aren’t affected by the tariffs. Cathy added that Shawn purchased
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the rammer (aka Wacker or Jumping Jack). Shawn had photos of the recently
acquired equipment. He said he purchased a vibra-plate at auction for $150, and
replaced a few parts, for a total cost of about $200.
Trustee Dennis made a motion to approve the bills along with up to $120 for Verizon.
Trustee Currivan seconded the motion. Hearing no opposition, the motion passed.
6.

Road Maintenance Reports:
a. Road Reports: Trustee Johnson stated we received a question as to when the road
maintenance work would be done on Chantry Flats. Shawn Kelly stated with the rain
we just received, the work can’t be done until the road dries out. Shawn said he
would call the gentleman.
Trustee Otto asked when the first two miles of Quaking Aspen will get done? Shawn
said now that we have a compactor, we’ll be able to work on Quaking Aspen.
Trustee Johnson read an email from Martin Hersrud:
Re: Road maintenance on Pasture View Road
PVGID,
I would like to know why road maintenance is being done on Pasture
View Road, North of Whiskey Springs by someone other than the GID.
Today an older grader that was parked at 5455 Pasture View graded
Pasture View from the corner of Chieftan and Pasture View all the way to
Whiskey Springs.
We were informed by Mr. Test when we caused a problem on Pasture
View (but we corrected) that the GID maintained Pasture View. So why
are other parties doing the maintenance on the GID roads?
What the heck is going on?!
Martin G. Hersrud
5300 Pasture View
Shawn said he wasn’t aware that Pasture View was graded. He said Dan Helton is
doing work for the property owner on the corner of Pasture View and Chieftan, and
maybe he took it upon himself to grade the road. Trustee Dennis asked what the
GID’s policy is on unauthorized road work? Louie Test said it’s not allowed; if
someone is caught doing road work without the GID’s knowledge or consent, they
should be asked to stop. Louie said if they damage the road and we have to fix it,
we can recoup our costs. Trustee Johnson said he would contact Mr. Helton.
Trustee Johnson said Mr. Hersrud also sent a lengthy letter regarding work done in
the drainage channel along the south side of Chieftan Road. Trustee Johnson said
the list of roads accepted for maintenance shows the GID maintains half a mile of
Chieftan Road and there may be a conflict there. He said, however, there’s a tight
canyon at the east end of Chieftan and the property owner has had someone do
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some work in the channel and has raised Chieftan a bit to get the road out of the
flood flows. He said Mr. Hersrud is questioning who’s done the work and was it
authorized by the GID. Trustee Johnson said he will respond to Mr. Hersrud; that
the work being done in the channel has no impact on Mr. Hersrud’s property and has
nothing to do with the issue we brought to Mr. Hersrud about the channel he diverted
on his property.
Trustee Johnson said the other aspect of this is the material in this wash is a
magnificent sand/gravel deposit, and will work well as a surfacing for a number of the
roads in the District. He said the landowner is eager to donate the material to the
GID. Trustee Johnson said we’ll need to load the material and haul it, which is much
more cost-effective than buying and hauling aggregate base from Martin Marietta.
He stated he would accept the offer unless there were any objections. No objections
were made. Trustee Dennis discussed the logistics of having our crew do this work
and other work, and was concerned with the time taken away from grading roads.
Trustee Breitmeyer pointed out it is economically better if the GID’s crew does the
work, but understands that it takes them away from normal operations. Trustee
Johnson agreed and said he is considering an addendum to the grading contract
with Joy Engineering and having more work done, but keeping the contract total
under $250,000. Shawn stated this material is not the same as a Type II aggregate
base, but it will work well on the clay roads. Trustee Otto mentioned this material
would work well on Crossover, which is a mess when it gets wet.
b. Status of Contract for 2019 Road Improvement Project: Trustee Johnson
reported notifying Joy Engineering of the Board’s acceptance of the negotiated
contract for $241,428.70. He stated the contract will be signed and insurance
documents will be forthcoming. He said he also issued a notice to proceed and work
should begin the week of June 3rd. He stated there will be a pre-construction
meeting at the yard next Thursday afternoon (May 30th) at 2:00.
c. 2019 Capital Improvements Program: Trustee Dennis said there are a number of
small contractors in the area, and asked the Board to consider using a small
company to haul material. Trustee Johnson said they must consider the cost,
because it will have to come from the remaining funds for capital improvements. He
asked how do we fit that within our budget and still fix the Cape seal on the first mile
and a quarter of Ironwood, and repair the areas of Cape seal on Ironwood just east
of the 90-degree turn? He said he has presented to the Board the option of shoulder
paving, and said he has come up with another idea, and added that Shawn has also
come up with another option to consider. He stated we need to determine how to
stabilize the Cape seal.
Shawn explained his idea is to utilize the sand spreader (with the spinner removed)
that’s mounted on the dump truck. He said we can get six tons of mix in the dump
truck, straddle the road, and use a rake and the roller to repair the Cape seal. There
was some discussion about this option and what kind of material should be or could
be used with this method of application.
Trustee Johnson stated the other option he was considering was to have an asphalt
paving company that does driveways come in to do the work. He explained they
have spreader boxes and can pave various widths, up to six feet.
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Trustee Johnson reported the estimate he received from SNC (Sierra Nevada
Construction) to do the mile and a half of shoulder paving on Ironwood was
$180,000; that’s why he was exploring other options.
Trustee Johnson said they will come back to the Board with a technical proposal.
Trustee Otto expressed concern over this type of work taking time away from
grading roads.
d. Report on Flood Repairs and Mitigation and FEMA and State Disaster Funding
(2017 Flood): Trustee Johnson said we have nothing new to report.
e. Equipment Needs Prior to End of Fiscal Year: Shawn Kelly reported he
purchased the smooth-drum roller for $40,000. He said the reason he paid a bit less
was because there were some minor issues with the unit, including a tire issue.
Cathy Glatthar mentioned she re-worked the loan payoff schedule and with paying
$2,000 a month on the line of credit, the loan will be paid off in 22 months instead of
23, and the final payment is less than before.
f. Operations Manager's Report: Shawn Kelly referred to a photo and said he
purchased a sweeper for $600 and made some repairs and the total is $1,300,
including labor. He said he used the sweeper on Axe Handle Road and pulled seven
yards of debris off the road. Several Trustees commended Shawn.
Trustee Otto asked Shawn if he had tried out the new roller yet? Shawn reported
using the roller on Roadrunner, Rebel Cause, Grey Van, Amy (short), Wilcox Ranch
(from Amy to Morning Dove), Sharrock, and Pasture View; it is working great.
7.

Old Business:
a. Status of Draft Agreement with LW Land Company: Trustee Johnson said there
is nothing new to discuss at this time.
b. Washoe County Proposed Refund of SPA Developer Fees and Master Plan
Amendment: Trustee Johnson reported a meeting has been set up for Thursday,
May 30th to begin the discussion about the Warm Springs Area Plan update, which
includes updating the Specific Area Plan. He added that he will attend and he has
asked Cathy to attend the meeting. Trustee Johnson said he believed the Board’s
position is if the County chooses to encourage development of less than 40-acre
parcels that the roads will be paved to County standards and dedicated to Washoe
County for maintenance, unless there is a private homeowners association set up to
maintain those roads. Trustee Dennis stated the territory of the GID is inclusive, not
exclusive, of the Specific Plan Area (SPA). There was some discussion about SPA
property owners paying GID taxes, but the GID not accepting the private roads within
their developments. Louie Test explained the property owners within the SPA have
to drive on GID-maintained roads to get to their property, and that is why they have
to pay GID taxes. Trustee Johnson said he would speak for himself as a private
citizen, and state that his preference is to maintain 40-acre minimum parcel sizes in
this Valley.
c. Employee Health Insurance Benefits and Possible Health Insurance Interlocal
Agreement with Washoe County: In response to Trustee Johnson’s question,
Cathy Glatthar stated, with an interlocal agreement, Washoe County is willing to
accept our employees for health insurance coverage. The Board was in agreement
that joining Washoe County’s health insurance was the obvious step to take.
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In reference to the handout (see attached) showing percentages paid for health
insurance benefits, Cathy explained Scenario #1 represents Washoe County’s
current benefit in which they pay 100% of the employees’ premium, and 50% of
dependents’’ premiums. She stated Scenario #2 shows that the Sun Valley GID’s
and the City of Sparks’ health insurance benefit is 100% of the employees’ and 75%
of the dependents’’ premiums. Cathy added that both entities used to pay 100% of
both the employees’ and the dependents’’ premiums. In response to several
comments regarding policy deductibles, co-pays, and co-insurance, Cathy explained
that with only two employees, only small-group plans are available to the GID, and
those deductibles are very high (current plan: $3,000 for individual, and $9,000 for
family). She said with Washoe County, they are a large group and are self-funded.
Trustee Breitmeyer stated Scenario #2 looks awesome, and he understood that
other Board members look at it as a little bit more of a cost. He explained some
about his health insurance benefits with his job, and said even though it’s union,
there are other non-union companies in the industry who have similar benefits. He
said Scenario #2 gets Shawn Kelly closest to where fellow equipment operators are
than anything else shown. He talked about recent training he attended and how you
get less production from an employee who is worrying about his family and whether
or not they can afford medical attention. He said if you give an employee better
health insurance, they take care of themselves better, but when it costs the
employee more, they don’t take care of themselves and you have more sick days
taken.
Trustee Dennis stated Washoe County’s insurance plan includes dental and vision.
Trustee Otto said he never had [much] in the way of health insurance, and he’s
worked for a number of big construction companies. He said a number of
companies only paid for the employees’ coverage.
In answer to Trustee Currivan’s question, Shawn explained the insurance they have
right now doesn’t cover anything; it’s not a very good plan. He talked about the
Affordable Care Act and nothing is affordable anymore; premiums have gone up
300%.
Trustee Johnson said he’s in a bit of a quandary; he’s been in private enterprise all
his life. He said when he founded his company, he paid 100% of the employees’
premium and 50% of the dependents. He explained that was done to attract and
retain employees. He said since he has retired, health costs have increased to the
extent that his former company now pays 100% of the employees’ premium and
nothing for the dependents. He said not many private-sector employers are paying
anything for dependents. He said he is aware of a number of individuals who have
switched from private to public employment for the health insurance benefits. He
said he would be hesitant to do more than 50% for dependents.
Trustee Dennis said if we increase the health benefits, that’s analogous to a raise.
He said we need to look at the long-term benefits versus long-term wage increases
and come up with a plan that works for both parties.
Trustee Otto suggested leaving the health insurance benefit as is; up to $1,000 per
employee per month.
Trustee Dennis replied then you are not going to have any employees for very long.
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Heather Kelly explained that when Shawn was hired last year, they had to join the
existing plan and they really didn’t know what was covered. She said when it was
getting close to the time to renew (beginning August 1st), she met with the GID’s
broker and reviewed numerous policies, but ended up renewing the existing policy.
She said the renewed policy premiums were 11% higher than the previous year.
She said she looks at these small-group policies as “throwing good money after
bad.”
Trustee Johnson said we have to decide between the 50% or the 75% for
dependents. He said the 75% is a $5 an hour raise, which is a 15% annual raise,
and the 50% is a $3 an hour increase. He said he comes from the private sector,
and in the past healthcare didn’t cost what it does today.
Trustee Currivan said he’s been in the private sector and they paid the whole
amount. He said then he was with the government and that’s what he has now and
it’s wonderful.
Trustee Breitmeyer said he likes Scenario #2 because we only have two employees;
if we had ten employees, he said he would be going for Scenario #1. He said we are
relying on these two employees and we want the best of the best. He said if at a
future date, the cost becomes too much, we have a discussion about decreasing the
benefit.
There was some discussion about rising costs across the board. Trustee Dennis
commented that the Board should be concerned about employee retention. Trustee
Johnson said his opinion on that was the operations manager position with the
PVGID was one of the finest jobs any grading superintendent would ever land. He
said the operations manager doesn’t have somebody on his back ten hours a day;
he is given a tremendous amount of latitude.
Trustee Dennis made a motion to go with Scenario #2, 100% of employees’ premium
and 75% of dependents’’ premium to be paid by the GID as the employee health
insurance benefit, with the understanding of our employees that there may be some
issues we’re going to have with regards to future wage increases. Trustee
Breitmeyer seconded the motion. The motion passed on a 4-1 vote, with Trustee
Otto opposed.
In answer to Trustee Currivan’s question, Cathy explained that the interlocal
agreement with Washoe County will take some time; it will be initiated by Washoe
County and have to be approved by the Board of County Commissioners.
d. Water Rights: Trustee Johnson said he still needed to get with George Lindesmith.
8.

New Business:
a. Introduction and First Reading of Resolution F19-R1: Amendment of
Resolution F13-R2 - Procedure for Access to District Rights-of-Way: There
were some questions raised, and upon review, it was agreed that the resolution did
not require “wet-stamped” plans and did clearly state what needed to be shown on
the plans. Cathy Glatthar asked if the term “upslope” as used in the third paragraph
and item 5, was too narrow? She clarified that there may be instances, other than
upslope driveways or roadways, that will require the property owner to install a
culvert or a swale in order to protect the District’s roadways; such as the new
driveway going in on the south side of Whiskey Springs Road. The Board agreed
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and the three instances of the word “upslope” will be deleted. Trustee Dennis stated
at the top of page 2, item b., “drainage” should be changed to “drainage ways” and
“invert” should be “inverts.”
Trustee Dennis made a motion to have the changes made and to have the second
reading and final adoption of the resolution scheduled for the June 20, 2019 meeting.
Trustee Breitmeyer seconded the motion, and hearing no objections, the motion
passed.
b. Revised Letter of Engagement from Cathy Glatthar: In answer to Trustee Otto’s
question, Cathy explained that she has been working with Maureen Sidley and has
determined the workload is just too much for one person. She said she would not be
doing the payroll or the Quick Books portion of Maureen’s work; that will be covered
under the next agenda item. Cathy stated she was proposing to continue the work
she has been doing at the same rate of $25 per hour, and any financial work to be at
$35 per hour. Trustee Otto said Cathy was doing a good job. Trustee Johnson
stated Cathy is worth any four of us and it’s a bargain. Trustee Breitmeyer made a
motion to accept the revised letter of engagement from Cathy Glatthar. Trustee
Currivan seconded the motion, and hearing no opposition, the motion passed.
c. Letter of Engagement from Vickie DiMambro: Trustee Johnson stated the
accounting duties outside of Cathy Glatthar’s scope of tasks presented in her letter of
engagement are covered by a proposal dated May 23rd from Vickie DiMambro,
Pyramid Business Services. He said for those who are not aware, Vickie and her
husband Brian, have lived here in the Valley for a long time, and Vickie does
bookkeeping for other businesses. He said Vickie has worked closely with Cathy in
coordinating proposed services and duties. He said he met with Vickie and asked
her to prepare this letter of engagement. Trustee Johnson reviewed the letter, and in
answer to Trustee Dennis’ question, he said Vickie would attend the monthly
meetings. Trustee Johnson said he has known Vickie for about ten years, and he’s
always been impressed with Vickie’s clear thinking and her abilities, and it’s his
recommendation to retain Vickie as our bookkeeper.
Trustee Dennis made a motion to approve Vickie DiMambro’s letter of engagement
dated May 23, 2019. Trustee Breitmeyer seconded the motion, and hearing no
opposition the motion passed.
9. Judicial/Government Affairs:
a. AT&T Cut Cable: Louie Test said we have not heard anything from AT&T.
10. Calendar Review: Cathy Glatthar reviewed the upcoming items:


Cathy stated the June 20th meeting will start at 5:00 p.m. with a closed session for
employee appraisals. Louie Test reminded the Board that in a closed session they
can only discuss the employees’ character and professional competence, and no
action may be taken during the closed session.



Trustees are to submit their comments regarding Shawn Kelly’s performance to
Trustee Johnson ahead of time, and Trustee Johnson will conduct Shawn’s
performance appraisal. Cathy explained per the Open Meeting Law, employee
evaluations are not allowed to be written up during a closed session.



Shawn Kelly needs to conduct Chuck Blower’s performance evaluation, and that
evaluation will be reviewed by the Board during the closed session. Shawn needs to
advise Chuck that he is welcome to attend the closed session.
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Cathy stated she will be filing the final budget with the Washoe County Clerk and the
Department of Taxation on or before June 3rd.



Next month’s agenda will include Employee Compensation.

11. Correspondence:
Cathy Glatthar stated the Marshall Ranch proponents have submitted a new application
and the GID received an Agency Review memorandum from Washoe County.
However, she said the Marshall Ranch project is outside of the PVGID’s boundaries,
and therefore we do not have jurisdiction to make any comments or impose any
conditions of approval.
12. Public Comment:
Vickie DiMambro said she’s been doing bookkeeping for 30 years, and one of the things
she likes to do is find new ways to do the job so it works better and gives the Board
better information.
Trustee Johnson asked if there were any further public comments?
requests, he moved to the next agenda item.

Hearing no

13. Board Member and Staff Items:


Cathy Glatthar mentioned the Prevailing Wage bill passed and will most likely be
signed by the Governor. She said the threshold will drop from $250,000 down to
$100,000 effective July 1st [2019]. Trustee Johnson said that won’t affect us this
year, but will affect us next year.

14. Adjournment: Trustee Breitmeyer made a motion to adjourn the meeting. Trustee
Dennis seconded the motion, and hearing no opposition, the meeting adjourned at 8:26
p.m.
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ESTIMATED OPERATING FUNDS FOR CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS
ATTACHMENT - 05/23/2019 Meeting - Agenda Item 5a
TOTAL CASH IN ALL BANK ACCOUNTS AS OF MAY 23, 2019

504,572

ADDITIONAL REVENUE EXPECTED THROUGH AUGUST 31, 2019

104,060

ESTIMATED OPERATING FUNDS THROUGH AUGUST 31, 2019

608,632

LESS AVERAGE MONTHLY EXPENSES* X 3 MONTHS

-90,000

LESS Hot Pot & Plow ($10,500 max for both); Line of Credit Pymts ($2,000/mo x 3);
Unexpected Repairs ($5,000/mo x 3);
Workers' Comp $2,300 (July); Insurance ($8,000 Jun or Jul);

-41,800

LESS RESERVE FUNDS (2 MONTHS OF EXPENSES*)

-60,000

ESTIMATED EXPENSES & RESERVES THROUGH AUGUST 31, 2019

-191,800

NET OPERATING FUNDS FOR CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS - AUGUST 31, 2019

416,832

Additional Revenue Expected Through August 31, 2019:
265,000
360,000
35,040
660,040

Ad Valorem Jun '19 thru Aug '19
CTX
30,000 x 3
LGTA
2,920 x 3

*Average Monthly Expenses Calculation:
Payroll
Other**

18,000
12,000
30,000

** Does not include any road improvement costs
such as Dura Patch, Chip Seal, etc.

5,300
90,000
8,760
104,060

REVENUE - ACTUAL AND ESTIMATED
NOTE: As of 05/23/2019 Actual Revenue Exceeds Estimated By:
AD VALOREM
Date
at 09/27/18 (35%)
at 10/18/18
at 11/15/18 (21%)
at 12/20/18
at 01/17/19
at 02/21/19 (21%)
at 03/21/19
at 04/18/19 (21%)
at 05/23/19
June
July
(2%)
August

Estimated
92,750.00
0.00
55,650.00
0.00
0.00
55,650.00
0.00
55,650.00
0.00
0.00
5,300.00
0.00
265,000.00

Actual
95,230.94
7,072.60
50,790.22
10.22
54.94
51,704.99
7,463.83
39,251.43
6,262.24

Difference
2,480.94
7,072.60
-4,859.78
10.22
54.94
-3,945.01
7,463.83
-16,398.57
6,262.24

257,841.41

-7,158.59

Estimated
30,000.00
30,000.00
30,000.00
30,000.00
30,000.00
30,000.00
30,000.00
30,000.00
30,000.00
30,000.00
30,000.00
30,000.00
360,000.00

Actual
68,256.39
0.00
35,346.97
34,845.53
33,877.44
34,101.94
38,118.42
31,200.90
27,905.84

Difference
38,256.39
-30,000.00
5,346.97
4,845.53
3,877.44
4,101.94
8,118.42
1,200.90
-2,094.16

303,653.43

-56,346.57

Estimated
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
35,040.00

Actual
2,973.97
4,416.71
0.00
6,913.29
2,470.05
2,879.85
4,323.53
2,374.54
3,376.01

Difference
53.97
1,496.71
-2,920.00
3,993.29
-449.95
-40.15
1,403.53
-545.46
456.01

29,727.95

-5,312.05

$35,242.79
YTD Difference
2,480.94
9,553.54
4,693.76
4,703.98
4,758.92
813.91
8,277.74
-8,120.83
-1,858.59

CTX
Date
at 09/27/18
at 10/18/18
at 11/15/18
at 12/20/18
at 01/17/19
at 02/21/19
at 03/21/19
at 04/18/19
at 05/23/19
June
July
August

YTD Difference
38,256.39
8,256.39
13,603.36
18,448.89
22,326.33
26,428.27
34,546.69
35,747.59
33,653.43

LGTA
Date
at 09/27/18
at 10/18/18
at 11/15/18
at 12/20/18
at 01/17/19
at 02/21/19
at 03/21/19
at 04/18/19
at 05/23/19
June
July
August

YTD Difference
53.97
1,550.68
-1,369.32
2,623.97
2,174.02
2,133.87
3,537.40
2,991.94
3,447.95

PALOMINO VALLEY GENERAL IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT
BANK & DISBURSEMENT RECONCILIATION
As of May 23, 2019

Total of all Bank Accounts:

Balance as of May 23, 2019 - Almost CD #5010
Balance as of May 23, 2019 - P/R / Petty Cash #4430
Balance as of May 23, 2019 - A/P / General Ckg #4179
Total Cash In All Accounts

Wells Fargo - Almost CD #5010

Balance as of April 18, 2019

486,636.76
17,000.00
934.97
504,571.73

488,594.71

Income for the Month

Consolidated Tax

27,905.84

Ad Valorem

6,262.24

LGTA

3,376.01

Other Income
TOTAL
Interest Income

WF Business Line of Credit (Pending)

37,544.09
12.22

37,556.31

40,000.00

40,000.00

Transfer to Wells Fargo #4430

(17,514.26)

Transfer to Wells Fargo #4179

(62,000.00)

(79,514.26)

Wells Fargo - P/R / Petty Cash #4430

Transfer from Wells Fargo #5010

Balance as of May 23, 2019

486,636.76

Balance as of April 18, 2019

17,000.00

17,514.26

Interest

0.32

Net Payroll

9,024.29

SK's BECC

488.28

17,514.58

Net Payroll
Jensen Pre-Cast: Concrete Culvert 8'

86.98

DB Electrical: Water Pump for Street Sweeper

Auto Zone

Debit

12.44

Oil Sending Unit for Vactor

Zimmco

1047

2,750.00

Friendly Computers

1048

187.50

Public Agency Compenation Trust

ACH

1,338.00

Employment Security

5901

583.11

Wells Fargo - PERS Deposit

5905

2,406.40

SK's BECC

Waste Management
Wells Fargo - 941 Deposit

5906

35.66

EFTPS

601.92

Bomag Rammer (aka Wacker)
Office Computer Tune-up
Workers' Comp

Qrtly Payroll Tax
PERS Monthly Payment
Waste Removal
Payroll Taxes

$17,514.58

($17,514.58)
Balance as of May 23, 2019

17,000.00

PALOMINO VALLEY GENERAL IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT
BANK & DISBURSEMENT RECONCILIATION
As of May 23, 2019

Wells Fargo - A/P / General Ckg #4179
Transfer from W.F.#5010
Interest Income

Balance as of April 18, 2019
62,000.00
0.15

NAME

CK #

62,000.15

AMOUNT

DESCRIPTION

Glacier Construction

9657

40,000.00

Catherine Glatthar

9658

2,676.11

Monthly Work, Office Supplies, Reimb for Alhambra

Flyers Energy

9659

1,107.57

Fuel

Granite Construction

9660

705.08

Asphalt Patch - 3.21 tons at $100.50/ton $322.61, Signs
$293.83, Supplies $88.64

Hoffman, Test

9661

435.00

Monthly Retainer

Maureen Sidley

9662

372.75

Monthly Work, Budget, Copies

NAPA

9673

502.73

Shop Supps $136.18, Street Sweeper Parts $366.55

Nv Energy

9664

178.33

Office Utilities

Prominence Health

9666

1,592.61

Reno Gazette Journal

9667

169.00

Legal Notice - Invitation to Bid

Sani Hut

9668

129.87

Monthly Rental - Handicap Unit

Silver State International

9669

111.18

Hoses for '05 International Water Truck

Verizon

9674

149.99

New Cell Phone - Had to Upgrade to 4G

Verizon

9670

40.00

Washoe Co. District Health

9671

330.00

Western Nevada Supply

9672

12,942.50

TOTAL

377.54

Purchase of Roller

Employee Health Insurance

Cell Phone - Estimated May bill
AQMD Aggregate Pit Operating Permit
Culverts to be Installed District Wide

61,442.72

(61,442.72)
Balance as of May 23, 2019

934.97

PVGID OPERATIONS REPORT
Report Period 4-15-2019 to 5-19-2019
ATTACHMENT: 5/23/2019 Meeting Agenda Item 6.f.

ROADS GRADED:
1. Broken Spur: Import and grade 40 Yards screened material at washed out areas from Whiskey to
Tumbleweed; Grub shoulders and grade road from Tumbleweed to Morgan Ranch
2. Amy Short
3. Wilcox Ranch: Amy – Quaking Aspen
4. Quaking Aspen: First 200’ ”Hill”
5. Crossover: Wild Horse – Twin Springs
6. Twin Springs: Last upper mile + where it was washed out from creek and to the end after creek
OTHER ROAD WORK:
1. Whiskey Springs: Patch asphalt
2. Quaking Aspen: Pickup boulders and rocks load in dump truck take to Cottonwood Creek at 2850
Wilcox Ranch. Slope bank back, place rocks on bank. Fill in some of the washed out sides of
roadway
3. Broken Spur: Install 12” x 34’ culvert at Tumbleweed
4. Quaking Aspen: Grub and pull south shoulder to prep for grading
5. Twin Springs: Upper creek crossing water was flowing so heavy that it came out of the bank and
washed out a mile + of the road. Took backhoe up and dug out uphill side placing a dam to keep
water in creek flow line
6. Whiskey Springs: Patch asphalt over culvert at Amy; it had sunk down 2 to 3” the width of the
road
7. Whiskey Springs: Test out new sweeper - works good
8. Twin Springs: Upper water crossing put 1 Yard of 2 1/2” ballast at both sides of creek
approaches. Also new spring on South side of road past cul-de-sac - Dug a little ditch for water
to go to the creek side, not down the road
9. Prep for culverts on Wilcox Ranch
10. Wilcox Ranch: Use the Vactor to locate phone lines in preparation for replacing culverts
11. Wilcox Ranch and Amy: Remove 12” culvert, Install 24” x 40’ HDPE pipe
12. Wilcox Ranch: Install 24” x 40’ culvert (new #2 culvert); remove 18” and install 36” x 50’ culvert
(old #2 culvert, now #3); remove 12” and install 24” x 40’ culvert (old #3, now #4); remove 12”
and install 24” x 40’ (old #7, now #8)
OTHER:
1. Wilcox Ranch: Mark culverts for utility clearance (USA Dig)
2. Wilcox Ranch: Prep for culvert replacement
EQUIPMENT:
1. 770 Grader: Pull rollers install rippers for preparation of Quaking Aspen; Reinstall rollers.
2. Purchase Wacker vibratory plate from auction; Replace carburetor and belt, works great! Total
cost $200.
3. Purchase Mobil Sweeper: Perform numerous repairs and maintenance - some wiring, water
pump on pony engine, change oil & filters on both engines, and all other filters, heater hose’s.
Total cost $1,400 ($600 for sweeper and $800 parts and in-house labor).
4. ‘05 International Water Truck: Upper radiator hose blew, lower hose had a spot where it could
blow; R&R upper and lower hoses.
5. Vactor: Had an oil leak; R&R oil sending unit.

ATTACHMENT
05/23/2019 Meeting
Agenda Item 7.c.

EMPLOYEE HEALTH INSURANCE BENEFITS
As you are aware, this matter has been on the agenda for several months. Shawn Kelly’s wife,
Heather, presented some information at a prior meeting, and explained some of the issues with
the current health insurance plan. She also mentioned the standard of employers paying
percentages versus allowances, and provided the Board with information that health insurance
premiums are steadily rising, whereas coverage benefits are decreasing.
My concerns about the dismal coverage with the current plan led me check with our
POOL/PACT (the POOL) insurance agent to find out if health insurance was offered by the
POOL. I was informed by our agent, Carol Ingalls, that the POOL does not offer health
insurance, but Carol would have someone with A & H Insurance contact me to see what options
they might have. I have since received numerous coverage options and quotes from A & H. I
have learned a lot, but certainly not all, about the health insurance industry.
A bit of history:
In October 2000, when the GID first offered health insurance benefits, the allowance was $600
per month, and the employee-only premium was “about $306” leaving up to nearly $300
available to go towards dependent premiums (49%). Late in 2004 (with an effective date of
January 1, 2005), the Board voted to increase the allowance to $800, because the $600 cap,
set four years prior, was “too low” when considering current health insurance costs.
In May 2010, the GID’s crew was reduced from four, full-time employees to two, full-time
employees. Those two employees had employee-only coverage (no dependents), so the GID
didn’t have a need to increase the allowance. When our equipment operator retired in 2018,
Shawn was hired and the GID then had an employee with four dependents. The Board raised
the allowance to $1,000 in April 2018.
Because the GID only has two employees, health insurance plans are limited to private, smallgroup (from 2 to 50 employees), age-based and “association” (e.g., Carson Chamber, BBB,
BANN) plans. These small-group, age-based and association plans tend to have high
deductibles, high out-of-pocket costs, limited services with co-pays, and mostly services with a
co-insurance percentage (usually greater than 20%), after the deductible is met (see attached
Comparison of Coverages).
Companies with 51 or more employees, can get large-group plans, which are infinitely better
than the small-group plans, because risk is spread out over a large number of participants.
Washoe County has large-group plan offerings, and is willing to allow our employees to join
their group through the use of an interlocal agreement.
The large-group plans Washoe County offers are superior in their coverage, and come at a
higher premium than the current plan the GID and Shawn pay for, therefore an increase in the
allowance or the replacement of the allowance with percentages are being submitted to the
Board for consideration.
Attached is a spreadsheet showing three scenarios for the allowance increase and two
scenarios using percentages for the Board’s review. Of course, additional scenarios are
possible and open for discussion.
Respectfully submitted by:
Cathy Glatthar
Assistant to the Board
May 22, 2019
Attachments

SCENARIOS IF EMPLOYEE HEALTH INSURANCE
ALLOWANCE INCREASED

SCENARIO #1 - INCREASE ALLOWANCE TO $1,500
Current Increased PVGID WC PPO
Allowance Allowance Pays/mo Premium*
1000
1500
1500
2240
1000
1500
845
845
2000
3000
2345
500
x 12
6000

Employee
Pays/mo
740
0

SK & Fam
CB

GID's Annual Cost Increase

SCENARIO #2 - INCREASE ALLOWANCE TO $1,600
Current Increased PVGID WC PPO
Allowance Allowance Pays/mo Premium*
1000
1600
1600
2240
1000
1600
845
845
2000
3200
2445
600
x 12
7200

Employee
Pays/mo
640
0

SK & Fam
CB

GID's Annual Cost Increase

SCENARIO #3 - INCREASE ALLOWANCE TO $1,700
Current Increased PVGID WC PPO
Allowance Allowance Pays/mo Premium*
1000
1700
1700
2240
1000
1700
845
845
2000
3400
2545
700
x 12
8400

Employee
Pays/mo
540
0

SK & Fam
CB

GID's Annual Cost Increase

* Washoe County's PPO Premiums from Ashley Berrington as of May 21, 2019

EMPLOYEE HEALTH INSURANCE SCENARIOS
WITH GID PAYING 100% / 50% AND 100% / 75%

SCENARIO #1 - GID PAYS: Employee 100% / Dependents 50%
[Washoe County]
WC PPO PVGID
WC PPO
Premium* Pays/mo Employee Premium*
Emp Only 100%
Pays/mo
Deps
SK & Fam
845
845
0
1395
CB
845
845
0
0
1690

With
100% / 50%

With
Current
Allowance

1,690.00
697.50
2,387.50
x 12
28,650.00

1,000.00
845.00
1,845.00
x 12
22,140.00

PVGID
Employee
Pays/mo
Pays/mo
50%
50%
697.50
697.50
0.00
0.00
697.50

Increase
to GID

542.50
x 12
6,510.00

SCENARIO #2 - GID PAYS: Employee 100% / Dependents 75%
[Sun Valley GID and City of Sparks]
WC PPO PVGID
WC PPO
Premium* Pays/mo Employee Premium*
Emp Only 100%
Pays/mo
Deps
SK & Fam
845
845
0
1395
CB
845
845
0
0
1690

PVGID
Employee
Pays/mo
Pays/mo
75%
25%
1046.25
348.75
0.00
0.00
1046.25

With
100% / 50%

With
Current
Allowance

Increase
to GID

1,690.00
1,046.25
2,736.25
x 12
32,835.00

1,000.00
845.00
1,845.00
x 12
22,140.00

891.25
x 12
10,695.00

* Washoe County's PPO Premiums from Ashley Berrington as of May 21, 2019

HEALTH INSURANCE POLICIES - COMPARISON OF COVERAGES

Plan Name
Prominence HMO
Select 3000 (Small
Group - Age Based)
Hometown BBB
(Small Group Association)
Washoe County PPO
(Large Group)

PCP/Specialist
Copay

Deductible Coinsurance Out of Pocket Inpatient Emergency
Maximum
Copay
Room

Urgent
Care

Rx

Notes

$50/$80

$3,000 indiv.
$9,000 family

40%

$7,350 indiv.
$14,700 family

CYD/Coins

CYD/Coins

$100

$30/60/90 Pediatric
Dental/Vision only

$35/$70

$2,000 indiv.
$4,000 family

20%

$5,000 indiv.
$10,000 family

$2,500

$1,000

$80

$10/60/12 No Dental or
0
Vision

$25/20% after
deductible

$350 indiv.
$700 family

20%

$3,350 indiv.
$6,700 family

Coins

Washoe County HMO
(Large Group)

$30/$50

N/A

None

$3,500 indiv.
$7,000 family

$1,000

$250

$40

City of Sparks (Large
Group)

$0 Preventive

$200 indiv.
$400 family

20%

$1,000 + CYD
$2,000 + CYD

20%

20% + CYD

20% +
CYD

PCP = Primary Care Physician CYD = Current Year Deductible

20% + $75 20% after
Deductible

$7/30/50 -Includes Dental &
Vision for all
- Life Ins. EE $20K
$7/30/50
& $1000
dependants
$5/15/40 Includes Dental &
Vision for all

SPECIAL MEETING
PALOMINO VALLEY GENERAL IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT
9732 Pyramid Hwy #407, Sparks, NV 89441
Thursday, June 20, 2019
MINUTES
Trustee Larry Johnson called the special meeting of the Palomino Valley General
Improvement District (PVGID or GID) to order at 5:03 p.m. Thursday, June 20, 2019 at 21555
Pyramid Highway, Reno, Nevada.
1.

Roll Call: Trustees present were Marty Breitmeyer (arrived at 5:52 p.m.), Donald Otto,
Greg Dennis, and Larry Johnson. Jim Currivan was absent. Also present were Shawn
Kelly, Operations Manager; Vickie DiMambro, Assistant to the Secretary/Bookkeeper
(arrived at 6:00 p.m.); Cathy Glatthar, Assistant to the Board; and Louie Test, Legal
Counsel (by telephone).

2.

Public Comment (limited to three minutes per speaker):
Larry Johnson asked if there were any public comments? Hearing no requests, he
moved to the next agenda item.

3.

Retire to Closed Session: Trustee Otto made a motion to go into a closed session,
pursuant to NRS 241.030, to review the performance appraisals of Employee Chuck
Blower and Operations Manager, Shawn Kelly. No action will be taken and discussion
during the closed session is limited to considering the character and professional
competence of said employees. Trustee Dennis seconded the motion, and hearing no
opposition, the Board went into the closed session.

Reconvene for the Open Session of the Special Meeting.
Trustee Larry Johnson reconvened the special meeting at 6:03 p.m.
1.

Roll Call: Trustees present were Marty Breitmeyer, Donald Otto, Greg Dennis, and
Larry Johnson. Jim Currivan was absent. Also present were Shawn Kelly, Operations
Manager; Vickie DiMambro, Assistant to the Secretary/Bookkeeper; Cathy Glatthar,
Assistant to the Board; and Louie Test, Legal Counsel (by telephone).

2.

Public Comment:
Marshall Todd thanked the GID for putting more material along the shoulder of the road
at his driveway entrance.
George Boyce asked if repair of the cattle guard on Range Land Road was on the GID’s
list? Shawn Kelly replied that it is.
Katherine Snedigar said the roads out here are a mess. She stated whatever work was
done on Pasture View, there were huge lumps of dirt left on the side of the road and the
road is bumpy. She said the ditches are unsafe. She said the culverts that were put in
are not working. She said the ditch along Whiskey Springs from Pasture View to Amy is
dangerous; it’s too deep. She opined that the grader is too light. She asked if
permission was given to put in a culvert that went right into someone’s yard? She said
the edges of the roads that are paved are falling apart.
Trustee Johnson asked Ms. Snedigar which culverts she was referring to?

Ms. Snedigar stated the one down on Sharrock and the culverts put in on Wilcox Ranch
Road.
Kate Whalen-Carlson said she lives on Wilcox Ranch Road and she was trying to
determine who is in charge of what’s being done on the roads, and if Trustee Johnson
was appointed or elected? She said she checked into the easements and was trying to
figure out what regulations, policies, or codes define the duties and that she was
concerned that an engineer was not involved with the work being done. She said her
home and [horse] shelters are in direct line with the culverts. She said she is nervous
about possible damage to her property.
Trustee Johnson said this would be discussed under Road Reports.
Larry Carlson said he lives at 4500 Wilcox Ranch Road, and asked Trustee Johnson if
he was an officer of the State of Nevada or one of the corporate divisions?
Trustee Johnson explained this Board is the Palomino Valley General Improvement
District. He said we are a separate board, a separate entity, and we are authorized by
the State Legislature and Washoe County Commission. He said we are elected in the
general election, and we serve on a volunteer basis with no pay. He explained as for
expertise, he was the founder and president of Black Eagle Consulting, the largest
geotechnical engineering firm in the northern half of the state, and has a few thousand
miles of roadway design, construction, and maintenance under his belt. He said he’s
been practicing for over 50 years, and his degree is from the University of California,
Berkley. He stated Trustee Dennis is a retired [civil engineer] from the City of Reno;
Trustee Otto is an equipment operator; and Trustee Breitmeyer is a construction
superintendent for Q & D Construction.
Mr. Carlson asked if there was an engineering report he could look at?
Trustee Johnson said no, there is not.
Mr. Carlson said the company doing the work on Wilcox Ranch Road said the GID is
wasting it’s money and it’s not going to work.
Trustee Johnson asked if there were any further public comments?
requests, he moved to the next agenda item.

Hearing no

3.

Approval of Minutes – May 23, 2019: Trustee Dennis made a motion to approve the
minutes as written. Trustee Breitmeyer seconded the motion. Hearing no opposition,
the motion passed.

4.

Financial Reports and Payment of Bills:
a. Financial Reports: Cathy Glatthar reviewed the Estimated Operating Funds for
Capital Improvements report (see attached), stating revenues received were: Ad
Valorem $248.60; CTX (Consolidated Tax) $34,265.03; and LGTA (Fair Share)
$2,827.82. She stated actual revenue received exceeded estimated by $39,664.24,
year-to-date. She said she held back the balance of the Joy Engineering contract,
$202,897. She stated the net operating funds for capital improvements is $189,585;
based on estimated revenues expected through the end of August of $71,140.
b. Payment of Bills: Vickie DiMambro handed out and reviewed the transaction report
(see attached). She stated the total cash in all accounts was $468,141.69. She
stated for the payroll/petty cash account there was nothing out of the ordinary. She
did point out that Shawn Kelly was able to get the new cell phone for $100 less, and
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it only cost $50. She referred to the back side of the report. She explained the A &
H Insurance bill was for the 2019-2020 POOL/PACT liability insurance, which
increased over last year by $648.65; most of the increase was due to property
values increasing with equipment purchases. She stated we received a bill from Joy
Engineering for the first progress payment on the road improvement project, with
10% retainage held back, in the amount of $38,531.52. In answer to Trustee Otto’s
question, Trustee Johnson explained he did review the invoice and the majority of it
was for the $25,000 mobilization charge. Vickie stated we received a notice from
Granite Construction that effective July 1st, asphalt prices would increase by $1.50
per ton. Cathy Glatthar added that the current rate is $100.50 per ton for the coldmix patching material. Katherine Snedigar asked how much of Cathy Glatthar’s bill
was for office supplies? Cathy reported office supplies were $217.48; which was
mostly for first aid kits and supplies she ordered for the office. Trustee Dennis made
a motion to pay the bills. Trustee Breitmeyer seconded the motion, and hearing no
opposition, the motion passed.
5.

Road Maintenance Reports:
a. Road Reports: Trustee Johnson stated we continue to receive more maintenance
requests than we can get to in any one week, but we prioritize those every Monday
morning and Shawn and crew are doing their best to meet those needs. He
reviewed the operations report (see attached).
b. Status of 2019 Road Improvement Project: Trustee Johnson explained we have a
contract with Joy Engineering to build roadside drainage intercepting channels on
uphill sides and use that material to raise the road. He said culverts were extended,
five culverts were enlarged, and one new culvert was installed [on Wilcox Ranch
Road].
Trustee Johnson addressed Mr. and Mrs. Carlson and offered to meet with them at
their property Friday morning [June 21, 2019] at 9:00. Trustee Otto agreed to attend
the meeting.
Mr. Carlson stated when the work was going to be done on Wilcox Ranch Road, he
should have been informed that eight feet of his property was going to be taken;
survey stakes were removed by the contractor.
Trustee Johnson explained there is a 66-foot wide easement, and the work is
contained within those 66 feet. In answer to Mrs. Carlson’s question, Trustee
Johnson said the Carlsons still own the easement. Mrs. Carlson then asked if
something is done wrong [within the easement], who is held liable for any resulting
damage?
Louie Test (by phone) responded that the GID has the authority to make
improvements within the easement. He said he could not comment on this particular
matter; that the meeting set up for tomorrow morning is to discuss what the issues
might be. He said the GID has easements and has the right to maintain the roads
within those easements, and perform whatever improvements are necessary in order
to properly maintain the roads.
Trustee Johnson stated for the record, in every major storm, for decades, water has
come down that drainage and jumped the road and flowed through the Carlson’s
property. He said the northern drainage, where two small drainages come together,
where the GID installed a new culvert, this past winter, for example, jumped the road
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and washed a major ravine all the way through the Carlson’s property. He explained
the intercepting drainage channel that is being constructed on the uphill side, will
mitigate and meter-out those flows rather than having 100% of those flows pour onto
the Carlson’s property. He said, if anything, it should help the Carlsons and not
damage them. He said the one culvert was enlarged because it was of insufficient
capacity to carry those flood flows. There was some additional discussion about the
ravine cut through the Carlson’s property during a flood event, prior to the GID’s
installation of the new culvert at that location. Louie Test stated if the flood flows are
following a natural drainage, the GID has to ensure the natural drainage continues.
Trustee Dennis said discussion needs to wait until Trustees Johnson and Otto meet
with the Carlsons, on site, tomorrow morning. He mentioned taking photos and
video of the flood flows back in February, and that he made comments then that the
roads needed to be raised in those areas and get proper drainage installed so the
roads are not washed away; we need to maintain access for the residents.
Susan Ambrose said a lot of this situation could have been mitigated if the GID had
gone to the property owners who might be impacted by this project.
Trustee Johnson said notice of this project was posted on the GID’s website [and on
NextDoor and the Palomino Valley Community FaceBook page]. He said he did
discuss the project with a property owner on Amy Road, and specifically had a
conversation with Mr. Carlson about the project.
Mr. Carlson said Trustee Johnson reneged on what he said he was going to do. He
said Trustee Johnson said he would build a [water retention pond] like the one on
Ironwood; instead the [shoulder] was graded down.
Trustee Otto said what is being done is how a [retention pond] is accomplished. He
stated he was with Trustee Johnson that day, and maybe Mr. Carlson misunderstood
what Trustee Johnson described.
Louie Test said if the matter can’t be resolved when they meet tomorrow, then the
item will be put on the agenda for next month.
In response to Ms. Ambrose’s comment that a barbed-wire fence on Amy Road was
undermined by the contractor, Trustee Otto said we will have that rectified.
c. 2019 Capital Improvements Program: Trustee Johnson said we do have some
money left over for capital improvements; some of which must be set aside for gravel
to be hauled in for Range Land (touch up), Grass Valley [west] where road work is
going to be done, Quaking Aspen, and the Wilcox Ranch hill. Cathy Glatthar asked
if the Board would consider adding Crossover to the list? Trustees Otto and
Breitmeyer said Crossover has spots that need road base; not the entire road.
Trustee Johnson said Wilcox Ranch is going to be graded over with fresh dirt, and
may need some granular material added in some areas.
d. Report on Flood Repairs and FEMA and State Disaster Reimbursement (2017
Flood): Cathy Glatthar said she has contacted the State several times as to the
status of the two outstanding project worksheets, and they have not responded.
e. Operations Manager's Report: Shawn Kelly explained the display panel on the
generator for the Ironwood well has faded so badly due to sun exposure, that it can’t
be read and must be replaced. He said he contacted Cashman Equipment and was
originally quoted $2,000 to replace and reprogram the panel. He said he negotiated
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with Cashman and got the price down to $1,360.06. He said he will install some kind
of cover on the generator window to prevent the sun damage from happening again.
The Board agreed that this needed to be done and instructed Shawn to proceed.
Shawn reviewed equipment issues: Both water trucks had issues, they picked up
parts and repaired both vehicles; some of the deck boards on the flat-bed trailer had
to be replaced and they welded in some additional cross members; the new roller
needed the fuel line replaced; and the elevated water tank had a leak and they fixed
that problem.
Trustee Dennis stated we were lucky to have Shawn and Chuck who can do these
repairs. Trustee Johnson agreed and said Shawn and Chuck are doing a superb job
with the maintenance, and have saved us a lot of money doing this repair work in
house instead of using outside services.
6.

Old Business:
a. Second Reading and Adoption of Resolution F19-R1: Amendment of
Resolution F13-R2 - Procedure for Access to District Rights-of-Way: Trustee
Johnson said this procedure applies to driveways, new roads, etc. He reviewed the
resolution (see attached). Cathy Glatthar outlined the changes discussed at the last
meeting: Three instances of the word “upslope” were removed; for item 5. b.
“drainage” was changed to “drainage ways” and “invert” was changed to “inverts.”
Trustee Breitmeyer made a motion to approve the resolution. Trustee Otto
seconded the motion. Upon a vote, the resolution passed unanimously, with Trustee
Currivan absent.
Trustee Johnson commented that a lot of our problems would be solved if we could
just get the County Building Department to make this a condition to obtain a building
permit.
b. Employee Health Insurance Interlocal Agreement with Washoe County: Cathy
Glatthar stated she had communication with Mary Kandaras, with the District
Attorney’s Office, and learned we needed to submit a formal request to the County
Manager. She said the formal request has been submitted to Interim County
Manager, Dave Solaro. She said this will have to be an interlocal agreement that is
approved by the Board of County Commissioners, so this will take some time.
c. Water Rights: Trustee Johnson said he still needed to contact George Lindesmith.
d. Warm Springs Area Plan Update, including the Specific Plan Area: Trustee
Johnson said there was a meeting with Trevor Lloyd, Planning Director for Washoe
County, a few weeks ago. He said there was preliminary discussion on what
residents would like to see in the Specific Plan and the Warm Springs Area Plan. He
said his comments on behalf of the GID were that roads within subdivisions should
be maintained by private homeowners associations and not be the maintenance
requirement of the GID. He said collector roads should be constructed to Washoe
County standards and dedicated to Washoe County for maintenance; resulting in
areas that would seek to be withdrawn from the District. He said as long as
someone drives on District roads, such as Whiskey Springs Road, they will still pay
into the District, and if Whiskey Springs was improved to County standards as a
collector road, Washoe County would hopefully accept it for maintenance.
e. Agreement with LW Land Company: Trustee Johnson said there was nothing new
to report.
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7.

New Business:
a. Action on Closed Session (if any): None
b. Employee Compensation and Public Employees’ Retirement System (PERS)
Rate Increase: Cathy Glatthar explained, per Nevada Revised Statutes, every two
years the actuary for PERS determines the contribution rate, and pretty much every
two years the rate goes up. She said this year it is going up 1.25%. She explained
there are two plans and Chuck Blower has chosen the Employee/Employer Paid
plan, and he pays half and the GID pays half.
She stated under the
Employee/Employer Paid plan, if Chuck leaves before he’s vested (five years), he
can get a refund of his contributions. She said she supplied the Board with a few
scenarios showing some options in which Chuck pays his half of the rate increase
(0.625%).
Cathy said she provided the Board with the Consumer Price Index (CPI) for inflation.
She said this year she pulled up the CPI information for the “US City Average” and
the “West” because the cost of living is higher out here. Trustee Johnson said we
are essentially at 2.6% CPI.
Trustee Johnson stated at last month’s Board meeting we increased health
insurance benefits, and that only affected Shawn, because Chuck has no
dependents covered. He said that would amount to $5 an hour increase once we get
on Washoe County’s plan. He said we have an increase in cost of living of 2.5%,
and said his philosophy is the PERS increase is mandated and the health insurance
increase has already been approved. He said he did not feel that we should give an
employee less than a cost of living increase just to keep him where he’s at; his
buying power otherwise is diminished and it’s essentially a cut in pay. He opined
that increase in pay should be at least that 2.6%.
Trustee Johnson said in Chuck’s case, Chuck did not get an increase in health
insurance benefits. He said Chuck will get the 0.625% increase in PERS. He said
he thought everyone was in agreement that Chuck has been an outstanding
employee. Trustee Johnson said he would consider a higher-than-cost-of-living
increase for Chuck.
Trustee Breitmeyer said he would like to see Scenario #4 (3%) for Chuck and
Scenario #3 (3%) for Shawn. He stated the CPI chart shows the rate is trending up
and the 3% raise is closer to where the CPI is trending.
Trustee Dennis said Chuck has no control over the PERS rate increase and that
should not even be part of this equation. He said ignoring the 0.625% PERS rate
increase for Chuck, 3% would be a 60 cents an hour raise on $20. Trustee Dennis
recommended a $1 an hour raise for Chuck, and a 2.5% raise for Shawn.
Trustee Otto said he agreed with the $1 an hour raise for Chuck. As for Shawn,
Trustee Otto said he wanted to take into consideration the increase in the cost of the
health insurance, which hasn’t taken effect yet and we don’t know when that will
become effective. He said he was not in favor of doing both a raise and the $5 an
hour increase for health insurance. He said he did not know how you could take the
raise back once the health insurance with Washoe County takes effect.
Trustee Dennis made a motion to give both employees a $1 an hour raise effective
July 1st. Trustee Otto seconded the motion, and all voted in favor of the motion.
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8.

Judicial/Government Affairs:
Trustee Johnson reported he was sued personally by a wild horse advocate, and the
trial was yesterday. He said the District’s insurance company’s attorney represented
him, as well as his own, private attorney. He said the judge decided in his favor on all
accounts, and found there was no merit to the suit.

9.

Calendar Review: Cathy Glatthar reviewed the upcoming items:


Our next meeting is July 18th



Trustee Johnson will need to sign the Auditor’s letter of engagement tonight



The annual fiscal reports must be published on or before July 1st. Cathy stated she
has them set up to be published on June 28th.

10. Correspondence:
Cathy Glatthar reported receiving a letter from the State Department of Taxation stating
our final budget was in compliance.
11. Public Comment:
George Boyce asked what the percentage increase in the GID’s revenue has been this
year over last year?
Cathy Glatthar said she would have that information at the next meeting.
Katherine Snedigar talked about “Mechanical Cement,” a road building method using old
tires with the side walls cut out and filling them with aggregate. She said it is a method
the GID should look into.
Trustee Breitmeyer said he knows what this method is and it is cost prohibitive.
A discussion began, and Louie Test interjected and said no discussion is to take place
under public comment; if they wanted to discuss this matter, it would need to be placed
on a future agenda.
Trustee Johnson asked if there were any further public comments?
requests, he moved to the next agenda item.

Hearing no

12. Board Member and Staff Items: None
13. Adjournment: Trustee Dennis made a motion to adjourn the meeting. Trustee Otto
seconded the motion, and hearing no opposition, the meeting adjourned at 7:35 p.m.
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ESTIMATED OPERATING FUNDS FOR CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS
ATTACHMENT - 06/20/2019 Meeting - Agenda Item 4a
TOTAL CASH IN ALL BANK ACCOUNTS AS OF JUNE 20, 2019

468,142

ADDITIONAL REVENUE EXPECTED THROUGH AUGUST 31, 2019

71,140

ESTIMATED OPERATING FUNDS THROUGH AUGUST 31, 2019
LESS AVERAGE MONTHLY EXPENSES X 2 MONTHS

539,282
-60,000

LESS Hot Pot & Plow ($10,500 max for both); Line of Credit Pymts ($2,000/mo x 2);
Unexpected Repairs ($5,000/mo x 2); Balance of Joy Eng Contract ($202,897);
Workers' Comp $2,300 (July)
LESS RESERVE FUNDS (2 MONTHS OF EXPENSES)

-229,697
-60,000

ESTIMATED EXPENSES & RESERVES THROUGH AUGUST 31, 2019

-349,697

NET OPERATING FUNDS FOR CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS - AUGUST 31, 2019

189,585

Additional Revenue Expected Through August 31, 2019:
265,000
360,000
35,040
660,040

Ad Valorem Jul '19 thru Aug '19
CTX
30,000 x 2
LGTA
2,920 x 2

5,300
60,000
5,840
71,140

MONTHLY EXPENSES:

Payroll
Other (non Road Maint)

Average
18,000
12,000
30,000

Actual
12,042
18,043
30,086

TOTAL EXPENSES

39,888
69,974

Road Maintenance

Difference
5,958
-6,043
-86

REVENUE - ACTUAL AND ESTIMATED
NOTE: As of 06/20/2019 Actual Revenue Exceeds Estimated By:
AD VALOREM
Date
at 09/27/18 (35%)
at 10/18/18
at 11/15/18 (21%)
at 12/20/18
at 01/17/19
at 02/21/19 (21%)
at 03/21/19
at 04/18/19 (21%)
at 05/23/19
at 06/20/19
July
(2%)
August

Estimated
92,750.00
0.00
55,650.00
0.00
0.00
55,650.00
0.00
55,650.00
0.00
0.00
5,300.00
0.00
265,000.00

Actual
95,230.94
7,072.60
50,790.22
10.22
54.94
51,704.99
7,463.83
39,251.43
6,262.24
248.60

Difference
2,480.94
7,072.60
-4,859.78
10.22
54.94
-3,945.01
7,463.83
-16,398.57
6,262.24
248.60

258,090.01

-6,909.99

Estimated
30,000.00
30,000.00
30,000.00
30,000.00
30,000.00
30,000.00
30,000.00
30,000.00
30,000.00
30,000.00
30,000.00
30,000.00
360,000.00

Actual
68,256.39
0.00
35,346.97
34,845.53
33,877.44
34,101.94
38,118.42
31,200.90
27,905.84
34,265.03

Difference
38,256.39
-30,000.00
5,346.97
4,845.53
3,877.44
4,101.94
8,118.42
1,200.90
-2,094.16
4,265.03

337,918.46

-22,081.54

Estimated
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
35,040.00

Actual
2,973.97
4,416.71
0.00
6,913.29
2,470.05
2,879.85
4,323.53
2,374.54
3,376.01
2,827.82

Difference
53.97
1,496.71
-2,920.00
3,993.29
-449.95
-40.15
1,403.53
-545.46
456.01
-92.18

32,555.77

-2,484.23

$39,664.24
YTD Difference
2,480.94
9,553.54
4,693.76
4,703.98
4,758.92
813.91
8,277.74
-8,120.83
-1,858.59
-1,609.99

CTX
Date
at 09/27/18
at 10/18/18
at 11/15/18
at 12/20/18
at 01/17/19
at 02/21/19
at 03/21/19
at 04/18/19
at 05/23/19
at 06/20/19
July
August

YTD Difference
38,256.39
8,256.39
13,603.36
18,448.89
22,326.33
26,428.27
34,546.69
35,747.59
33,653.43
37,918.46

LGTA
Date
at 09/27/18
at 10/18/18
at 11/15/18
at 12/20/18
at 01/17/19
at 02/21/19
at 03/21/19
at 04/18/19
at 05/23/19
at 06/20/19
July
August

YTD Difference
53.97
1,550.68
-1,369.32
2,623.97
2,174.02
2,133.87
3,537.40
2,991.94
3,447.95
3,355.77

PALOMINO VALLEY GENERAL IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT
BANK & DISBURSEMENT RECONCILIATION
As of June 20, 2019

Total of all Bank Accounts:

Balance as of June 20, 2019 - Almost CD #5010
Balance as of June 20, 2019 - P/R / Petty Cash #4430
Balance as of June 20, 2019 - A/P / General Ckg #4179
Total Cash In All Accounts

Wells Fargo - Almost CD #5010

Balance as of May 23, 2019

450,427.18
17,000.00
714.51
468,141.69

446,636.76

Income for the Month
Consolidated Tax

34,265.03

Ad Valorem

248.60

LGTA

2,827.82

Other Income

0.00

TOTAL

37,341.45

Interest Income
WF Business Line of Credit (Pending)

11.97

37,353.42

36,000.00

36,000.00

Transfer to Wells Fargo #4430

(13,063.00)

Transfer to Wells Fargo #4179

(56,500.00)

(69,563.00)

Wells Fargo - P/R / Petty Cash #4430
Transfer from Wells Fargo #5010

Balance as of June 20, 2019

450,427.18

Balance as of May 23, 2019

17,000.00

13,063.00

Interest

0.34

Net Payroll

8,155.07

Alhambra

SK's CC

Craig's List
Home Depot

13,063.34

Net Payroll

49.29

Office Water

SK's CC

50.00

Employment Ads

SK's CC

531.36

TEC Sparks

SK's CC

38.26

2005 International Water Truck Repair Parts

Verizon

SK's CC

80.36

New Cell Phone $49.99; Monthly Service $30.37

Walmart

SK's CC

46.36

First Aid Kits

Waste Management

SK's CC

35.66

Waste Removal

Debit

89.72

Replacement Fuel Line for IR Roller

Cummins
Paul Belton

ATM

100.00

PERS

5908

3,008.00

EFTPS

879.26

Federal 941 Payment

Tilt Trailer Repairs $281.30; Concrete Culvert Extension
Supplies $150.25; Operating Supplies $99.81

Radios - Reprogramming and Repairs
PERS Monthly Payment
Payroll Taxes

$13,063.34

($13,063.34)
Balance as of June 20, 2019

17,000.00

PALOMINO VALLEY GENERAL IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT
BANK & DISBURSEMENT RECONCILIATION
As of June 20, 2019

Wells Fargo - A/P / General Ckg #4179
Transfer from W.F.#5010
Interest Income
Void Ck #9670 - Verizon
Void Ck #9674 - Verizon

Balance as of May 23, 2019
56,500.00
0.15
40.00
149.99

NAME

CK #

56,690.14

AMOUNT

DESCRIPTION

A & H Insurance

9676

8,620.27

2019-2020 POOL Liability Insurance

Catherine Glatthar

9677

2,820.46

Monthly Work $2,602.98; Office Supplies $217.48
(includes $147.75 reimb for first aid supplies)

Flyers Energy

9678

922.34

Granite Construction

9679

1,396.13

Hoffman, Test

9680

435.00

Joy Engineering

9681

38,531.52

NV Energy

9682

133.45

Prominence Health

9683

2,522.61

Employee Health Ins - CB June, CB & SK July

Pyramid Business Services

9684

1,271.95

Monthly Bookkeeping and Payroll

Reno Gazette Journal

9685

127.00

Legal Notice - Budget Hearing

Sani Hut

9686

129.87

Monthly Restroom Rental

TOTAL

934.97

Fuel
Asphalt Patch - 12 tons at $100.50/ton $1,206.00;
Sprayer $116.39; Supplies $73.74
Monthly Retainer
Progress Pymt #1 - 2019 Road Improvement Project
Utilities - Electric

56,910.60

(56,910.60)
Balance as of June 20, 2019

714.51

REGULAR MEETING
PALOMINO VALLEY GENERAL IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT
9732 Pyramid Hwy #407, Sparks, NV 89441
Thursday, July 18, 2019
MINUTES
Trustee Larry Johnson called the regular meeting of the Palomino Valley General
Improvement District (PVGID or GID) to order at 6:05 p.m. Thursday, July 18, 2019 at 21555
Pyramid Highway, Reno, Nevada.
1.

Roll Call: Trustees present were Donald Otto, Greg Dennis, Jim Currivan, and Larry
Johnson. Marty Breitmeyer was absent. Also present were Shawn Kelly, Operations
Manager; Vickie DiMambro, Assistant to the Secretary/Bookkeeper; Cathy Glatthar,
Assistant to the Board; and Louie Test, Legal Counsel.

2.

Public Comment:
Charles Lieman stated he was representing the Palomino Valley Auxiliary Fire
Department (PVAFD) and its 501(c)(3), non-profit organization. He said they are
applying for a charter with the Nevada Network of Fire Adapted Communities. He said if
they get the charter, they will be able to apply for grants aimed at improving fire
protection throughout the Valley. He said after the Perry fire, fire volunteers identified a
need for pull outs on narrow roads such as Piute Creek Road. If the PVAFD was able to
get grant money, Mr. Lieman asked if the Board would be willing to coordinate with the
PVAFD in identifying roads that would need pull outs?
Trustee Dennis stated this item would need to be agendized for a future meeting. He
stated that Cathy Glatthar would let Mr. Lieman know when the matter would be
agendized.
Mr. Lieman said he lives on Wild Horse and the contractors are doing an amazing job on
the portion of Wild Horse that is being improved.
Trustee Dennis said he seriously looked at these improvements of raising the roads and
putting in drainage ditches to keep the water away from the roads. He said with the past
two storms, there were roads that had to be closed, and road access was limited for
some residents. He said there are a number of roads that are the only access for a
number of residents, so we are doing the right thing with regards to improving these
roads and getting them out of the flood plain and maintaining them that way.
Trustee Johnson asked if there were any further public comments?
requests, he moved to the next agenda item.

Hearing no

3.

Approval of Minutes – June 20, 2019: Closed Session for Chuck Blower, Closed
Session for Shawn Kelly, and Open Session: Trustee Dennis made a motion to
approve all three sets of minutes as written. Trustee Otto seconded the motion, and
hearing no opposition, the motion passed.

4.

Financial Reports and Payment of Bills:
a. Financial Reports, Including Indebtedness and Debt Management Reports:
Cathy Glatthar reviewed the Estimated Operating Funds for Capital Improvements
report (see attached). She reported ad valorem revenue received of $7,316, and
commented that, year-to-date, we received $406 more than was estimated. She

said CTX [Consolidated Tax] is still coming in higher than estimated, and LGTA [Fair
Share] is a little bit higher than estimated. She reported year-to-date, actual revenue
exceeds estimated by $46,000. She reviewed the estimated operating funds and
estimated expenses and reserves through August 31st, and stated the Net Operating
Funds for Capital Improvements is $191,620. Trustee Johnson commented that the
report is very clear and very well presented.
Cathy Glatthar referred to a report on Revenue Percentage Changes. She explained
that at the last meeting, Mr. Boyce had requested a report showing the percentage
changes in revenue from last year to this year. Cathy said she went back to fiscal
year 2016 [June 30, 2016], and in summary, the percentage changes in revenue
were as follows (see attached report for details):
FY 2016 to FY 2017: 10% increase
FY 2017 to FY 2018: 5% increase
FY 2018 to FY 2019 (estimated): 6% increase
Cathy explained we won’t have actual revenue figures for fiscal year 2019 until after
the audit is completed.
Trustee Johnson said he believed the reason this information was requested by Mr.
Boyce is because Mr. Boyce felt the Board was very generous in awarding employee
benefits and raises. He said Mr. Boyce questioned whether our revenue was
increasing sufficiently to meet those awarded raises and increases in benefits, and
the answer is, yes it is.
Louie Test said what he found interesting is that less than one half of the revenue
used to take care of the roads is coming from ad valorem (property taxes).
b. Payment of Bills: Vickie DiMambro reviewed the transaction report (see attached).
She stated the total cash in all accounts was $373,983.19, and income for the
month, including interest income, was $44,623.25. She reviewed the payments
made from the Payroll/Petty Cash account, notably $14,263.16 to Les Schwab for
tires for the 770 grader, the International dump truck, and the Freightliner dump
truck. She then reviewed the checks written on the Accounts Payable account,
noting the second progress payment to Joy Engineering for $97,440.27 was pending
Trustee Johnson’s approval.
Trustee Otto asked about the tires for the grader and remarked that he thought we
just bought tires for the grader about a year ago. Shawn Kelly said these are radials
(six) and they should last at least twice as long as the one’s we used to get. He
explained the radials allowed him to grade today in a higher gear, which allowed him
to get the road smoother, whereas, at the higher gear with the old tires, the grader
bounced. He added that the old tires on the two dump trucks were cracked and
worn and we could have had a blow out at any time.
Trustee Dennis told Shawn he was glad Shawn was being proactive.
Cathy Glatthar said for the line of credit, the reason why it was still marked as
pending was because she wanted to make a suggestion. She suggested we
continue to take $2,000 out each month and reduce the [$40,000] balance [for the
purchase of the roller]. She said we are not paying any interest, and if we reach a
point when we need these funds, then we’ll activate the line of credit.
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In answer to Trustee Otto’s question about the culvert delineators and posts, Shawn
replied they purchased 40 posts and striker plates, and they will be making sure all
culverts are marked. Shawn added they will be adding k-rails (three on each side) at
the large culvert on Wilcox Ranch that will be marked and include sand barrels.
Trustee Johnson clarified the k-rails and crash barrels will be donated by Q & D
Construction; we will pay for transportation. Shawn said he would place the k-rail.
Trustee Otto commented about 2’ x 2’ x 4’ concrete blocks his son saw on Craig’s
List - 16 for $1,000. He said we’d have to pay for trucking, but it’s something we
might be able to use, especially if we can’t continue getting the k-rail.
Shawn said he has four k-rails at the yard and he’s been allocated sixteen.
Trustee Dennis made a motion to approve the bills, but hold the Joy Engineering
check until the work has been approved. Trustee Currivan seconded the motion.
Hearing no opposition, the motion passed.
5.

Road Maintenance Reports:
a. Road Reports: Trustee Johnson stated we are keeping up with most of the road
maintenance requests; though some requests are unrealistic. He cited an example
of a request where the resident said his road had not been graded yet this year, and
we’ve requested several times to have Hockberry graded and we just get “blown off.”
Trustee Johnson read his response to that resident into the record, as follows:
While Hockberry has not been graded in some time, it is in much better
shape than many others that we have placed at a higher priority. We will be
there before winter. Call our Operations Manager, Shawn Kelly, to discuss
(775-848-6788).
Shawn Kelly stated that he has emailed the resident asking that the resident call him
so they can discuss the matter, but the man has not called back.
Trustee Johnson said there are a couple of individuals who live on roads with good
granular material that are a lot smoother than other roads, but they feel like they are
being neglected, and the GID should be grading their road whether the road needs
grading or not.
Trustee Johnson referred to the complaint at last month’s meeting regarding Pasture
View Road, and explained that he and Trustee Otto inspected Pasture View after
that meeting. He read into the record the following statement written by Trustee
Otto:
After the complaint from Ms. Snedigar at the June 20th GID meeting,
Trustee Johnson and I drove to Sharrock and also Pasture View to see this
total mess of roads that Ms. Snedigar complained about. We saw a spot on
Pasture View a hundred feet long where the road ditch had been cleaned
out by a loader and left a pretty rough ditch area. The adjacent road surface
was unaffected. We didn’t see anything unusual anywhere else on these
roads. The maintenance supervisor has been instructed to smooth out this
loader work. In my opinion, this major complaint at the meeting was
uncalled for and absurd!
Trustee Otto said he has asked several times to have Quaking Aspen Road touched
up and graded, but it hasn’t been done yet. He said last winter it was a mess, like
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many of the roads, and he understood you can’t grade when the roads are wet. He
said we waited through the spring, and he asked that the work be done soon. He
said he didn’t want it to wait until just before winter. He said he wanted to see that
next year the road is worked on sooner so they aren’t bouncing through the rough
roads all spring and summer. He said the area he is referring to is just above
Trustee Johnson’s house; about a third of a mile, just above the section of road
base. He further explained the resident adjacent to that section of road had water
running across her driveway and onto the roadway. He said he installed a four-inch
pipe under the resident’s driveway. Trustee Johnson said that resident rerouted the
creek from its original channel onto the roadway. Trustee Otto remarked that the
water is in the ditch and not on the roadway.
Shawn said Quaking Aspen will be worked on next week.
Trustee Dennis interjected and said we have to consider that we only have two
employees and there’s only so much time and most of the roads get washboard in
the summertime. He said the people on Range Land waited four to five years to get
their road graded. He asked Trustee Otto to be patient.
Trustee Otto said no, I won’t be; this is my opinion and my request.
Shawn replied to Trustee Otto’s comment and said he knows the road is a mess, but
asked Trustee Otto to remember there’s a lot of road and there are only two of them
and they are trying to keep everybody going. He said he spent a lot of time on the
first two and a half miles of Quaking Aspen trying to get the rocks covered up and
still needs to get more material brought in. He apologized to Trustee Otto and said it
will get done.
Trustee Otto reiterated that the GID does not spend enough time on road grading.
He said he wasn’t sure how to accomplish this when Shawn has so much to do. He
said maybe a third employee should be hired part time.
Trustee Johnson said upper Quaking Aspen has been classified as a seasonal road.
Trustee Otto interjected and said only from Microwave on up is seasonal. Trustee
Johnson disagreed and said it starts below Microwave. Trustee Johnson asked that
Trustee Otto come to this Board and ask that the seasonal road designation be
changed now that there are a sufficient number of people who have built above that
to where it should be considered for full-time maintenance. Trustee Otto said will do.
Trustee Johnson continued and said this Board also has a policy of what is
necessary to accept a road for maintenance - a certain width, certain crowns, certain
surfacing, and so forth - for this Board to consider a road for full-time maintenance.
There were comments as to how that could be accomplished, with Trustee Currivan
asking how then could Quaking Aspen be upgraded? Trustee Johnson replied upper
Quaking Aspen has been upgraded significantly in the past few decades. He stated
several examples of upgrades, including getting some funds from Washoe County to
put gravel down in the area just below Microwave Road after the 2017 flooding, there
have been drainage improvements installed above Trustee Otto’s house, etc.
Trustee Dennis said the upper section is a four-wheel drive road.
Trustee Otto asked if a change in the status of upper Quaking Aspen Road could be
put on the agenda for next month?
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Trustee Johnson said certainly, and that would be appropriate with caveats. He said
he made a homeowner very, very angry in one of these meetings when he pointed
out that the Board has done extraordinary measures to improve a seasonal road for
the benefit of three people; more people live there now, but everybody else in the
whole Valley is paying for the benefit of those two or three people. He added that
someone elsewhere in the Valley will object to that.
Trustee Dennis said when they bought the property they knew what the conditions
were of the road.
Shawn said he wanted to point out that they just revamped an entire section of
roadway (Amy short and Wilcox Ranch) with material that was on the sides and
brought up onto the road and with all the traffic we have on the roads, the surface
lasted only a few days. He said we need to add base or some kind of material on
top. Trustee Johnson clarified we need base or some material with cohesion, such
as screened material from the Wayside pit. Shawn said they were able to get a
couple of loads of material down, but had equipment problems that prevented them
from doing more.
Shawn said he is out there working hard for the Board and is trying to get a lot done.
Trustee Johnson said there’s no question that Shawn is doing his best.
Trustee Otto said there is a section of Quaking Aspen Road that is classified as a
[level of maintenance] 2. Trustee Johnson said they no longer use the “level of
maintenance” designations. Trustee Otto argued that that is where the seasonal
road classification came from. Cathy Glatthar clarified that the seasonal road
designation came from a Board resolution from 1977; the resolution listed which
roads were seasonal and what maintenance would be done (see attached).
Trustee Johnson reiterated that the level of maintenance classifications were thrown
out years ago, and we maintain all roads in the system as needed. He said some
roads, because of heavier traffic, require maintenance more often; some roads that
service a handful of lots and are in good soil materials, may only get graded once a
year.
Trustee Dennis said for a road that’s designated as a seasonal road, he would have
a difficult time agreeing to absorbing it into a non-seasonal road.
Trustee Otto said so we have a seasonal section of Quaking Aspen Road and we
have Microwave traffic with people going up there and contractors going up there to
service the equipment, so it’s not the same as other roads that are not through roads
and don’t have the traffic like Quaking Aspen does.
Trustee Johnson spoke about a former trustee who was tasked with contacting the
Virginia Peak communications site users to seek contributions for road maintenance
and improvements from those companies. He said that trustee did not fulfill that
duty, and he appointed Trustee Otto to that duty. Trustee Otto said that’s my
punishment for bringing this up? Trustee Johnson said no, you live on the road and
you’ve made the request you ought to be able to put your effort forward. Trustee
Johnson said he shouldn’t have to do everything.
Trustee Otto replied he wasn’t asking Trustee Johnson to do everything; he just
asked that Quaking Aspen be graded and look what we got into here.
Shawn reiterated that he would grade upper Quaking Aspen next week.
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Trustee Johnson asked Trustee Otto if there was some part of the duty he assigned
to Trustee Otto that Trustee Otto was willing or unwilling to do? Trustee Otto said he
would work on it, but he’s not retired and making phone calls during business hours
will be difficult. Trustee Johnson said we all have commitments, we’re all in a
volunteer position, and he would appreciate as much involvement from this Board as
he could solicit.
Trustee Johnson referred to a comment made at last month’s meeting about a type
of road construction that consisted of laying down automobile tires, bolting or cabling
the tires together and filling the tires with aggregate (ballast rock). He stated the
assertion was that this method would be much more cost-effective than the Cape
seal. He reported that Trustee Breitmeyer did research the matter and found that the
material costs for the aggregate and trucking alone would have a cost of
approximately fifteen times the cost per square [foot] of our Cape seal. He stated
the sidewalls have to be cut out of the tires and the system is patented, so you have
to pay the individual who holds the patent in order to use this method, and you also
have to buy the machine that cuts out the sidewalls. He said the cost is astronomical
and should not be considered. Cathy stated the method is called “Mechanical
Concrete.”
Trustee Otto asked if anyone can be excluded from attending these meetings?
Louie Test said you cannot exclude anyone, but you can limit them to three minutes.
He cautioned the Board about getting into discussions under public comment and
reminded the Board to add such items to the next month’s agenda if they wanted to
discuss a matter and possibly take action.
b. Status of 2019 Road Improvement Project: Trustee Johnson reported we’re
getting very close to completion on Amy and Wilcox Ranch. He opined the
contractor improperly pulled off those roads and went to work on Wild Horse Road
without doing the finish work on Amy and Wilcox Ranch. He said he has met with
the contractor almost daily, on grade, and has given as much direction as possible.
He said Shawn has been involved and helping as well.
Trustee Johnson referred to a list (see attached) from Trustee Otto dated July 18th
and said this list was actually presented to him the last time he was to meet with the
contractor for a site inspection, so it’s a few weeks old and some of the items are not
appropriate at this date. He said he did review the list with the contractor and some
of the requirements were inappropriate; most of them were appropriate at the time
and have been addressed. He said he does not want the second payment released
until the work has been accepted. Trustee Dennis confirmed that was Trustee
Johnson’s acceptance as our negotiator with the contractor, which he said he agreed
with.
Trustee Johnson explained the contractor should be done with Wild Horse next
week, and then the contractor will move over to Grass Valley (west). He said due to
the contractor’s inefficiencies, the work has drug on longer than it should have. He
asked Trustee Dennis if Trustee Dennis could coordinate and supervise the work on
Grass Valley? Trustee Dennis said he could, and confirmed the work would be
much like the work done on Range Land.
Trustee Johnson explained with all of these road segments, they have had to custom
fit the work around the existing utility locations; it has been a nightmare. He said the
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phone line wanders horizontally and undulates vertically. He said the contractor did
get USA clearance and then potholed to determine depths; phone lines were nicked,
knocking out telephone service to the south end of the Valley. In answer to Trustee
Dennis’ question, Trustee Johnson said the phone lines were not buried to a
standard depth. Trustee Dennis opined that a Vactor truck would be the best
method to pothole instead of a backhoe or mini-excavator.
Trustee Johnson stated there were a few conflicts with mailboxes, but those have
been resolved. He said in general, the residents have been extremely cooperative
and appreciative, but there have been a few incidents of conflict. He talked about an
email from a resident claiming she was run off the road by the contractor’s water
truck driver. Trustee Johnson said he was unable to locate the company owner or
the foreman, so he spoke directly with the water truck driver and asked that when the
driver meets someone on the road, to slow down and make sure they safely pass.
Trustee Johnson explained we have people who blow through that construction site
in a dangerous manner. He said there have been numerous times when he’s been
on a project site and has feared for his life. Shawn said he too has had problems
with dangerous drivers in a work zone.
Trustee Otto asked Trustee Dennis to review the list of issues he has with Amy and
Wilcox Ranch and be an impartial observer when touring the work done.
Trustee Johnson explained the two progress bills submitted to date by Joy
Engineering are for the completion of Amy and Wilcox Ranch and the mobilization.
Trustee Otto asked what the purpose was of the ten-percent (10%) retention?
Trustee Johnson said it is standard practice in construction contracts; if we see any
deficiencies or if the contractor does not finish the job, we have sufficient funds to
hire another contractor to complete the work.
Trustee Otto received confirmation that Trustees Johnson and Dennis will inspect
the work next week and determine if the work is complete and authorize the release
of the check for $97,440.27 for progress billing #2.
In response to Trustee Otto’s comment about the ditch on Amy not being eight-feet
wide, Trustee Johnson explained he allowed the reduction in width because Amy
Road runs down contour and the road has been elevated enough that we won’t have
a river running down Amy. He said we only have 66 feet, and there is a telephone
line on one side that restricts where a swale can go and where a shoulder can be fit
on the east side. He said there is a 26-foot wide road from shoulder to shoulder and
therefore there’s not much room left to the property line. He reminded Trustee Otto
about the complaint at the last meeting about encroaching too close to a resident’s
fence.
Trustee Otto warned the Board that they would be hearing from him if the items on
his list are not taken seriously and if the contractors do not do as per the contract.
Trustee Dennis said sometimes contracts have to be modified so you can avoid
telephone lines; so you adjust the cross flow of the slope ... Trustee Otto said we’ve
cut the contractor a ton of slack. Trustee Johnson said he agreed. Trustee Dennis
said he put a lot of work into this; he’s designed a few roads in his time. He said
sometimes it’s cheaper to deal with having to go back in and do some maintenance
work instead of trying to make a road bullet proof for every event that might occur.
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Trustee Johnson questioned Trustee Otto’s odometer readings on the list, stating the
road segment is only two and a half miles long, but Trustee Otto’s last two items are
at three miles and three and one tenth miles? Trustee Otto apologized if his mileage
figures were incorrect.
Cathy Glatthar suggested the Board authorize Trustee Johnson or Trustee Dennis to
approve the upcoming progress payments, because they will most likely be
submitted well before the next meeting. In answer to Cathy’s question, Trustee
Johnson explained the 10% retainage is typically released within 60 days from
completion of the project.
Trustee Currivan made a motion to authorize either Trustee Dennis or Trustee
Johnson to approve the remaining progress bill payments to Joy Engineering.
Trustee Dennis seconded the motion. The motion passed with Trustee Otto
opposed.
Trustee Johnson stated he and Trustee Otto met with the Carlsons at 4500 Wilcox
Ranch Road (the meeting was arranged at the June Board meeting). He said he
drafted a memo to the Board about the meeting with the Carlsons and asked that the
memo be attached to the minutes (see attached). He said the Carlsons are very
nice people, very cooperative, and just wanted their issue addressed and we are
happy to do so. He said the outcome of that meeting was a signed agreement that
we are going to redirect the drainage channel away from the corner of the Carlson’s
fence, and add fill and erosion protection. He said the GID will have to encroach on
the Carlson’s property in order to perform this work, and the Carlsons have given the
GID permission to do so. He said it was an amicable solution and he appreciated
that.
c. 2019 Capital Improvements Program: Trustee Johnson said we theoretically have
a budget of $190,000 that we can consider using for additional work this year. He
said prior to winter, we need to re-gravel the Wilcox Ranch hill, sections of Range
Land, Quaking Aspen, Chantry Flats, and Crossover. He said by necessity, we will
be hauling Wayside material or graveling areas of Amy and Wilcox Ranch that are
sandy and will corrugate quickly in order to stabilize those areas.
In answer to Trustee Currivan’s question, Trustee Johnson said Shawn has been
patching, but we’re way behind. Shawn stated he raked 18 tons of patch material
this week. Trustee Johnson explained the roads Shawn is patching are in much
worse condition than Axe Handle, but he is aware Axe Handle needs to be done.
Trustee Johnson shared an observation with the Board. He explained he lives on a
really nasty road and he always told the past maintenance supervisor, and he wasn’t
sure if he’s told Shawn, that he wanted his road to be last priority. He said he did
this because he did not want it to appear he was self-serving. He said he would
caution other trustees similarly. He said we do need to point out deficiencies and
work that needs to be done, but we need to watch that perception. He said some
past trustees have been self-serving and we can’t have that.
Shawn said for that same reason, he has avoided grading Wayside and Grass Valley
(between Wayside and Whiskey Springs).
Trustee Johnson echoed a priority mentioned by Trustee Otto of the Cape seal on
the Ironwood hill, and he said he would include the Ironwood intersection with the
Pyramid Highway, and the Whiskey Springs segment from Cottonwood Creek to the
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Highway. He explained he met with a small paver and he’s getting cost estimates
drawn up, with and without trucking. He said he hoped to have these costs to
present to the Board at the August meeting. Trustee Dennis agreed that a priority of
this Board is to keep what we have operational.
Trustee Otto reiterated that the ditches on Ironwood need to be moved back before
we do the asphalt work on the edges. Trustee Johnson agreed and said there will
need to be prep work and blade work done ahead of time. He added we may not be
able to do any work on the Ironwood Cape seal opposite the horse corrals because
we don’t have the budget this year to get a CAT (dozer) in there and move the cut
slope back.
Trustee Dennis reiterated we are going to maintain the Cape seals and improved
road surfaces that we have, and not add any new items until there is money
available, and then it will be discussed by this Board.
Trustee Johnson said next year we will probably need to reapply a micro-slurry to
every piece of Cape seal we have in the system.
d. Report on Flood Repairs and Mitigation and FEMA and State Disaster Funding
(2017 Flood): Cathy Glatthar stated she finally received a response from the State
about the status of the two remaining project worksheets. She reported FEMA has
approved project worksheet #3 (roadside drainage), but project worksheet #1
(impassable roads) is still in Environmental Review. She said the State is waiting for
project #1 to be approved, then they will release both projects. Trustee Johnson
said he was frustrated with the hold up, so he had Cathy put together some status
summaries and background.
He said he was considering contacting our
Congressman, Mark Amodei, but did not want to act unilaterally, and is bringing the
idea to the Board. Trustee Dennis made a motion to authorize Trustee Johnson to
ask Congressman Amodei to look into the status of the GID’s outstanding project
worksheet. Trustee Currivan seconded the motion, and hearing no opposition, the
motion passed.
e. Operations Manager's Report: Shawn Kelly said they worked on a number of
roads. He said there’s still a lot of rock on the lower section of Quaking Aspen and
they still need to bring in more dirt. Trustee Otto commented the road is a lot wider
and thanked Shawn. Shawn said he still had work to do on the ditching, but they
had to work on culverts within the project area and they’ve also had issues with
trucks. Trustee Dennis asked Shawn what percentage of his time and Chuck’s time
is spent on maintenance and repairs? Shawn said about five to eight percent. He
said he did have a mechanic come out on a Friday to replace the International water
truck cab bushings. He said he’s trying to have work done on their days off so they
don’t have any downtime. He said he had the tires replaced on a Friday. Trustee
Dennis said Shawn was managing his time well.
Trustee Dennis acknowledged we have old equipment and asked Shawn if it was
correct that we need a heavier, more powerful grader? Shawn said eventually we
should sell the 670 grader, keep the 770 grader as a backup, and purchase an allwheel-drive grader.
Trustee Currivan asked if renting is out of the question? Shawn said renting is an
option, but it’s too expensive. Trustee Otto said an all-wheel-drive grader costs
$5,000 for a 40-hour week to rent from Cashman Equipment. Trustee Johnson said
in six months, you could have bought a used grader.
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Trustee Johnson pointed out that Shawn’s operations report (see attached) shows
that there were fifteen roads worked on in the past month; that’s a third of the roads
in the system. He said Shawn puts in a tremendous effort and thanked him for that.
6.

Old Business:
a. Water Rights: In answer to Trustee Johnson’s question, Cathy Glatthar said the
application for extension of time is due on November 26th. Trustee Johnson said
that’s a good time period because we are using the Ironwood well extensively with
this current project, so this is the year that we can possibly file for proof of beneficial
use (PBU). He said he has not contacted George Lindesmith yet. Cathy gave the
Board an update on the rolling 12-month usage through the month of June, as
follows:
Wayside well - 3.46 acre feet with one, 4.98-acre-foot permit pending PBU
Ironwood well - 1.78 acre feet with two, 4-acre-foot permits pending PBU
Cathy mentioned the bulk of the work on the project is being done in the month of
July, so it will be interesting to see how much water is used in July.
b. Warm Springs Area Plan Update, including the Specific Plan Area: Trustee
Johnson said Trevor Lloyd has not contacted us about another meeting. Cathy
Glatthar opined Mr. Lloyd may be waiting for the Regional Plan update to be
completed.
c. Agreement with LW Land Company: Trustee Johnson said we haven’t heard from
Brian Murphy and it doesn’t appear that anything is happening there.

7.

New Business: None

8.

Judicial/Government Affairs: Louie Test reported he was asked to send a follow up
letter to Mr. Hersrud (5300 Pasture View Road) thanking him for correcting the drainage
and if they sell the property, to be sure to notify the new owners of the problem that
occurred with the drainage. He said he would get a copy of the letter to Cathy.

9.

Calendar Review: Cathy Glatthar reviewed the upcoming items:


The Indebtedness Report, Debt Management Plan, and Capital Improvement Plan
are due on August 1st. Cathy explained she is working on those reports and will
have them done by August 1st.



The Quarterly Economic Survey was signed by Trustee Johnson this evening and is
due by August 14th.



Our next meeting is August 15th.

10. Correspondence:
None
11. Public Comment:
Angela Mann, Twin Springs Road, said she heard the interest rate may be lowered by
the Federal Reserve by the end of this month and it may go down by a half of a percent.
She said that may be something you would like to know about since you are discussing
the line of credit and interest rates. Ms. Mann said she thought the contractors had
done a pretty good job on Wilcox Ranch Road. She said it’s a little bit scary how wide
the road is now.
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Trustee Johnson asked if there were any further public comments?
requests, he moved to the next agenda item.

Hearing no

12. Board Member and Staff Items:
None
13. Adjournment: Trustee Dennis made a motion to adjourn the meeting. Trustee
Currivan seconded the motion, and hearing no opposition, the meeting adjourned at
8:16 p.m.
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ESTIMATED OPERATING FUNDS FOR CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS
ATTACHMENT - 07/18/2019 Meeting - Agenda Item 4.a. 1
TOTAL CASH IN ALL BANK ACCOUNTS AS OF JULY 18, 2019

373,983

ADDITIONAL REVENUE EXPECTED THROUGH AUGUST 31, 2019

32,920

ESTIMATED OPERATING FUNDS THROUGH AUGUST 31, 2019
LESS AVERAGE MONTHLY EXPENSES X 1 MONTH

406,903
-30,000

LESS Hot Pot & Plow ($10,500 max for both); Line of Credit Pymts ($2,000/mo x 1);
Unexpected Repairs ($5,000/mo x 1); Balance of Joy Eng Contract ($105,457);
Workers' Comp $2,326 (August)
LESS RESERVE FUNDS (2 MONTHS OF EXPENSES)

-125,283
-60,000

ESTIMATED EXPENSES & RESERVES THROUGH AUGUST 31, 2019

-215,283

NET OPERATING FUNDS FOR CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS - AUGUST 31, 2019

191,620

Additional Revenue Expected Through August 31, 2019:
265,000
360,000
35,040
660,040

Ad Valorem
CTX
LGTA

30,000 x 1
2,920 x 1

0
30,000
2,920
32,920

MONTHLY EXPENSES:

Payroll
Other (non Road Maint)

Average
18,000
12,000
30,000

Actual
11,272
25,617
36,890

TOTAL EXPENSES

99,893
136,783

Road Maintenance

Difference
6,728
-13,617
-6,890

REVENUE - ACTUAL AND ESTIMATED
NOTE: As of 07/18/2019 Actual Revenue Exceeds Estimated By:
AD VALOREM
Date
at 09/27/18 (35%)
at 10/18/18
at 11/15/18 (21%)
at 12/20/18
at 01/17/19
at 02/21/19 (21%)
at 03/21/19
at 04/18/19 (21%)
at 05/23/19
at 06/20/19
at 07/18/19 (2%)
August

Estimated
92,750.00
0.00
55,650.00
0.00
0.00
55,650.00
0.00
55,650.00
0.00
0.00
5,300.00
0.00
265,000.00

Actual
95,230.94
7,072.60
50,790.22
10.22
54.94
51,704.99
7,463.83
39,251.43
6,262.24
248.60
7,316.44

Difference
2,480.94
7,072.60
-4,859.78
10.22
54.94
-3,945.01
7,463.83
-16,398.57
6,262.24
248.60
2,016.44

265,406.45

406.45

Estimated
30,000.00
30,000.00
30,000.00
30,000.00
30,000.00
30,000.00
30,000.00
30,000.00
30,000.00
30,000.00
30,000.00
30,000.00
360,000.00

Actual
68,256.39
0.00
35,346.97
34,845.53
33,877.44
34,101.94
38,118.42
31,200.90
27,905.84
34,265.03
34,616.81

Difference
38,256.39
-30,000.00
5,346.97
4,845.53
3,877.44
4,101.94
8,118.42
1,200.90
-2,094.16
4,265.03
4,616.81

372,535.27

12,535.27

Estimated
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
35,040.00

Actual
2,973.97
4,416.71
0.00
6,913.29
2,470.05
2,879.85
4,323.53
2,374.54
3,376.01
2,827.82
2,678.65

Difference
53.97
1,496.71
-2,920.00
3,993.29
-449.95
-40.15
1,403.53
-545.46
456.01
-92.18
-241.35

35,234.42

194.42

$46,056.14
YTD Difference
2,480.94
9,553.54
4,693.76
4,703.98
4,758.92
813.91
8,277.74
-8,120.83
-1,858.59
-1,609.99
406.45

CTX
Date
at 09/27/18
at 10/18/18
at 11/15/18
at 12/20/18
at 01/17/19
at 02/21/19
at 03/21/19
at 04/18/19
at 05/23/19
at 06/20/19
at 07/18/19
August

YTD Difference
38,256.39
8,256.39
13,603.36
18,448.89
22,326.33
26,428.27
34,546.69
35,747.59
33,653.43
37,918.46
42,535.27

LGTA
Date
at 09/27/18
at 10/18/18
at 11/15/18
at 12/20/18
at 01/17/19
at 02/21/19
at 03/21/19
at 04/18/19
at 05/23/19
at 06/20/19
at 07/18/19
August

YTD Difference
53.97
1,550.68
-1,369.32
2,623.97
2,174.02
2,133.87
3,537.40
2,991.94
3,447.95
3,355.77
3,114.42

ATTACHMENT
07/18/2019 Meeting
Agenda Item 4.a. 2

PALOMINO VALLEY GID REVENUE PERCENTAGE CHANGES

Ad Valorem
CTX
LGTA
Other

FEMA

Actual
FY 2016
263,447
273,492
32,618
87
569,644

Actual
FY 2017
254,580
330,915
33,432
5,072
623,999

Actual
% Change
From FY 2016
to FY 2017
-3
21
2
10

Actual
FY 2018
256,683
359,380
38,854
167
655,084
108
655,192

Actual
% Change
From FY 2017
to FY 2018
1
9
16
5

ESTIMATED
FY 2019
260,000
398,000
38,300
495
696,795

ESTIMATED
% Change
From FY 2018
to FY 2019
1
11
-1
6

84,196
780,991

Notes:
(1) Actual revenue figures are from Annual Audit Reports: Statement of Revenue, Expenditures, and Changes in Fund Balance Budget and Actual (page 20)
(2) Other revenue for 2016-2017 includes $5,000 received from Washoe County for reimbursement for damage done by County
vehicles to Quaking Aspen Road after the January 2017 flooding
(3) Other revenue for 2018-2019 includes $395 for refund of bond payment

PALOMINO VALLEY GENERAL IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT
BANK & DISBURSEMENT RECONCILIATION
As of July 18, 2019

Total of all Bank Accounts:

Balance as of July 18, 2019 - Almost CD #5010
Balance as of July 18, 2019 - P/R / Petty Cash #4430
Balance as of July 18, 2019 - A/P / General Ckg #4179
Total Cash In All Accounts

Wells Fargo - Almost CD #5010

Balance as of June 20, 2019

356,318.00
17,000.00
665.19
373,983.19

414,427.18

Income for the Month

Consolidated Tax

34,616.81

Ad Valorem

7,316.44

LGTA

2,678.65

Other Income

0.00

TOTAL

44,611.90

Interest Income

WF Business Line of Credit (Pending)

11.35

44,623.25

34,000.00

34,000.00

Transfer to Wells Fargo #4430

(26,732.43)

Transfer to Wells Fargo #4179

(110,000.00)

(136,732.43)

Wells Fargo - P/R / Petty Cash #4430

Transfer from Wells Fargo #5010

Balance as of July 18, 2019

356,318.00

Balance as of June 20, 2019

17,000.00

26,732.43

Interest

0.30

Net Payroll

7,632.83

Net Payroll
Tires: 770 Grader $11,424.10, Intl Dump Truck
$2116.24, Freightliner Dump Truck $722.82

Les Schwab

LJ's CC

Flyers

SK's CC

832.88

Office Depot

SK's CC

19.02

Office Supplies

Verizon

SK's CC

33.75

Monthly Cell Phone Bill

Waste Management

SK's CC

35.66

Waste Removal

Costco

Debit

275.92

Office Supplies $215.92, Annual Membership $60.00

Employment Security Department

5910

609.51

Quarterly Unemployment Insurance

5911

2,406.40

EFTPS

623.60

PERS
Federal 941 Payment

14,263.16

26,732.73

Fuel

PERS Monthly Payment
Payroll Taxes

$26,732.73

($26,732.73)
Balance as of July 18, 2019

17,000.00

PALOMINO VALLEY GENERAL IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT
BANK & DISBURSEMENT RECONCILIATION
As of July 18, 2019

Wells Fargo - A/P / General Ckg #4179
Transfer from W.F.#5010
Interest Income

Balance as of June 20, 2019
110,000.00
0.34

110,000.34

NAME

CK #

Cashman Equipment

9687

2,322.44

Ironwood Generator Repair $1368.47, Wayside
Generator Repair $953.97

Catherine Glatthar

9688

2,994.02

Secretarial Services $1474.23, Accounting $1426.25,
Office Supplies $93.54

Dept of Business & Industry

9689

12.00

EMRB Annual Assessment - 2 employees @ $6 each

Flyers Energy

9690

1,078.74

Grainger

9691

136.65

Granite Construction

9692

1,254.20

Joy Engineering - Pending

9693

97,440.27

NV Energy

9694

68.60

Pyramid Business Services

9695

1,377.40

Reno Gazette Journal

9696

292.00

Legal Notice - Annual Fiscal Reports

Sani Hut

9697

129.87

Monthly Restroom Rental

Silver State Barricade & Sign

9698

1,538.40

Silver State International

9699

197.98

Washoe County Treasurer

9700

8.79

Western Nevada Supply

9701

1,198.30

TOTAL

714.51

AMOUNT

DESCRIPTION

Fuel
Operating Supplies
Asphalt Patch - 6.39 tons at $100.50/ton
Progress Pymt #2 - 2019 Road Improvement Project
Utilities - Electric
Monthly Bookkeeping and Payroll

Culvert Delineators and Posts
Cab Bushings for International Water Truck
Annual Water Rights Administrative Fee
Wilcox Ranch Extensions for Culverts #3 & #4, French
Drain Pipe and Materials for Quaking Aspen

110,049.66

(110,049.66)
Balance as of July 18, 2019

665.19

Friday, June 21, 2019

ATTACHMENT
07/18/2019 Meeting
Agenda Item 5.b. 2

Memorandum to the Board
At the PVGID board meeting last evening, June 20, 2019, the property owners at 4500
Wilcox Ranch Road claimed the District had damaged their property by installing a
culvert at the bottom of a drainage that discharges onto their property and, by
increasing the size of another culvert that discharges adjacent to their southwest corner.
Both culverts were placed beneath Wilcox Ranch Road in the bottom of natural
drainages. I disagreed that District actions caused any damage to their property, and
agreed to meet with them on-site at their convenience. They selected Friday morning,
June 21, 2019, at 9:00 a.m.
Trustee Don Otto and I met with the property owner, Kate Carlson and her husband
Larry as scheduled. As a surprise to us, Katherine Snedigar and an older man were
also present. I introduced myself to this unknown individual who was immediately
belligerent and refused to give me his name. I then stated that I would not talk to him
and that he would not be included in the discussion. The subsequent discussion was
challenging.
Western Drainage
Larry Carlson at first was unwilling to accept the fact that the small up-slope basin has
always flowed down the topographic low (bottom) of the smaller eastern basin,
occasionally topping Wilcox Ranch Road and across their property. Mr. Carlson wanted
the District to route these flows uphill along the roadway and around his property. I
pointed out that the northwestern property corner was several feet in elevation higher
than the bottom of the drainage, and that, to make the water go uphill, we would have to
excavate an excessively deep channel directly adjacent to the roadway creating a
safety hazard -- we are not willing to do so. I again reiterated that this natural drainage
basin has drained through this property for millennia. The storm flows from both this
winter and the 2017 flood has eroded a gully through this property that is used as a
holding field for horses and burros. The gully, immediately after the storms, was steepsided and possibly as much as two feet (2’) deep; the Carlsons were concerned as to
the safety of their animals. There is little that can be done by the District to improve this
situation. We can riprap the end of our culvert to minimize future erosion. We have
already filled in the gully eroded by the storms from the edge of the road to the end of
our culvert.
Eastern Drainage
The District recently upsized the culvert in its original location in the bottom of an
ephemeral drainage. The large storm flows from the 2017 flood, as well as this winter’s
large storm, exceeded the previous capacity, with excess flows topping the roadway.
Some flows eroded a gully at this location; some flows ran westward down the road,
some into their driveway, and some into the western field described above. The storm
flows crossing the road are aimed at the adjacent fence corner and have nearly
undermined the fence. The stream channel then bends back to the north paralleling the
fence. There are berms of soil present from previous excavation activities (District?). A
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simple solution would be to straighten out the channel (mostly within our easement, and
place excess material along their fence. Rock riprap would provide additional
protection.
Conclusion
While I was trying to have this discussion and offer solutions to the owner,
Katherine Snedigar and her male companion stood right behind the Carlsons continually
questioning our honesty, integrity, motives, and even hurled vulgar obscenities. I finally
asked the owner to send them away; she did not.
It is almost impossible to remain calm and professional in the face of such verbal
abuse. I considered calling Louie Test to pursue a potential court restraining order
against these individuals. I probably was not thinking as clearly as I normally do, under
stress, because it didn’t occur to me until later that a major factor in erosion of the gully
through their horse field is the fact that the owner carefully removed every bit of
vegetation down to the bare earth. Without vegetation and root growth to anchor the
soil and help dissipate flow, the unprotected soil was subject to rapid and excessive
erosion. There becomes a point when individuals need to take responsibility for their
own actions and poor decisions.
I informed the owner that I would provide a written description of what the District
is willing to do, as follows:
1. Western Drainage – Place rock riprap at end of culvert (which is inside our
easement) to minimize future erosion, and
2. Eastern Drainage
- Place a 22.5-degree union on end of recently installed culvert;
- Straighten stream channel away from their fence;
- Place excess soil present next to fence, and
- Place rock riprap next to fence corner.
District actions have in no way damaged their property, and the current grading
project will give them additional protection. This is a minor amount of work, and upon
signed acceptance by the owner, will remove liability from the District.
Thanks,
Larry Johnson, President

Witnessed by:
Don Otto, Trustee

PVGID OPERATIONS REPORT
Report Period 6-17-2019 to 7-14-2019
ATTACHMENT: 7/18/2019 Meeting Agenda Item 5. e.

ROADS GRADED AND COMPACTED:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Wilcox Ranch: Twin Springs to Quaking Aspen
Wilcox Ranch: Quaking Aspen to 2800 Wilcox “pit” - Pull material from shoulder rebuild road
Wilcox Ranch: 2800 Wilcox to Goodher Rd - Pull material from shoulder to rebuild road
Quaking Aspen: From Wilcox Ranch - Grub North & South shoulder, Rip and pull material from
South shoulder to build up road, sift lots of rocks out, compact
Curnow Canyon
Sharrock: Broken Spur to Grass Valley
Grass Valley (West)
Range Land: Gray Van to Peak
Prairie: Winnemucca Ranch to Big Dog
Big Dog
Piute Creek: Whiskey to turn - Spot grade
Piute Creek: Turn to end of maintenance - Also widened several areas

OTHER ROAD WORK:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Right Hand Canyon - Patch 3.5 tons
Whiskey Springs (Upper) - Patch 1.39 tons
Amy: Sharrock to Ironwood - Patch 0.5 tons
Ironwood “Hill” - Patch 1 ton
Wilcox Ranch - Install 6’x24” HDPE extension on #4 Culvert, Install a retrofitted 10’x48” CMP
extension on #5 concrete culvert
6. Range Land - Washout cattle guard and repair
7. Grass Valley (West) - Washout cattle guard and repair
OTHER:
None
EQUIPMENT:
1. ‘05 International water truck: Rear, right, front axle brake maxi pod broke off at the bolts - had to
cage and back off brakes, took back to yard, R&R
2. ‘95 Peterbilt water truck: Air leak - hose replacement pending
3. 770 Grader: Hydraulic filter came loose - Installed new filter and added 2.5 gallons hydraulic fluid
4. 770 Grader: Engine temp gauge registered hot because radiator dirty - Washed and flushed dirt
out of radiator cooling fins
5. 770 Grader: New Tires (6)
6. ‘92 Freightliner dump truck: New steer tires (2)
7. ‘88 International patch/sand dump truck: New tires (6)
8. ‘05 International water truck: R&R front cab bushings

REGULAR MEETING
PALOMINO VALLEY GENERAL IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT
9732 Pyramid Hwy #407, Sparks, NV 89441
Thursday, August 15, 2019
MINUTES
Trustee Larry Johnson called the regular meeting of the Palomino Valley General
Improvement District (PVGID or GID) to order at 6:00 p.m. Thursday, August 15, 2019 at
21555 Pyramid Highway, Reno, Nevada.
1.

Roll Call: Trustees present were Marty Breitmeyer, Donald Otto, Greg Dennis, Jim
Currivan, and Larry Johnson. Also present were Shawn Kelly, Operations Manager;
Vickie DiMambro, Assistant to the Secretary/Bookkeeper; Cathy Glatthar, Assistant to
the Board; and Louie Test, Legal Counsel (left at 6:55 p.m.).

2.

Public Comment:
Susan Ambrose stated at the last meeting Trustee Otto was assigned the task of
determining who the users are of the communication towers on Virginia Peak in an effort
to then contact those users and have them contribute to the costs of maintaining the
roads they use to access those sites. She explained she spoke with a gentleman who is
an engineer with Washoe County Communications, who stated there are hundreds of
users.
She said the engineer also stated that Washoe County Regional
Communications did pay for some repairs to GID roads.
Trustee Johnson stated he solicited and we received funds from Washoe County for
repairs to Quaking Aspen Road after the January 2017 flood.
In response to Trustee Johnson’s comment that this item should have been on this
month’s agenda, Cathy Glatthar explained she was still working on gathering historical
information on this matter to give to Trustee Otto. She said she attempted to obtain a
current list of BLM Virginia Peak Communications Site Users, but was unable to do so
as of yet. She stated as of 2009, there were ten (10) users, and there is also an
adjoining, privately-owned parcel with leased facilities. She added that a former PVGID
Board attempted to annex Section 24 into the GID, but was unsuccessful.
Trustee Johnson said this matter will be on a future agenda.
Trustee Johnson asked if there were any further public comments?
requests, he moved to the next agenda item.

Hearing no

3.

Approval of Minutes – July 18, 2019: Trustee Johnson asked to change the word
“legal” to “standard” on page seven, fourth line down from the top. Trustee Breitmeyer
made a motion to approve the minutes as amended. Trustee Currivan seconded the
motion, and hearing no opposition, the motion passed.

4.

Financial Reports and Payment of Bills:
a. Financial Reports:


Cathy Glatthar reviewed the Estimated Operating Funds for Capital
Improvements report (see attached), and stated the report is for the past 12
months from September 1, 2018 through August 31, 2019. She reported we
received a small amount of ad valorem revenue, $419; CTX [Consolidated Tax]

revenue of $35,871.73; and LGTA [Fair Share] of $3,109.95. She stated year-todate, actual revenue exceeds estimated by $52,536.94. She stated the Net
Operating Funds for Capital Improvements is $174,562. [At this time, Trustee
Johnson made some comments regarding the use of those funds; see agenda
item 5. c.]


Cathy explained the Line of Credit item has been removed from the transaction
report because she recently learned that we must first receive approval from the
Washoe County Debt Management Commission before incurring debt of any
kind. She said if the amount of proposed debt exceeds $50,000, we would also
have to get approval from the State Department of Taxation. She asked
permission from the Board to discuss indebtedness with the auditor, Ms. Beth
Kohn-Cole. Trustee Johnson explained to the Board that from time to time,
Cathy will need to solicit advice on various matters in order to ensure that we are
in compliance with statutes and other Federal, State, and Local regulations, and it
was therefore appropriate for Cathy to consult with Ms. Kohn-Cole.



Cathy informed the Board that a budget adjustment needed their approval (see
attached). She explained for fiscal year 2018-2019, actual capital outlay
expenditures exceeded the budget by $13,050; therefore $13,050 was being
moved from the “Services, Supplies and Other Charges” budget category to the
“Capital Outlay” category. Trustee Dennis made a motion to approve the budget
adjustment.
Trustee Breitmeyer seconded the motion, and hearing no
opposition, the motion passed.
In answer to Trustee Currivan’s question, Cathy explained the $63,050 in capital
outlay was comprised of the [purchase of the Vactor truck ($38,000), the Roller
($40,000), the Rammer ($2,750), the Laser Level ($700), and the Sweeper
($600), less the sale of the Backhoe ($19,000)].

b. Payment of Bills: Vickie DiMambro reviewed the transaction report (see attached).
She stated the total cash in all accounts was $328,210.22, and total income for the
month was $39,410.57. She noted two payments made from the Payroll/Petty Cash
account: (1) Prominence [Health Insurance] covered the August 1st premium of
$2,902.71 and $1,189.34 for an amount from June 2018 that had been in dispute;
and (2) Public Agency Compensation Trust $2,326.00 for the audited 4th quarter
payment (the actual payroll amounts for the first three quarters are used to
determine the fourth quarter payment). Vickie then reviewed the checks written on
the Accounts Payable account, noting the third progress payment to Joy Engineering
in the amount of $22,308.48 for Wild Horse Road, and three checks to vendors for
equipment repairs and repair parts, which totaled about $1,800.
Trustee Dennis made a motion to approve the bills. Trustee Currivan seconded the
motion. Hearing no opposition, the motion passed.
Trustee Johnson stated Louie Test has to leave the meeting by 7:00, so agenda items
7. a. and 8. will be addressed at this time (see discussion below).
5.

Road Maintenance Reports:
a. Road Reports: Trustee Dennis said his neighbors are talking about the washboard
on Range Land Road, Peak Road, and others, and acknowledged that Shawn Kelly
was busy with other matters, but asked that Shawn address those roads when he
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could. Trustee Johnson said they will be adding Class E to Range Land. Shawn
said he will need to mix it with the existing soil. Trustee Breitmeyer agreed and said
if Shawn made a pass, dumped the Type E down the middle, then pulled the sides
up and over top of the Type E, and then respread it, it would be perfect.
b. Status of 2019 Road Improvement Project: Trustee Johnson addressed Mr. Patti
(in the audience) and stated ninety percent of our roads in the system have been
graded to a point where they are in a lowered position. He said with every major
storm, flows from drainages and ravines, as well as sheet flows, come onto the
roadways and wash gullies across the roadways, and close the roadways.
Trustee Dennis said that’s the biggest issue; many roads are impassable during
floods. Mr. Patti said he has four-wheel drive and was able to get through. Trustee
Dennis said a lot of people don’t have four-wheel drive and can’t make it through.
Trustee Johnson recalled the 2017 flood washed out Wilcox Ranch Road near
Goodher Road, leaving a gully that was the width of the road and six feet deep; the
road was impassable to any type of vehicle.
Mr. Patti opined that the contracted job on Wilcox Ranch Road is not done.
Trustee Johnson said in his opinion, the work is done, because we now have a
channel on the uphill side of the roadway that will intercept any sheet flows or flows
from drainages and directs that drainage to culverts under the roadways. He said
unless those culverts clog for some reason, we should never have water over the top
of that roadway again. He added that is what the project was designed and
constructed for.
Trustee Otto asked why, if it was designed and constructed for that purpose, the
design Trustee Johnson drew up was not followed extensively; some areas are not
26 feet wide including the shoulders.
Trustee Johnson said yes it is and drew a diagram on the white board. He said the
uphill wasn’t a problem; the downhill side was problematic because the phone line
was three feet off the edge of the road and only one foot below the bottom of the
swale.
Mr. Patti asked Trustee Johnson if he had been out there with a laser level to check
the crown, if there was even a crown on the road? Trustee Johnson said the
motorgrader that finished the road on the day of acceptance had a five percent grade
set on the blade. Trustee Otto said it’s not automatic. Jeff Paddock, with Joy
Engineering, asked Trustee Otto who told him it was not automatic? Trustee Otto
said the operator told him. Mr. Paddock said the operator should not have told him
that because that equipment is capable of doing that.
Several people were talking at the same time and Trustee Johnson interjected and
asked that audience members wait to be recognized before speaking.
Trustee Johnson referred back to his diagram and addressed Trustees Otto and
Dennis and stated the utilities were potholed …
Trustee Dennis interjected and said the utilities were potholed after the contract was
let.
Trustee Johnson agreed and said because of the way the utility was installed, they
could not get the downhill-side swale any further out or any lower without hitting the
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phone line. He said that dictated the horizontal and vertical location of that swale.
Again referring to his drawing, he said we asked for a 3-to-1 slope there, we asked
for a horizontal distance here, we have a 66-foot wide easement across here, and
because of where that is located, dictated how wide the channel could be, and with
our slopes off of the road, it dictated how deep the channel could be without
encroaching outside of the right-of-way. He said it’s purely geometry; he’s described
this 47 times and Trustee Otto, you still don’t get it.
Trustee Otto said I’m sorry you’re so much smarter than me. Trustee Johnson said
I’m sorry that I am … no I’m not.
Trustee Johnson continued and said you’ve got to fit that roadway both horizontally
and vertically without relocating that [phone] line; he can’t get material off this, he’s
only got a foot of cover on it now.
Trustee Otto said he begged to differ; he looked at every one of those holes and they
weren’t all a foot. He said they skimmed a little bit off the top of the windrow and he
appreciated that.
Trustee Johnson said we are intercepting every drop of upslope water.
Mr. Patti asked Trustee Johnson if he was a general engineer for doing road
construction?
Trustee Johnson replied he has several thousands of miles of roadway under his
belt, including I-80, the spaghetti bowl, the Galena Creek bridge.
Mr. Patti asked again if Trustee Johnson was a licensed professional engineer in the
State of Nevada to do road drawings, and stamp them?
Trustee Johnson said he was not.
Mr. Patti asked then how was Trustee Johnson able to spend our money to do that
without having this general engineer, him [Mr. Paddock] stamp it?
Trustee Johnson explained to Mr. Patti that Mr. Paddock is a general contractor, and
Mr. Paddock does not stamp engineering drawings.
Mr. Patti said he misunderstood what Mr. Paddock was, and asked if an engineer
stamped the plans?
Trustee Johnson said we have not stamped any contract that has ever been let in
this District in forty-some years.
Mr. Paddock stated he has done work for many GIDs in Washoe County, and none
of them get an engineer’s certification for road maintenance or a new road. He
added that if you get the County involved and engineers, you are going to be subject
to prevailing wages and incur higher costs.
Trustee Breitmeyer said once stamped, you automatically incur a lot more
requirements and money. He said it may be the difference between being able to do
a project or not; we don’t have the money to pay an engineer.
Trustee Johnson apologized to Mr. Patti for raising his voice and being impatient.
He explained that he is an engineering geologist and deals in earthwork. He
explained he hires civil engineers, he trains civil engineers, and he fires civil
engineers. He said he authored the original version of “The Standard Specifications
for Public Works Construction”, better known as the “Orange Book”; that he has
significant expertise in the field.
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Marshall Todd, in the audience, said they have a saying in the Army, “Don’t fix the
blame, fix the problem.” He asked why no road base was brought in?
Trustee Dennis said there are a number of things we need to look at in the future.
He said he was upset especially with Wilcox Ranch Road because of the volume of
traffic and the possible safety issues along the side of the road. He said when the
work was done and the contract was being accepted, he was asked to look at the
work. He said he was curious about some items, and the contractor agreed to fix
some things.
Trustee Dennis said he wants to address what is the root cause, what is the problem
of what we’re doing now with the GID, and in the future; what do we need to do in
the GID so that we have a better product. He said he has spoken with Trustee
Johnson about this and wants to take nothing away from Trustee Johnson; that
Trustee Johnson has worked hard in trying to get all this done and he appreciates
that. He said he doesn’t want to take anything away from what we are trying to do
here. He said he’s the one who made Trustee Johnson very aware that we needed
to make the roads high enough and direct floodways so that they can pass over or
under or around, and make the system work so that we don’t have the roads closed
down. He mentioned taking videos during the February storm and it was a mess and
took a ton of money to fix. He said he’s been here since the mid-80s and he’s
watched the roads get turned into canals.
Trustee Dennis continued and said we needed to fix these major roads, and Trustee
Johnson came up with a cross section that looked good on paper. He said when
they fixed Range Land Road, they were lucky to not have a telephone line in the
way. He said Wilcox Ranch Road was a nightmare in regards to the logistics of
making it work. He said Trustee Johnson tried with a simple idea and the contractor
tried to make it work within those constraints. He said there are some new ideas and
maybe they’ll work with Ironwood and some other roads. He then referred to the
drawing on the white board and talked about the 66-foot right-of-way. He said he
thought a landowner next to one of these roads would agree to an easement in order
for the GID to make improvements that would keep the road open.
Trustee Dennis said we need to do more planning, including getting topography and
make sure we use the Vactor truck and pothole the utilities beforehand. He said we
need to have a profile of what we are going to build so that the product is a whole lot
better than the way this one turned out. He said we are going to fix Wilcox Ranch.
Mr. Patti said he was concerned about the section of Wilcox Ranch Road in front of
his property; it is slanted all to one side going towards the ditch.
Trustee Johnson responded that there were a couple of areas where he specifically
put cross drainage rather than a crown because we didn’t have significant runoff
from the uphill side, so it was a natural to design a uniform cross drainage there. He
said it will perform very well.
Mr. Patti asked if they could have brought the road up a little bit instead of having
such an angle? He said when it got muddy, his wife nearly slid off the road into the
weeds.
Trustee Dennis said that’s the point of doing things ahead of time and looking at
those kinds of issues. He said there is clay in the area Mr. Patti was referring to. He
said when they were fixing Range Land they had the same problem where there
were spots of clay, where you went off the road because it was slick.
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Trustee Breitmeyer said we went into this knowing we were going to have to bring in
base for some of these areas where the material brought in from the sides was
undesirable. He said the road was not left the way it should have been during the
work. In answer to Mr. Patti’s question, Trustee Breitmeyer said base will be brought
in and the road will be fixed before winter. He pointed out that we had a massive
thunderstorm a few weeks ago and not one bit of water washed across that road.
Trustee Otto said he wanted to see what we paid for and the surface being the width
of the design and the 3-to-1s; we are going to be living with this forever and some
parts are not the full width. He said specifically right after the big, four-foot culvert
that was extended; it’s only 22 feet wide.
Trustee Johnson said that’s bizarre because he and Trustee Dennis measured that
exact spot.
Trustee Otto said then maybe it was farther up, but it wasn’t 26 feet wide and it didn’t
have 3-to-1 down on the sides. He said we have a ditch by the big culvert that
comes from the east that dead ends into nothing and encroaches on the road. He
said in his opinion there are a lot of things that the contractor did that were
inadequate; apparently unable to fulfill. He said one whole side of the road did not
require the eight-foot, flat-bottom; consequently we had no yardage moved there.
He said the other side was not a complete eight-foot flat-bottom. He said the road is
like a roller coaster; that he envisioned a scrapper being used and distributing the
material in a consistent cross section. He said because we are considering
surfacing the road, maybe 5 percent is too much and we should consider 2 or 3
percent. He said Trustee Johnson had told him that if Taurus [Construction] could
not complete the surface of the road correctly and consistently, then Joy Engineering
would have a professional blade man come in and correct it. He added that he did
not want to see any more gravel brought in from Wayside until the original ground is
corrected.
Trustee Dennis said there are very few people who can visualize what Trustee Otto
is talking about; that needs to be worked out in the field. He said they could go out
and look at the road and come up with recommendations for the next road report.
Jeff Paddock said he met with Trustee Johnson twice a week to verify that what
Taurus Construction, our subcontractor, was doing was acceptable. He said if
something was unacceptable, they fixed it. He said there were things that Trustee
Johnson didn’t recognize that he (Mr. Paddock) recognized and had Taurus
Construction do. He said at this point, Joy Engineering and Taurus Construction
have done everything they were directed to do.
Trustee Otto said he was in there during one of the inspections after about a mile of
the work was done, and that he told Mr. Paddock what the problems were.
Mr. Paddock said he’s seen Trustee Otto’s list and drove those pieces of road with
Trustee Johnson, and they corrected the items on Trustee Otto’s list. He said there
were some items that were found to be not necessary and they were told not to
worry about those. He told Trustee Otto if there were still items Trustee Otto was not
happy with, he would be happy to meet with Trustee Otto on site, and if there is
something they did wrong or they were not directed to do, then they will fix it.
Trustee Otto said a specific item that was not addressed was where the vault is on
the east side of Amy; it’s flat there and that was on his list and it wasn’t taken care of.
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Trustee Johnson addressed Trustee Otto and stated he explained this at the last
meeting. He said per Trustee Otto’s list, “Address 4355 [Amy Road] lower ditch on
outlet end of culvert (only 2” of fall in 45’).” Trustee Johnson explained there is a
telephone crossing at that location, and yes, the ditch is flat because we’ve only got
a small amount of coverage over that telephone lateral and we had no choice.
Trustee Otto said we had a swale ditch there previously that is deeper than what’s
there now. Trustee Johnson said the channel is significantly lower than our roadside
ditch used to be. Trustee Otto said that’s on the other side of the road; that he was
talking about the east side.
Trustee Johnson said Trustee Otto stated that the new roadway encroached into the
existing roadway at the large culvert on Wilcox Ranch Road, and it does not. He
said he had Shawn extend that culvert by ten feet, which allowed them to straighten
out that section of road a bit.
There was some discussion about the inconsistency of the road surface and the
centerline of the crown, and Trustee Johnson stated that traffic and the speed at
which people drive will beat the crown out of the road within weeks. He said when
the time comes to Cape seal the road, they will have to regrade the road to the exact
line and grade that they need.
Trustee Johnson said the material Joy Engineering had available was full of
oversized rock and cobble that they had to hide in the roadway …
Trustee Dennis interjected and asked Trustee Johnson if the conditions were
substantially different than what Trustee Johnson thought?
Trustee Johnson said he anticipated that it would be a day-by-day field fit and field
decisions would be made with the materials available to grade in the best manner
possible. He said he also anticipated from day one, that the instant they made the
curve onto Wilcox Ranch, that they would have to place significant quantities of
gravel surfacing on the road because of the oversized material they had to work with.
Trustee Johnson addressed one of Trustee Dennis’ concerns, and stated it was a
valid concern. He acknowledged the outcome is significantly different than his
sketches in the bid documents. He said Trustee Dennis commented that for any
future projects we need to do a “topo” and Mr. Patti said we should have stamped
drawings. Trustee Johnson said this Board needs to recognize, on this project, we
would have spent in excess of $50,000 in engineering fees. He said you can either
spend the money on engineering or spend the money on the ground.
Marshall Todd, in the audience, asked how we were going to avoid this in the future.
He said we have a tiny budget and you’re trying to fix things that have been
deteriorating over 30 to 40 years. He said when Q & D Construction or Granite
Construction build a road they may shut down the road for three or four days and get
the work done. He said they do that because they are at prevailing wage and they
are professionals and have the equipment. He said maybe we should be paying
prevailing wage and get people who are better at what they do.
Trustee Dennis said he liked the idea, but it’s too much money.
Mr. Paddock said he’s worked for Granite Construction, A & K Earthmovers, Atlas,
etc. and those non-union contractors pay the same wages as the union contractors
in order to get and keep the people who have the experience. He added that he
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didn’t think they would find any difference in professionalism between a union
contractor and a non-union contractor.
Trustee Breitmeyer stated prevailing wage is the same for union or non-union; it is
set by the State.
Mr. Todd said we just need more money.
Mr. Paddock said we had a set profile, but circumstances did not allow us to build it
to the profile. He said they did the best they could with the material they had.
Trustee Johnson said the Board has never had sufficient budget to do anything right;
that goes back to day one. He explained that’s the case with the Cape seal; it’s five
different test sections in an effort to determine what will work best with our limited
budget. He added the Board doesn’t get paid; he hasn’t gotten a dime for the
hundreds and hundreds of hours he has put into this. He said we need more money
to be able to do pavements rather than half-inch Cape seals; put in real drainage
improvements rather than what we can afford to do. He said he was sorry if they
messed things up in short segments, but overall, what was built on Wilcox Ranch is
going to work. He said we are going to gravel-surface the road. He said five years
ago they were trying to use magnesium-chloride as a dust palliative, which stabilized
the roadway, but it made the road slick and people were falling off the road into the
ditch and it was corrosive to aluminum trailers and we had to stop using it. He said
the instant we stopped using the dust palliative road stabilization, in the summertime
the roads washboard and you can’t grade them often enough to keep them smooth.
He said we will get a granular surfacing on Wilcox Ranch and it will be the best ride
that he has seen in the 27 years he has lived out here. He said some of the areas
are not acceptable. He said if you want to blame somebody, to blame him; that he
would take full responsibility for all of this. He said he did what he thought was right
at the time.
Tricia Johnson, in the audience, said she has lived out here for 26 some years and
has neighbors off of Crazy Horse area and they said when they moved out here,
they looked at the roads and knew that was what they were going to have to live
with, and they accepted it. She said she thought people were knit-picking and
expecting perfection; we are in the country, we moved out here they were dirt roads
and some of these roads are a heck of a lot better than they were years ago. She
thought it was asinine to expect perfection when we don’t have the money.
Trustee Dennis said no one here is denying the good intent of everybody and what
they are trying to do, including our general contractor. He said one of the things we
need to do is think about the soils we are going to use in the future. He added we
need to have prior inspection of utilities relative to improvements to be accomplished
or we won’t know what the outcome will be. He said the contractor left a swale on
the downhill side because he ran out of dirt and ran into a telephone line. He said to
look at the whole job; there is no point of reference anywhere to determine if the GID
received full value for completed work, i.e. no grading plan. He said the planning
that needs to take place; we’re going to have to do a better job. He said it’s different
than if we are doing a Cape seal, which is definitive. He said if we are doing work
with slopes and drainage, we have to do a better job.
In answer to Trustee Johnson’s question, Trustee Dennis said with Range Land
Road they did not have to deal with a phone line, and they avoided the one crossing.
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He said with Range Land it was a flat piece of land and everything was identical. He
said you can’t take a profile and put it in mountainous terrain with difficult drainage
and highly variable soils and expect the same results.
Trustee Otto said in the future we need to know if there will be subcontractors used.
Trustee Dennis agreed and said future contracts will require language about percent
of work by main contractor, etc. Trustee Otto asked at what point this became a
subcontracted project?
Mr. Paddock stated Joy Engineering bid the job and so did [Sierra Nevada
Construction]. He said Joy Engineering was the low bid, but it was still over the
GID’s budget. He said Joy Engineering was approached as the low bidder and
asked to negotiate and come up with something that was within the GID’s budget.
He said Joy Engineering’s reply was the only way they could do that within the GID’s
timeframe was to use a subcontractor.
Trustee Johnson said he believed that was relayed to the Board before the contract
was signed. Trustee Dennis said yes it was and he disagreed with Trustee Johnson
at the time because his option was probably to do nothing at the time and wait and
do something later. He said $250,000 would have bought ten and a half miles of
four-inch [deep], twenty-foot-wide, Type II base.
Trustee Johnson said the option to do nothing was discussed and his reply was
people on Grass Valley Road had to park at a mud hole and walk half a mile to get
home. He said to do nothing was unacceptable.
Trustee Dennis said he didn’t disagree with Trustee Johnson’s assessment, but
Grass Valley Road is still a bag of worms; we haven’t even touched on that one.
Trustee Otto asked what is going to happen with Grass Valley Road?
Mr. Paddock stated that prior to Trustee Johnson leaving on his trip, Trustees Dennis
and Johnson and himself met and drove the road and had a written agreement as to
the work that was to be done. He stated the agreement was for graded swales,
which would cost less than the contracted amount of the proposed improvements.
He said the difference in cost would be applied to an imported material. He
explained they did not know what material would be imported because Martin
Marietta was out of road base and any future production was already committed to
other contractors. He said Donovan had decomposed granite base material that
Trustee Johnson seemed to like. He said subsequent to the subcontractor getting
started on Grass Valley Road, Trustee Dennis approached him and said he wasn’t
sure about doing the ditches and wanted to consider doing something different.
Trustee Dennis interjected and said what he saw was a water truck, a compactor,
and a blade out there doing drainage swales. He said in one year the phreatophytes
[deep-rooted plants] are going to grow back and look exactly the way it is now; so he
didn’t really consider the drainage swale being necessary. He said he and Trustee
Johnson had arguments about this in the past, and that he looked at the clay from
the lake bed that Grass Valley Road lies in, and it was sticking to the compactor
drum and was useless. He said at that point he determined something had to
change.
Mr. Paddock said regardless, there were not enough trucks available to haul the
volume of material needed to make the operation of placing fill ...
Trustee Dennis interjected and stated Mr. Paddock made a very good decision to
cease operations.
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Mr. Patti said you are going to base and seal Wilcox Ranch and Amy and asked if
they had found somebody to get the base from before winter hits?
Trustee Johnson replied that Donovan’s has decomposed granite base for $6.20 a
ton, and Martin Marietta does have a separate material available called a Class E
backfill ($4.50 a ton), which was suggested by Trustee Otto to be used in lieu of
aggregate base. He explained the Class E has slightly less gravel content than Type
II base, but it’s a hard durable aggregate that won’t break down like Donovan’s
decomposed granite (DG) base. Trustee Dennis said he looked at Donovan’s DG
base and it won’t hold up.
Trustee Johnson drew a sketch on the white board. He stated Grass Valley Road
west was built in a unique fashion; it was built with a pit-run gravel road base and a
little bit of gravel as a wearing surface. He said as Trustee Dennis properly pointed
out, if we built big channels and used the material from those channels to build up
the road, those materials are all fine-grain material on top of what is a pretty good
roadbed. He said instead of doing that, they came to a consensus and put in writing
before he left, that they would instead build a drainage swale and put the material on
the upper edge, forming a dike. He explained this method will keep any storm water,
with the exception of a 100-year storm or other major storm, from reaching the
roadbed. He opined that it would be a three- to five-day job to build that entire
section.
Trustee Johnson stated the original contract amount for Grass Valley was $65,000.
He said three days worth of work is $9,000 and four days is $12,000. He stated if
they built the swales in four days, we would have $53,000 left over. He said he
wanted to take the $53,000 and import material and raise the road slightly. He said
it’s imperative that we keep the water off the roadway; it was the water on the
roadway that made people have to park and walk home.
As he sketched on the board, Trustee Johnson explained the plan for each of the
three segments of Grass Valley west:
Segment #1 (from Pyramid Highway) - There is a culvert here that goes into
a natural drainageway. Shawn Kelly mentioned that culvert has been
replaced. Trustee Johnson explained, per the contract, the swale is to be
built to that culvert. He said there is a second culvert in this segment which
will also have a swale built to go to that culvert.
Segment #2 - This segment is around the curve from the first segment and
we will only be addressing the uphill side by building an intercepting swale
the entire length of the segment. Where the road makes a right-angle
curve, we will daylight the swale.
Segment #3 - There are two, side-by-side, 18-inch culverts in this location
that are supposed to take the entire flow of Cottonwood Creek. Compare
the bridges for Cottonwood Creek on Amy and Wilcox Ranch and how they
flow at flood stage with these two, 18-inch culverts; this road segment will
be topped by storm water. Per the sketch, the idea was to build swales to
the culverts, bring in material to raise the road segment significantly (by a
foot), and then make a natural spillway at the culverts. The spillway would
be lined with rock and the rock would be topped with a base course.
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Trustee Otto mentioned the flow of water in the section of Grass Valley before the
house was 150- to 200-feet long and some of it was 10- to 12-inches deep. He said
you are not going to find any culvert to carry that amount of flow.
Trustee Johnson said when that happened, that was a 75-year flow, and they closed
McCarran Boulevard and half the streets in town. He said when that 75-year flow
comes, you can’t handle it; you fix the road afterwards. He explained what this plan
does is handles the smaller, 5-year, 10-year, 25-year flood flows.
Trustee Johnson said he needs costs for not only the materials and trucking, but also
Joy Engineering’s costs to blade, water, and compact the material. He said he will
need the Board to approve a contract change order.
Shawn suggested adding another culvert at the low spot in that third road segment.
Trustee Johnson said Shawn will have to show him the spot he’s referring to.
Trustee Dennis said he is in 85% agreement with Trustee Johnson’s plan and the
other 15% doesn’t bother him if Trustee Johnson insists on what he wants. He said
with a 75-year storm, it’s a big bathtub out there and there’s nothing you can do
about it. He said for the other smaller storms, why have the road mired up if we can
make enough drainage and enough swales that it gets the water off the road and
people can get home.
Trustee Breitmeyer stated you need to have a place for the water to sit off the sides
of the road because that area is lake bottom. He said he agreed with the plan to put
in swales and raise the road.
Trustee Dennis said he is concerned that there are relatively few houses on Grass
Valley Road (west) compared to other major roads and this road is getting special
attention in terms of the dollars being spent. He acknowledged it is a road that
requires access and it has to be fixed.
Trustee Johnson said the first priority of this Board has been to make all roads
serviceable, then work on the major arterials, etc.
Trustee Johnson said he wanted to include work on the right-angle curves on Grass
Valley where the insides of those curves are so depressed that they flood two-thirds
of the roadway in a normal storm. He said they need to build up the insides of those
curves.
Trustee Dennis made a motion to authorize Trustee Johnson to implement a change
order to increase the total of the Joy Engineering contract to no more than $249,999
to make the improvements as discussed to Grass Valley Road west. Trustee
Currivan seconded the motion, and hearing no opposition the motion passed.
Trustee Johnson clarified that he can send the change order information to all Board
members, but can only discuss it with one other Board member, and that he would
work with Trustee Dennis.
Mr. Paddock agreed to provide a day to a day and a half of additional blade work on
Wilcox Ranch Road at no charge. Trustees Johnson and Otto will meet with Mr.
Paddock to agree on what will be done on Wilcox Ranch Road. Trustee Johnson
asked that this be done just before the work resumes on Grass Valley Road.
After some discussion as to when work would resume on Grass Valley, Trustee
Johnson directed Shawn to go ahead and smooth out Grass Valley Road west.
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c. 2019 Capital Improvements Program and Proper Implementation: Trustee
Johnson said with the $174,000 net operating funds budget, we need to re-gravel the
Wilcox Ranch hill, sections of Range Land, Quaking Aspen, Chantry Flats, and
Crossover. He said we will also need to put material on areas of Amy and Wilcox
Ranch Roads which were recently raised in order to stabilize those areas.
d. Report on Flood Repairs and Mitigation and FEMA and State Disaster Funding
(2017 Flood): Trustee Johnson stated there was nothing new to report.
e. Operations Manager's Report: In answer to Trustee Otto’s question, Shawn Kelly
explained the wheeled hoe that he had a photo of would be the piece of equipment
to use for the type of ditch work we need to do; especially on Cape sealed roads,
rubber tires are the way to go. He added that when there’s maintenance work
needed in these equipment-wide swales, it’s too wet to work in the swales, so you
work from on top of the road, dig it out and put the material in a truck and haul it off.
Shawn explained that since he has locked the wheels on the rubber-tire roller unit
that goes on the back of the 770 grader in the straight position, he hasn’t had a
problem with any of the wheels bending.
6.

Old Business:
a. Water Rights: Trustee Johnson said there was nothing new to report.
b. Warm Springs Area Plan Update, including the Specific Plan Area: Trustee
Johnson said there was nothing new to report.
c. Agreement with LW Land Company: Trustee Johnson said there was nothing new
to report.

7.

New Business:
a. Request for Change in Seasonal Road Status for Section of Quaking Aspen
Road: Trustee Johnson stated this item should be modified to “Review Criteria for
Seasonal Road Status.” Louie Test said this was originally a request for Quaking
Aspen, but the resolution [F77-R4 Road Maintenance, Seasonal Roads] lists six
roads as seasonal. He said the Board needed to address all seasonal roads by
amending the resolution and stating the criteria necessary to change the status of
seasonal roads.
Trustee Johnson opined that it might be appropriate to remove all roads from the
seasonal roads list; it’s an antiquated standard. Trustee Dennis stated we have
standards for accepting roads. Louie stated resolutions F93-R1 and F16-R2 are
good standards, but apply to roads that have not been accepted for maintenance,
whereas the roads listed on resolution F77-R4, were accepted as seasonal roads.
Trustee Johnson said there are gray areas; that resolution F16-R2 was written to
provide developers with road standards to build roads to in order to have the Board
even consider accepting a new road for maintenance. He added that possibly a
blend of the resolutions could be used to establish new criteria.
Trustee Johnson said this item will be on next month’s agenda and asked Cathy
Glatthar to send the above mentioned resolutions, including the 2006 resolution
listing the roads accepted for maintenance and level of maintenance, to the Board
members. Cathy said she would also attach those resolutions to the minutes (see
attached).
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Trustee Currivan referred to the 2006 List of Roads Accepted for Maintenance and
Level of Maintenance (LOM), and said under the LOM definitions for LOM 2 and 3 it
states: “Seasonal Maintenance--Road will not be maintained when weather and/or
road conditions are unsafe or hazardous to GID crew and/or equipment.” He asked
if the Level of Maintenance was the criteria used? Trustee Johnson replied
maintenance is primarily based on the requests for maintenance the Road
Committee receives.
Susan Ambrose, in the audience, said she received an email from a resident in
regards to the Level of Maintenance (LOM) designations and whether or not those
LOMs were still in effect. She read the email into the record, as follows:
Susan,
Have a question after reading GID Minutes. Was there an agenda item and a
Board vote to not use the numbered designations for road maintenance
priority? Larry says roads are maintained “as needed” and the numbers went
away long ago…huh. Without the designation of priority (1,2,3) an environment
would be created that breeds favoritism and corruption, where a few people
determine “as needed”. Most people, like me, probably looked at the road
maintenance guidelines on the GID website before buying property. This
allows buyers to be informed as to the frequency of road maintenance they can
expect on the roads accessing their properties from pyramid Highway.
Patterson 2020
Trustee Johnson asked Ms. Ambrose why this resident did not bring the matter
directly to the GID for an explanation? Ms. Ambrose said the resident came to her
because she is on the Citizen’s Advisory Board and the Community Taskforce.
Tricia Johnson, in the audience, stated such requests should be passed along to the
GID.
Trustee Johnson clarified that not all maintenance requests are warranted. He
explained he had to respond to a resident who made a road maintenance request to
let that resident know that the road in question was in much better shape than most
of the roads in the Valley.
Trustee Otto said maybe we need to hire another blade [operator]. Trustee Johnson
said then we’d get less done on the roads.
Larry Patti, in the audience, asked how the roads were categorized and how it is
determined what roads get worked on now that you are taking away the 1, 2, and 3
[LOM designations]?
Trustee Dennis clarified that he said this part of the issue needs to be agendized and
brought back so that it can be discussed.
Mr. Patti said he lives on a main road [Wilcox Ranch Road] and it is very well taken
care of, sometimes, and sometimes it’s not. He said sometimes even after the road
is graded, it’s so rough he’s broken parts on his vehicle. He said after the major road
work, he had to pull people out of the ditch because the road was slick and muddy.
How is that okay for people who live on that road? He asked why the construction
company left and is not out here fixing the road? He said the GID crew could have
done a better job and just added aggregate, instead of throwing the [garbage] on the
road that’s been on the sides of the road for twenty years. He said his family has
lived out here for 25 years and he has lived out here for ten years. He said that
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construction company needs to come back out here and fix it or not get paid or pay
for our vehicles to be repaired. He said he asked one of the construction workers
when they were going to fill in a hole, the worker said when I [expletive] feel like it.
Trustee Dennis addressed Mr. Patti and said what Mr. Patti was saying is not
inaccurate at all.
Trustee Johnson explained the contract that he put together specified the excess
material from the sides of the road was to be used to raise the road, and that is what
the contractor did. He said he did not recognize that the material in that curve was
primarily a clay soil that would become unstable when it became wet and cause that
problem. He said he just got back from being out of town and has driven that road
three times and it is a lot smoother right now than it was a year ago. He said the
rocks in the material from the sides of the road that was used to build up the road
created a roughened surface. He explained we fully intended to have our crew haul
in material to cover the rock and smooth out the surface, and we have done so. He
said during the construction period the road was excessively rough. He said there
were deficiencies discussed with the contractor and they came back; they were not
the best in executing the contract. He explained that Amy and Wilcox Ranch Roads
were in a lowered position because of 40 years of improper grading, and the intent of
the contract was to raise the roads.
Louie interjected in order to get the discussion back on topic regarding categorization
of the roads.
In answer to Mr. Patti’s question, Trustee Johnson said we categorize the roads
based on the number of [residences] served by each road. Cathy said she would
[attach the list to the minutes] (see attached).
Trustee Johnson stated the seasonal roads matter will be on the next agenda.
Trustee Dennis asked how it would be handled? Trustee Johnson said he planned
to have a draft resolution stating his opinions on seasonal roads, and he suggested
the other trustees do the same. Trustee Currivan said he saw that a lot of pieces
have to come together in order to have something that can be taken to the public.
Trustee Breitmeyer clarified that this topic is only in regards to roads that have
already been accepted for maintenance, but were deemed seasonal; we are looking
at changing the definition of seasonal roads. Trustee Johnson added, and
developing criteria for changing the status of seasonal roads.
8.

Judicial/Government Affairs: Louie Test said he had nothing to report.

9.

Calendar Review: Cathy Glatthar reported the next meeting is September 19th.

10. Correspondence: None
11. Public Comment:
Trustee Johnson asked if there were any public comments? Hearing no requests, he
moved to the next agenda item.
12. Board Member and Staff Items:
Trustee Dennis said he wanted to continue the discussion on how we are going to
implement future capital improvement projects; maybe wait until the November agenda.
13. Adjournment: Trustee Breitmeyer made a motion to adjourn the meeting. Trustee Otto
seconded the motion, and hearing no opposition, the meeting adjourned at 8:40 p.m.
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ESTIMATED OPERATING FUNDS FOR CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS
ATTACHMENT - 08/15/2019 Meeting - Agenda Item 4.a. 1
TOTAL CASH IN ALL BANK ACCOUNTS AS OF AUGUST 15, 2019

328,210

ADDITIONAL REVENUE EXPECTED THROUGH AUGUST 31, 2019

0

ESTIMATED OPERATING FUNDS THROUGH AUGUST 31, 2019

328,210

LESS Hot Pot & Plow ($10,500 max for both); Balance of Joy Eng Contract ($83,148)

-93,648

LESS RESERVE FUNDS (2 MONTHS OF EXPENSES)

-60,000

ESTIMATED EXPENSES & RESERVES THROUGH AUGUST 31, 2019

-153,648

NET OPERATING FUNDS FOR CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS - AUGUST 31, 2019

174,562

Additional Revenue Expected Through August 31, 2019:
265,000
360,000
35,040
660,040

Ad Valorem
CTX
LGTA

0
0
0
0

MONTHLY EXPENSES:

Payroll
Other (non Road Maint)

Average
18,000
12,000
30,000

Actual
11,041
16,612
27,653

TOTAL EXPENSES

23,532
51,186

Road Maintenance

Difference
6,959
-4,612
2,347

REVENUE - ACTUAL AND ESTIMATED
NOTE: As of 08/15/2019 Actual Revenue Exceeds Estimated By:
AD VALOREM
Date
at 09/27/18 (35%)
at 10/18/18
at 11/15/18 (21%)
at 12/20/18
at 01/17/19
at 02/21/19 (21%)
at 03/21/19
at 04/18/19 (21%)
at 05/23/19
at 06/20/19
at 07/18/19 (2%)
at 08/15/19

$52,536.94

Estimated
92,750.00
0.00
55,650.00
0.00
0.00
55,650.00
0.00
55,650.00
0.00
0.00
5,300.00
0.00
265,000.00

Actual
95,230.94
7,072.60
50,790.22
10.22
54.94
51,704.99
7,463.83
39,251.43
6,262.24
248.60
7,316.44
419.12
265,825.57

Difference
2,480.94
7,072.60
-4,859.78
10.22
54.94
-3,945.01
7,463.83
-16,398.57
6,262.24
248.60
2,016.44
419.12
825.57

YTD Difference
2,480.94
9,553.54
4,693.76
4,703.98
4,758.92
813.91
8,277.74
-8,120.83
-1,858.59
-1,609.99
406.45
825.57

Estimated
30,000.00
30,000.00
30,000.00
30,000.00
30,000.00
30,000.00
30,000.00
30,000.00
30,000.00
30,000.00
30,000.00
30,000.00
360,000.00

Actual
68,256.39
0.00
35,346.97
34,845.53
33,877.44
34,101.94
38,118.42
31,200.90
27,905.84
34,265.03
34,616.81
35,871.73
408,407.00

Difference
38,256.39
-30,000.00
5,346.97
4,845.53
3,877.44
4,101.94
8,118.42
1,200.90
-2,094.16
4,265.03
4,616.81
5,871.73
48,407.00

YTD Difference
38,256.39
8,256.39
13,603.36
18,448.89
22,326.33
26,428.27
34,546.69
35,747.59
33,653.43
37,918.46
42,535.27
48,407.00

Estimated
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
35,040.00

Actual
2,973.97
4,416.71
0.00
6,913.29
2,470.05
2,879.85
4,323.53
2,374.54
3,376.01
2,827.82
2,678.65
3,109.95
38,344.37

Difference
53.97
1,496.71
-2,920.00
3,993.29
-449.95
-40.15
1,403.53
-545.46
456.01
-92.18
-241.35
189.95
3,304.37

YTD Difference
53.97
1,550.68
-1,369.32
2,623.97
2,174.02
2,133.87
3,537.40
2,991.94
3,447.95
3,355.77
3,114.42
3,304.37

CTX
Date
at 09/27/18
at 10/18/18
at 11/15/18
at 12/20/18
at 01/17/19
at 02/21/19
at 03/21/19
at 04/18/19
at 05/23/19
at 06/20/19
at 07/18/19
at 08/15/19
LGTA
Date
at 09/27/18
at 10/18/18
at 11/15/18
at 12/20/18
at 01/17/19
at 02/21/19
at 03/21/19
at 04/18/19
at 05/23/19
at 06/20/19
at 07/18/19
at 08/15/19

PALOMINO VALLEY GENERAL IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT
TRANSACTION REPORT
As of August 15, 2019

Total of all Bank Accounts:

Balance as of August 15, 2019 - Almost CD #5010
Balance as of August 15, 2019 - P/R / Petty Cash #4430
Balance as of August 15, 2019 - A/P / General Ckg #4179
Total Cash In All Accounts

Wells Fargo - Almost CD #5010

Balance as of July 19, 2019

310,483.76
17,000.00
726.46
328,210.22

322,318.00

Income for the Month

Consolidated Tax

35,871.73

Ad Valorem

419.12

LGTA

3,109.95

Other Income

0.00

TOTAL

39,400.80

Interest Income

9.77

Transfer to Wells Fargo #4430

(17,936.33)

Transfer to Wells Fargo #4179

(33,308.48)

39,410.57

(51,244.81)

Wells Fargo - P/R / Petty Cash #4430

Transfer from Wells Fargo #5010

Balance as of August 15, 2019

310,483.76

Balance as of July 19, 2019

17,000.00

17,936.33

Interest

0.34

Net Payroll

8,033.73

17,936.67

Net Payroll

SK's BECC 8/2/2019 Stmt
Paypal Vendor

SK's CC

23.90

Handheld radio batteries

United Central Ind Supply

SK's CC

208.66

Prominence

SK's CC

4,092.05

95 Peterbilt water truck repair parts

Alhambra (aka DS Services)

SK's CC

49.26

8/1 Mo chg $2902.71, plus resolution of 6/18 disputed
amount $1189.34
Monthly office water

Nevada Speedometer

SK's CC

75.35

Ingersoll Rand Compactor meter & mounting bracket

Home Depot

SK's CC

86.47

Operating supplies

33.99

Monthly cell phone bill

SK's BECC 9/3/2019 Stmt
Verizon
Public Agency Comp Trust
PERS
Federal 941 Payment

SK's CC
Auto

2,326.00

Workers' Comp Audited 4th quarter payment

5911

2,434.90

PERS Monthly Payment

EFTPS

572.36

Payroll Taxes

$17,936.67

($17,936.67)
Balance as of August 15, 2019

17,000.00

PALOMINO VALLEY GENERAL IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT
TRANSACTION REPORT
As of August 15, 2019

Wells Fargo - A/P / General Ckg #4179
Transfer from W.F.#5010
Interest Income

Balance as of July 19, 2019
33,308.48
1.35

NAME

CK #

33,309.83

AMOUNT

DESCRIPTION
Progress Pmt #3 Wild Horse

Joy Engineering

9702

22,308.48

Catherine Glatthar

9703

2,422.39

Flyers Energy

9704

3,008.53

Secretarial Services $1505.48, Accounting $822.50,
Office Supplies $94.41
Fuel

Granite Construction

9705

1,224.00

12 tons cold patch @ $102.00 per ton

Hoffman & Test

9706

415.00

North State Drug & Alcohol Testing

9707

40.00

C Blower random drug test

NV Energy

9708

74.97

Utilities - Electric

Powerplan/Pape

9709

717.81

Pyramid Business Services

9710

1,472.05

Sani Hut

9711

129.87

Monthly Restroom Rental

Silver State Barricade & Sign

9712

357.50

11 Directional Roadside Markers

Silver State International

9713

514.46

05 Intl Water truck coolant tank, 770 grader preventative
maintenance service supplies

Sonsray Machinery LLC

9714

563.50

05 Intl Water truck replace cab mounts

TOTAL

665.19

6/20/19 mtg via phone $400, credit for travel costs
($105), addl work $120

670 Grader switch $37.76, 770 Grader blower motor
$680.05
Monthly Bookkeeping and Payroll

33,248.56

(33,248.56)
Balance as of August 15, 2019

726.46

PVGID OPERATIONS REPORT
Report Period 7-15-2019 to 8-11-2019
ATTACHMENT: 8/15/2019 Meeting Agenda Item 5. e.

ROADS GRADED AND COMPACTED:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Amy and Wilcox Ranch, Put 42 yards screened material at intersection
Wilcox Ranch, Quaking Aspen – Mid
Quaking Aspen, Spread 110 yards of Wayside material First 800’
Quaking Aspen, O’Hara – Mountain Aspen
Amy Intersection at Ironwood
Wilcox Ranch, Used belly dump to transport 350 yards of Wayside screened material, Spread
from Amy to Quaking Aspen
7. Wilcox Ranch, Flatten and widen road over # 5 culvert
8. Morning Dove

OTHER ROAD WORK:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Ironwood, Sweep & Patch
Whiskey Springs Sweep shoulders
Install culvert homeowner provided at 4500 Wilcox Ranch
Grass Valley West R&R Culvert #1 and #4 Upgraded to 24”, Installed markers

OTHER:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Road Survey
Put loose gravel signs on Wilcox Ranch, - Amy to bridge
Bring loader up to Chieftan creek push up 400 yards of material
Haul 40 yards Chieftan material to yard

EQUIPMENT:
1. 05 International Water Truck, Coolant reservoir broke off, fan hit coolant hose, R&R reservoir
bottle, Replace hose
2. 95 Peterbilt Water Truck, Main air hose off compressor failed, R&R
3. 770 Grader, Pressure wash, Change oil & filter, Air filter, Trans filter, cutting edges
4. 03 Backhoe, Lube

PALOMINO VALLEY GID ACCEPTED ROADS AND LEVEL OF MAINTENANCE
AMENDED APRIL 9, 2009
LEVEL OF
MAINT
1
1
2
2
3
1
2
2
3
3
1
3
3
3
2
2
3
2
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
3
3
3
1
3

ROAD NAME
Amy
Amy
Amy
Amy
Anniversary
Axe Handle
Bacon Rind
Bacon Rind
Big Dog
Bootstrap
Broken Spur
Broken Spur
Chantry Flats
Chieftan
Crazy Horse
Crossover
Crossover
Curnow Canyon
Curnow Canyon
Easy Jet
Flagstone
Grass Valley
Grass Valley
Grass Valley
Grass Valley
Grey Van
Hay Canyon
Hockberry
Ironwood
Ironwood (Little)

Revised 2019-09-09

MILES
2.4
0.4
1.4
0.1
0.5
3.0
1.5
1.7
0.6
0.5
2.4
0.2
1.1
0.8
1.1
0.6
0.2
0.9
1.7
0.4
0.2
3.6
3.1
0.8
0.8
1.2
0.3
1.0
4.9
1.0

PORTION ACCEPTED
Whiskey Springs South to . . . .
Ironwood South to . . . . . . . . . .
Wilcox Ranch South to . . . . . .
Whiskey Springs North to . . . .
All
All
Axe Handle So. to . . . . . . . . . .
Axe Handle North to . . . . . . . .
Prairie to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Broken Spur East to . . . . . . . .
Whiskey Springs South to . . . .
Whiskey Springs North to . . . .
All
Pasture View to . . . . . . . . . . . .
All
Wild Horse South to . . . . . . . .
Wild Horse North to . . . . . . . .
Axe Handle to . . . . . . . . . . . . .
39° 43.676N 119° 39.229W to
All
All
Pyramid Hwy West to . . . . . . .
Pyramid Hwy Southeast to . . .
Whiskey Springs South to . . . .
Sharrock North to . . . . . . . . . .
Range Land South to . . . . . . . .
All
All
Pyramid Hwy to . . . . . . . . . . . .
Whiskey Springs South to . . . .

Level of Maintenance:

1 = Primary

2 = Secondary

END GPS
Ironwood
Wilcox Ranch
End
N end: 39° 47.810N 119° 36.698W
39° 44.138N 119° 38.850W
39° 43.017N 119° 40.652W (Sage Cyn)
End
39° 46.389N 119° 42.321W (4700 BD)
39º 48.336N 119º 36.694W
End
End
Vista Trail
Twin Springs
N end: 39° 45.171N 119° 35.058W
39° 43.676N 119° 39.229W (Quonset)
39° 43.018N 119° 38.404W (190 CC)

End
Whiskey Springs
Turf Farm--39° 47.582N 119° 37.842W
N End: 39° 46.722N 119° 37.835W
End

Amy
Ironwood

3 = Tertiary

PALOMINO VALLEY GID ACCEPTED ROADS AND LEVEL OF MAINTENANCE
AMENDED APRIL 9, 2009
LEVEL OF
MAINT
3
3
3
3
2
3
2
2
3
3
3
2
1
2
3
1
3
2
3
3
2
2
3
3
3
2
3
3
2
1

ROAD NAME
Jackrabbit
Lost Spring
Mid
Morning Dove
Pasture View
Pasture View
Peak
Peak
Pioche
Piute Creek
Pony Springs
Prairie
Quaking Aspen
Quaking Aspen
Quaking Aspen
Range Land
Rebel Cause
Right Hand Canyon
Right Hand Canyon
Roadrunner
Sage Flat
Sharrock
Silver Horse
Space Test
Tartan
Twin Springs
Twin Springs
Two Forty
Wayside
Whiskey Springs

Revised 2019-09-09

MILES
1.0
1.0
0.3
0.2
2.0
0.8
0.7
1.7
0.2
1.7
0.8
1.0
1.4
0.6
3.3
2.9
1.2
3.2
1.8
1.4
1.3
2.1
1.0
0.5
0.2
0.3
1.9
0.4
0.8
7.0

PORTION ACCEPTED
All
All
All
All
Whiskey Springs South to . . . .
Whiskey Springs North to . . . .
Winnemucca Ranch East to . .
Range Land South to . . . . . . . .
All
Whiskey Springs to . . . . . . . . .
All
All
Wilcox Ranch to . . . . . . . . . . .
Hidden Canyon to . . . . . . . . . .
O'Hara East to . . . . . . . . . . . .
All
Range Land South to . . . . . . . .
Whiskey Springs to . . . . . . . . .
Raptor South to . . . . . . . . . . . .
Winnemucca Ranch to . . . . . .
Whiskey Springs North to . . . .
All
Wild Horse to . . . . . . . . . . . . .
All
All
Wilcox Ranch East to . . . . . . .
Crossover East to . . . . . . . . . .
All
Grass Valley to . . . . . . . . . . . .
All

Level of Maintenance:

1 = Primary

2 = Secondary

END GPS

39° 42.108N 119° 32.838W
End
End
Peak
End
39° 46.650N 119° 31.841W (2155 PC)

Hidden Canyon
O'Hara
Mountain Aspen
End
Raptor: 39° 45.333N 119°32.592W
End: 39° 44.853N 119°31.008W
Ernie: 39° 50.814N 119° 42.884W
End
39° 45.383N 119° 34.498W

Crossover
End
End: 39° 48.664N 119° 37.126W

3 = Tertiary

PALOMINO VALLEY GID ACCEPTED ROADS AND LEVEL OF MAINTENANCE
AMENDED APRIL 9, 2009
LEVEL OF
MAINT
1
2
2
3
3
2

ROAD NAME

MILES

Wilcox Ranch
Wilcox Ranch
Wild Horse
Wild Horse
Wrangler
Yellow Tail

4.0
1.0
3.4
0.8
0.8
2.1

TOTAL Miles Maintained

93.2

Miles of Asphalt

20.8

Miles of Dirt

72.4

PORTION ACCEPTED
Amy to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Goodher to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Whiskey Springs South to . . . .
Whiskey Springs North to . . . .
Right Hand Canyon to . . . . . .
All

END GPS
Goodher
Mid
End
End
39°45.782N 119° 32.381W

LEVEL OF MAINTENANCE (LOM) DEFINITIONS
PRIMARY -- LOM 1:
28.4 Miles
> High Traffic
> Main Collector Road (Most of these roads connect with Pyramid Hwy)
SECONDARY -- LOM 2:
32.2 Miles
> Moderate Traffic
> Secondary Collector Road (One or more roads connect with these roads)
> Seasonal Maintenance--Road will not be maintained when weather and/or road conditions
are unsafe or hazardous to GID crew and/or equipment.
TERTIARY -- LOM 3:
32.6 Miles
> Low Traffic
> Not a Collector Road
> Seasonal Maintenance--Road will not be maintained when weather and/or road conditions
are unsafe or hazardous to GID crew and/or equipment.

Revised 2019-09-09

Level of Maintenance:

1 = Primary

2 = Secondary

3 = Tertiary

PALOMINO VALLEY GID ACCEPTED ROADS AND LEVEL OF MAINTENANCE
AMENDED APRIL 9, 2009
NUMBER OF MILES BY LEVEL OF MAINTENANCE
LEVEL OF
MAINT
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

LEVEL OF
MAINT
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

ROAD NAME
Amy
Amy
Axe Handle
Broken Spur
Ironwood
Quaking Aspen
Range Land
Whiskey Springs
Wilcox Ranch
LOM 1 Miles

MILES
2.4
0.4
3.0
2.4
4.9
1.4
2.9
7.0
4.0
28.4

PORTION ACCEPTED
Whiskey Springs South to . . . .
Ironwood South to . . . . . . . . . .
All
Whiskey Springs South to . . . .
Pyramid Hwy to . . . . . . . . . . . .
Wilcox Ranch to . . . . . . . . . . .
All
All
Amy to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

ROAD NAME
Amy
Amy
Bacon Rind
Bacon Rind
Crazy Horse
Crossover
Curnow Canyon
Grass Valley
Grass Valley
Grass Valley
Pasture View
Peak
Peak
Prairie
Quaking Aspen
Right Hand Canyon
Sage Flat
Sharrock
Twin Springs
Wayside
Wilcox Ranch
Wild Horse
Yellow Tail
LOM 2 Miles

MILES
1.4
0.1
1.5
1.7
1.1
0.6
0.9
3.1
0.8
0.8
2.0
0.7
1.7
1.0
0.6
3.2
1.3
2.1
0.3
0.8
1.0
3.4
2.1
32.2

PORTION ACCEPTED
Wilcox Ranch South to . . . . . .
Whiskey Springs North to . . . .
Axe Handle South to . . . . . . . .
Axe Handle North to . . . . . . . .
All
Wild Horse South to . . . . . . . .
Axe Handle to . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Pyramid Hwy Southeast to . . .
Whiskey Springs South to . . . .
Sharrock North to . . . . . . . . . .
Whiskey Springs South to . . . .
Winnemucca Ranch East to . .
Range Land South to . . . . . . . .
All
Hidden Canyon to . . . . . . . . . .
Whiskey Springs to . . . . . . . . .
Whiskey Springs North to . . . .
All
Wilcox Ranch East to . . . . . . .
Grass Valley to . . . . . . . . . . . .
Goodher to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Whiskey Springs South to . . . .
All

Revised 2019-09-09

Level of Maintenance:

1 = Primary

2 = Secondary

END GPS
Ironwood
Wilcox Ranch
End
Amy
Hidden Canyon

Goodher

END GPS
End
N end: 39° 47.810N 119° 36.698W
End
End
Twin Springs
39° 43.676N 119° 39.229W
Whiskey Springs
Turf Farm--39° 47.582N 119° 37.842W
N End: 39° 46.722N 119° 37.835W
End
Peak
End
O'Hara: 39° 43.286N 119° 32.715W
Raptor: 39° 45.333N 119°32.592W
End
Crossover
End: 39° 48.664N 119° 37.126W
Mid
End

3 = Tertiary

PALOMINO VALLEY GID ACCEPTED ROADS AND LEVEL OF MAINTENANCE
AMENDED APRIL 9, 2009
LEVEL OF
MAINT
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

ROAD NAME
Anniversary
Big Dog
Bootstrap
Broken Spur
Chantry Flats
Chieftan
Crossover
Curnow Canyon
Easy Jet
Flagstone
Grass Valley
Grey Van
Hay Canyon
Hockberry
Ironwood
Jackrabbit
Lost Springs
Mid
Morning Dove
Pasture View
Pioche
Piute Creek
Pony Springs
Quaking Aspen
Rebel Cause
Right Hand Canyon
Roadrunner
Silver Horse
Space Test
Tartan
Twin Springs
Two Forty
Wild Horse
Wrangler
LOM 3 Miles
TOTAL Miles Maintained

Revised 2019-09-09

MILES
0.5
0.6
0.5
0.2
1.1
0.8
0.2
1.7
0.4
0.2
3.6
1.2
0.3
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.3
0.2
0.8
0.2
1.7
0.8
3.3
1.2
1.8
1.4
1.0
0.5
0.2
1.9
0.4
0.8
0.8
32.6

PORTION ACCEPTED
All
Prairie to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Broken Spur East to . . . . . . . .
Whiskey Springs North to . . . .
All
Pasture View to . . . . . . . . . . . .
Wild Horse North to . . . . . . . .
39° 43.676N 119° 39.229W to
All
All
Pyramid Hwy West to . . . . . . .
Range Land South to . . . . . . . .
All
All
Whiskey Springs South to . . . .
All
All
All
All
Whiskey Springs North to . . . .
All
Whiskey Springs to . . . . . . . . .
All
O'Hara East to . . . . . . . . . . . .
Range Land South to . . . . . . . .
Raptor South to . . . . . . . . . . . .
Winnemucca Ranch to . . . . . .
Wild Horse to . . . . . . . . . . . . .
All
All
Crossover East to . . . . . . . . . .
All
Whiskey Springs North to . . . .
Right Hand Canyon to . . . . . .

END GPS
39° 46.389N 119° 42.321W
39º 48.336N 119º 36.694W
End

N end: 39° 45.171N 119° 35.058W
39° 43.018N 119° 38.404W

End
End

Ironwood

39° 42.108N 119° 32.838W
End
39° 46.650N 119° 31.841W
End: 39° 42.282N 119° 32.710W
End
End: 39° 44.853N 119°31.008W
Ernie: 39° 50.814N 119° 42.884W
39° 45.383N 119° 34.498W

End
End
39°45.782N 119° 32.381W

93.2

Level of Maintenance:

1 = Primary

2 = Secondary

3 = Tertiary

PVGID - NUMBER OF RESIDENCES PER ROAD SUMMARY AS OF MAY 2016

SUMMARY OF DATA

Number of Residences within PVGID Boundaries
Number of Residences using PVGID Maintained Roads*

2011
542

2016
552

487

497

Number and Percentage of Residences Being Served by the Main Collector Roads:

Ironwood Road
Whiskey Springs Road
Axe Handle Road
Range Land Road (East of Rebel Cause Road)
Miscellaneous Local Roads**

Residences
Served
2011
2016
153
163
149
149
77
79
29
27
79
79
487
497

Percentage
2011
2016
31%
33%
31%
30%
16%
16%
6%
5%
16%
16%
100%
100%

* The difference between residences within PVGID boundaries and residences using PVGID maintained roads is the 55
residences that directly access Pyramid Highway (35) and Winnemucca Ranch Road (20).

** Miscellaneous Local Roads are Anniversary, Big Dog, Ernie, Jackrabbit, Kitty Green, Lost Spring, Peak, Prairie,
Roadrunner, Two Forty, Range Land - West of Rebel Cause, Grass Valley - West of Pyramid Hwy, and Grass Valley - East
of Pyramid Hwy and several parcels North of Wayside presumed to access Pyramid Highway directly and not via Whiskey
Springs.

PVGID - NUMBER OF RESIDENCES PER ROAD SUMMARY AS OF MAY 2016
[Roads in BOLD are PVGID Maintained]
Accessing Pyramid Hwy via Ironwood:
Pah Rah Springs
2
Jay Bird
1
Tree Farm
3
Red Corral
2
Serenity
6
Basque Oven
6
20
Wilcox Ranch
9
Wilcox Ranch - East of Mid TOTAL
29
1
Safari - Mid
Goodher
2
500 Chantry Flats - Uses Wilcox
1
33
4
Wilcox Ranch
Wilcox Ranch - East of Quaking Aspen TOTAL
37
Guy
1
Microwave
1
Carrera
1
Hidden Canyon
1
Ireland Ct
1
O'Hara
1
6
21
Quaking Aspen
Quaking Aspen TOTAL
27
13
Twin Springs
2
Pioche
2
Chantry Flats
6
Yellow Tail
Yellow Tail TOTAL
10
1
Hay Canyon
6
Crazy Horse
Crazy Horse TOTAL
17
Morning Dove
2
7
Wilcox Ranch
Wilcox Ranch - Between Quaking Aspen and Amy TOTAL
66
Wilcox Ranch TOTAL

103

PVGID - NUMBER OF RESIDENCES PER ROAD SUMMARY AS OF MAY 2016 (Page 2)
[Roads in BOLD are PVGID Maintained]
Accessing Pyramid Hwy via Ironwood (Contd):
(From previous page) Wilcox Ranch TOTAL
103
Seth
1
15
Amy
Amy - South of Ironwood TOTAL
16
Morgan Ranch Ct
1
Pinto Ranch Ct
1
Wrangler Ranch Ct
3
5
Broken Spur - South (Chip Seal) TOTAL
4
Grass Valley East - South End
2
Sharrock - West of Amy
Sharrock - West of Amy TOTAL
11
James Ranch Ct
1
Amy - North of Ironwood and South of James Ranch (Chip Seal)
3
Amy - North of Ironwood and South of James Ranch (Chip Seal) TOTAL
15
4
Pony Springs
2
Hockberry
Hockberry TOTAL
6
Mountain Lion
1
1
Tartan
1
9
Little Ironwood
20
Ironwood
Ironwood TOTAL
29
IRONWOOD GRAND TOTAL

163

PVGID - NUMBER OF RESIDENCES PER ROAD SUMMARY AS OF MAY 2016 (Page 3)
[Roads in BOLD are PVGID Maintained]
Accessing Pyramid Hwy via Whiskey Springs:
9
Piute Creek
6
Whiskey Springs - East of Right Hand Canyon
Whiskey Springs - East of Right Hand Canyon TOTAL
15
Thumbs Up/Raptor
1
3
4
Wrangler
30
Right Hand Canyon
Right Hand Canyon TOTAL
34
Sage Flat
6
Wayside
4
Grass Valley East - North & South of Whiskey Springs
7
Grass Valley East - North & South of Whiskey Springs TOTAL
11
Wolfen
1
Saddle Blanket
1
Eagle Place
2
2
6
Bootstrap
8
Broken Spur - North of Morgan Ranch
Broken Spur - North of Morgan Ranch TOTAL
14
9
Amy - North of James Ranch
2
Chieftan
12
Pasture View
Pasture View TOTAL
14
2
Sharrock - Near Wild Horse
4
Crossover
4
Silver Horse
4
14
Flagstone
19
Wild Horse
Wild Horse TOTAL
33
Hidden Creek
3
10
Whiskey Springs - West of Right Hand Canyon
Whiskey Springs - West of Right Hand Canyon TOTAL
134
WHISKEY SPRINGS GRAND TOTAL

149

PVGID - NUMBER OF RESIDENCES PER ROAD SUMMARY AS OF MAY 2016 (Page 4)
[Roads in BOLD are PVGID Maintained]
Accessing Pyramid Hwy via Axe Handle:
Outback
2
2
4
Space Test
18
Curnow Canyon
Curnow Canyon TOTAL
22
Cactus Canyon
5
Juniper Saddle
3
Teacher
1
9
5
Bacon Rind - North
Bacon Rind - North TOTAL
14
Sage Canyon
6
Sky Canyon Dr & Ct
8
14
11
Bacon Rind - South
Bacon Rind - South TOTAL
25
Jackalope
4
14
Axe Handle
AXE HANDLE GRAND TOTAL

79

Accessing Pyramid Hwy via Range Land:
7
Rebel Cause
9
Grey Van
1
17
Easy Jet
10
Range Land - East of Rebel Cause
RANGE LAND - EAST OF REBEL CAUSE - GRAND TOTAL

27

PVGID - NUMBER OF RESIDENCES PER ROAD SUMMARY AS OF MAY 2016 (Page 5)
[Roads in BOLD are PVGID Maintained]
Accessing Pyramid Hwy via Winnemucca Ranch:
5
Peak
6
Range Land - West of Rebel Cause
Range Land - West of Rebel Cause TOTAL
11
Kitty Green
1
Ernie
2
3
2
Roadrunner
Roadrunner TOTAL
5
4
Anniversary
7
Lost Spring
3
Two Forty
9
Peak
3
Big Dog (Branding Iron)
10
13
Jackrabbit
5
Prairie
57
Prairie TOTAL
18
Winnemucca Ranch
20
Winnemucca Ranch TOTAL

77

Accessing Pyramid Hwy via Grass Valley West:
Aerie
1
11
Grass Valley West
Grass Valley West TOTAL

12

Grass Valley East TOTAL

10

Accessing Pyramid Hwy Directly:
Calle De Mariposa, Campo Rico, Encanto, Fantasy,
Finley, Leilani, Partei Valley, Tres Ahlmeyer
10
Pyramid Hwy
25
Pyramid Direct TOTAL

35

Accessing Pyramid Hwy via Grass Valley East:

GRAND TOTAL

552

REGULAR MEETING
PALOMINO VALLEY GENERAL IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT
9732 Pyramid Hwy #407, Sparks, NV 89441
Thursday, September 19, 2019
MINUTES
Trustee Larry Johnson called the regular meeting of the Palomino Valley General
Improvement District (PVGID or GID) to order at 6:02 p.m. Thursday, September 19, 2019 at
21555 Pyramid Highway, Reno, Nevada.
1.

Roll Call: Trustees present were Donald Otto, Greg Dennis, Jim Currivan, and Larry
Johnson. Trustee Marty Breitmeyer was absent. Also present were Shawn Kelly,
Operations Manager; Vickie DiMambro, Assistant to the Secretary/Bookkeeper (left at
6:37 p.m.); Cathy Glatthar, Assistant to the Board; and Louie Test, Legal Counsel
(arrived at 6:15 p.m.).

2.

Public Comment:
Susan Ambrose read into the record her statement regarding her request that Trustee
Johnson voluntarily step down as President of the Board (see attached).
Pam Roberts voiced her concerns about the GID’s attorney leaving last month’s meeting
early and not being present at other meetings. She said the Sun Valley GID has a
substitute attorney available and almost always has an attorney available at their
meetings. She said she believed this Board does not fully understand the Open
Meeting Law (OML) and unfortunately the attorney is not present to help this body with
the OML.
Ms. Roberts said she was also concerned that the attorney or the President failed to
recognize the line-of-credit issue that, according to the minutes, this body is not allowed
to incur debt without the approval of another authority.
Ms. Roberts stated there was the use of a subcontractor that should have been
reviewed by the whole Board that was decided on by only one or two individuals.
Ms. Roberts reminded the Board, since their attorney was not present, that they are to
open up every agenda item for public comment.
In response to Ray Johnson’s question, Shawn Kelly stated Broken Spur Road (north)
was on the list to be graded and widened, and Boot Strap will be graded, also.
Trustee Johnson asked if there were any further public comments?
requests, he moved to the next agenda item.

3.

Hearing no

Approval of Minutes – August 15, 2019: Trustee Dennis asked the wording on page
3, item b to be changed from: “Trustee Dennis said that’s the biggest issue; the roads
are impassable.” to: “Trustee Dennis said that’s the biggest issue; many roads are
impassable during floods.” He also asked for a change on page 9, second to the last
paragraph, from: “… so he didn’t really care too much about the drainage.” to: “…so he
didn’t really consider the drainage swale being necessary.” He then stated he did not
see it in the minutes, and asked Trustee Johnson if he made a statement at the meeting
that Trustee Johnson was not going to deal with future capital improvement contracts for
drainage improvements? Trustee Johnson replied that he made a statement after the
meeting that each year he has donated hundreds of hours of his time creating contract

documents and administering those documents, and field inspection of the work, and he
was not willing to do so in the future for grading and drainage projects, that another
director would have to fill that. He said he would continue to provide those services on
areas of asphalt surfacing. Trustee Dennis made a motion to approve the minutes as
amended. Trustee Currivan seconded the motion, and hearing no opposition, the
motion passed.
4.

Financial Reports and Payment of Bills:
a. Financial Reports: Cathy Glatthar stated for the Estimated Operating Funds for
Capital Improvements report (see attached) we are starting a new 12-month period
beginning with September 1st and going through August 31st of next year. She
reviewed the revenues received in September, as follows: ad valorem revenue of
$108,753.21 (the largest installment for the fiscal year); CTX (Consolidated Tax)
revenue of $37,881.70 (in order to be conservative, the $432,000 estimated total for
the year is $60,000 less than projected); and LGTA (Fair Share) of $2,871.61. She
stated “Estimated Operating Funds Through August 31, 2020” are $1,062,449. She
then reviewed the various estimated expenses and reserves which totaled $653,849.
She stated the “Net Operating Funds for Capital Improvements as of August 31,
2020” amount is $408,600. Trustee Johnson stated the majority of the dollars
available for capital improvements is usually spent next summer, but some of this
money will be spent this fall to prepare the roads for winter. He said last month the
monies available for capital improvements was $174,000, and that is what we should
strive for to winterize the roads.
b. Payment of Bills: Vickie DiMambro reviewed the transaction report (see attached).
She stated the total cash in all accounts was $449,079.12, and the large ad valorem
payment came in, making up a big part of the total income. She noted a payment to
Dynamic Diesel for repairs to the ’01 Ford F450 and most of the rest of the bills were
regular monthly bills. Trustee Dennis asked if we got an account yet with Washoe
County for employee health insurance? Cathy Glatthar said no, that’s a long way off.
For the benefit of the audience, Trustee Johnson explained when we receive
invoices, especially those for operational expenses, the Operations Manager reviews
those bills, goes over them with Cathy, and then Vickie cuts the checks. He said the
bills are then reviewed by the Trustees on a monthly basis; there are three different
levels of review. Trustee Dennis made a motion to approve the transaction report
and the bills. Trustee Currivan seconded the motion. Hearing no opposition, the
motion passed.
c. Amend Compensatory Time Policy: Trustee Johnson explained the Board voted
to allow comp time for our employees (store comp time instead of being paid for
overtime), and the auditor raised a few questions. He said one question was if an
employee leaves, are they entitled to be cashed out for their comp time? He said the
other matter was if the Board wanted to set a maximum number of comp time hours
that would be allowed to accumulate? For clarification, Cathy Glatthar stated the
maximum Paid Time Off (vacation and sick time combined) hours allowed to accrue
is 240 hours. In answer to Mr. Muller’s question, Trustee Johnson stated comp time
(overtime) is used at the discretion of the Operations Manager, but has mainly been
used for emergency situations such as flooding and snow storms. After some
discussion, Trustee Dennis made a motion to set a maximum of 200 hours of comp
time allowed to accrue and comp time will be paid upon termination. Jim Currivan
seconded the motion, and hearing no opposition, the motion passed.
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5.

Road Maintenance Reports:
a. Road Reports: Trustee Johnson said we are a bit behind, but nothing major. He
stated Shawn Kelly had an unfortunate accident and broke his elbow and has been
out for a couple of weeks. He said Shawn’s back to work and was able to rake
asphalt on Wednesday. He said we do have a few maintenance requests that are
outstanding. Shawn Kelly commended and thanked Trustee Johnson for voluntarily
helping on several occasions with asphalt patching. Shawn then reviewed his list of
roadwork that needs to be done before winter (see attached). Trustee Otto asked
Shawn to keep track of the hours spent in the grader by Shawn or Chuck on a daily
basis. Shawn explained for the two weeks (eight days) prior to his accident, they
spent seven days grading roads and one day patching asphalt. There was some
discussion and clarification on methodology for the “French” drain on Shawn’s list for
upper Quaking Aspen. Trustee Johnson said Trustee Otto stated the grader should
be operated 80 to 90 percent of the time. He said making roads smooth is but one
aspect of road maintenance; drainage, subgrade stabilization; there are so many
other factors involved other than making a road smooth with a motorgrader. He said
we cannot operate this system with 80 to 90 percent grader time. He said we have
neglected all of these other aspects of road maintenance for so many decades we
are so far in the hole, that we are, to the best of our ability, trying to play catch up.
Shawn explained he had a proposal for the Board to consider regarding replacement
of the current speed limit signs at the four main entrances off of Pyramid Highway.
He said decals to place over the existing signs would cost $190 each. He said one
of the biggest problems is while he’s grading a road, people drive too fast through
the freshly graded section and tear it up, so the grading work doesn’t last; if people
would adhere to the posted speed limit, the roads would last longer. Trustee
Johnson said he was not overly optimistic that the signs would make a difference.
He relayed an incident that happened just this morning - while he and Shawn were
on a road with flashing warning lights, a gentleman came at them sideways,
fishtailing, and blew past them. Trustee Johnson said it’s extremely dangerous. He
said when they patch the asphalt, they close down a lane and have flashing lights
and signage and they have people blow by them only a few feet away; it’s scary.
Shawn asked people to please slow down when they are passing workers.
In answer to Trustee Johnson’s question, Shawn stated we had five outstanding
requests for maintenance. Trustee Johnson said we normally take care of
maintenance requests within one week. Trustee Otto said he made a request to
have Quaking Aspen graded last spring and it took until the end of July or the
beginning of August to get done. Shawn explained they had a lot of projects to get
ready for, such as putting in ten culverts; it was not a slight or an unwillingness to
grade Quaking Aspen. He added they didn’t grade upper Right Hand Canyon until
after they graded upper Quaking Aspen. Trustee Otto opined that maybe we have to
take money away from something else and possibly hire a part-time, additional
operator. There was some more discussion, then Trustee Dennis interjected and
stated we need to look at how many miles we have to grade and do we get all miles
graded once in the spring and once in the fall; how many times a year do we get all
roads graded? Shawn added that it takes more time to put in swales.
Bud Lehmkuhl, 2600 Right Hand Canyon (RHC) Road, stated when he first bought
out here, the road was paved all the way to the block building and now dirt has been
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graded over top of the asphalt in front of his home. He talked about the slurry seal
put down on the lower section of RHC and how that was appreciated, but now
there’s gravel and dirt in front of his house and there are lots of potholes that need to
be filled in. He said he was disappointed and tired of breathing dust.
Kathy Klebenow, RHC, said there are nice people out here; her husband stopped
and picked up a cone that was blown over by the wind. Shawn thanked Mr.
Klebenow. Trustee Johnson agreed and said there are a lot of nice people in this
Valley who are extremely courteous and conduct themselves accordingly.
Mr. Lehmkuhl apologized for getting hot and bothered. He said he would like a
response from the Board; that the asphalt is supposed to go all the way to the block
building and he’s waited two years and the dust is going crazy.
Trustee Johnson rhetorically asked, what has happened in two years? He said we
had a January 2017 flood that wiped out our annual budget, and this year we thought
we could play catch up and we got hammered again with another flood. He said we
are so far behind; he said he wished he could make everyone in this room happy.
He said a temporary solution would be an annual application of a polymerized, magchloride (dust palliative). He clarified that we have had complaints and there are
drawbacks with this product.
Mr. Lehmkuhl addressed Shawn and stated there were golf ball-sized rocks on RHC.
Shawn explained they put down a Class E gravel that’s one-inch-minus gravel. He
said he got creative while spreading the material in an effort to not to tear the
asphalt. Mr. Lehmkuhl acknowledged Shawn does good work.
b. Status of 2019 Road Improvement Project: Trustee Johnson referred to the
addendum for Grass Valley Road west (see attached), and stated this road was
established as a priority because with the flood earlier this year, people had to park
their cars and walk home because the road was impassable. He reiterated the
Board’s priority is to keep our roads serviceable. He said the contractor, Joy
Engineering, will be doing the work. He said, as promised, Joy Engineering has put
a motorgrader on Amy and Wilcox Ranch Roads today to regrade crowns, widths,
and smooth the roads. He said unless we get moisture, those roads will washboard
again in two weeks.
Trustee Johnson said he is going to recommend that the Board puts down
Durablend (polymerized mag-chloride) on Amy and Wilcox Ranch next year. He
said it will hold the surface and prevent it from washboarding every two weeks. He
cautioned that Durablend has downsides: when it gets wet it will cake up in your
wheel wells and it’s difficult to remove; it’s corrosive to aluminum horse trailers; and
in the wintertime, in clay areas, it makes the surface slick. Trustee Otto asked how
much will it cost? Trustee Johnson estimated $30,000 to $40,000 to do the sections
of RHC, Amy, and Wilcox Ranch Roads (approximately 3.25 miles).
Trustee Johnson stated Wilcox Ranch is mostly completed today, with the exception
of drainage improvements at the big culvert. He addressed Trustee Otto and said for
clarification, he could not find an area of 22-foot width road anywhere, so he had
Shawn independently measure Wilcox Ranch Road. Shawn reported the narrowest
section was 27 feet wide. Trustee Johnson stated for the record that is one foot
wider than the contracted [width].
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c. 2019 Capital Improvements Program: Trustee Johnson said next year’s program
has not been formulated yet. He said with two years of flooding, this year we
concentrated on drainage projects in which we raised roads and built roadside
drainage swales and collection channels. He said the work done on Wild Horse and
Grass Valley were mandatory.
Gretchen Miller said last winter the water flow was tremendous across Whiskey
Springs Road and she said if nothing is done before winter, we’ll probably have
another river and it will probably take out the sides of the road again.
Trustee Johnson explained the bridge that contains the flow of Cottonwood Creek
where Wilcox Ranch Road crosses, almost gets filled and topped during those very
large storm events and the same with the Amy Road crossing, which did get topped
this year. He said from the crossing at Wilcox Ranch every bridge downstream gets
progressively smaller instead of getting progressively bigger. He explained a portion
of the problem is due to the fact that when the storm waters reach the farm fields, the
farmers, decades ago, instead of having that big channel that carries those flood
flows, have graded it all and now the water spreads out forever and by the time the
water reaches Whiskey Springs Road, it’s 500 feet wide. He said we don’t have the
jurisdiction or budget to get off of our easement of 33 feet from the centerline and go
back a mile to a mile and a half and rechannelize that flow and build the proper size
drainage structure. He added that this only happens in the giant storm events and it
probably won’t happen again this winter. He said in the past 25 years it’s probably
topped Whiskey Springs Road three or four times. He explained that with the last
two storms (2017 and 2019) they closed McCarran Boulevard and the major bridges
across the Truckee River, and sections of I-80 were down to one lane; so yes, we
are going to have problems in Palomino Valley when a major storm hits.
Ms. Miller said the GID is spending a lot of money on Wilcox Ranch and Amy for
flooding and yet Whiskey floods huge, and every year it costs more money to fix it.
Trustee Johnson brought the discussion back on track and said for next year we
need to take care of existing Cape seals and recommended a chip seal or a microslurry or a combination of the two. Trustee Dennis said Ironwood is the highest
capacity road, so we must keep it fixed. Trustee Johnson said within that budget we
use a dust palliative for that section RHC Road [discussed earlier]. Trustee Dennis
stated $40,000 would buy a lot of Type 2 base. Trustee Johnson said it still has dust
and washboards when it dries out. Cathy Glatthar talked about the Wilcox Ranch hill
and how the Type 2 base held up beautifully over the winter, but as soon as it dried
out, it washboarded and it’s really bad right now. Trustee Johnson said Winnemucca
Ranch Road is an example; the washboard is so bad, it’ll knock you out of your
vehicle. Shawn said on the flat area of Wilcox Ranch the washboard has a threeinch hump, so it’s not washboarding because it’s a hill.
Trustee Johnson stated we need to consider all alternatives and study the pros and
cons and make a decision. Trustee Dennis said if you put down four inches of base
and compact it, it will last a year and minimize grading. He suggested doing that for
the worst sections of Amy. Trustee Johnson and Shawn agreed that Amy “short”
(between Ironwood and Wilcox Ranch) was the best section of Amy as far as the
subgrade was concerned. Trustee Dennis clarified that he liked the results of putting
the Type 2 base on Range Land; that it has lasted and minimized the grading.
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d. Report on Flood Repairs and Mitigation and FEMA and State Disaster Funding
(2017 Flood): Trustee Johnson stated there was nothing new to report.
e. Operations Manager's Report: Shawn Kelly explained there have been some
problems with the loader, and he had it looked at by Case (Sonsray). He said Case
has estimated the repairs at $8,858.30. He said it is serviceable and we need the
loader for excavation of the gravel from the Chieftan drainage channel which is being
used on Crossover, Chantry, and Big Dog. Trustee Dennis summarized that it will
cost somewhere between $8,800 and $10,000 to fix and we need a loader. Shawn
said he would have it repaired after the loading project is finished.
6.

Old Business:
a. Review Resolution No. F06-R1 Roads Accepted for Maintenance and Level of
Maintenance Designation and Consider Amendments to the Resolution:
Trustee Johnson summarized the history and reviewed the following resolutions:


Resolution F77-R4 Road Maintenance - Seasonal Roads (March 24, 1977
Meeting):
Lists six (6) roads as seasonal:
1. Right Hand Canyon Road - from the end of the existing pavement to the culde-sac
2. Wrangler Road - all
3. Quaking Aspen Road - from the west line of Section 5 (about a quarter of a
mile west of O’Hara Road) to the end
4. Microwave Road - was dropped
5. Curnow Canyon Road - all
6. Space Test Road - all
Lists the maintenance standards for seasonal roads:
1. No snow removal
2. One spring maintenance with blade
3. Emergency spot maintenance during the months of May through October in
the event the road becomes impassable by four wheel drive vehicles



Resolution F93-R1 Resolution for Accepting Seasonal and Future Roads for
Normal Maintenance by Palomino Valley General Improvement District (May 11,
1993 Meeting):
Item 2. states, “Road right-of-way shall be deeded to the PVGID.” Trustee
Johnson stated that is incorrect; the GID does not own right-of-ways and a rightof-way would not be deeded to the GID. He said we are on public access
easements.
Item 7. states, “Residents requesting normal maintenance shall bear the cost of
road improvements to conform to the above established criteria and shall make
their own arrangements for the work with available contractors.”
Item 8. states, “It will not be the responsibility of the PVGID to upgrade existing
roads.”
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Item 9. states, in part, the roads “… will be maintained in their present condition
and width.”


Resolution F06-R1 Roads Accepted for Maintenance and Level of Maintenance
Designation (October 12, 2006 Meeting):
Trustee Johnson explained this resolution established a “Level of Maintenance”
(LOM) designation. He said the charts show the name of the road, the LOM
given, length of the road, what sections of the road, and so forth. He said the
resolution divides our 90-plus miles of roadways, including the seasonal roads,
into three levels of maintenance:
1. Primary - LOM 1


High Traffic



Main Collector Road (Most of these roads connect with Pyramid Hwy)

2. Secondary - LOM 2


Moderate Traffic



Secondary Collector Road (One or more roads connect with these roads)



Seasonal Maintenance - Road will not be maintained when weather
and/or road conditions are unsafe or hazardous to GID crew and/or
equipment.

3. Tertiary - LOM 3


Low Traffic



Not a Collector Road



Seasonal Maintenance - Road will not be maintained when weather
and/or road conditions are unsafe or hazardous to GID crew and/or
equipment.

Trustee Johnson stated nowhere in these standards does it say how often a road
will be graded. He said he believed this Board should qualify the meaning of the
LOM definitions. He said road drainage, soil types, and other factors determine
how often roads need to be graded; maintenance requirements are not solely
dependent on the amount of traffic on a roadway. He said we need to collectively
come up with new wording for the LOM definitions, so they reflect these other
factors. He said he could do that and present it at the next meeting for the Board
to consider.
Trustee Johnson said the other item we need to discuss is the origin of the
terminology of “Seasonal Roads.” He said he believed the 1977 resolution listing
the seasonal roads was superseded by the 2006 resolution, although, the 2006
resolution does not specifically state that; it’s up for interpretation.
Trustee Johnson said also up for interpretation is the 1993 resolution that says if
the seasonal roads are considered for normal maintenance, then the residents
have to bring the road up to the standards listed, including 20-foot width, six
inches of aggregate base, crown, roadside drainage ditches or swales, etc. He
said it’s not clear if any of that has been superseded.
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Resolution F16-R2 Revision of Resolution No. F93-R1 Procedure for Accepting
Roads for Maintenance by the PVGID and the Requisite Road Standards (April
21, 2016 Meeting):
Trustee Johnson said he wrote this resolution and it was accepted by the Board,
but it is applicable only to new roads and supersedes the 1993 resolution for new
roads; it did not mention the seasonal roads.

Trustee Johnson said the seasonal roads issue still exists and this is our opportunity
to review all of this and fold it into a present resolution that clarifies and makes
proper all of these items.
Louie Test said the confusion that he sees is you have roads that are already within
the GID and then there’s a resolution that’s talking about adding additional roads to
the GID. He said you have a mix of existing with the new and you need to separate
the two.
Trustee Johnson agreed and said the 2016 resolution is appropriate and clarifies the
requirements for new roads coming into the system. He said this Board needs to
clarify the previous seasonal roads and what are appropriate standards for those.
He explained with the 2006 resolution, the seasonal roads have already been
included as tertiary LOM roads because of their low traffic. He said the 2006
resolution has no descriptions of maintenance or requirements of improvements,
whereas the 1993 resolution states improvements are to be made by the residents,
not the GID. He asked is that appropriate or not appropriate? He talked about some
of the road requirements not being reasonable for all situations. Trustee Johnson
said he would volunteer to write a new resolution and he wanted input from the
Board.
Trustee Johnson stated there’s a condition in the 1993 resolution that roads would
be maintained in their present condition and width. He said upper Quaking Aspen
has areas where that is appropriate because those areas can’t be widened in a
practical or cost-effective manner. He said there are areas that turnouts could be
built. He said the question becomes is the GID responsible for those improvements
or the residents?
Trustee Dennis referred to the Calle de la Plata Special [Assessment] District and
explained the residents paid for the value they received when the roads were paved
and access to those home sites was improved. He said you must be fair to the
existing rate payers in terms of not doing so much that other people get to take
advantage of something that never existed in the first place. He said Trustee
Johnson is right that we need to provide access to everyone, especially if they have
a home up there, so they can at least access their properties. He said a lot has
changed, but he is cognizant of taking money away from the District to improve
roadways as a mechanism for so-called maintenance, is not necessarily proper. He
said there may be other ways we can come up with funds; levy an additional tax for
those who want their roadway improved. He said we have a fiduciary responsibility
to the general public, and we should do something like the County does by adding
some of the burden on those who want the improvements. He said he would have a
tendency to maintain those roads as they are, but he’s not against considering some
safety issues such as adding some turnouts. He said other road improvements for
the sake of those who moved up there when they knew those roads were seasonal is
not fair to the rest of the residents. He said a balance needs to be maintained.
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Chris De Rosa, lives on Quaking Aspen, said the seasonal terms in the 1977
resolution aren’t being followed; Quaking Aspen did not receive a spring
maintenance with a blade until they complained multiple times. He commented
about past fires and people were trying to evacuate and fire trucks couldn’t get up
the road.
Trustee Dennis said we had two years with floods and there were all kinds of
problems the GID had to deal with, but that’s no excuse in Mr. De Rosa’s mind for
not getting a road bladed in the springtime when it says it will be done.
Trustee Johnson pointed out that upper Quaking Aspen has had an inordinate
amount of dollars spent on repairs. He said he also lives on Quaking Aspen and
right above his house, the road washed out almost completely in the 2017 flood. He
explained that area required rock stabilization, subsurface drainage, graveling, and
regrading. He said he contacted Washoe County and asked them to contribute
dollars for those repairs and they did. He said they spent a lot of blade time and
resurfaced it with aggregate base from just past his driveway (which he does not
benefit from) up to Microwave Road. He stated at least $34,000 has been spent on
upper Quaking Aspen in the last two years, and what that resolution calls for is a
single grading once year; it has received a whole bunch of effort. He said we have a
lot of hazardous conditions with our roads.
Trustee Johnson said we need input from everybody.
Shawn Kelly apologized to Mr. De Rosa, and explained he’s only been here about a
year, and he’s trying to get the road system into shape. He said they are a two-man
crew and he appreciates everyone’s patience.
In response to Mr. De Rosa’s comment, Trustee Johnson reiterated that he believes
the 2006 resolution negates the 1977 resolution.
Louie Test said what he understands from this discussion is that a new resolution
needs to be drafted that amends the old resolutions and addresses how the roads
will be handled depending on the usage, terrain, etc. He said this is where he
believes the Board needs input from the audience.
There was some discussion on how residents living on the seasonal roads listed in
the 1977 resolution could submit their ideas and comments for the new resolution,
and it was decided that a special meeting would be called that would include a
workshop. The workshop would allow property owners to make recommendations to
the Board for the Board’s consideration when developing the new resolution. In
response to Ms. Pam Willmore’s question, Trustee Johnson said we could possibly
set the workshop up to have the first hour of the workshop for Right Hand Canyon
Road, then the next hour for Quaking Aspen Road, etc.
Trustee Johnson said we’ve already received input from a resident by email (see
attached). Trustee Johnson said the resident objected to the elimination of the LOM
designations, and also stated the decision as to what roads get maintained is left up
to one person. Trustee Johnson said maintenance decisions are never left up to one
person.
Jan Chako said she lives on upper Quaking Aspen and the willows are overgrowing
the road and asked if the willows could be cut? She said that would make the road
wider and it would be safer to pass other vehicles. After some further discussion,
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Trustee Johnson said the question of whether the GID should be responsible for
cutting back the willows or the residents, would be a good discussion to have at the
workshop.
In response to Ms. Chako’s question, Shawn said his list was referring to stabilization
with aggregate of the lower section of Quaking Aspen from Wilcox Ranch up to
O’Hara.
Pam Roberts said she shared some of the comments made by President Johnson
and attorney Louie Test that these resolutions are not clear and it is incumbent upon
this Board to come up with a “global” resolution that addresses all the different
issues. She said she hears that the Board is interested in hearing from the residents
and she said that is especially important, so the workshop idea sounds like a good
way to get that input. She said some people are going to want things that aren’t
feasible, because of the limitations of money and employees.
Ms. Roberts said she thought it was critical that the usage numbers be updated. She
said in looking at the May 2016 summary of residents that are using different roads,
and as an example, Broken Spur has gone from 13 residents to 31 residents that use
some portion of Broken Spur Road. She said those numbers are probably
substantially different for other roads. She said it would be quite an undertaking, but
would be worthwhile.
Ms. Roberts said the document entitled Palomino Valley GID Accepted Roads and
Level of Maintenance Amended April 9, 2009, has in the lower left corner “Revised
2019-09-09” and it must not have truly been revised on September 9, 2019 because
that would take action by this Board.
Cathy Glatthar explained the revision was for corrections made to the road miles on
the report, whereas the amendment in 2009 was for Board action adding Chieftan
Road to the list of accepted roads.
Trustee Johnson asked Cathy to check with Washoe County Parks on the availability
of this classroom for the workshop meeting prior to the regular meeting in October.
Mr. Lehmkuhl asked how residents would be notified of the workshop?
Ms. Willmore said she had contact information for Right Hand Canyon residents and
she would get the word out to them.
Trustee Johnson said it will be posted on the website. Cathy Glatthar said notices
would be sent out to anyone on the PVGID’s email list, and if you are not already on
the list, you can request to be added by sending an email to palvalgid@gmail.com.
In response to Trustee Otto’s comment, Louie Test said a new resolution will be
written that supersedes all [three] resolutions [F77-R4, F93-R1, and F06-R1].
Trustee Johnson said the 2016 resolution [F16-R2] will remain in effect because it is
appropriate for new roads.
At this time Trustee Johnson moved to item 7. a. Potential Washoe County School
District Bus Route Changes (see below).
b. Water Rights: Trustee Johnson said he has a call in to George Lindesmith. He
reported we have had enough usage from the Ironwood well to prove beneficial use
of one of the 4-acre-foot permits.
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c. Warm Springs Area Plan Update, including the Specific Plan Area: Trustee
Johnson said there was nothing new to report.
d. Agreement with LW Land Company: Trustee Johnson said there was nothing new
to report.
7.

New Business:
a. Potential Washoe County School District Bus Route Changes: Trustee Johnson
explained he was contacted by one of the local school bus drivers about shortening
the school bus routes in an area of the Valley to a loop from Ironwood to Amy to
Whiskey Springs and back to the Pyramid Highway.
Rick Martin, Director of Transportation for the Washoe County School District, said
he was here tonight with Chris Muller, Yard Manager who has oversight for the
Palomino Valley area. Mr. Martin said we have been out in the Valley for a long time
and the bus stop was at the BLM Horse Corrals; the buses did not go any further into
the Valley. He said as time went on the school buses have gone further into the
Valley in areas that are having trouble getting fire trucks, graders, and other
equipment into and we are sending in 40-foot-long buses. He said the School
District has safety concerns with some of the places buses are going; several times a
year they have to pull buses out and they are tearing up the roads. He confirmed the
proposal is the route Trustee Johnson mentioned earlier.
There was a lengthy discussion which concluded with Louie Test stating the GID
does not have the authority to determine where the bus stops should be or what the
routes should be. He suggested a letter be written to the School District that once
they establish their bus routes, to let the GID know so the GID can monitor those
roads for safety and maintenance. Trustee Currivan made a motion to have a letter
written. Trustee Dennis seconded the motion, and hearing no opposition, the motion
passed. Trustee Johnson agreed to write the letter.

8.

Judicial/Government Affairs: Trustee Johnson said there was a complaint that Louie
Test left the last meeting early and was late tonight. Louie said maybe he should
charge his regular rate. Trustee Johnson clarified this is mostly a volunteer effort by our
attorney.

9.

Calendar Review: Cathy Glatthar reported the next meeting is October 17th.

10. Correspondence:


Cathy Glatthar stated we received an email from a gentleman about the Level of
Maintenance designations that was referred to under agenda item 6. a.



Trustee Johnson mentioned receiving fraud inquiry emails from the auditor that have
been answered.

11. Public Comment:
Dan Klebenow, lives on RHC, said his comment is about the end of the pavement at the
block building. He said the GID put DG or a base down on that section a few weeks
ago. He said he emailed a request to have the pot holes filled in and it was taken care
of very fast and he appreciated that. He said in 2017 there was some talk about having
some money to put down a Cape seal on that section of road. He said there were some
sections on the lower portion of RHC where that was done and it’s worked real well. He
said he knows it’s an old road, but the pavement has continued to deteriorate. He said
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for years money has been spent to fill pot holes and fix sections here and there, and
wouldn’t we have been money ahead five years ago to have just fixed that asphalt?
Trustee Johnson replied it would have cost $210,000 to Cape seal that nearly three-mile
section of old asphalt. He said five years ago we didn’t have $210,000.
Shawn said there are a lot of drainage issues in the area of the block building and a
culvert needs to be put in. Mr. Klebenow said he and Ed Bliss uncovered a culvert in
that area. After some discussion on where that culvert was located, Shawn said that
culvert needs to be replaced.
Trustee Johnson said the solution to all of this is this Board needs more money. Ms.
Willmore said maybe we should be getting more money. Trustee Johnson explained we
are at the taxable limit by law.
Mr. Lehmkuhl said there is one section that was patched that is failing.
Trustee Johnson added that a previous Board had contracted for engineering studies of
the existing asphalt, and the recommendation was to tear it out; that it was not
salvageable. He said more recent Boards took a different approach, and salvaged the
old pavement on Axe Handle and on Whiskey Springs; except for the first two miles, the
previous Board did tear out the old pavement.
Judy Costanza, RHC, said she has lived here for 31 years and when she moved here
the road was paved, and now it’s torn up.
Trustee Johnson said the road was built in the seventies and had a 20-year
performance life and we’re now 20 years past its performance life.
Trustee Johnson asked if there were any further public comments?
requests, he moved to the next agenda item.

Hearing no

12. Board Member and Staff Items: None
13. Adjournment: Trustee Dennis made a motion to adjourn the meeting. Trustee Otto
seconded the motion, and hearing no opposition, the meeting adjourned at 8:57 p.m.
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ATTACHMENT
09/19/2019 Meeting
Agenda Item 2

September 19, 2019 Meeting
PUBLIC COMMENT FROM SUSAN AMBROSE

I am requesting that President Johnson voluntarily step down as President of the
PVGID due to his behavior at last month’s regular August GID meeting , where he
publicly humiliated and embarrassed another trustee who was attempting to point
out possible mismanagement of the Wilcox Ranch Road project, by GID hired
contractors. That contractor and the company they subcontracted out the job to ,
worked primarily under the sole direction of Mr. Johnson. The residents of Warm
Springs elected this five man Board of Trustees due to the value and expertise each
individual running for office had to offer . We did not elect one man to make all the
decisions for the Board w/o board input and discussion. Mr. Johnson continually
ignores or makes his own decisions on operations matters. Although there has
always been a two man road committee since Mr. Johnson’s reign there has only
been one man calling the shots. In addition Mr. Johnson has continually criticized the
audience participating in meetings when public comments are made. Mr. Johnson
usually in the process tries to dumb-down the audience comments through the use
of dry erase board simplistic drawings he puts up in an arrogant fashion, or cutting
the individual off before they can finish talking. He has done this with the other
trustees as well.

His blatant abuse of authority, and continued deteriorization of roads within the
District under his leadership, is being questioned by the residents who elected him.
We are not a group of investors who voted one man to be CEO of a company.

ESTIMATED OPERATING FUNDS FOR CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS

ATTACHMENT - 09/19/2019 Meeting - Agenda Item 4.a.

TOTAL CASH IN ALL BANK ACCOUNTS AS OF SEPTEMBER 19, 2019

449,079

ADDITIONAL REVENUE EXPECTED THROUGH AUGUST 31, 2020

613,370

ESTIMATED OPERATING FUNDS THROUGH AUGUST 31, 2020

LESS AVERAGE MONTHLY EXPENSES X 11 MONTHS

-330,000

LESS Hot Pot & Plow ($10,500 max for both); Capital Outlay ($75,000 - $10,500 = $64,500);
Balance of Joy Eng Contract ($86,932.70); Audit ($10,200 - Oct $5,000, Nov $5,200);
Unexpected Repairs ($5,000/mo x 11 months); Insurance ($9,000 Jun or Jul);
Workers' Comp $1,772 (Nov, Feb, May) & $2,400 (Aug)

LESS RESERVE FUNDS (= ENDING FUND BALANCE PER BUDGET)

NET OPERATING FUNDS FOR CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS AS OF
AUGUST 31, 2020

Additional Revenue Expected Through August 31, 2020:
Ad Valorem Oct '19 thru Aug '20
CTX
36,000 x 11
LGTA
2,920 x 11

185,250
396,000
32,120
613,370

MONTHLY EXPENSES:

Payroll
Other (non Road Maint)

Average
18,000
12,000
30,000

Actual
14,020
13,016
27,036

TOTAL EXPENSES

1,611
28,647

Road Maintenance

-243,849
-80,000

ESTIMATED EXPENSES & RESERVES THROUGH AUGUST 31, 2020

285,000
432,000
35,040
752,040

1,062,449

Difference
3,980
-1,016
2,964

-653,849

408,600

REVENUE - ACTUAL AND ESTIMATED
NOTE: As of 09/19/2019 Actual Revenue Exceeds Estimated By:
AD VALOREM
Date
at 09/19/19 (35%)
October
November (21%)
December
January
February
(21%)
March
April
(21%)
May
June
July
(2%)
August

Estimated
99,750.00
0.00
59,850.00
0.00
0.00
59,850.00
0.00
59,850.00
0.00
0.00
5,700.00
0.00
285,000.00

Actual
108,753.21

Estimated
36,000.00
36,000.00
36,000.00
36,000.00
36,000.00
36,000.00
36,000.00
36,000.00
36,000.00
36,000.00
36,000.00
36,000.00
432,000.00

Actual
37,881.70

Estimated
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
35,040.00

Actual
2,871.61

108,753.21

$10,836.52

Difference
YTD Difference
9,003.21
9,003.21

-176,246.79

CTX
Date
at 09/19/19
October
November
December
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August

37,881.70

Difference
YTD Difference
1,881.70
1,881.70

-394,118.30

LGTA
Date
at 09/19/19
October
November
December
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August

2,871.61

Difference
YTD Difference
-48.39
-48.39

-32,168.39

ATTACHMENT
09/19/2019 Meeting
Agenda Item 5.a.

Palomino Valley GID
Roadwork Before Winter 2019
GRADE GRADE GRADE Prep/GRAVEL/GRADE GRADE GRADE GRADE GRADE Prep/GRAVEL/GRADE GRADE Prep/GRAVEL/GRADE GRADE GRADE GRADE GRADE GRADE GRADE GRADE Add BASE Add BASE Add BASE -

Pasture View North
Chieftan (Prep for gravel haul)
Wild Horse, Whiskey Springs - Sharrock - Crossover
Crossover, Wild horse – Twin Springs
Wilcox Ranch, Twin Springs - Amy
Amy short
Crazy Horse, Wilcox Ranch - Yellow Tail
Yellow Tail, Crazy Horse - Chantry Flats
Chantry Flats gravel from Charlie’s corner to end
Prairie, Winnemucca Ranch - Big Dog
Big Dog, Prairie - End
Prairie, Big Dog - end
Jackrabbit North and South
Broken Spur North
Bootstrap
Sage Flat
Curnow Canyon and Space Test
Hockberry
Wilcox Ranch, Goodher - Mid
Quaking Aspen, Wilcox Ranch - O’Hara
Range Land, (over existing) Grey Van - Peak

CULVERT INSTALL - Wilcox Ranch add 22˚at #3 (36”) to redirect water flow
CULVERT INSTALL - Wild Horse at Sharrock 24”x32’ HDPE
CULVERT INSTALL - 4955 Pasture View 12”x30’ HDPE
CULVERT INSTALL - 5155 Pasture View 12”x30’ HDPE
CULVERT INSTALL - Chantry Flats, Charlie’s corner 15”x35’ HDPE
CULVERT INSTALL - Chantry Flats, midway at headwall 15”x30’ HDPE
CULVERT INSTALL - 4300 Amy homeowner driveway (Homeowner-supplied culvert)
CULVERT INSTALL Right Hand Canyon before Block house 15”x33’ HDPE
CULVERT INSTALL - Wilcox Ranch, from “oxbow” pond to Cottonwood Creek 18”x30’ CMP
CULVERT INSTALL - 2 at 6405 Grass Valley West 15”x40’ CMP
CULVERT CLEAN - 2600 Right Hand Canyon
FRENCH DRAIN INSTALL - 4”x100’ upper Quaking Aspen “At Spring”
Clean debris from shoulder of Whiskey Springs and Amy
Cottonwood Creek move gravel from digout back to edges of creek, install K-rail at Amy and Sharrock

September 19, 2019

ADDENDUM #1
2019 ROAD IMPROVEMENT PROJECT
The Scope of Work and Cost for improvements to Grass Valley Road are modified as follows:

Unit
Cost

Item Description

Quantity

1.
2.
3.
4.

10,600 LF
2,120 tons

Mobilization/Demobilization
Re-grade Roadside Drainage Swales
lmport & Place Class E Material
Taurus Construction Previous Work
4a - Mini Excavator (Utility Location)
4b - 140 Blade - (Grading Swales)
4c - Water Truck

Accepted:

n, President

2,750.00

23.30

$

49,396.00

15.00
175.00
105.00

$
$
$

1

$ 13,250.00
,150.00
,750.00
1,050.00

1

1

$ 69,346.00

Total

Contract Amount Grass Valley Road
Amount this Change Order
Original Contract Amount
New Contract Amount
... ...'..

$

LS
1.25

1

10 hr.
10 hr.
10 hr.

Cost

$ 65,561 .73

$

.

... .:

3,784.27
$z+1 ,428.70
$245 ,212.97

PVGID OPERATIONS REPORT
Report Period 8-12-2019 to 9-15-2019
ATTACHMENT: 9/19/2019 Meeting Agenda Item 5.e.

ROADS GRADED AND COMPACTED:
1. Amy, Whiskey Springs – James Ranch
2. Right Hand Canyon, Spread 66 yards class E over bad sections of asphalt. Grade from block
house to end, put in swales
3. Grass Valley Rd West, Pyramid 2 Miles
4. Wilcox Ranch, Quaking Aspen – Goodher
5. Wilcox Ranch, Goodher – Mid also slope banks, fill and rebuild ditches and road (February’s
storm eroded away a portion of the eastbound travel lane), redo escapes
6. Amy Short, Ironwood – Wilcox Ranch
7. Wilcox Ranch, Amy – Quaking Aspen
8. Broken Spur, Whiskey Springs - Tumbleweed

OTHER ROAD WORK:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Wilcox Ranch Hill and Goodher, Reconstruct V ditch so water goes to culvert under Goodher
Twin Springs, Install 24 x 32 HDPE culvert, rebuild road at creek
Ironwood, Patch with cold mix
Whiskey Springs, Patch with cold mix
Right Hand Canyon, Patch with cold mix
Grass Valley West, Culvert #7 Attempted to clean blocked culvert used 2000 gallons of water
and still has debris, need to have water truck to complete job
7. Broken Spur, Clean out culvert #3 with Vactor
8. Broken Spur, Clean out culvert #4 with Vactor
9. Ironwood between Hockberry and Ironwood Hill, Clean out culverts #9, #10, and #11 with Vactor
10. Chantry Flats, Locate 2 culverts
11. Whiskey Springs, Installed Horse sign at entrance
12. Right Hand Canyon, Reinstalled Yield sign
13. Whiskey Springs, Ironwood, Axe Handle, and Range Land, Painted signboards and removed
weeds

OTHER:
1. Chantry Flats and Big Dog, Test run belly dump to make sure we can turn around at load spot
and end of roads
2. Ironwood Well, Removed weeds from xeriscaped areas
3. Axe Handle, Repaired and reinstalled cattle guard A-frame that was hit by a vehicle

EQUIPMENT:
1. 770 Grader, temp registered hot while grading Right Hand Canyon hill, Rinsed dirt out of radiator
using water truck
2. 05 IR Compactor, Changed oil and all 6 fluid filters, air filter, Installed hour meter
3. 670 Grader, Repaired coolant leak and fan switch
4. 770 Grader, Replaced fan blower motor
5. 97 Vactor, Cleaned all spray nozzles in rear debris tank and rotter, R&R water level sight hoses,
Repaired hose reel, Patched upper tank vacuum hose

PALOMINO VALLEY GID ACCEPTED ROADS AND LEVEL OF MAINTENANCE
AMENDED APRIL 9, 2009
LEVEL OF
MAINT
1
1
2
2
3
1
2
2
3
3
1
3
3
3
2
2
3
2
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
3
3
3
1
3

ROAD NAME
Amy
Amy
Amy
Amy
Anniversary
Axe Handle
Bacon Rind
Bacon Rind
Big Dog
Bootstrap
Broken Spur
Broken Spur
Chantry Flats
Chieftan
Crazy Horse
Crossover
Crossover
Curnow Canyon
Curnow Canyon
Easy Jet
Flagstone
Grass Valley
Grass Valley
Grass Valley
Grass Valley
Grey Van
Hay Canyon
Hockberry
Ironwood
Ironwood (Little)

Revised 2019-09-09

MILES
2.4
0.4
1.4
0.1
0.5
3.0
1.5
1.7
0.6
0.5
2.4
0.2
1.1
0.8
1.1
0.6
0.2
0.9
1.7
0.4
0.2
3.6
3.1
0.8
0.8
1.2
0.3
1.0
4.9
1.0

PORTION ACCEPTED
Whiskey Springs South to . . . .
Ironwood South to . . . . . . . . . .
Wilcox Ranch South to . . . . . .
Whiskey Springs North to . . . .
All
All
Axe Handle So. to . . . . . . . . . .
Axe Handle North to . . . . . . . .
Prairie to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Broken Spur East to . . . . . . . .
Whiskey Springs South to . . . .
Whiskey Springs North to . . . .
All
Pasture View to . . . . . . . . . . . .
All
Wild Horse South to . . . . . . . .
Wild Horse North to . . . . . . . .
Axe Handle to . . . . . . . . . . . . .
39° 43.676N 119° 39.229W to
All
All
Pyramid Hwy West to . . . . . . .
Pyramid Hwy Southeast to . . .
Whiskey Springs South to . . . .
Sharrock North to . . . . . . . . . .
Range Land South to . . . . . . . .
All
All
Pyramid Hwy to . . . . . . . . . . . .
Whiskey Springs South to . . . .

Level of Maintenance:

1 = Primary

2 = Secondary

END GPS
Ironwood
Wilcox Ranch
End
N end: 39° 47.810N 119° 36.698W
39° 44.138N 119° 38.850W
39° 43.017N 119° 40.652W (Sage Cyn)
End
39° 46.389N 119° 42.321W (4700 BD)
39º 48.336N 119º 36.694W
End
End
Vista Trail
Twin Springs
N end: 39° 45.171N 119° 35.058W
39° 43.676N 119° 39.229W (Quonset)
39° 43.018N 119° 38.404W (190 CC)

End
Whiskey Springs
Turf Farm--39° 47.582N 119° 37.842W
N End: 39° 46.722N 119° 37.835W
End

Amy
Ironwood

3 = Tertiary

PALOMINO VALLEY GID ACCEPTED ROADS AND LEVEL OF MAINTENANCE
AMENDED APRIL 9, 2009
LEVEL OF
MAINT
3
3
3
3
2
3
2
2
3
3
3
2
1
2
3
1
3
2
3
3
2
2
3
3
3
2
3
3
2
1

ROAD NAME
Jackrabbit
Lost Spring
Mid
Morning Dove
Pasture View
Pasture View
Peak
Peak
Pioche
Piute Creek
Pony Springs
Prairie
Quaking Aspen
Quaking Aspen
Quaking Aspen
Range Land
Rebel Cause
Right Hand Canyon
Right Hand Canyon
Roadrunner
Sage Flat
Sharrock
Silver Horse
Space Test
Tartan
Twin Springs
Twin Springs
Two Forty
Wayside
Whiskey Springs

Revised 2019-09-09

MILES
1.0
1.0
0.3
0.2
2.0
0.8
0.7
1.7
0.2
1.7
0.8
1.0
1.4
0.6
3.3
2.9
1.2
3.2
1.8
1.4
1.3
2.1
1.0
0.5
0.2
0.3
1.9
0.4
0.8
7.0

PORTION ACCEPTED
All
All
All
All
Whiskey Springs South to . . . .
Whiskey Springs North to . . . .
Winnemucca Ranch East to . .
Range Land South to . . . . . . . .
All
Whiskey Springs to . . . . . . . . .
All
All
Wilcox Ranch to . . . . . . . . . . .
Hidden Canyon to . . . . . . . . . .
O'Hara East to . . . . . . . . . . . .
All
Range Land South to . . . . . . . .
Whiskey Springs to . . . . . . . . .
Raptor South to . . . . . . . . . . . .
Winnemucca Ranch to . . . . . .
Whiskey Springs North to . . . .
All
Wild Horse to . . . . . . . . . . . . .
All
All
Wilcox Ranch East to . . . . . . .
Crossover East to . . . . . . . . . .
All
Grass Valley to . . . . . . . . . . . .
All

Level of Maintenance:

1 = Primary

2 = Secondary

END GPS

39° 42.108N 119° 32.838W
End
End
Peak
End
39° 46.650N 119° 31.841W (2155 PC)

Hidden Canyon
O'Hara
Mountain Aspen
End
Raptor: 39° 45.333N 119°32.592W
End: 39° 44.853N 119°31.008W
Ernie: 39° 50.814N 119° 42.884W
End
39° 45.383N 119° 34.498W

Crossover
End
End: 39° 48.664N 119° 37.126W

3 = Tertiary

PALOMINO VALLEY GID ACCEPTED ROADS AND LEVEL OF MAINTENANCE
AMENDED APRIL 9, 2009
LEVEL OF
MAINT
1
2
2
3
3
2

ROAD NAME

MILES

Wilcox Ranch
Wilcox Ranch
Wild Horse
Wild Horse
Wrangler
Yellow Tail

4.0
1.0
3.4
0.8
0.8
2.1

TOTAL Miles Maintained

93.2

Miles of Asphalt

20.8

Miles of Dirt

72.4

PORTION ACCEPTED
Amy to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Goodher to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Whiskey Springs South to . . . .
Whiskey Springs North to . . . .
Right Hand Canyon to . . . . . .
All

END GPS
Goodher
Mid
End
End
39°45.782N 119° 32.381W

LEVEL OF MAINTENANCE (LOM) DEFINITIONS
PRIMARY -- LOM 1:
28.4 Miles
> High Traffic
> Main Collector Road (Most of these roads connect with Pyramid Hwy)
SECONDARY -- LOM 2:
32.2 Miles
> Moderate Traffic
> Secondary Collector Road (One or more roads connect with these roads)
> Seasonal Maintenance--Road will not be maintained when weather and/or road conditions
are unsafe or hazardous to GID crew and/or equipment.
TERTIARY -- LOM 3:
32.6 Miles
> Low Traffic
> Not a Collector Road
> Seasonal Maintenance--Road will not be maintained when weather and/or road conditions
are unsafe or hazardous to GID crew and/or equipment.

Revised 2019-09-09

Level of Maintenance:

1 = Primary

2 = Secondary

3 = Tertiary

PALOMINO VALLEY GID ACCEPTED ROADS AND LEVEL OF MAINTENANCE
AMENDED APRIL 9, 2009
NUMBER OF MILES BY LEVEL OF MAINTENANCE
LEVEL OF
MAINT
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

LEVEL OF
MAINT
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

ROAD NAME
Amy
Amy
Axe Handle
Broken Spur
Ironwood
Quaking Aspen
Range Land
Whiskey Springs
Wilcox Ranch
LOM 1 Miles

MILES
2.4
0.4
3.0
2.4
4.9
1.4
2.9
7.0
4.0
28.4

PORTION ACCEPTED
Whiskey Springs South to . . . .
Ironwood South to . . . . . . . . . .
All
Whiskey Springs South to . . . .
Pyramid Hwy to . . . . . . . . . . . .
Wilcox Ranch to . . . . . . . . . . .
All
All
Amy to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

ROAD NAME
Amy
Amy
Bacon Rind
Bacon Rind
Crazy Horse
Crossover
Curnow Canyon
Grass Valley
Grass Valley
Grass Valley
Pasture View
Peak
Peak
Prairie
Quaking Aspen
Right Hand Canyon
Sage Flat
Sharrock
Twin Springs
Wayside
Wilcox Ranch
Wild Horse
Yellow Tail
LOM 2 Miles

MILES
1.4
0.1
1.5
1.7
1.1
0.6
0.9
3.1
0.8
0.8
2.0
0.7
1.7
1.0
0.6
3.2
1.3
2.1
0.3
0.8
1.0
3.4
2.1
32.2

PORTION ACCEPTED
Wilcox Ranch South to . . . . . .
Whiskey Springs North to . . . .
Axe Handle South to . . . . . . . .
Axe Handle North to . . . . . . . .
All
Wild Horse South to . . . . . . . .
Axe Handle to . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Pyramid Hwy Southeast to . . .
Whiskey Springs South to . . . .
Sharrock North to . . . . . . . . . .
Whiskey Springs South to . . . .
Winnemucca Ranch East to . .
Range Land South to . . . . . . . .
All
Hidden Canyon to . . . . . . . . . .
Whiskey Springs to . . . . . . . . .
Whiskey Springs North to . . . .
All
Wilcox Ranch East to . . . . . . .
Grass Valley to . . . . . . . . . . . .
Goodher to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Whiskey Springs South to . . . .
All

Revised 2019-09-09

Level of Maintenance:

1 = Primary

2 = Secondary

END GPS
Ironwood
Wilcox Ranch
End
Amy
Hidden Canyon

Goodher

END GPS
End
N end: 39° 47.810N 119° 36.698W
End
End
Twin Springs
39° 43.676N 119° 39.229W
Whiskey Springs
Turf Farm--39° 47.582N 119° 37.842W
N End: 39° 46.722N 119° 37.835W
End
Peak
End
O'Hara: 39° 43.286N 119° 32.715W
Raptor: 39° 45.333N 119°32.592W
End
Crossover
End: 39° 48.664N 119° 37.126W
Mid
End

3 = Tertiary

PALOMINO VALLEY GID ACCEPTED ROADS AND LEVEL OF MAINTENANCE
AMENDED APRIL 9, 2009
LEVEL OF
MAINT
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

ROAD NAME
Anniversary
Big Dog
Bootstrap
Broken Spur
Chantry Flats
Chieftan
Crossover
Curnow Canyon
Easy Jet
Flagstone
Grass Valley
Grey Van
Hay Canyon
Hockberry
Ironwood
Jackrabbit
Lost Springs
Mid
Morning Dove
Pasture View
Pioche
Piute Creek
Pony Springs
Quaking Aspen
Rebel Cause
Right Hand Canyon
Roadrunner
Silver Horse
Space Test
Tartan
Twin Springs
Two Forty
Wild Horse
Wrangler
LOM 3 Miles
TOTAL Miles Maintained

Revised 2019-09-09

MILES
0.5
0.6
0.5
0.2
1.1
0.8
0.2
1.7
0.4
0.2
3.6
1.2
0.3
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.3
0.2
0.8
0.2
1.7
0.8
3.3
1.2
1.8
1.4
1.0
0.5
0.2
1.9
0.4
0.8
0.8
32.6

PORTION ACCEPTED
All
Prairie to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Broken Spur East to . . . . . . . .
Whiskey Springs North to . . . .
All
Pasture View to . . . . . . . . . . . .
Wild Horse North to . . . . . . . .
39° 43.676N 119° 39.229W to
All
All
Pyramid Hwy West to . . . . . . .
Range Land South to . . . . . . . .
All
All
Whiskey Springs South to . . . .
All
All
All
All
Whiskey Springs North to . . . .
All
Whiskey Springs to . . . . . . . . .
All
O'Hara East to . . . . . . . . . . . .
Range Land South to . . . . . . . .
Raptor South to . . . . . . . . . . . .
Winnemucca Ranch to . . . . . .
Wild Horse to . . . . . . . . . . . . .
All
All
Crossover East to . . . . . . . . . .
All
Whiskey Springs North to . . . .
Right Hand Canyon to . . . . . .

END GPS
39° 46.389N 119° 42.321W
39º 48.336N 119º 36.694W
End

N end: 39° 45.171N 119° 35.058W
39° 43.018N 119° 38.404W

End
End

Ironwood

39° 42.108N 119° 32.838W
End
39° 46.650N 119° 31.841W
End: 39° 42.282N 119° 32.710W
End
End: 39° 44.853N 119°31.008W
Ernie: 39° 50.814N 119° 42.884W
39° 45.383N 119° 34.498W

End
End
39°45.782N 119° 32.381W

93.2

Level of Maintenance:

1 = Primary

2 = Secondary

3 = Tertiary

ATTACHMENT
09/19/2019 Meeting
Agenda Item 6.a. 5

PVGID Administrator <palvalgid@gmail.com>
Fwd: September PV GID Agenda Item/Resolution No. F06-R1
John Patterson
To: palvalgid@gmail.com

Wed, Sep 18, 2019 at 1:12 PM

-----Original Message----From: John Patterson
To: Greg Dennis, Don Otto
Cc: Susan Ambrose
Sent: Wed, Sep 18, 2019 11:35 am
Subject: September PV GID Agenda Item/Resolution No. F06-R1
Gentlemen,
At the GID Board Meeting on Thursday, there is an agenda item concerning the
Level of Maintenance(LOM) designation/format on accepted GID roads. As a
resident of the District, I am requesting that you make no major changes to the LOM
currently in place on accepted GID roads or to the current format of the LOM. After
reading Mr. Johnson's comments in the minutes of the July and August Board
meetings, regarding the LOM, it is concerning that one person is prioritizing the
maintenance on GID roads without using the organizational format of the LOM
standard. All public entities in Washoe County that maintain public roads use a
similar LOM guideline to prioritize repair, maintenance, and snow removal. The PV
GID should be no different.
Currently, I serve as an Executive Board Member and Recording Secretary at
Teamsters Local 533. Our Board meetings and General Membership meetings are
held on the same days/times as the PV GID Board meetings, otherwise I would
attend the GID meeting and make this request in public comment. If possible,
please read this request at the GID meeting.
Thank you in advance for consideration of this matter.
Sincerely,
John Patterson
105 Paloma Ranch Court

SPECIAL MEETING AND WORKSHOP
PALOMINO VALLEY GENERAL IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT
9732 Pyramid Hwy #407, Sparks, NV 89441
Thursday, October 3, 2019
MINUTES
Trustee Larry Johnson called the special meeting and workshop of the Palomino Valley
General Improvement District (PVGID or GID) to order at 6:02 p.m. Thursday, October
3, 2019 at 21555 Pyramid Highway, Reno, Nevada.
1.

Roll Call: Trustees present were Donald Otto, Greg Dennis (arrived at 6:08 p.m.),
Jim Currivan, and Larry Johnson. Trustee Marty Breitmeyer was absent. Also
present were Shawn Kelly, Operations Manager; and Cathy Glatthar, Assistant to
the Board.

2.

Public Comment:
Trustee Johnson asked if there were any public comments? Hearing no requests,
he moved to the next agenda item.

3.

Payment of Bills:
Trustee Johnson stated there were no bills to be paid tonight.

4.

Review Bids, Possible Award of Contract and Authorization of President to
Issue Notice to Proceed and Sign Contract for the 2019 Pavement Edge
Reinforcement Project:
Trustee Johnson stated he put together a set of contract documents and put it out
to bid to the three major paving contractors in the area: Granite, A & K
Earthmovers, and SNC (Sierra Nevada Construction). He stated SNC was the
only contractor to submit a bid (see attached). He explained SNC’s bid exceeded
our budget, however there is a clause on page 3, as follows:
“The PVGID may, at its sole discretion, add to or subtract from the lineal
footage completed.”
Trustee Johnson explained we have a specific budget for items that need to be
completed before winter and Shawn Kelly shared that list at the last meeting (see
attached). Trustee Johnson stated this item is for reinforcing the edge of the
existing Cape seal with actual asphalt pavement. He said the Cape seal edges
have experienced wear, mostly due to people driving off the edges. He explained
the contract is for 30,000 lineal feet. He said the smaller paving companies don’t
have the pavers that are capable of doing a narrow strip, only the larger paving
companies have shoulder pavers. He said the plan is to overlay the existing Cape
seal with an inch [thickness], come off the edge and drop down and pave two to
three inches [thickness] off the edge for a narrow width to reinforce the edge so we
don’t have that future break back.
In answer to Trustee Dennis’ question, Trustee Johnson stated the width would be
extremely variable. Trustee Johnson then read the contract specifications, as
follows:

II SPECIAL CONDITIONS
1. Scope
The project consists of reinforcing the edges of existing Cape seal in
intermittent, selected segments of Ironwood Road and Whiskey Springs Road
in Palomino Valley, Washoe County, Nevada. Edge reinforcement shall
consist of Type 3 asphalt concrete plantmix placed with a shoulder paver,
Pavijett, or other approved pavers capable of placing a narrow strip of
pavement as narrow as two (2) feet. The asphalt concrete shall be placed in
a nominal, one-inch thickness over the edge of the existing Cape seal a
typical horizontal width of 12 inches, and beyond the edge of the Cape seal a
typical width of 12 to 18 inches of variable depth (typically 2 to 3 inches). The
existing edge of Cape seal is irregular so that the width of paving will vary.
The inside edge of the new pavement shall be feathered to the extent
practical to match the surface of the existing Cape seal. The pavement shall
be compacted with at least three (3) complete passes with a small drum roller.
The area to be paved shall receive a tack/prime coat prior to paving. The
PVGID will delineate limits of paving and will prepare Cape seal and subgrade
surfaces.
2. Measurement and Payment
Pavement edge reinforcement placement shall be paid at the unit price bid for
this item per lineal foot completed. Due to the variable width and depth of the
pavement, the material (Type 3 asphalt concrete plantmix) will be paid for
separately based upon the tonnage placed at the unit price bid for this item.
The PVGID reserves the right to increase or decrease quantities so that the
project stays within budget.
Trustee Johnson stated at past Board meetings we discussed having $174,000 to
complete our pre-winter projects including: [adding aggregate to] the Wilcox Ranch
hill; graveling portions of Wilcox Ranch that were part of this year’s grading project;
putting a gravel veneer on portions of Quaking Aspen; placing additional gravel
surfacing on areas of Range Land where subgrade soils were showing through;
putting gravel on Crossover, Chantry Flats, and Big Dog; installing culverts; and
other projects. He said he somewhat arbitrarily selected to not exceed $100,000
for this pavement edge reinforcement project.
Trustee Otto asked if the $1.65 per lineal foot could have been folded into the $89
tonnage price … because we don’t know the width … why are we using a linear
foot instead of tonnage?
Trustee Johnson said the price will be significantly higher under Trustee Otto’s
proposal. He explained if you do it by lineal footage with variable thickness and
variable width, the contractor will bid the worst case scenario; since the paver
makes one pass, the cost of the equipment, the labor, and the roller are a cost per
lineal foot. He said the only variable in this is the amount of material used because
of the variable width and the variable depth. He said that’s why you separate
those and pay for them as separate items; that way you pay for exactly what you
put down.
Trustee Dennis helped to clarify and said the labor cost is per lineal foot; whether a
two-foot-wide strip or an eighteen-inch-wide strip is put down, the labor cost is the
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same. He said the issue is how much tonnage of asphalt there’s going to be; that
will be the only variable, and it makes sense to separate those out.
In answer to Trustee Dennis’ question, Trustee Johnson stated 30,000 lineal feet is
approximately five lane-miles; they’ll be doing various sections on both sides of
both roads. He explained we will mark the areas and do the prep work. He said
we will not be putting base under the pavement; we are going to pave directly on
existing ground. Trustee Dennis said in a perfect world, he sure would prefer
having compacted road base underneath the pavement, but understands that we
only have so much money. Trustee Johnson said he’d like to have aggregate base
underneath the entire roadway. He stated to have the contractor do the subgrade
preparation along with the edge paving for just Ironwood, was estimated at
$190,000 (that did not include base, just grading). Trustee Dennis said that’s a big
chunk of time for the GID’s crew to do the prep work. He said the subgrade is as
important as the surface we put down; anywhere the subgrade has been bad, we
have had problems with the Cape seals because the subgrade doesn’t hold up.
Trustee Dennis asked, should we do less and a better job or more and be done
with it?
In answer to audience member Pam Roberts’ question, Trustee Johnson reiterated
the roads that are part of the proposal are Whiskey Springs and Ironwood. He said
he would recommend the priority be the section on Whiskey Springs from the box
culvert [at Cottonwood Creek] to the Pyramid Highway and the remainder be spent
on Ironwood. Trustee Otto said he is not familiar with Whiskey Springs, so he
could not comment on that. Trustee Currivan said he knew Trustee Johnson
studied this and has no problem with Trustee Johnson’s recommendation.
In answer to Trustee Dennis’ question, Trustee Johnson said he believed there’s
probably 10,000 lineal feet to be done on Whiskey Springs. He said he wanted
one of these roads to be a good test section to determine if this would work and if
this was the direction we wanted to go. Trustee Dennis said the original
assumptions were to do a trial and error and this is a more expensive trial and
error.
Trustee Dennis said originally we were going to cut back a foot into the Cape seal
and then put the new edge in. He said now it appears we’re going to the edge of
the Cape seal, widening the road, and then putting this in; so the road is going to
be another two feet wider, approximately. Trustee Johnson said not really and
clarified that in the areas we are talking about, the Cape seal has broken back
significantly and we’ll be restoring those areas to the original width. Trustee
Dennis indicated additional widening would eliminate the dirt road edges and make
them susceptible to deterioration near the newly-placed asphalt edge. He added
since this is not a road-widening project, we need the dirt edges to be there so we
don’t crumble the new asphalt edge. Shawn Kelly added these are the areas on
Ironwood where two people can’t pass without both being in the dirt. Trustee
Dennis asked, so our goal is to maintain a two-lane, 20-foot wide road? Trustee
Johnson and Shawn agreed. Shawn said there are still places where you can
have two people pass, but in these other areas, the Cape seal edges are falling
apart.
Ray Johnson, in the audience, said one of the issues is the width of the road. He
said he has measured Whiskey Springs Road and the width of the Cape seal
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varies from 17 feet to 22 feet wide. He opined that the reason people go off the
road and break the edges of the Cape seal is because they can’t identify the center
of the road. He suggested the GID mark the center of the road so people can stay
in their lane. He added the marks don’t have to be continuous stripes, but could be
a three-inch-diameter dot every 50 feet. He asked the Board to please consider
putting in a center line on the Cape-sealed roads. Trustee Dennis said there are
two things to think about; one, putting this asphalt on the edge of the road
eliminates, theoretically, the destruction of the edge when people have to get off
the road because it’s a thicker section, and secondly, the speed limit is 35 miles
per hour. Trustee Johnson said they would discuss and consider Mr. Ray
Johnson’s suggestion.
Mr. Ray Johnson then asked if this project was going to add 12 inches, 18 inches
or two and a half feet to the side of the road, and would that give you 15-foot wide
roads, 10-foot wide roads, or something different on every portion of the road?
Trustee Johnson explained the original Cape seal was bid for a minimum 20-foot
width. He said we will restore to at least that width. He reiterated there may be
some incremental width addition to that, but that’s all. He explained the reason
why the road was not wider when they did the original construction was because
we would have had to embark on a major grading project before we could put that
surfacing down. He said that major grading has a significant cost to it, and as
usual, this Board has never had the budget to do anything right.
Gretchen Miller said the Board should decide which 30,000 linear feet would be
done. Trustee Johnson said each year he does this by himself because nobody
here wants to join him with a measuring wheel and walk ten miles. He said he’ll
paint the areas and then the other Board members can drive and see where the
areas are. He said if they want to take exception to the areas he’s painted out,
then they have that right. He said he welcomes anyone on this Board to walk it
with him, but it can only be one other Trustee or they would be in violation of the
Open Meeting Law. Ms. Miller said you have a lot of expertise on the Board.
Trustee Johnson said we have expertise that shows up once a month, rather than
every day. Trustee Dennis said that’s not fair, he has come out to babysit once in
awhile. Trustee Currivan said Trustee Johnson invites all of us to go out on these,
and he’s seen how Trustee Johnson works and he has full faith in Trustee
Johnson’s judgment. Trustee Johnson said he’d gladly show anybody his criteria
for determining which sections get done. Trustee Dennis said this is not a
complicated project; it’s quite evident what sections of road need this edge paving.
George Boyce, in the audience, said he was curious as to why preventative
maintenance isn’t done on these roads. He said for instance on Range Land
Road, before the edges deteriorate, they start getting cracks. He said what if you
sprayed road oil on it before the cracks start getting bigger, and the same thing
with the pot holes? Trustee Johnson explained the application of oils that are
typically put on pavements - asphalt emulsions - are ineffective in stopping the
cracking; at that point you have to patch it.
Trustee Otto said what about another layer of Cape seal? Trustee Dennis said
that works, too, but you have to think about the sub-base; what’s underneath that
Cape seal is critical. He said if you have soft spots, it will crack out underneath
and go bad; like an asphalt road that has a depression, it will crack wherever the
water sits.
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Ms. Miller said what Trustee Dennis said makes sense, but what she hears is that
the Board is considering adding more blacktop to inadequate base, so it’s never
going to be good base because we never put good base down.
Trustee Dennis said yes and no because it’s been driven on and compacted and if
we don’t disturb it too much and we’re successful in getting this asphalt down, it’s
going to probably be many times better in firming up the edge of the road. He said
this is all the money we have to do it with. He said the question becomes should
we not do anything and just put down more edge seal that will still wear off, or
should we try a thoughtful experiment, that he said he’s going to vote for, which is
putting an edge on the road that won’t disintegrate as fast? He opined that it is the
best choice we can make with the money we have.
Trustee Otto said when this idea was first presented, he wanted to have a foot of
the bad edge cut off and have it replaced, along with an extra foot, so that we
would have instead of a 20-foot roadway, we’d have 22. He asked if he was
misunderstanding something? He said what he’s hearing is that, in general, we
won’t have any wider road than what we have now. He said he was convinced that
we’d have a better outcome if we widened the road at the same time we’re doing
this and that’s what he thought we were going to do. He said he couldn’t vote for
this.
Trustee Dennis said he didn’t think Trustee Otto was wrong about having a wider
road, but it costs more, obviously, to have a 22-foot wide road. He said most of
what we have on Ironwood is a confined area running along the slope of a
mountain, and in order to widen the road enough to add the additional width, is
another project. He said we only have so much money and it’s wintertime and if
we don’t do this now, we won’t have much of a road left; this makes more sense.
Trustee Otto said last winter he brought up that they rent a piece of equipment and
get that work done to kick back that slope. He said at the time he wasn’t going to
vote for this until that work on the slope was done. Trustee Dennis reminded
everyone that we had another flood this past winter and we spent a lot of money
fixing roads. Trustee Otto said it seems to be a series of half steps. Trustee
Dennis disagreed and said he considered this something better thought out than
most ideas. Trustee Otto said we never paved the road because we couldn’t
afford that, then we Cape sealed it 20-feet wide and we didn’t widen the road
enough at that time to allow for it to be widened to 22 feet, and now we’re going to
half-step by putting asphalt on native soil and not widening the road.
Trustee Johnson said we could very easily spend more than this amount of money
widening this road. Trustee Otto said this is not what we decided to do last winter.
He said he wanted us to get an all-wheel-drive grader, and Joy Engineering and
Trustee Johnson agreed that that would be the way to do it. Trustee Johnson
explained that Trustee Otto was talking about the half-mile segment across from
the horse corrals, and that is not even a segment that will be addressed in this
contract. In answer to Trustee Otto’s question, Trustee Johnson said that segment
isn’t conducive to this contract; the road has to be widened, the ditch has to be
pushed back into the hillside before we can even consider doing that segment. He
said he could spend that whole $100,000 in that first mile. Trustee Otto said
Trustee Johnson was doing some crazy numbers that were hypothetical to our
situation. Trustee Johnson explained he has run projects and has all his life.
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Trustee Otto said Trustee Johnson stated in the past that a dozer would be used to
lay the slope back. Trustee Johnson said with this contract he is trying to address
five lane-miles of roadway, not a half-mile, pet project.
Trustee Currivan interjected and stated we have lots of conversations in these
meetings, and you can cherry-pick certain conversations and make a lot of
assumptions. He said we are considering a contract with the worst areas being
picked out and taken care of; so with the money we have, let’s address the high
priorities and get on with it.
Trustee Johnson said this bid is over our budget and asked the Board for
permission to negotiate quantities with the contractor to get the amount down
below the $100,000 figure. He said he will walk and mark the areas with
fluorescent paint, and asked the Board members to look at the marked areas and
comment, add, subtract, and make recommendations on those marked areas. He
said the contract will be completed by the end of October.
Trustee Currivan made a motion to authorize Trustee Johnson to negotiate the
contract amount down to less than $100,000 and proceed with the project. Trustee
Dennis seconded the motion.
Trustee Dennis stated he could understand what Trustee Otto was talking about;
there are lots of places where we’d like to have 22-foot-wide roads, but the norm in
this Valley is 20 feet (for the major collector roads). He said he remembers when
there was no chip seal or pavement on any of that, and you fought the dust all the
way out to Pyramid Highway. He said now look where we are, we actually have
gone through and done the experiments with Cape seals, we found the best
solutions in terms of the emulsions that can be applied to the roads, we’ve faced
the issues with the edges deteriorating and we’re trying to fix that now. He said
he’s not sure it’s going to get any better than that with the money we have; he’s
trying to stretch the money we have instead of trying to widen the road when we
already have a 20-foot-wide road and let’s keep it that way.
Trustee Johnson said we no longer need a four-wheel-drive vehicle to drive
Ironwood Road in the wintertime; we’re not axle-deep in mud because of the Cape
seal. He said the rough schedule is to start the work on October 21st.
Upon a vote, the motion passed with Trustees Johnson, Dennis, and Currivan
voting in favor, and Trustee Otto voting against the motion.
5.

WORKSHOP - Open Discussion Between Board and Residents Regarding
Improvements and Future Maintenance Standards for Existing Roads That
Have Been Accepted for Maintenance:
[Workshop started at 6:54 p.m.]
Trustee Johnson stated there are specific areas within the Valley where he
believed we needed discussion, consensus, and Board action, as follows:


Right Hand Canyon



Broken Spur/Sharrock



The seasonal road issue and how it relates to the 1977, 1993, and 2006
resolutions (see attached)
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The classifications of roads as 1, 2, and 3 and what can be expected in
maintenance efforts for each one of those categories

Trustee Dennis said he wanted to hear from our constituents.
John Patterson asked why we’re discussing the change of [Levels of Maintenance
(LOM)] 1, 2, and 3 and how they’re maintained?
Trustee Johnson replied because there’s no definition of what the level of
maintenance is; it just states traffic levels of heavy, medium, and light.
Mr. Patterson said he believed it was self-evident; that level 1 is the highest
priority.
Trustee Johnson said that is not always the case because there has been an
unwritten priority, and maybe it needs to be a written priority, that our number one
priority is to keep all roads serviceable. He said certain roads are more prone to
damage, we have roads that need grading more often because of soil types, so
there are other factors involved than just how many houses are served by that
road.
Mr. Patterson opined that that seems to be contrary to what public entities do now,
like Washoe County or the City of Reno. He said they have similar situations like
this; they prioritize roads for snow removal and for maintenance.
Trustee Johnson said he agreed, but their priority during a flood, for example, may
have been a minor street instead of McCarran Boulevard because that minor street
had washed out and flooded. He said that is no different than what we are
proposing and how we operate and any other road department operates.
Pam Willmore, Right Hand Canyon, asked if there would be discussion about
dropping the seasonal road designations?
Trustee Johnson explained the 1977 resolution noted a number of roads as
seasonal roads that would be maintained from May to October; these are typically
the mountain roads: upper Quaking Aspen, upper Right Hand Canyon, Curnow
Canyon, Space Test, and should have included Piute Creek, but it wasn’t. He said
the resolution stated the roads were going to be accessible by four-wheel-drive
vehicles during the months of May to October and the rest of the year the road
may essentially be closed; the GID would not maintain those roads the rest of the
year (wintertime). He said the 2006 resolution negated that older resolution by
putting all those seasonal roads as LOM 3, but the 2006 resolution did not
specifically state that it was superseding the 1977 resolution. He said one of the
things we want to discuss tonight and have for a future Board meeting, is a
modern, current, all-encompassing resolution that covers the categories of roads,
and what that means for levels of maintenance, and establishes the priorities of
maintenance. He reiterated the priorities of maintenance may not exactly follow
those categories of roads because some roads need more attention than other
roads in order to keep them serviceable. He said the new resolution needs to
state, at the beginning, that it supersedes the 2006, 1993, and 1977 resolutions.
Trustee Johnson explained the new resolution will be drafted by this Board and the
resolution will be heard at at least two successive Board meetings with public input
before it’s adopted. In answer to Ms. Willmore’s question, he explained the PVGID
is autonomous and this resolution does not require review by any other jurisdiction.
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Chris De Rosa, Quaking Aspen, said all they had heard tonight was exactly what
was said last month, almost verbatim. He said he thought they would have a
definition of what a seasonal road was and if it was still applicable; what we’re
discussing is what we discussed just three weeks ago.
Trustee Johnson said our next regular Board meeting is October 17th and that will
be an item on that agenda. He said tonight is a workshop to get input from the
residents so the Board can draft a new resolution.
Mr. De Rosa opined that the term seasonal should be eliminated because it
doesn’t apply anymore, and road work should be addressed as requests come in,
as they normally do.
Trustee Johnson said while we typically do, often times we have more requests
than we can handle within any one week or two weeks. He said we get requests
that we conclude are inappropriate; we get requests from people who say their
road hasn’t been graded in six months, but when Shawn drives that road, that road
is in much better condition than a whole bunch of other roads. He said those
requests may not be honored immediately; requests are analyzed and prioritized.
Mr. De Rosa asked when his mediocre request comes in, does it get posted
somewhere that it has been denied because it was deemed inappropriate or do the
mediocre requests continue to come in because nobody thinks they’re wrong? He
recommended that if requests are denied it should be posted so people know to
stop sending in stupid suggestions.
Trustee Dennis said he is curious about what Mr. De Rosa said and asked if we
deny …? Trustee Johnson replied he didn’t believe we’ve ever denied, but we
may … Trustee Dennis interjected and said one of the things on this list [2006
resolution] states:
Seasonal Maintenance - Road will not be maintained when weather and/or
road conditions are unsafe or hazardous to GID crew and/or equipment.
Trustee Dennis said that’s an interesting point because some of these roads you
can’t put a blade on them even in the wintertime because the blade will just go
right off the road; it’s too slick, it’s too dangerous, they’re seasonal roads, they’re
high up and get more snow. He said we have to realize that sometimes we’re not
going to be able to get to some of those places until they dry out.
Trustee Otto said the denial should be temporary.
Ray Johnson stated in 2006 he was on the Board and made a motion to set up A,
B, and C roads, which are being referred to as 1, 2, and 3. He said the idea that
was expressed then, was that the number 1 roads were the primary roads for
ingress and egress throughout the Valley. He said on the east side of the Valley
(east of Pyramid Highway) the primary roads are Whiskey Springs and Ironwood.
He said at some point the roads off of the primary roads, become B roads or
number 2 roads. He said his road, north Broken Spur, is a C road or a number 3
road. He said number 3 roads were determined to be graded at least once a year,
and that’s not asking too much. He said his road and Bootstrap Road have seven
residences, so there’s not too much traffic. He said when we have a flood and it
leaves a 12-inch deep ditch, he goes out there and uses a shovel to fill in enough
of it so they can get through. He said normally it takes two weeks for the GID to
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get there and fix the road. He said he still thinks that criteria still exists and a C or
a 3 road should be graded at least once a calendar year (from the date it was last
graded). He said some people have the same questions he has and Trustee
Johnson is responsible. He said Trustee Johnson has told him that Quaking
Aspen is in worse shape and is the last road worked on. He said after the last time
Trustee Johnson made that same statement, he and his wife drove out and took a
look at Quaking Aspen. He said of the first two miles of Quaking Aspen Road, only
three sections of about 100 yards each were washboard and/or had big rocks. He
said he and his wife disagreed with Trustee Johnson’s statement that Broken Spur
Road (north) was better than Quaking Aspen. He said he had discussions with two
other residents in the Valley who had the same problem, and also disagreed with
Trustee Johnson, and felt that Quaking Aspen was not as bad as their road. He
asked why isn’t his opinion of his road as good as Trustee Johnson’s opinion of the
road when he (Ray Johnson) has to drive it every day? He said when he calls in
and says his road needs to be graded and it’s been over a year … 20 months is a
long time … and it was only graded once, two-and-a-half weeks after the flood, and
was a hurry-up job and the biggest problem with it was it was not smoothed out
and finished. He said that made sense; he said he didn’t want them spending a lot
of time on his road if they have higher-priority roads to work on. He said what he
has a problem with is they didn’t come back to finish the work. He objected to work
being done every month on that one special road.
In answer to Trustee Johnson’s question, Shawn Kelly said he last worked on
Quaking Aspen Road two or three months ago. Trustee Johnson addressed Mr.
Ray Johnson and said, so that’s an inappropriate comment. Trustee Johnson said
Wilcox Ranch Road probably serves 100 residences, and yes, with that amount of
traffic, it washboards within two weeks.
Trustee Dennis said we are here to listen to what people have to say; we’re not
going to argue with them. Trustee Johnson said, until they issue untruths. Trustee
Dennis said we’re going to take it in and let them say what they feel is correct; their
perception is their perception. He said you have to accept people’s perceptions.
Trustee Johnson said this is a discussion between the Board and residents.
Trustee Dennis said he understood that, but an argument with a resident is
inappropriate.
George Boyce asked what the Board is doing to get extra funding such as the gas
tax money?
Trustee Johnson said he appointed Trustee Dennis to head a committee to pursue
outside funding. He said that was not accomplished, so he contacted the Washoe
County Manager, the Washoe County Engineer, the head of the Building
Department, and the head of Community Development, and had a meeting with
them. He said the County Engineer vehemently objected to the GID receiving gas
taxes. He stated the County Manager agreed to look at the issue, pursue alternate
funding mechanisms, and get back to us; then the County Manager promptly
retired. Trustee Johnson said he tried to schedule a meeting with the acting
County Manager, [Dave] Solaro, and got no response. He said just this week, a
new County Manager was appointed by the County Commission, and Trustee
Johnson said he will try to set up a meeting with the new County Manager. He
said beyond that, he has had no success.
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Mr. Boyce asked what is the problem with having the GID’s attorney sue the
County for the taxes?
Trustee Johnson said he didn’t believe it worked that way. Trustee Dennis said we
could try, but we’d be throwing a lot of money at something that would likely have
very poor results.
Pam Willmore said if we don’t have enough money, then we need to set about
getting more, even if it means going to the State Legislature and get them to raise
our portion of the ad valorem tax. She said before we can do that, the Board has
to come up with a rational plan for how much money we need and what they’re
going to do with that money.
Trustee Johnson said he had a pointed comment from the Washoe County
Commission Chairwoman who asked him at a hearing if the GID was upgrading
their road system to County standards. He said his reply was the GID was not,
and the chairwoman said that was a disgrace. He said his reply was it would take
$100 million to $125 million to bring the roads up to Washoe County standards.
He said our annual budget is less than one percent of what it would take to
upgrade our roads to County standards.
Ms. Willmore asked what’s the problem with going to the Legislature?
Trustee Johnson replied because there’s an incredibly low percentage of success.
Trustee Dennis said he did look at a number of things, and one thing was we pay
ad valorem tax and the GID tax is a special part of the ad valorem tax we pay. He
explained there’s a property tax cap set by the State Legislature and we are at that
cap now.
Ms. Willmore said we could go higher if that cap was changed and if we could
show a reasonable need for doing that.
Trustee Dennis said he was not sure if even he would vote for that, because he
would be voting to allow the property tax cap to be raised, and he wouldn’t have a
guarantee that that money would come back to us for our roads.
Ms. Willmore said you would have to write the legislation so that the money comes
back to us.
Trustee Dennis said we also pay taxes to Washoe County that go into road
maintenance for Washoe County-maintained roads, so why can’t the GID get our
percentage of that road maintenance money back? He said he’s not been
successful at that, but if we’re going to go down that road again, fine, let’s give it a
try. He said what Ms. Willmore says is not illogical, but he understands the
difficulties in doing it.
Ms. Willmore said there are three different ways to raise money: ad valorem,
special assessments, and fees. She asked what are we doing to collect fees from
people who tear up the roads, such as construction companies, or big rigs, or any
construction?
Trustee Otto said all of our roads have public access and how would we collect
fees from big rigs, etc.?
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Ms. Willmore said somebody would have to volunteer to go out and take pictures
and be able to show what the road was like before they came in and what it was
like after.
Trustee Johnson said that would work fine on a large construction project, where
you videotape the construction routes ahead of time and afterwards, and then you
assess the developer the costs to repair the roads once construction is completed.
He said when you have construction here and there; that’s logistically impossible.
Pam Roberts said while she appreciates some of the comments about funding
sources, this agenda item is, “Discussion Between Board and Residents
Regarding Improvements and Future Maintenance Standards for Existing Roads
That Have Been Accepted for Maintenance.” She said you shared with us the April
9, 2009 list of roads with the LOMs 1, 2, and 3. She said she thinks there should
be priorities, and the primary roads should be a higher priority. She said what she
hears being said is there are levels of maintenance based upon how much traffic
they get, and that there are exceptions to that. She said those exceptions can be
for an event that happens, a flood or a big storm, that makes the Board go outside
of the schedule. She said it totally makes sense that we have a schedule like this
where we designate roads as primary, secondary, and so on. She said she totally
agrees with Mr. [Ray] Johnson whether you’re on Broken Spur north or some road,
that the GID needs to at least once a year come and blade that road to make sure
it’s passable. She said one of the things that concerned her was when Mr. De
Rosa was talking, she heard him say residents send in requests for maintenance,
and she didn’t know whether the Board sends back a response. She said she
heard that the Road [Committee] (comprised of Trustees Johnson and Dennis, and
Shawn) makes a determination that yes your road needs some work, but there are
five other roads with a higher priority that we need to get to first. She said
assuming the Road Committee is making those determinations absolutely fairly,
are they responding to those people and letting them know that they acknowledge
receipt of their requests and when their request will be handled? She added
communication is very important.
Shawn Kelly interjected and stated when requests are emailed, he has asked
Cathy to give them his phone number and they can call him. He said he will
always talk to them. He said he figures out what he can get to, but lately they’re
still playing catch up from winter and trying to handle other roadwork. He asked
residents to leave him a message and he will get back to them.
Trustee Johnson addressed Ms. Roberts regarding her statement that she sees
the extreme value of prioritizing categories 1, 2, and 3, and said if you look at our
annual expenditures, we have spent the great majority of our budgets on category
1 roads. He said roads like Wilcox Ranch, which is mentioned all the time, that
washboard every two weeks regardless of what we do, receive a tremendous
amount of effort because, again, it serves 100 houses. He addressed Mr. Ray
Johnson and said, whereas for Quaking Aspen, he thought it had been graded
once this year.
Ms. Roberts said Trustee Johnson listed four areas he wanted to cover in this
workshop, two of which were: Right Hand Canyon, which she said she checked
out after the last meeting so she knew where the road was, and Broken Spur and
Sharrock, which she said is critical to her because her road crosses Broken Spur.
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She said she was curious as to why Trustee Johnson singled out Broken Spur and
Sharrock as an area of concern for this meeting?
Trustee Johnson explained the reason Broken Spur and Sharrock are a concern,
and it’s a special condition, is that their development was put in under the Special
Plan requirements, which included the financing plan. He said there were
requirements in the financing plan and supposedly every buyer along Broken Spur
received sales documentation and notification of the requirements of development
within the Special Plan Area (SPA). He said a requirement of development in the
SPA was a Homeowners’ Association (HOA) was to be formed and monthly fees
were to be assessed to maintain the private roads in the development, and in
addition, every home that was sold was to be assessed annual fees for a reserve
fund to maintain and replace the pavement that was supposed to have been
constructed to County standards the entire length of Broken Spur. He said the
developer had two options: 1) he could build Broken Spur to County standards, or
2) he could pay into a fund that the County could give to the GID so the GID could
contract with engineers to design that roadway and contractors to build it to County
standards. He reiterated that Broken Spur was supposed to be a paved road. He
said that was not done. He said we had a land developer, Brian Murphy, come in
and put a watered-down version of our Cape seal on Amy, Sharrock, and portions
of Broken Spur so he could sell houses. Trustee Johnson said years later, the
developer did not live up to their legal requirement, and the County was not going
to chase them; in fact the deposits that the developers gave the County in lieu of
paving this road, are now, by court order, going to be distributed back to the
current homeowners. He said it’s an interesting quandary for the GID when
homeowners in the SPA come to us with a maintenance request to fix the potholes
in the developer’s Cape seal. He said this Board will need to decide if we are
going to accept responsibility for maintaining that Cape seal or are we going to tell
[the SPA residents] that they are on their own; how do we logically handle this?
He said that is the reason why this is a separate matter.
Susan Ambrose said if you consider that Broken Spur and Sharrock are the only
two roads that are maintained by the GID and that are in the SPA; that’s a whole
different situation than what she thought the majority of the people are here to
discuss. She opined that the people are here to discuss the roads and LOMs on
the [2006 resolution] list. She said in deference to the people here who live on
Broken Spur, obviously it’s a big concern, but that is part of the SPA and that is
being dealt with through a special plan in conjunction with the GID as well.
Ms. Ambrose said she looked back at the operations reports from mid-December
2018 to mid-August 2019 to see which roads had been graded. She reported
there are approximately 65 roads in the system that the GID is required to
maintain. She said the GID’s stated guideline and priority is to keep all of the
roads serviceable. She stated of the 65 roads, [in that nine-month period], 35
roads have received road grading; that means half the roads in the District have
been graded at least one time, and the other half have not been touched. She said
granted there are exceptions because of flooding, but it’s very obvious in looking at
how many times a road was graded … Wilcox Ranch received the most, it was
graded seven times, and that’s GID grading and not Joy Engineering. She said
Quaking Aspen was five times, so she said she took some exception to [Trustee
Johnson’s] comment to Mr. Ray Johnson that [Quaking Aspen Road] has not been
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touched, because per the operations report, Quaking Aspen’s been … but she said
she didn’t know to where and speculated it only goes to [O’Hara]. She said her
question would be when this LOM sheet was amended in 2009, she didn’t know
who was on the Board at that time, but all of a sudden Quaking Aspen Road, if
we’re talking about level of traffic, it became a number 1 for LOM. She said that
doesn’t compute in her brain if we are talking about the primary roads for ingress
and egress in 2006 per Resolution F06-R1. She said what happened with the
amended April 9, 2009 that now Quaking Aspen, just a two-mile stretch, is now
considered a level 1? She said the community needs some type of guidelines so
that certain individuals are not arbitrarily deciding what road is going to get
attention; everybody deserves to have at least their road graded once a year. She
said if you can’t do that, then we need to start listening to [Mr. Boyce] and [Ms.
Willmore] and get some additional funding, write for grants. She said it’s not fair to
these people who came here tonight to not have some servicing on their roads.
She said she understands the issue of financing, so she said she thought that was
a critical point that needed to be taken up by the GID at some point. She said right
now you have all these other special projects.
Trustee Dennis asked Ms. Ambrose if she was saying that some of the road
priorities needed to be changed?
Ms. Ambrose said yes, it needs to be updated, but there should be of your 65
roads, everybody should get at least one grading per year. She said she
understands that may not be realistic within the GID’s budget constraints …
Shawn Kelly interjected and said, and weather constraints.
Ms. Ambrose said in years past we probably did not have the amount of
residences when Mr. [Ray] Johnson was on the Board that we have now.
Trustee Johnson addressed Ms. Ambrose and said he found her comments and
requests spot on. He said he was flabbergasted that lower Quaking Aspen was
listed as a LOM 1; it should not be, it has 27 residences.
Trustee Otto said but there is an exceptional situation with Quaking Aspen, and
that’s the fact that Microwave Peak is accessed by that road and gets a lot of
traffic. He said especially last winter when things went bad with the weather and
the towers went down; we got swamped with ...
Trustee Johnson interjected and said, not dwelling on Quaking Aspen, his point
was all of these roads need to be reviewed. He said we have a breakdown on the
residences per road and that needs to be updated and reviewed, and we need to
establish a rough criteria of roads serving x number of residences should be
category 1, etc. He said that will shake it out.
Cindy Bruns asked Trustee Otto who owns the towers that are accessed by
Quaking Aspen Road and do they help maintain the roads to get to the towers?
Trustee Johnson replied that those entities do maintain the roads above our
system, but they really don’t help our system. He said in the past following floods
when these entities have done damage to our roads; he said for instance, he
requested and received a contribution from Washoe County to gravel a section of
Quaking Aspen Road.
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In response to several comments, Trustee Johnson explained that Trustee Otto
has been tasked with approaching each of those owners of repeater stations on
Virginia Peak and ask them to contribute an annual road maintenance fee. He
said we have to maintain Quaking Aspen because we have residents living on and
above that section of Quaking Aspen Road.
Shawn Kelly clarified the access is actually from Pyramid Highway all the way to
Microwave Road; we do not maintain Microwave Road.
Julie De Rosa said she lives on Quaking Aspen Road, and it’s unfortunate that two
Board members also live on Quaking Aspen. She said she respectfully disagreed
with her fellow neighbors in that the top of Quaking Aspen is unsafe. She said
when they had to evacuate last year, she could not get around the fire trucks with
her livestock trailer. She said the bottom of Quaking Aspen is full of rocks, and
some lady was out their throwing rocks off the road. Trustee Johnson said that
was his wife. Ms. De Rosa said she has popped two tires in the last six months on
those rocks. She said she knows that because Trustee Johnson lives on that road,
it’s easy for people to pick on him, but she’s telling them the road is unsafe and
they are not able to evacuate safely.
Trustee Johnson stated people buy property without proper due diligence and we
hear this all the time. He said in fact a gentleman who lives above Ms. De Rosa,
came to us and said his elderly father had moved in with them and in the
wintertime they were going to have a difficult time getting emergency vehicles to
his house and what was the GID going to do about it. Trustee Johnson said there
gets to be a point where people need to be responsible for their own decisions. He
said he understands that’s a harsh thing for people to accept, but the 1977
resolution addressed those conditions and limited road maintenance, and the 1993
resolution stated if residents wanted more maintenance, it was up to the residents
to pay for the improvements to bring the road up to certain standards.
Ms. De Rosa said she talked to the GID’s attorney about that and he said she was
not to maintain the road herself because she was not insured through the PVGID.
Trustee Johnson said there is a resolution that allows residents to put money into
the fund for improvements. He said those funds would be set aside for that
specific purpose. He said he has done it; he paid the GID for gravel.
Trustee Johnson clarified that what our attorney, Louie Test, was referring to is the
District does not want people out improving a road without contacting the GID. He
said if a group of people or an individual wants to do work or have a contractor do
the work, they need to come to us with a plan and we’ll consider it.
Trustee Johnson said there’s versions of that, such as Trustee Otto does snow
removal on upper Quaking Aspen and that relieves the GID to do other roads. He
commended Trustee Otto for doing that. He said we’re a community and it would
be wonderful if everyone pitched in a little to the extent possible and practical. He
said we have to chop back a bunch of willows on Quaking Aspen; there’s a lot that
needs to be done that the GID has a tough time getting to or doesn’t have the
equipment to do. He said the last time the willows were cut back, he did it himself;
some of it was on his property, but some of it was a mile above his property, but it
needed doing, so he did it. He said let’s pitch in as a community and get things
done.
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Bud Lehmkuhl, Right Hand Canyon Road, thanked everyone for the discussion.
He said Right Hand Canyon Road is one of the four items and he said he had
some suggestions. He explained two years ago SNC came in and overlaid the
GID’s patches; all of the nine overlays were good, but now two are coming apart.
He stated those two areas needed to be addressed now.
Mr. Lehmkuhl said the area from the block house up to his property line had 70 pot
holes a year ago. He said they never had anything done to them and he talked to
the man doing the road and filling those other potholes and asked when these
potholes would be filled. He said the response was nicely put, but the man said he
was there to do what he was told to do and that was not part of what he was told to
do.
Mr. Lehmkuhl said he’s lived on that road for a number of years now, and that
home was built 32 years ago and that road was paved. He said he picked that
road to live on because it was paved, and then somebody went out and put dirt
over that section of the road. He said Shawn did take care of it. He said he
previously lived on Calle de la Plata, and got very sick from the dusty road
conditions, and before he left that area he was assessed $1,452 to pave his
section of Calle de la Plata. He said when he bought his property on Right Hand
Canyon he was back on a paved road. He said now we’ve had floods, and big
trucks and big school buses go down that road. He said he would like to see
something done to that section of road to stop the dust and to patch the holes.
Trustee Johnson said the pavement is probably in pieces under that dirt. He said
road base will washboard almost as quickly as the DG and Mr. Lehmkuhl would
not be happy with it. He said what he proposed to Mr. Lehmkuhl at the last
meeting was recommending the Board use a dust palliative on Right Hand Canyon
and a few other roads. He said the dust palliatives are normally a magnesiumchloride base that glues the surface together; they are better in some soil types
than others. He said they do have downsides, but it will keep the dust down. He
said he goes back to his previous statement about due diligence, and just because
Mr. Lehmkuhl bought a property with an old paved surface that was placed either
in the late 60s or early 70s, asphalt concrete has a performance life of
approximately 20 years, at which point it needs to be totally reconstructed. He
explained engineering studies paid for by this Board and consulting with Washoe
County engineering in the early 2000s, concluded that … and for example, for the
first two miles of Whiskey Springs, the pavement was torn up and removed. He
said that’s because he wasn’t here; he said there are solutions. He explained
Whiskey Springs from the [BLM] fire station up to Right Hand Canyon is the same
old pavement, but he was able to save it. He said it’s not perfect and it’s rough,
but it’s still pavement, kind of. He explained it is not possible to save that section
of old pavement Mr. Lehmkuhl is referring to. He said he would love to Cape seal
Right Hand Canyon Road from Whiskey Springs to the block house, but that would
cost $250,000. He said eventually that old pavement will revert to gravel.
Judy Costanza, 2600 Right Hand Canyon Road, said that was all paved asphalt
and it was still in good shape in front of the house until somebody was told to
grade it and get rid of it. She said it was in good shape for out there and she’s
been there for 32 years.
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Mr. Lehmkuhl said he does know that where the GID patched, the road was
acceptable, and between those patches, the road is still good; yes, there are
cracks. He said when it gets a pothole in it and it doesn’t get filled right away, it
gets bigger and bigger. He said he doesn’t understand what’s going on; that
Trustee Johnson is saying the upper section of pavement is deteriorating, but it
wasn’t. He said you’ve drawn a line and are not fixing anything above that line.
He said your budget says that you spent $1,400 on patch material and you have a
truck and two people, but it wasn’t done; it was ignored for two years and it’s just
now [falling apart].
Mr. Lehmkuhl talked about an area that’s all clay because it’s a collector spot for all
the water. He said Shawn did come in with the blade, and dug it, but something
needs to be done, but he said he wasn’t sure if a culvert would work because
there’s nowhere for the water to go.
Trustee Dennis said he has looked at additives that might improve areas of clay,
but if it’s dusty, fine grained or with no clay content, or the topsoil is DG, it won’t
work.
Trustee Johnson said that upper section of Right Hand Canyon, approximately half
a mile, was in a further state of disrepair. He said one of our priorities and one of
our failures this summer has been the lack of the ability to hire a full-time patching
crew. He said we tried to do so last spring, we ran ads, but were unable to do so.
He said Shawn was just recently able to locate one guy. Trustee Johnson said he,
himself, has worked on the patch crew several times because we didn’t have an
extra man.
In answer to Kim Patterson’s question, Trustee Johnson reiterated what he said
earlier, that this Board needs to make a decision regarding the Cape seals on
Broken Spur and Sharrock. He addressed John Patterson and said yes, those
roads are accepted for maintenance, but the Board has to decide what level of
maintenance we want to give; whether we want to patch that Cape seal or whether
we want to rip it up and revert it to dirt. He said Mr. Patterson wasn’t here when
the Cape seal wasn’t there and you had to have four-wheel-drive.
Trustee Otto asked Mr. Patterson what he would do if he was on the Board?
Trustee Johnson said when you were supposed to have … Ms. Roberts said we
could get into a legal argument about that and you’re not going to win.
Ms. Roberts thanked Trustee Otto for asking that question. She said she thought
this Board has accepted Broken Spur and Sharrock for maintenance and that they
can’t just unaccept it, so the question is what should they do for maintenance. She
said Trustee Johnson gave two options, but how much would it cost to patch the
road compared to how much would it cost to dig up the road and remove all that
stuff? She said when it was patched last, the debris from the potholes was put on
the side of the road; it was not picked up, they did not finish the job. She said she
sent in a request asking that the debris be picked up, but nothing has been done.
She said do an analysis of the cost to dig it up and revert it to a dirt road or it’s
going to cost this much to keep patching it. She said they take their brush hog and
go along to get the dirt … and when she walks her dog, she pulls the weeds that
are breaking up the Cape-seal edges. She said they do what they can along their
road, but they are not the entity that is responsible for maintaining that road, the
GID is.
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Trustee Johnson said he had a third alternative that he wants the Board to think
about before the next meeting, because this item will be on the next agenda. He
said he wants to consider contacting the prior contractor, Brian Murphy and see if
he’s willing to do the patching of his Cape seal. Trustee Johnson explained that
Brian Murphy did not follow through with the requirements of the Special Plan that
required an HOA be formed and collect fees. He said Mr. Murphy did not follow
through with setting up a reserve fund or collecting money from the residents. He
opined that Mr. Murphy has some responsibility for things that need to be done,
and Mr. Murphy has offered to assist us on maintenance of portions of Ironwood
Road that he will be using in the future, and we should ask him to maintain what he
has already put down. He said the next time Mr. Murphy goes before the Planning
Commission or the County Commission for a serial parcel mapping, you either give
him an “attaboy” for being community-minded and stepping up to the plate or you
[chastise] him.
Mr. Patterson said in answer to Trustee Otto’s question, these are GID-accepted
roads, and Mr. Murphy put down the Cape seal on Trustee Johnson’s watch. He
said the roads should be patched and maintained as they sit; it’s an investment
that should not be thrown away. He said especially with the increased tax
revenues from the residents building in the SPA.
Trustee Dennis said if you look at the records, that’s what he recommended last
time and we went out and patched it. He said Trustee Johnson brought up a whole
plethora of issues that haven’t been taken care of that are left to the rest of the
residents being liable to foot a large portion of bills that shouldn’t necessarily be
paid by everybody else because the SPA is supposed to have its own funding
mechanism.
Mr. Patterson said he understands that, but until that’s resolved, he believes we
need to take care of the investment on the ground.
Trustees Dennis and Johnson agreed with Mr. Patterson.
Mr. Lehmkuhl said Shawn does good work and when Shawn came out last, they
spent two days on Right Hand Canyon and did an excellent job, however in two
weeks it was washboard again. He said but that didn’t change what Shawn does.
He said Shawn deserves more help; if you look at the [operations] reports and see
what work Shawn puts out each month, he said he can’t get over it, and he’s
stumped. He thanked Shawn.
Trustee Johnson also thanked Shawn and said Shawn is a go getter.
Mr. Ray Johnson thanked the Board for having this meeting and allowing us to
come here and vent and get it out of our system. He asked that the Board kept in
mind that what the residents said was heartfelt and what their experiences were.
He told Shawn he’s doing a great job, when you’re doing it, but he said he just
can’t get Shawn to do enough at his place.
Trustee Johnson thanked everyone for coming out and for their comments. He
said we may disagree on issues, but he said he couldn’t thank everyone enough
for coming and expressing their opinions.
Trustee Currivan asked Ms. Roberts what she has done to see that the contractor
fulfills his part of the obligations?
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Ms. Roberts said she is the second purchaser of that home and she read all the
documents and some of the things that had expired were the CC&Rs, and the part
that said there was supposed to be an HOA, there was no HOA, in fact there are
some of us who would never have bought those homes if there was an HOA in
effect. She said some of the things that were in the documents that Trustee
Johnson was referring to, in her opinion, are not valid and not enforceable. She
said that’s a big problem in the SPA, is that Washoe County issued certificates of
occupancy when the builders hadn’t met certain standards. She said the GID had
jurisdiction over those roads and they didn’t enforce anything during that time. She
opined that she didn’t have any recourse against the builder because she was the
second purchaser. In answer to Trustee Johnson’s question, Ms. Roberts said if
the home owners in the SPA filed a class action it would include the County, the
GID, Brian Murphy; we’d sue everybody we could. She said that’s not the way
they want to do it; we’re community members, we need to work together to keep
our roads good. She said she would defer her road to another road that’s
completely blocked with a person not having access to get out on an emergency
basis. She said she’s okay with that and if that’s the priority and it’s being done
fair, then she has no problem with that. She said she believed the GID has a legal
obligation to maintain her road. She said she appreciated that the GID fixed the
road two years ago, but it’s getting bad again.
Trustee Johnson said he didn’t disagree with Ms. Roberts statements. He
reiterated that they tried to put on a full-time patching crew last spring and that
would have alleviated 60 percent of the comments tonight. He said with the
economy in Northwestern Nevada you can’t find people to hire, because they are
already employed.
Trustee Dennis said he found one individual to work on the patch crew.
Gretchen Miller offered to sweep out the potholes on Broken Spur and Sharrock
just before the patch crew fills them.
Trustee Johnson said they would notify Ms. Miller if the Board decides, and he said
he thought they should, at the next meeting that patching is the appropriate thing to
do for their roads.
Trustee Otto stated that when he came here tonight he was convinced that the 1,
2, and 3 ratings should be abolished, and we should have a resolution that states
that all the previous resolutions are gone, which we can still do, but as far as the 1,
2, and 3 ratings, he said he’s been converted and we should still have the LOMs.
He said some of the problems with the fire trucks on the narrow, winding back
roads, a little bit of effort should be put into widening some areas with the loader.
Trustee Otto said the talk about vegetation and the willows, the GID should not be
pushed into that kind of work. He said notify the homeowner and if the homeowner
isn’t taking care of it on their own, then the GID should come in and handle it,
without care about making it beautiful.
Shawn Kelly said often times there are fences in the easements.
Trustee Otto said if there are fences in the way and the homeowner isn’t moving
the fence, then the fence gets pushed back, too. He said we could notify the
homeowner that that’s what’s going to happen.
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Trustee Otto said he’d have a tough time going through the list of roads in twoweek’s time, but he would do his best to re-assess the LOM list.
There was some discussion about updating the list of residences (homes) served
by each road. Cathy Glatthar explained that Trustee Johnson did the first report
back in 2012, including a map, and she did the update in 2016. She explained that
the list she received from the Assessor’s Office was missing information on some
manufactured homes because if they haven’t been converted to real property, they
are considered personal property and didn’t show up on the list. She said it will
take time to update the list. Ms. Roberts said there were 18 homes on Broken
Spur in 2016 and now there are 31; that’s a huge change in three years.
Ms. Willmore asked if the homeowner doesn’t do the work and the GID has to do it
for them, does the GID bill the homeowner, and if not, why not?
Trustee Johnson said we have never done that. Trustee Otto said you’d have
trouble collecting.
Ms. Willmore said when it comes to getting more money, every idea is a bad idea,
and she said she didn’t think that was the case. She said she thought the GID
could go to the Legislature and get the ad valorem tax raised for the GID.
Trustee Dennis suggested that if the GID goes to the County Commission, people
need to show up so the Commission will listen to what we need out here.
Ms. Roberts said the Board has a subcommittee on revenue, and maybe you
should get residents to volunteer and help with that.
Trustee Dennis said that sounded like a great idea.
Mr. Lehmkuhl suggested putting out a request to residents to write letters when the
GID needs letters of support. He applauded Trustee Johnson for going to the
County and said it might help if the County received letters from the residents.
Trustee Dennis thanked Mr. Lehmkuhl for his enthusiasm.
Trustee Johnson read into the record the following email received from Ron and
Jan Chako who live on upper Quaking Aspen Road:
We would like to request that upper Quaking Aspen Road be considered a
GID full time road, rather than a seasonal road.


A lot of people have moved here and in the roads present condition, it is
not safe. Portions of the road are not able to have 2 way traffic.



Some ditches are too deep to allow us to pull over



In some areas the willows have grown so large, they cover the road to
the point that traffic is 1 way.

Thank you for the great improvements you have made to the roads in our
valley in the last 16 years we have been here. We understand what a
challenge it has been for you. We especially want to thank you for all the
volunteer hours you have worked to accomplish all the improvements.
6.

Public Comment:
Trustee Johnson asked if there were any public comments? Hearing no requests,
he moved to the next agenda item.
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7.

Board Member and Staff Items:
Cathy Glatthar said Ms. Pam Roberts made public comment at the September 19th
meeting that the Line of Credit was possibly not handled correctly. Cathy clarified
that she was new to incurring debt, so she spoke with the supervisor at the State
Department of Taxation about the procedure for incurring debt. She said she was
told to be sure the motion made in the meeting acknowledged we were incurring
debt, but there was no mention of getting approval from the Washoe County Debt
Commission. She said the GID did not activate the Line of Credit, and she said
she was going to find out how to go about getting permission from the Debt
Commission so we can move forward properly. In answer to Ms. Roberts question,
Cathy explained that credit cards are not handled the same way as a Line of Credit
or other types of indebtedness.
Ms. Roberts thanked Cathy for addressing the matter.
Trustee Johnson said there are a number of items for the next agenda, as follows:
Broken Spur, categories 1, 2, and 3 and potentially revising the charts, the
suggestion that every road gets bladed at least once a year, the three old
resolutions being rolled into one new resolution that supersedes the three old
resolutions.
Trustee Dennis said the new resolution should also include language allowing road
work to be done and paid for by residents or contractors hired by residents.
Trustee Johnson said another item is the whole definition of LOM and what that
involves and setting the priorities.
Trustee Dennis said one of the things about setting priorities, is for instance there
are some roads that are fine during the winter, but in the summertime no matter
what you do, it corduroys. He said so you could say you want your road graded
four times in the middle of summer, but in the winter, the road’s just fine. He said if
it’s graded that one time a year in the winter, and not graded at all in the summer,
then you’re in worse shape because the summer is when it needs to be graded.
Trustee Johnson said you can come up with general definitions for the LOMs. He
said again the first priority is to keep all roads serviceable, and then other
maintenance priorities will be the amount of traffic, subgrade soil conditions,
drainage, and other factors. He said the maintenance frequency has to be at the
discretion of Shawn and the Road Committee.
Trustee Dennis said he agreed with that, and said he believed people were
concerned with the transparency of the maintenance decisions. He said we’ll just
make the road guy more responsible for that.
Trustee Johnson said the more stuff you put on Shawn, the less hours he’s on the
road actually grading.

8.

Adjournment: Trustee Dennis made a motion to adjourn the meeting. Trustee
Otto seconded the motion, and hearing no opposition, the meeting adjourned at
8:45 p.m.
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Palomino Valley
General Improvement District

2019 Pavement Edge Reinforcement Project
Construction Documents

BID PROPOSAL
Gentlemen:

The Undersigned, as Bidder, declares that he has carefully examined the location of the proposed
work and the plans and specifications. Therefore, if this proposal is accepted, the Bidder will
contract with the PVGID, at his own cost and expense, furnish all materials, labor and equipment
necessary to completely perform said contract in the manner and the time prescribed by said
contract, plans and specifications, and in accordance with the requirements of the PVGID, and to
do all things provided or called for by said contract. He will also execute and/or provide all
insurance certificates required by law and/or by said contract, all in accordance with and subject to
all applicable laws, and that he will take in full payment, therefore, the following prices:
Item
No.

1.

Unit

Description of Work

Quantity

Price

Cost

Placement of Type 3 plantmix asphalt
concrete as edge reinforcement to

existing Cape seal surfacing, with
tack/prime coat, compaction and
finishing, including all labor, material,
and equipment, complete in place.
2.

30,000 LF

Type 3 asphalt concrete plantmix

tons

$ IbS /LF

$ AimM

$ ^5-00 /to"

$

BID PROPOSAL - TOTAL COST

$ \2A,ZIo{^M

The PVGID may, at its sole discretion, add to or subtract from the lineal footage completed.

Page 3 of9

Palomino Valley GID
Roadwork Before Winter 2019
GRADE GRADE GRADE Prep/GRAVEL/GRADE GRADE GRADE GRADE GRADE Prep/GRAVEL/GRADE GRADE Prep/GRAVEL/GRADE GRADE GRADE GRADE GRADE GRADE GRADE GRADE Add BASE Add BASE Add BASE -

Pasture View North
Chieftan (Prep for gravel haul)
Wild Horse, Whiskey Springs - Sharrock - Crossover
Crossover, Wild horse – Twin Springs
Wilcox Ranch, Twin Springs - Amy
Amy short
Crazy Horse, Wilcox Ranch - Yellow Tail
Yellow Tail, Crazy Horse - Chantry Flats
Chantry Flats gravel from Charlie’s corner to end
Prairie, Winnemucca Ranch - Big Dog
Big Dog, Prairie - End
Prairie, Big Dog - end
Jackrabbit North and South
Broken Spur North
Bootstrap
Sage Flat
Curnow Canyon and Space Test
Hockberry
Wilcox Ranch, Goodher - Mid
Quaking Aspen, Wilcox Ranch - O’Hara
Range Land, (over existing) Grey Van - Peak

CULVERT INSTALL - Wilcox Ranch add 22˚at #3 (36”) to redirect water flow
CULVERT INSTALL - Wild Horse at Sharrock 24”x32’ HDPE
CULVERT INSTALL - 4955 Pasture View 12”x30’ HDPE
CULVERT INSTALL - 5155 Pasture View 12”x30’ HDPE
CULVERT INSTALL - Chantry Flats, Charlie’s corner 15”x35’ HDPE
CULVERT INSTALL - Chantry Flats, midway at headwall 15”x30’ HDPE
CULVERT INSTALL - 4300 Amy homeowner driveway (Homeowner-supplied culvert)
CULVERT INSTALL Right Hand Canyon before Block house 15”x33’ HDPE
CULVERT INSTALL - Wilcox Ranch, from “oxbow” pond to Cottonwood Creek 18”x30’ CMP
CULVERT INSTALL - 2 at 6405 Grass Valley West 15”x40’ CMP
CULVERT CLEAN - 2600 Right Hand Canyon
FRENCH DRAIN INSTALL - 4”x100’ upper Quaking Aspen “At Spring”
Clean debris from shoulder of Whiskey Springs and Amy
Cottonwood Creek move gravel from digout back to edges of creek, install K-rail at Amy and Sharrock

PALOMINO VALLEY GID ACCEPTED ROADS AND LEVEL OF MAINTENANCE
AMENDED APRIL 9, 2009
LEVEL OF
MAINT
1
1
2
2
3
1
2
2
3
3
1
3
3
3
2
2
3
2
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
3
3
3
1
3

ROAD NAME
Amy
Amy
Amy
Amy
Anniversary
Axe Handle
Bacon Rind
Bacon Rind
Big Dog
Bootstrap
Broken Spur
Broken Spur
Chantry Flats
Chieftan
Crazy Horse
Crossover
Crossover
Curnow Canyon
Curnow Canyon
Easy Jet
Flagstone
Grass Valley
Grass Valley
Grass Valley
Grass Valley
Grey Van
Hay Canyon
Hockberry
Ironwood
Ironwood (Little)

Revised 2019-09-09

MILES
2.4
0.4
1.4
0.1
0.5
3.0
1.5
1.7
0.6
0.5
2.4
0.2
1.1
0.8
1.1
0.6
0.2
0.9
1.7
0.4
0.2
3.6
3.1
0.8
0.8
1.2
0.3
1.0
4.9
1.0

PORTION ACCEPTED
Whiskey Springs South to . . . .
Ironwood South to . . . . . . . . . .
Wilcox Ranch South to . . . . . .
Whiskey Springs North to . . . .
All
All
Axe Handle So. to . . . . . . . . . .
Axe Handle North to . . . . . . . .
Prairie to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Broken Spur East to . . . . . . . .
Whiskey Springs South to . . . .
Whiskey Springs North to . . . .
All
Pasture View to . . . . . . . . . . . .
All
Wild Horse South to . . . . . . . .
Wild Horse North to . . . . . . . .
Axe Handle to . . . . . . . . . . . . .
39° 43.676N 119° 39.229W to
All
All
Pyramid Hwy West to . . . . . . .
Pyramid Hwy Southeast to . . .
Whiskey Springs South to . . . .
Sharrock North to . . . . . . . . . .
Range Land South to . . . . . . . .
All
All
Pyramid Hwy to . . . . . . . . . . . .
Whiskey Springs South to . . . .

Level of Maintenance:

1 = Primary

2 = Secondary

END GPS
Ironwood
Wilcox Ranch
End
N end: 39° 47.810N 119° 36.698W
39° 44.138N 119° 38.850W
39° 43.017N 119° 40.652W (Sage Cyn)
End
39° 46.389N 119° 42.321W (4700 BD)
39º 48.336N 119º 36.694W
End
End
Vista Trail
Twin Springs
N end: 39° 45.171N 119° 35.058W
39° 43.676N 119° 39.229W (Quonset)
39° 43.018N 119° 38.404W (190 CC)

End
Whiskey Springs
Turf Farm--39° 47.582N 119° 37.842W
N End: 39° 46.722N 119° 37.835W
End

Amy
Ironwood

3 = Tertiary

PALOMINO VALLEY GID ACCEPTED ROADS AND LEVEL OF MAINTENANCE
AMENDED APRIL 9, 2009
LEVEL OF
MAINT
3
3
3
3
2
3
2
2
3
3
3
2
1
2
3
1
3
2
3
3
2
2
3
3
3
2
3
3
2
1

ROAD NAME
Jackrabbit
Lost Spring
Mid
Morning Dove
Pasture View
Pasture View
Peak
Peak
Pioche
Piute Creek
Pony Springs
Prairie
Quaking Aspen
Quaking Aspen
Quaking Aspen
Range Land
Rebel Cause
Right Hand Canyon
Right Hand Canyon
Roadrunner
Sage Flat
Sharrock
Silver Horse
Space Test
Tartan
Twin Springs
Twin Springs
Two Forty
Wayside
Whiskey Springs

Revised 2019-09-09

MILES
1.0
1.0
0.3
0.2
2.0
0.8
0.7
1.7
0.2
1.7
0.8
1.0
1.4
0.6
3.3
2.9
1.2
3.2
1.8
1.4
1.3
2.1
1.0
0.5
0.2
0.3
1.9
0.4
0.8
7.0

PORTION ACCEPTED
All
All
All
All
Whiskey Springs South to . . . .
Whiskey Springs North to . . . .
Winnemucca Ranch East to . .
Range Land South to . . . . . . . .
All
Whiskey Springs to . . . . . . . . .
All
All
Wilcox Ranch to . . . . . . . . . . .
Hidden Canyon to . . . . . . . . . .
O'Hara East to . . . . . . . . . . . .
All
Range Land South to . . . . . . . .
Whiskey Springs to . . . . . . . . .
Raptor South to . . . . . . . . . . . .
Winnemucca Ranch to . . . . . .
Whiskey Springs North to . . . .
All
Wild Horse to . . . . . . . . . . . . .
All
All
Wilcox Ranch East to . . . . . . .
Crossover East to . . . . . . . . . .
All
Grass Valley to . . . . . . . . . . . .
All

Level of Maintenance:

1 = Primary

2 = Secondary

END GPS

39° 42.108N 119° 32.838W
End
End
Peak
End
39° 46.650N 119° 31.841W (2155 PC)

Hidden Canyon
O'Hara
Mountain Aspen
End
Raptor: 39° 45.333N 119°32.592W
End: 39° 44.853N 119°31.008W
Ernie: 39° 50.814N 119° 42.884W
End
39° 45.383N 119° 34.498W

Crossover
End
End: 39° 48.664N 119° 37.126W

3 = Tertiary

PALOMINO VALLEY GID ACCEPTED ROADS AND LEVEL OF MAINTENANCE
AMENDED APRIL 9, 2009
LEVEL OF
MAINT
1
2
2
3
3
2

ROAD NAME

MILES

Wilcox Ranch
Wilcox Ranch
Wild Horse
Wild Horse
Wrangler
Yellow Tail

4.0
1.0
3.4
0.8
0.8
2.1

TOTAL Miles Maintained

93.2

Miles of Asphalt

20.8

Miles of Dirt

72.4

PORTION ACCEPTED
Amy to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Goodher to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Whiskey Springs South to . . . .
Whiskey Springs North to . . . .
Right Hand Canyon to . . . . . .
All

END GPS
Goodher
Mid
End
End
39°45.782N 119° 32.381W

LEVEL OF MAINTENANCE (LOM) DEFINITIONS
PRIMARY -- LOM 1:
28.4 Miles
> High Traffic
> Main Collector Road (Most of these roads connect with Pyramid Hwy)
SECONDARY -- LOM 2:
32.2 Miles
> Moderate Traffic
> Secondary Collector Road (One or more roads connect with these roads)
> Seasonal Maintenance--Road will not be maintained when weather and/or road conditions
are unsafe or hazardous to GID crew and/or equipment.
TERTIARY -- LOM 3:
32.6 Miles
> Low Traffic
> Not a Collector Road
> Seasonal Maintenance--Road will not be maintained when weather and/or road conditions
are unsafe or hazardous to GID crew and/or equipment.

Revised 2019-09-09

Level of Maintenance:

1 = Primary

2 = Secondary

3 = Tertiary

PALOMINO VALLEY GID ACCEPTED ROADS AND LEVEL OF MAINTENANCE
AMENDED APRIL 9, 2009
NUMBER OF MILES BY LEVEL OF MAINTENANCE
LEVEL OF
MAINT
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

LEVEL OF
MAINT
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

ROAD NAME
Amy
Amy
Axe Handle
Broken Spur
Ironwood
Quaking Aspen
Range Land
Whiskey Springs
Wilcox Ranch
LOM 1 Miles

MILES
2.4
0.4
3.0
2.4
4.9
1.4
2.9
7.0
4.0
28.4

PORTION ACCEPTED
Whiskey Springs South to . . . .
Ironwood South to . . . . . . . . . .
All
Whiskey Springs South to . . . .
Pyramid Hwy to . . . . . . . . . . . .
Wilcox Ranch to . . . . . . . . . . .
All
All
Amy to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

ROAD NAME
Amy
Amy
Bacon Rind
Bacon Rind
Crazy Horse
Crossover
Curnow Canyon
Grass Valley
Grass Valley
Grass Valley
Pasture View
Peak
Peak
Prairie
Quaking Aspen
Right Hand Canyon
Sage Flat
Sharrock
Twin Springs
Wayside
Wilcox Ranch
Wild Horse
Yellow Tail
LOM 2 Miles

MILES
1.4
0.1
1.5
1.7
1.1
0.6
0.9
3.1
0.8
0.8
2.0
0.7
1.7
1.0
0.6
3.2
1.3
2.1
0.3
0.8
1.0
3.4
2.1
32.2

PORTION ACCEPTED
Wilcox Ranch South to . . . . . .
Whiskey Springs North to . . . .
Axe Handle South to . . . . . . . .
Axe Handle North to . . . . . . . .
All
Wild Horse South to . . . . . . . .
Axe Handle to . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Pyramid Hwy Southeast to . . .
Whiskey Springs South to . . . .
Sharrock North to . . . . . . . . . .
Whiskey Springs South to . . . .
Winnemucca Ranch East to . .
Range Land South to . . . . . . . .
All
Hidden Canyon to . . . . . . . . . .
Whiskey Springs to . . . . . . . . .
Whiskey Springs North to . . . .
All
Wilcox Ranch East to . . . . . . .
Grass Valley to . . . . . . . . . . . .
Goodher to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Whiskey Springs South to . . . .
All

Revised 2019-09-09

Level of Maintenance:

1 = Primary

2 = Secondary

END GPS
Ironwood
Wilcox Ranch
End
Amy
Hidden Canyon

Goodher

END GPS
End
N end: 39° 47.810N 119° 36.698W
End
End
Twin Springs
39° 43.676N 119° 39.229W
Whiskey Springs
Turf Farm--39° 47.582N 119° 37.842W
N End: 39° 46.722N 119° 37.835W
End
Peak
End
O'Hara: 39° 43.286N 119° 32.715W
Raptor: 39° 45.333N 119°32.592W
End
Crossover
End: 39° 48.664N 119° 37.126W
Mid
End

3 = Tertiary

PALOMINO VALLEY GID ACCEPTED ROADS AND LEVEL OF MAINTENANCE
AMENDED APRIL 9, 2009
LEVEL OF
MAINT
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

ROAD NAME
Anniversary
Big Dog
Bootstrap
Broken Spur
Chantry Flats
Chieftan
Crossover
Curnow Canyon
Easy Jet
Flagstone
Grass Valley
Grey Van
Hay Canyon
Hockberry
Ironwood
Jackrabbit
Lost Springs
Mid
Morning Dove
Pasture View
Pioche
Piute Creek
Pony Springs
Quaking Aspen
Rebel Cause
Right Hand Canyon
Roadrunner
Silver Horse
Space Test
Tartan
Twin Springs
Two Forty
Wild Horse
Wrangler
LOM 3 Miles
TOTAL Miles Maintained

Revised 2019-09-09

MILES
0.5
0.6
0.5
0.2
1.1
0.8
0.2
1.7
0.4
0.2
3.6
1.2
0.3
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.3
0.2
0.8
0.2
1.7
0.8
3.3
1.2
1.8
1.4
1.0
0.5
0.2
1.9
0.4
0.8
0.8
32.6

PORTION ACCEPTED
All
Prairie to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Broken Spur East to . . . . . . . .
Whiskey Springs North to . . . .
All
Pasture View to . . . . . . . . . . . .
Wild Horse North to . . . . . . . .
39° 43.676N 119° 39.229W to
All
All
Pyramid Hwy West to . . . . . . .
Range Land South to . . . . . . . .
All
All
Whiskey Springs South to . . . .
All
All
All
All
Whiskey Springs North to . . . .
All
Whiskey Springs to . . . . . . . . .
All
O'Hara East to . . . . . . . . . . . .
Range Land South to . . . . . . . .
Raptor South to . . . . . . . . . . . .
Winnemucca Ranch to . . . . . .
Wild Horse to . . . . . . . . . . . . .
All
All
Crossover East to . . . . . . . . . .
All
Whiskey Springs North to . . . .
Right Hand Canyon to . . . . . .

END GPS
39° 46.389N 119° 42.321W
39º 48.336N 119º 36.694W
End

N end: 39° 45.171N 119° 35.058W
39° 43.018N 119° 38.404W

End
End

Ironwood

39° 42.108N 119° 32.838W
End
39° 46.650N 119° 31.841W
End: 39° 42.282N 119° 32.710W
End
End: 39° 44.853N 119°31.008W
Ernie: 39° 50.814N 119° 42.884W
39° 45.383N 119° 34.498W

End
End
39°45.782N 119° 32.381W

93.2

Level of Maintenance:

1 = Primary

2 = Secondary

3 = Tertiary

PVGID - NUMBER OF RESIDENCES PER ROAD SUMMARY AS OF MAY 2016

SUMMARY OF DATA

Number of Residences within PVGID Boundaries
Number of Residences using PVGID Maintained Roads*

2011
542

2016
552

487

497

Number and Percentage of Residences Being Served by the Main Collector Roads:

Ironwood Road
Whiskey Springs Road
Axe Handle Road
Range Land Road (East of Rebel Cause Road)
Miscellaneous Local Roads**

Residences
Served
2011
2016
153
163
149
149
77
79
29
27
79
79
487
497

Percentage
2011
2016
31%
33%
31%
30%
16%
16%
6%
5%
16%
16%
100%
100%

* The difference between residences within PVGID boundaries and residences using PVGID maintained roads is the 55
residences that directly access Pyramid Highway (35) and Winnemucca Ranch Road (20).

** Miscellaneous Local Roads are Anniversary, Big Dog, Ernie, Jackrabbit, Kitty Green, Lost Spring, Peak, Prairie,
Roadrunner, Two Forty, Range Land - West of Rebel Cause, Grass Valley - West of Pyramid Hwy, and Grass Valley - East
of Pyramid Hwy and several parcels North of Wayside presumed to access Pyramid Highway directly and not via Whiskey
Springs.

PVGID - NUMBER OF RESIDENCES PER ROAD SUMMARY AS OF MAY 2016
[Roads in BOLD are PVGID Maintained]
Accessing Pyramid Hwy via Ironwood:
Pah Rah Springs
2
Jay Bird
1
Tree Farm
3
Red Corral
2
Serenity
6
Basque Oven
6
20
Wilcox Ranch
9
Wilcox Ranch - East of Mid TOTAL
29
1
Safari - Mid
Goodher
2
500 Chantry Flats - Uses Wilcox
1
33
4
Wilcox Ranch
Wilcox Ranch - East of Quaking Aspen TOTAL
37
Guy
1
Microwave
1
Carrera
1
Hidden Canyon
1
Ireland Ct
1
O'Hara
1
6
21
Quaking Aspen
Quaking Aspen TOTAL
27
13
Twin Springs
2
Pioche
2
Chantry Flats
6
Yellow Tail
Yellow Tail TOTAL
10
1
Hay Canyon
6
Crazy Horse
Crazy Horse TOTAL
17
Morning Dove
2
7
Wilcox Ranch
Wilcox Ranch - Between Quaking Aspen and Amy TOTAL
66
Wilcox Ranch TOTAL

103

PVGID - NUMBER OF RESIDENCES PER ROAD SUMMARY AS OF MAY 2016 (Page 2)
[Roads in BOLD are PVGID Maintained]
Accessing Pyramid Hwy via Ironwood (Contd):
(From previous page) Wilcox Ranch TOTAL
103
Seth
1
15
Amy
Amy - South of Ironwood TOTAL
16
Morgan Ranch Ct
1
Pinto Ranch Ct
1
Wrangler Ranch Ct
3
5
Broken Spur - South (Chip Seal) TOTAL
4
Grass Valley East - South End
2
Sharrock - West of Amy
Sharrock - West of Amy TOTAL
11
James Ranch Ct
1
Amy - North of Ironwood and South of James Ranch (Chip Seal)
3
Amy - North of Ironwood and South of James Ranch (Chip Seal) TOTAL
15
4
Pony Springs
2
Hockberry
Hockberry TOTAL
6
Mountain Lion
1
1
Tartan
1
9
Little Ironwood
20
Ironwood
Ironwood TOTAL
29
IRONWOOD GRAND TOTAL

163

PVGID - NUMBER OF RESIDENCES PER ROAD SUMMARY AS OF MAY 2016 (Page 3)
[Roads in BOLD are PVGID Maintained]
Accessing Pyramid Hwy via Whiskey Springs:
9
Piute Creek
6
Whiskey Springs - East of Right Hand Canyon
Whiskey Springs - East of Right Hand Canyon TOTAL
15
Thumbs Up/Raptor
1
3
4
Wrangler
30
Right Hand Canyon
Right Hand Canyon TOTAL
34
Sage Flat
6
Wayside
4
Grass Valley East - North & South of Whiskey Springs
7
Grass Valley East - North & South of Whiskey Springs TOTAL
11
Wolfen
1
Saddle Blanket
1
Eagle Place
2
2
6
Bootstrap
8
Broken Spur - North of Morgan Ranch
Broken Spur - North of Morgan Ranch TOTAL
14
9
Amy - North of James Ranch
2
Chieftan
12
Pasture View
Pasture View TOTAL
14
2
Sharrock - Near Wild Horse
4
Crossover
4
Silver Horse
4
14
Flagstone
19
Wild Horse
Wild Horse TOTAL
33
Hidden Creek
3
10
Whiskey Springs - West of Right Hand Canyon
Whiskey Springs - West of Right Hand Canyon TOTAL
134
WHISKEY SPRINGS GRAND TOTAL

149

PVGID - NUMBER OF RESIDENCES PER ROAD SUMMARY AS OF MAY 2016 (Page 4)
[Roads in BOLD are PVGID Maintained]
Accessing Pyramid Hwy via Axe Handle:
Outback
2
2
4
Space Test
18
Curnow Canyon
Curnow Canyon TOTAL
22
Cactus Canyon
5
Juniper Saddle
3
Teacher
1
9
5
Bacon Rind - North
Bacon Rind - North TOTAL
14
Sage Canyon
6
Sky Canyon Dr & Ct
8
14
11
Bacon Rind - South
Bacon Rind - South TOTAL
25
Jackalope
4
14
Axe Handle
AXE HANDLE GRAND TOTAL

79

Accessing Pyramid Hwy via Range Land:
7
Rebel Cause
9
Grey Van
1
17
Easy Jet
10
Range Land - East of Rebel Cause
RANGE LAND - EAST OF REBEL CAUSE - GRAND TOTAL

27

PVGID - NUMBER OF RESIDENCES PER ROAD SUMMARY AS OF MAY 2016 (Page 5)
[Roads in BOLD are PVGID Maintained]
Accessing Pyramid Hwy via Winnemucca Ranch:
5
Peak
6
Range Land - West of Rebel Cause
Range Land - West of Rebel Cause TOTAL
11
Kitty Green
1
Ernie
2
3
2
Roadrunner
Roadrunner TOTAL
5
4
Anniversary
7
Lost Spring
3
Two Forty
9
Peak
3
Big Dog (Branding Iron)
10
13
Jackrabbit
5
Prairie
57
Prairie TOTAL
18
Winnemucca Ranch
20
Winnemucca Ranch TOTAL

77

Accessing Pyramid Hwy via Grass Valley West:
Aerie
1
11
Grass Valley West
Grass Valley West TOTAL

12

Grass Valley East TOTAL

10

Accessing Pyramid Hwy Directly:
Calle De Mariposa, Campo Rico, Encanto, Fantasy,
Finley, Leilani, Partei Valley, Tres Ahlmeyer
10
Pyramid Hwy
25
Pyramid Direct TOTAL

35

Accessing Pyramid Hwy via Grass Valley East:

GRAND TOTAL

552

REGULAR MEETING
PALOMINO VALLEY GENERAL IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT
9732 Pyramid Hwy #407, Sparks, NV 89441
Thursday, October 17, 2019
MINUTES
Trustee Larry Johnson called the regular meeting of the Palomino Valley General
Improvement District (PVGID or GID) to order at 6:01 p.m. Thursday, October 17, 2019 at
21555 Pyramid Highway, Reno, Nevada.
1.

Roll Call: Trustees present were Marty Breitmeyer, Greg Dennis, and Larry Johnson.
Trustees Donald Otto and Jim Currivan were absent. Also present were Shawn Kelly,
Operations Manager; Cathy Glatthar, Assistant to the Board; and Louie Test, Legal
Counsel.

2.

Public Comment:
Trustee Dennis stated he used a drag on Rebel Cause Road and asked that the road be
watered so the work might last for a little while. Shawn Kelly said he would have a load
of water sprayed on it first thing Monday morning.
Trustee Johnson asked if there were any further public comments?
requests, he moved to the next agenda item.

3.

Hearing no

Approval of Minutes – September 19, 2019 and October 3, 2019: For the October 3,
2019 minutes, Trustee Dennis asked to have several changes made, as follows:


Page 3, fourth paragraph, fourth sentence: “Trustee Dennis indicated additional
widening would eliminate the dirt road edges and make them susceptible to
deterioration near the newly-placed asphalt edge. He added since this is not a
road-widening project, we need the dirt edges to be there so we don’t crumble the
new asphalt edge.”



Page 4, last paragraph, last sentence: “He said if you have soft spots, it will crack
out underneath and go bad; like an asphalt road that has a depression, it will crack
wherever the water sits.”



Page 7, second paragraph: “Trustee Dennis said he wanted to hear from our
constituents.”



Page 16, third paragraph: “Trustee Dennis said he has looked at additives that
might improve areas of clay, but if it’s dusty, fine grained or with no clay content, or
the topsoil is DG, it won’t work.”



Page 18, third paragraph: “Trustee Dennis said he found one individual to work on
the patch crew.”

Pam Roberts, in the audience, clarified her statement made during the September 19,
2019 meeting regarding attorney Louie Test not being present. She stated her concern
was not about the quality of Mr. Test’s representation, but that when Mr. Test is not
present, he cannot advise the Board on matters that arise during a meeting.
Trustee Dennis made a motion to approve the September 19, 2019 minutes as written,
noting Ms. Robert’s comments, and to approve the October 3, 2019 minutes as
amended. Trustee Breitmeyer seconded the motion, and hearing no opposition, the
motion passed.

4.

Financial Reports and Payment of Bills:
a. Financial Reports: Trustee Johnson reported per the Estimated Operating Funds
for Capital Improvements report (see attached), we are projecting Net Operating
Funds for Capital Improvements of $237,000, and asked if that was for next
summer’s projects? Cathy Glatthar explained she held back amounts for the
balance of the Joy Engineering contract, the “Before Winter Road Work” of $74,000,
and the SNC contract [for the Pavement Edge Reinforcement project] of $100,000,
so yes, the $237,000 is what’s remaining for next summer’s projects. Trustee
Johnson stated he was hoping that net operating funds figure would be higher.
Cathy reported corrections were made for an error in the LGTA distributions for fiscal
year 2019, and the GID’s portion, $1,481, was taken out of the September LGTA
payment. Trustee Johnson commented that actual revenue was slightly higher than
estimated [by $18,000].
b. Payment of Bills: Cathy Glatthar reviewed the transaction report (see attached).
She stated the total cash in all accounts was $471,305.94, and the income for the
month was $46,232.70. She stated there were no unusual payments this month, but
there was the purchase of four grader blades, and she asked Shawn Kelly to
expound on that bill. Shawn Kelly explained that Trustee Breitmeyer put us in touch
with a new company, and we purchased the grader blades for half of what we were
buying them for. Several people thanked Trustee Breitmeyer. Cathy explained that
the bills being paid by checks tonight are now on the front of the transaction report.
In answer to Trustee Johnson’s question, Cathy explained our bills and payroll for
the month totaled about $24,000, which is a little bit below our average of $30,000
per month. Trustee Dennis made a motion to approve the transaction report and pay
the bills. Trustee Breitmeyer seconded the motion. Hearing no opposition, the
motion passed.

5.

Road Maintenance Reports:
a. Road Reports: Trustee Johnson said we are keeping pretty well abreast of most
[road maintenance] requests, but we are lagging on a few requests. He said Shawn
Kelly has been very busy with grading roads and preparing for next week’s
pavement edge reinforcement project.
b. Status of 2019 Road Improvement Project: Trustee Johnson explained there is a
day’s worth of backhoe work yet to be done by the contractor. He said that entails
shaping the inlets to culverts primarily on Grass Valley Road west and some minor
backhoe work to be done on Wilcox Ranch Road. He said the final bill from the
contractor will be paid after this backhoe work is completed and signed off on.
c. Status of 2019 Pavement Edge Reinforcement Project: Trustee Johnson
reported we have a signed contract with Sierra Nevada Construction (SNC) for time
and materials with a daily rate for labor and equipment plus a unit price per ton of
asphalt concrete delivered to the site (cost of trucking and material). He said that
work will commence next Tuesday (October 22nd) and will take two to three days.
He said with the amount of money we have available, we will be able to cover four to
five miles. He reiterated the priorities are Whiskey Springs Road from the bridge
crossing to the Pyramid Highway and Ironwood Road just west of Amy, around the
sharp corner, and continuing north to just past the Ironwood pit. He said that will
leave a fair amount of Ironwood that still needs pavement edge reinforcement, but
that’s all the money we have allotted for this year.
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Upon Trustee Johnson’s request for an update on hiring an asphalt patching crew,
Shawn Kelly explained he had two or three interviews that didn’t work out and he
was still in the process of hiring a patching crew. Trustee Johnson stated the interior
potholes will be fixed by the GID’s crew.
Shawn added they worked on the shoulders and escapes on approximately one mile
of Ironwood Road, where they also had to pull a lot of the sandy material that had
been flowing down for years. He said they put down 100 yards of base on a 1,600foot section of the Ironwood shoulder.
Trustee Johnson said we’ll probably have to do more prep work. He said the
contractor has suggested using a shoulder paver instead of the smaller, Pavijett
machine. He said it will be more cost-effective. He said he will be keeping track of
the tonnage of material and the cost and staying within our $100,000 ceiling. He
said that ceiling is necessary because for contracts of $100,000 or more, we would
have had to advertise for bids instead of soliciting for bids from three major
companies, and we would have had to apply to the State for a prevailing wage
contract number and be subject to prevailing wage requirements. He said we get
more bang for the buck if we stay below the $100,000 threshold.
d. Report on Flood Repairs and Mitigation and FEMA and State Disaster Funding
(2017 Flood): Trustee Johnson stated FEMA has approved the last project and
forwarded it to the State, and we are waiting for the State to process the two
remaining project worksheets. Cathy Glatthar added that once the State processes
those two worksheets, she will be able to submit the paperwork for reimbursement.
Cathy explained with FEMA’s [75%] reimbursement and the State’s 12.5%
reimbursement, we will receive approximately $50,000 to $60,000. Trustee Johnson
recognized Cathy for her efforts in getting the FEMA reimbursement. He said he
provided Cathy with the data, but she has been … Trustee Dennis said, good job
Cathy. Trustee Johnson said in the end, the total reimbursement will be about
$130,000, so it was well worth the effort.
e. Operations Manager's Report: Shawn Kelly referred to his list of work to be
completed before winter, dated September 15th (see attached), and stated they
have completed the following:


Graded - Pasture View North



Graded - Chieftan (Prepped for gravel haul)



Graded - Wild Horse, from Whiskey Springs to Crossover



Prepped and Graveled - Crossover, 483 yards of gravel placed from Wild
Horse to Twin Springs



Graded - Wilcox Ranch from Twin Springs to Amy



Graded - Amy short (Ironwood to Wilcox Ranch)



Graded - Crazy Horse from Wilcox Ranch to Yellow Tail



Graded - Yellow Tail from Crazy Horse to Chantry Flats



Prepped and Graveled - Chantry Flats, 506 yards of gravel placed from
Charlie’s corner to end



Graded - Prairie from Winnemucca Ranch to Big Dog
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Prepped and Graveled - Big Dog, 368 yards of gravel placed from Prairie to
end [of maintenance]



Graded - Prairie from Big Dog to end



Graded - Jackrabbit North and South



Graded - Broken Spur North



Graded - Bootstrap

He stated they graded 21 roads since last month’s report, including swales and
escapes which take longer. He said there’s still a lot of work to be done. He said
they have been doing infrastructure work and there are two seasons: winter and road
work. He said they cannot do a lot of road work in the winter, so they have been
trying to catch up on some of the infrastructure work. He said they still have quite a
few culverts to install, but they are going to go out and grade roads to make them
smooth, without spending time on the sides of those roads.
Shawn stated there was a horse racing event on Grass Valley Road, west of
Pyramid Highway, a few days after the contractor had completed the work on Grass
Valley. He said it rained that day and the vehicles exiting from the property tracked
mud onto the newly graveled road. He said such operations should be required to
have some sort of tire-wash system or cancel the event so they don’t destroy the
work we just had done.
Trustee Johnson agreed and stated it wasn’t a permanent issue because within a
few days the clay that had been tracked onto the road had dried up and blown away.
He said any construction job requires a truck run out; a short section of three-inchminus, coarse, angular, cobble that trucks have to drive across while leaving the
construction site so that the dirt and clay drops off before they enter onto a city street
or highway. He said we need to include this truck run out requirement for future
special use permits (SUPs), and he would like to have the current SUP amended.
Cathy Glatthar stated she has contacted Washoe County and is waiting to hear back
on the procedure to amend the SUP to add the new condition.
Shawn added he has had concerned residents calling him to report the road is being
torn up by a commercial operation on Bacon Rind north. He said it is the pumpkin
patch and corn maze events that are happening on the weekends. Cathy said they
may have a special events permit and not a special use permit.
6.

Old Business:
a. Discussion of October 3, 2019 Special Meeting and Workshop: Trustee
Johnson stated there were a number of items brought up during that workshop
including funding, road maintenance, levels of maintenance, requests for
maintenance, etc. He said he appreciated everybody’s input and they will do their
best to consider that input in their future decisions. He said there were a few
statements made at the workshop that needed to be corrected, as follows:


He said a statement was made that there were [65] roads in our system and
only [35] had been graded [in a nine-month period]. He stated, in actuality,
there are 48 roads in our system and three of those roads are completely
[hard-]surfaced, so there are 45 roads that we grade. He said through the
commenter’s cut-off date of August 15th, we have graded 38 out of 45 roads,
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and Shawn has subsequently graded a few more of those roads. He opined
that every road within our system will be touched within a year’s period. He
said the statement made that we had only graded half of our roads within a
year’s period was extremely misleading and not true.


He said that same individual made a statement three meetings ago that the
District should be notifying everybody in writing when we are going to be
doing capital improvement projects in front of their property. He said since we
have a lot of absentee property owners and so forth, that’s going to be tough
for us to do. He said he questioned that individual and asked if when she was
on the Board, if the Board had notified residents before they tore up the
pavement on Whiskey Springs, from the Pyramid Highway to Grass Valley,
and she replied they had notified everybody in writing. Trustee Johnson said
he interviewed Mr. Pratt, the only resident on that section of road at the time,
if Mr. Pratt had been notified, and Mr. Pratt said neither he nor his farm
corporation had been notified in writing or by phone or verbally.

Trustee Johnson said his point in making those corrections is that we are here to do
our best for the residents of this Valley. He said we are here in a volunteer position
and put in a whole bunch of hours and a bunch of effort. He said Trustee Otto used
his own equipment and removed willows from the side of Quaking Aspen Road and
also rough-graded a couple of vehicle turnouts. He said in actuality, residents who
perform work on the road are supposed to come to the Board and inform us of their
intent, get Board approval, and in actuality, this is something the Board needs to
discuss here; are there insurance requirements that go along with that? He asked
what if a vehicle hits somebody while they are using their private equipment to work
on one of our roads?
b. Discussion and Possible First Reading of Resolution F19-R1 Roads Accepted
for Maintenance, Level of Maintenance Designations, and Road Maintenance
Standards - This Resolution Supersedes Resolutions F77-R4 Road
Maintenance Seasonal Roads, F93-R1 Resolution for Accepting Seasonal and
Future Roads for Normal Maintenance by Palomino Valley General
Improvement District, and F06-R1 Roads Accepted for Maintenance and Level
of Maintenance Designation: Trustee Johnson said he had written a proposed
resolution for consideration by the Board and the public and started to read it into the
record. Trustee Dennis interjected and said he did not agree with Trustee Johnson’s
proposed language that, “The classification of ‘Seasonal Roads’ described in
previous resolutions is hereby terminated.” Trustee Dennis said if the seasonal
roads are eliminated, then all the roads will be required to be maintained even in the
higher elevations when it snows and you have roads that are impossible to remove
the snow from, as well as get access to, and you are creating an impossible problem
for the GID. Trustee Johnson stated Curnow Canyon is the highest-elevation road in
our system, and confirmed with Shawn Kelly that Shawn has done snow removal on
Curnow Canyon during our worst snow storms.
Shawn asked to correct the record, that maybe past operations managers have not
done snow removal on these high-elevation roads, but he worked on a road crew in
Tahoe and bladed roads with three-to-four feet of snow. He said you can remove
snow in the higher elevations if you chain up and do it properly.
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Pam Roberts, in the audience, called for a point of order, stating that [Trustee
Johnson’s draft resolution] document has not been shared with the public.
Louie Test agreed and said neither the public nor the Board or himself have had a
chance to review this document.
Ray Johnson, in the audience, suggested that Trustee Johnson should wait until
agenda item number 12 (Board Member and Staff Items) to read the proposed
resolution into the record.
Trustee Dennis said he was impressed with some of the ideas and one of the things
he took from the workshop was the class 1, 2, and 3 values on a road, was still a
good format to use. He said there’s nothing perfect about it; we went through
detailed discussions of what was a 1, 2, and 3 road. He said there was no specific
clarification, but it gives somebody an idea of what to expect. He said there are
exceptional situations where there is more traffic, such as workers going up to
[Virginia] Peak. He said there are roads all over the District that receive a lot of
commercial traffic, so we shouldn’t just be going after commercial operators who use
our roads to access their sites on Virginia Peak to get them to contribute dollars for
road maintenance. He said he has noticed a lot of commercial traffic that we don’t
have control over, and making a special issue out of one road maybe isn’t the way to
look at it. He said maybe we could designate the roads to be used, such as Whiskey
Springs instead of Ironwood. He said he didn’t know if we could focus on collecting
money from commercial traffic; it’s pretty hard to do.
Trustee Dennis said he liked the ideas that Ms. Roberts and Ms. Willmore had about
collecting money; such as going to the State Legislature. He said it’s not an easy
thing; going to the State Legislature is risky.
Trustee Dennis said Trustee Johnson did a good job talking about the Special Plan
Area, and the historical information was worth reading again.
Pam Willmore said she did some research and believes that the GID Board sets the
ad valorem [rate] and then it’s taken to the County Commissioners, and the County
Commissioners are responsible for having the ad valorem tax collected by the tax
authorities.
Cathy Glatthar said she did some preliminary research on this, and Ms. Willmore is
correct that this Board sets the ad valorem rate, however, there’s a state-wide cap of
$3.64 per $100 of assessed value. She said there would be a very low chance of
having the state-wide cap increased for the benefit of the PVGID. She explained the
GID does not have the capability to sponsor a bill draft request; we’d have to get a
legislator or possibly, Washoe County to sponsor a bill draft request for us, but she
said she doesn’t know exactly how that works.
Ms. Willmore said there are other GIDs in the State who might possibly have the
same problems. She said she understands there’s a cap and we’ve reached that
cap, and in order to change the GID’s current rate, we’d have to go to the
Legislature, which isn’t impossible.
Trustee Johnson said you would be bucking the residents of every city and county in
the State for the benefit of a handful of people that live within these GIDs, and your
chance of doing that, in his opinion, were slim and none.
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Cathy explained there is the possibility of a tax-cap override. She stated it would be
a ballot question that would have to be posed to the registered voters in the GID’s
District. She reiterated that she did not know exactly how this works; that she’s only
done some preliminary research. She said there was a two-cent Library tax override
voted on in 1994 that increased Washoe County’s maximum, combined rate to
$3.66. In answer to Trustee Johnson’s question, Cathy said unless that statute has
changed, just a simple majority, not two-thirds, would be needed to pass the ballot
question.
Trustee Dennis said we also discussed at the workshop that the County collects ad
valorem taxes, and there are subdivisions in the County that, with some of the ad
valorem taxes, get their subdivisions repaved, concrete fixed, storm drains fixed. He
explained out here we get taxed that same ad valorem tax by the County and we get
zero benefit. He said that small percentage of value out here, that might be
agreeable to the County at some point in time, if we could get that portion of it, and
maybe even cut a deal with a tax-cap override so we could somehow maybe double
our fees and make a big dent in the improvements to the roads out here. He said he
wasn’t sure if he would voice his opinion against $300 versus $600 a year on roads,
if we were improving them by 100 percent.
Trustee Johnson said the entire County road department is funded by gas taxes,
including the repaving done in subdivisions. He said Trustee Dennis’ comments got
him thinking about things, and he reviewed a project done by his former company
that involved the Zephyr Cove General Improvement District. He said he was
astonished to learn that years ago, the Zephyr Cove GID received a Federal
Highway Administration grant for their road improvements. He said he will look into
that for us. He added that he has not given up on the gas taxes. He said he wanted
Louie Test to request a legal opinion from the State Attorney General whether the
GID is eligible to receive gas tax distributions.
Louie Test said he did research the matter and it has to go through the County
because GID’s are not one of the agencies that can receive gas tax distributions. He
said that’s something that could be changed through the Legislature.
Trustee Johnson said he fully recognizes that if you go to the Legislature and ask for
your fair share of gas tax, then the City of Reno, City of Sparks, Carson City and Las
Vegas are going to oppose you getting any dollars because it takes away from their
share. He said he needs to meet with the new County Manager.
Trustee Johnson said Trustee Dennis brought up a number of issues that were
discussed in the October 3rd workshop; one of which was the table showing the
Levels of Maintenance: 1, 2, and 3. He said it was important that our residents
realize that table is fine, but it’s a little subjective and is continually changing as new
people move in on certain roads and traffic increases on those roads. He said he felt
it was important to review that table every five years. He said secondly, he thought it
was important that everyone understood that the number of residents on a road is
but one of the factors involved in how often that road probably gets graded. He said
in general, the heavier trafficked roads will get maintained more often than the least
travelled roads. He said there are other very important factors such as weather
events that don’t affect certain roads, that hammer some smaller roads that require
an inordinate amount of effort to keep them serviceable. He said there are factors
such as sub-grade soil characteristics; a lot of our sandy roads, like Bacon Rind, they
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washboard three days after you grade them. He said some of our roads on the
alluvial fan that have sufficient binder and good granular materials, you can grade
them very infrequently and they stay in much better condition than some of these
other roads that we have to grade more frequently. He said you have to keep in
mind that the 1, 2, and 3 LOMs that are based on how many houses that that road
serves, is but one of the factors involved in the decisions on how often a road gets
attention.
George Boyce, in the audience, opined that the LOM should not be based on the
number of houses served. He said the GID should take a physical count, using
traffic counters, and find out how much traffic you have. He said on Range Land,
there’s a lot of traffic going to Moon Rocks that has nothing to do with the local
citizens.
Trustee Johnson agreed and said they have used traffic counters in the past and
Ironwood/Wilcox Ranch had the highest amount of traffic, Whiskey Springs was
second, Axe Handle was third, and Range Land was fourth. He said maybe it’s time
to do it again. He added that all of these four roads are LOM 1 roads.
Trustee Johnson said there was a lot of good discussion at the workshop and for
several of our dirt roads: Amy between Ironwood and Wilcox, probably two-and-ahalf miles of Wilcox, and the upper section of Right Hand Canyon, we will be looking
at some type of soil stabilization or dust palliative. He said we will have the winter to
look at some twenty-five different products, some new ones, including one Trustee
Dennis found. Trustee Johnson said we’ll have to determine which product works
best for the clay soils; these products do not work on sandy soils such as Bacon
Rind and the roads off of Range Land. He said we will look into these soil
stabilization products for next summer, because it doesn’t look like we are going to
have the capital budget to do much in the way of asphalt surfacing.
Pam Willmore said she wanted to make one more suggestion about raising fees.
She said she understood that it would be difficult to keep track of construction
vehicles, such as concrete trucks, going to a property under construction, but
wondered if some kind of fee could be attached to a building permit.
Dan Klebenow said he believed the City of Reno charges a fee for road use by
construction trucks for a single house being built, and that Washoe County charges a
road fee for subdivisions. He said it would be nice if the GID received some of that
money.
Trustee Johnson said in his future meeting with the County Manager, he would
discuss having a GID fee attached to building permits.
c. Right Hand Canyon Road:
Hand Canyon Road.

Trustee Johnson said he already mentioned Right

d. Broken Spur, Sharrock, and Amy Developer-Placed Cape Seal Repairs: Trustee
Johnson said in this next month he will contact the developer, Brian Murphy, and
make the request that Mr. Murphy maintain the Cape seal that he placed on those
roads. Trustee Johnson said it would be a peer request because Mr. Murphy put the
Cape seal down, sold houses, and made the profit. He said Mr. Murphy was
supposed to form a Homeowners’ Association to collect fees for that purpose; it
didn’t happen, and now we the GID and the residents are stuck with it. He said we
have no enforcement authority. Someone in the audience asked if we had any legal
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enforcement. Louie Test said the best way we might have any enforcement in the
future would be get a special use permit (SUP) provision requiring an agreement
with the developer that the developer will maintain the road conditions after
construction is completed. He said if there is a violation of an SUP condition, then
we could file a complaint with the Planning Department; that’s one of the ways we
could get the enforcement and the other way would be through the subdivision
process. Trustee Johnson reminded Louie Test that the developer circumvented the
subdivision process by doing serial parcel maps.
Larry Chesney, in the audience, stated Brian Murphy was not the developer of those
particular lots; Brian Murphy was the home builder. Mr. Chesney said Mr. Murphy is
the land developer for the new development on Grass Valley Road that will utilize
Ironwood Road for access. Mr. Chesney said he knows about this because he is on
the County Planning Commission and did a lot of research on the history.
Trustee Johnson clarified that it was Mr. Murphy who constructed the Cape seal on
portions of Amy, Sharrock, and Broken Spur.
Trustee Johnson reiterated that he will first ask Mr. Murphy to repair the asphalt on
those roads, and if Mr. Murphy doesn’t agree to do so, then the GID will.
e. Water Rights: Trustee Johnson said he has sent an email and left a phone
message, but hasn’t met with Mr. Lindesmith yet. Cathy Glatthar confirmed that we
need the information from Mr. Lindesmith by next month. Louie Test asked if we
were keeping track of the gallons? Shawn and Cathy said yes, and we’ve actually
met the usage for one of the 4-acre-foot permits in the Ironwood well. Trustee
Johnson said we can file for Proof of Beneficial Use for that permit. Louie said we’ll
have to file for extensions on the remaining two permits.
7.

New Business: None

8.

Judicial/Government Affairs: Louie Test said he had nothing to report.

9.

Calendar Review: Cathy Glatthar reported the next meeting is November 21st.


Trustee Johnson asked if there were trustees up for election in 2020? Cathy said the
seats held by Trustees Currivan, Otto, and Breitmeyer are up for election in 2020.



Cathy stated she will get the Quarterly Economic Survey done by November 14th.



Cathy said the Acceptance of the Audit will be on next month’s agenda. She said the
audit was being wrapped up. She said she received a draft of the audit and had
several questions and comments and was waiting for the auditor to finalize the audit.



In answer to Cathy’s question about when he wanted to agendize “Implementation of
Future Capital Improvement Projects,” Trustee Dennis said the public is going to
want to know what’s planned for the future, and this can wait until after the first of the
year.



Trustee Johnson informed the Board he would not be here for the meeting on
November 21st.

10. Correspondence: None
11. Public Comment:
Ray Johnson thanked Shawn for doing a great job on north Broken Spur about a month
ago. He said it’s really great compared to what they had before; it’s wide enough for two
cars to pass without having to go into the ditch.
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Shawn Kelly said he is aware there is a soft spot on that road and he will bring in some
material for that spot and they need to also put in a culvert there.
Judy Costanza, Right Hand Canyon Road, asked what level was her road?
Cathy Glatthar responded Right Hand Canyon is a level 2 for the first 3.2 miles.
Ms. Costanza said there are nine new families in the canyon and they drive like
maniacs, and the dirt just flies up into her house. She asked that the dirt be brushed off
the road and the potholes be filled
Trustee Johnson reiterated that the GID wants to put down a soil stabilization/dust
palliative product that will reduce the dust significantly. He added we’ll be in winter soon
and the dust will settle and the soil stabilization will be done next year.
Ms. Costanza commented about the way these people drive.
Shawn Kelly said he was in a work zone and a driver came at him doing 50 miles per
hour, and Shawn said he signaled for the driver to slow down and the driver flipped him
off.
Dan Klebenow, Right Hand Canyon, said the Board talked about fixing the Cape seal on
Broken Spur, Sharrock, and Amy, and asked why can’t Right Hand Canyon be fixed with
Cape seal?
Trustee Johnson responded and explained that Cape seal costs $70,000 a mile and it
costs $300,000 a mile for paving.
Mr. Klebenow said we’ve talked about this before and in 2016, he said Trustee Johnson
stated he was going to make the Right Hand Canyon people happy. Mr. Klebenow said
he hasn’t seen any happy people up there with all this pavement being busted up under
normal wear and a blade coming through there and pulling up a lot of the asphalt. He
said he knew the GID was doing their best, but why couldn’t they put a chip seal over
that existing pavement that’s there?
Trustee Johnson said he just answered that question; it’s money.
Mr. Klebenow added that was 2016; now it’s three years later and everything is more
expensive.
Trustee Johnson said what happened the very next year - in 2017 we had an 80-year
flood that decimated our whole system and we spent our whole year’s budget trying to
fix flood damage. He said and then this past winter, we had more flooding.
Mr. Klebenow asked why Broken Spur, Sharrock, and Amy get precedence over Right
Hand Canyon?
Shawn Kelly explained nothing has actually been done on Broken Spur, Sharrock, and
Amy. He said as far as him coming in with the blade, all he knew was that section of
Right Hand Canyon was a dirt road. He said there was a lot of gravel over that road.
Ms. Klebenow said you can still see chunks of pavement there.
Shawn said there were past blade operators that pulled dirt onto that road.
Louie Test interjected and stated we take public comment and don’t get into a lot of
discussion.
Trustee Johnson addressed Mr. Klebenow and explained for Broken Spur, Sharrock,
and Amy we are talking about filling potholes; we are not talking about paving a half-mile
section of road. He said there is no comparison in cost or level of effort. He said he
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would love to make everybody in this Valley happy. He said he is on his third term, and
that would be mission impossible. He said we do our best with the dollars we have
available.
Ms. Klebenow said last week she saw a street sweeper on Whiskey Springs Road and
could they have the street sweeper on Right Hand Canyon to clear the dirt off and then
see what’s there?
Shawn said first you’d need to talk to a lot of residents who have not had their road
graded; and said although he understands the purpose for doing that, sweeping that
section of Right Hand Canyon would take time away from grading roads. He explained
what they were doing on Whiskey Springs Road with the sweeper was preparing for the
edge pavement work that’s going to be done next week.
Trustee Johnson said if you dig down in that half-mile section of Right Hand Canyon
Road, you will find a piece of asphalt here and there; it’s not continuous.
Mr. Chesney said that pavement was put in [50-some] years ago by Rocketdyne. He
said the GID has done a tremendous job over the past two years with some capital
improvement projects and they are doing the best they can with the small amount of
money they have. He said as people continue to develop in the Right Hand Canyon
area, there’s more and more traffic; these roads were never ever intended for the level
of traffic we have now. He said the GID can’t continue to pave because they don’t have
the Federal money like Rocketdyne had.
Ms. Klebenow, 3155 Right Hand Canyon Road, said she has lived there for 23 years
and she has see a deterioration of the road. She said recently the GID put down some
base, but currently the base has shifted to the sides of the road and once again,
potholes and uneven surfaces have reappeared. She asked what are we going to do
about it?
Mr. Klebenow said there are people moving onto their properties, living in trailers, and
bringing in Conex containers. He said he believed that was illegal, that you needed a
building permit in order to have any type of storage on your property.
Mr. Chesney said that’s a County code enforcement matter.
Mr. Klebenow said he has talked to the County.
Trustee Johnson said he and his wife had acted on individuals who essentially squatted
for months on a property, and it was very difficult, but they finally did get the County to
act.
Cathy Glatthar stated code enforcement is complaint driven; someone has to report
such violations before code enforcement will investigate.
Trustee Johnson asked if there were any further public comments? Hearing no
requests, he moved to the next agenda item.
12. Board Member and Staff Items:


Trustee Johnson read into the record his proposed Resolution F19-R1 Level of
Maintenance Designation (see attached, as amended). He handed his draft to Cathy
Glatthar and asked her to type it up and send it out. This item will be on next
month’s agenda.
13. Adjournment: Trustee Dennis made a motion to adjourn the meeting. Trustee
Breitmeyer seconded the motion, and hearing no opposition, the meeting adjourned at
7:40 p.m.
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ESTIMATED OPERATING FUNDS FOR CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS

ATTACHMENT - 10/17/2019 Meeting - Agenda Item 4.a.

TOTAL CASH IN ALL BANK ACCOUNTS AS OF OCTOBER 17, 2019

471,306

ADDITIONAL REVENUE EXPECTED THROUGH AUGUST 31, 2020

559,036

ESTIMATED OPERATING FUNDS THROUGH AUGUST 31, 2020

LESS AVERAGE MONTHLY EXPENSES X 10 MONTHS

-300,000

LESS Hot Pot & Plow ($10,500 max for both); Capital Outlay ($75,000 - $10,500 = $64,500);
Balance of Joy Eng Contract ($86,932.70); Audit $10,200 (Nov);
Unexpected Repairs ($5,000/mo x 10 months); Insurance ($9,000 Jun or Jul);
Before Winter Road Work - Aggregate, Trucking, Culverts ($74,000);
Workers' Comp $1,772 (Nov, Feb, May) & $2,400 (Aug); SNC $100,000 (Nov)

LESS RESERVE FUNDS (= ENDING FUND BALANCE PER BUDGET)

NET OPERATING FUNDS FOR CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS AS OF
AUGUST 31, 2020

Additional Revenue Expected Through August 31, 2020:
Ad Valorem Nov '19 thru Aug '20
CTX
36,000 x 10
LGTA
2,920 x 10

169,836
360,000
29,200
559,036

MONTHLY EXPENSES:

Payroll
Other (non Road Maint)

Average
18,000
12,000
30,000

Actual
10,904
12,304
23,208

TOTAL EXPENSES

1,222
24,431

Road Maintenance

-412,849
-80,000

ESTIMATED EXPENSES & RESERVES THROUGH AUGUST 31, 2020

285,000
432,000
35,040
752,040

1,030,342

Difference
11,500
-304
11,197

-792,849

237,493

REVENUE - ACTUAL AND ESTIMATED
NOTE: As of 10/17/2019 Actual Revenue Exceeds Estimated By:
AD VALOREM
Date
at 09/19/19 (35%)
at 10/17/19
November (21%)
December
January
February
(21%)
March
April
(21%)
May
June
July
(2%)
August

Estimated
99,750.00
0.00
59,850.00
0.00
0.00
59,850.00
0.00
59,850.00
0.00
0.00
5,700.00
0.00
285,000.00

Actual
108,753.21
6,410.74

Estimated
36,000.00
36,000.00
36,000.00
36,000.00
36,000.00
36,000.00
36,000.00
36,000.00
36,000.00
36,000.00
36,000.00
36,000.00
432,000.00

Actual
37,881.70
36,664.07

Estimated
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
35,040.00

Actual
2,871.61
3,147.83

115,163.95

$18,139.16

Difference
YTD Difference
9,003.21
9,003.21
6,410.74
15,413.95

-169,836.05

CTX
Date
at 09/19/19
at 10/17/19
November
December
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August

74,545.77

Difference
YTD Difference
1,881.70
1,881.70
664.07
2,545.77

-357,454.23

LGTA
Date
at 09/19/19
at 10/17/19
November
December
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August

6,019.44

Difference
YTD Difference
-48.39
-48.39
227.83
179.44

-29,020.56

PVGID OPERATIONS REPORT
Report Period 9-16-2019 to 10-13-2019
ATTACHMENT: 10/17/2019 Meeting Agenda Item 5. e.

ROADS GRADED AND COMPACTED:
[Grader Hours: 10/1 to 10/10 (7 working days) = 47 hours; 9/2 to 9/30 (17 working days) = 35 hours]
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Wild Horse, Whiskey – to where contractor ended
Wild Horse, Sharrock – Crossover
Crossover, N
Crossover, Prep for gravel pull shoulders and escapes
Twin Springs, Crossover – Wilcox Ranch
Crazy Horse, Wilcox Ranch – Yellow Tail, Widen, Pull shoulders, add swales and escapes
Yellow Tail, Hill top of headwall – Chantry Flats Prep for trucks
Chantry Flats, Yellow Tail – End, Pull shoulders add swales and Escapes. Cut 300’ V ditch at
Charlie’s turn for culvert drain to Cottonwood Creek
Range Land, Gray Van - Rebel Cause, Prep road for contractor to place 550 tons “24 trucks”
Class E material. GID did the finish grading. Grade from Rebel Cause to Winnemucca Ranch,
Install swale on South side and escapes
Pasture View, Whiskey Springs – Chieftan
Broken Spur N, Widened two feet and installed swales and escapes
Bootstrap, installed swales and escapes
Chieftan, Pasture View – end, Spot graded
Prairie, Winnemucca – Big Dog, Cleared shoulders, built up road, put in swales and escapes
Prairie, Big Dog – Jack Rabbit, Cleared shoulders, built up road, put in swales and escapes
Big Dog, Prep for gravel, Ditch work, swales and escapes, and truck turn around
Jackrabbit, N – S, Cleared shoulders, built up road, put in swales and escapes
Amy, Whiskey Springs – James Ranch
Chantry Flats, Import and spread 506 yards of gravel from Chieftan creek
Crossover, Import and spread 483 yards of gravel from Chieftan creek
Big Dog, Import and spread 368 yards of Gravel from Chieftan creek

OTHER ROAD WORK:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Grass Valley W, Finish cleaning culvert #7, Note: This culvert needs to be replaced
Whiskey Springs, Shoulder patch 12 tons
Wilcox Ranch, Work with contractor watering road for grading
Stockpile 1400 yards of gravel at Chieftan creek

OTHER:
1. R&R Wayside yard gas tank

EQUIPMENT:
1. 05 International, Oil pan bolts loose, tighten
2. 770 Grader, R&R cutting edges

Palomino Valley GID
Roadwork Before Winter 2019
GRADE GRADE GRADE Prep/GRAVEL/GRADE GRADE GRADE GRADE GRADE Prep/GRAVEL/GRADE GRADE Prep/GRAVEL/GRADE GRADE GRADE GRADE GRADE GRADE GRADE GRADE Add BASE Add BASE Add BASE -

Pasture View North
Chieftan (Prep for gravel haul)
Wild Horse, Whiskey Springs - Sharrock - Crossover
Crossover, Wild horse – Twin Springs
Wilcox Ranch, Twin Springs - Amy
Amy short
Crazy Horse, Wilcox Ranch - Yellow Tail
Yellow Tail, Crazy Horse - Chantry Flats
Chantry Flats gravel from Charlie’s corner to end
Prairie, Winnemucca Ranch - Big Dog
Big Dog, Prairie - End
Prairie, Big Dog - end
Jackrabbit North and South
Broken Spur North
Bootstrap
Sage Flat
Curnow Canyon and Space Test
Hockberry
Wilcox Ranch, Goodher - Mid
Quaking Aspen, Wilcox Ranch - O’Hara
Range Land, (over existing) Grey Van - Peak

CULVERT INSTALL - Wilcox Ranch add 22˚at #3 (36”) to redirect water flow
CULVERT INSTALL - Wild Horse at Sharrock 24”x32’ HDPE
CULVERT INSTALL - 4955 Pasture View 12”x30’ HDPE
CULVERT INSTALL - 5155 Pasture View 12”x30’ HDPE
CULVERT INSTALL - Chantry Flats, Charlie’s corner 15”x35’ HDPE
CULVERT INSTALL - Chantry Flats, midway at headwall 15”x30’ HDPE
CULVERT INSTALL - 4300 Amy homeowner driveway (Homeowner-supplied culvert)
CULVERT INSTALL Right Hand Canyon before Block house 15”x33’ HDPE
CULVERT INSTALL - Wilcox Ranch, from “oxbow” pond to Cottonwood Creek 18”x30’ CMP
CULVERT INSTALL - 2 at 6405 Grass Valley West 15”x40’ CMP
CULVERT CLEAN - 2600 Right Hand Canyon
FRENCH DRAIN INSTALL - 4”x100’ upper Quaking Aspen “At Spring”
Clean debris from shoulder of Whiskey Springs and Amy
Cottonwood Creek move gravel from digout back to edges of creek, install K-rail at Amy and Sharrock

October 17, 2019 Agenda Item 6. a.
Discussion of October 3, 2019 Special Meeting and Workshop
Discussion Point #1
Re: Resolution F06-R1 Roads Accepted for Maintenance and Level of Maintenance
Designation (October 12, 2006 Meeting)
Purpose: To set the record straight on Susan Ambrose's assertion that sometime after
the original 2006 resolution was passed, Quaking Aspen was changed to LOM 1.
From the October 3, 2019 Draft Minutes at top of page 13:
[Ms. Ambrose] said her question would be when this LOM sheet was amended in
2009, she didn’t know who was on the Board at that time [1], but all of a sudden
Quaking Aspen Road, if we’re talking about level of traffic, it became a number 1
for LOM [2]. She said that doesn’t compute in her brain if we are talking about the
primary roads for ingress and egress in 2006 per Resolution F06-R1. She said
what happened with the amended April 9, 2009 [3] that now Quaking Aspen, just
a two-mile stretch, is now considered a level 1?
[1]

On October 12, 2006, when Resolution F06-R1 was adopted, the Board Members
were:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Harold Shotwell
John VanderMeer
Deobra Solomon (absent on 10/12/2006)
Cathy Glatthar
Ray Johnson

[2]

The original, 2006 List of Roads and LOM shows Quaking Aspen (from Wilcox
Ranch Road to Hidden Canyon Road) was designated as a LOM 1. Furthermore,
no LOM designations have been changed since 2006.

[3]

Amendments (additions) to the list over the years since 2006, required a Boardapproved resolution, and there have been two such resolutions, as follows:
1. March 13, 2008, Resolution No. F08-R2 - Accept Bootstrap Lane for
Maintenance and Amend List of PVGID Accepted Roads and Level of
Maintenance
2. April 9, 2009, Resolution No. F09-R2 - Accept Chieftan Road for Maintenance
and Amend List of PVGID Accepted Roads and Level of Maintenance

Note: Revisions to correct errors have been made over the years, such as Grey Van
corrected to Gray Van, Sage Flats corrected to Sage Flat, and Wilcox Ranch miles from
Amy Road to Goodher Road was corrected from 5 miles to 4 miles.

Discussion Point #2
Purpose: To correct the record regarding the number of roads in the system that are
maintained by the PVGID and how many have not been graded in a one-year
period from October 15, 2018 to October 13, 2019 and the number of miles they
represent.
From the October 3, 2019 Draft Minutes at bottom of page 12:
Ms. Ambrose said she looked back at the operations reports from mid-December
2018 to mid-August 2019 [1] to see which roads had been graded. She reported
there are approximately 65 roads [2] in the system that the GID is required to
maintain. She said the GID’s stated guideline and priority is to keep all of the
roads serviceable. She stated of the 65 roads, [in that nine-month period], 35
roads have received road grading; that means half the roads in the District have
been graded at least one time, and the other half have not been touched [3].
[1]

Ms. Ambrose “looked back” at the operations reports covering nine months,
whereas, all the discussion at this meeting and the September 19th meeting, was
about the GID grading all roads at least once a year. Therefore, twelve months of
reports should be used in order to obtain meaningful statistics.

[2]

There are 48 roads accepted for maintenance in the District, three of which are
completely hard-surfaced (old pavement and/or Cape seal), leaving 45 roads that
are all or partially dirt roads.

[3]

In the one-year time period from October 15, 2018 to October 13, 2019, eight (8)
roads (4.6 miles) and five (5) sections of roads (5.6 miles) were not graded.

Discussion Point #3
Purpose: To address Pam Willmore’s suggestion that the PVGID go to the State
Legislature and have the Ad Valorem tax cap raised so that the PVGID can
increase revenues.
Preliminary findings (not all have been verified as being true and correct):
1. The Ad Valorem Tax Cap of $3.64 per $100 of assessed value is the Statewide cap (NRS 361.453)
2. A legislator (or possibly Washoe County?) would have to agree to sponsor a bill
on behalf of the GID
3. A tax cap override, specifically for the PVGID may be possible
a. An example: The 2-cent override in 1994 to support Washoe County
Libraries was approved by the voters; tax cap is currently $3.66 per $100
assessed valuation in Washoe County. (November 8, 1994 Ballot
Question No. WC-1, Washoe County Library Question)
b. A ballot question would have to be approved by a majority of the
registered voters residing within the boundaries of the taxing entity (NRS
361.4728)

ATTACHMENT
10/17/2019 Meeting
Agenda Item 12

PALOMINO VALLEY GENERAL IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT
RESOLUTION NO. F19-R1
Levels of Maintenance Designation
This resolution supersedes previous resolutions F77-R4, F93-R1, and F06-R1 for
maintenance of existing roads. Acceptance of new roads for maintenance is covered by
Resolution F16-R2.
The classification of “Seasonal Roads” described in previous resolutions is hereby
terminated. Residents on roads previously listed as seasonal who desire to have road
improvements beyond normal grading shall bear the cost of road improvements. It will
not be the responsibility of the PVGID to upgrade these roads except where deemed
practical and cost effective by the Board. These roads shall be maintained in their
present condition and width.
The level of maintenance is summarized on the following, Table 1 - PVGID Accepted
Roads and Level of Maintenance Amended October 2019. This table should be
reviewed and possibly updated every five (5) years as growth occurs within the District.
The following procedure shall be followed to amend the list of Accepted Roads; which
includes additions, deletions, and any change to a level of maintenance designation:
Upon a resolution to add, delete, or change the level of maintenance for an
accepted road, the Board of Trustees must draft a resolution to amend the list of
"Accepted Roads and Level of Maintenance." The resolution must include the
following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Name of Road
Portion of Road to be Added or Deleted (if applicable)
Number of Miles to be Added or Deleted (if applicable)
Level of Maintenance Designation (1, 2, or 3)

The Level of Maintenance table is a list compiled primarily on the number of residences
served. It is not a guarantee of how many times a year any particular road segment will
be graded since many other factors such as weather events, and subgrade soil
characteristics are also involved.

REGULAR MEETING
PALOMINO VALLEY GENERAL IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT
9732 Pyramid Hwy #407, Sparks, NV 89441
Thursday, November 21, 2019
MINUTES
Trustee Greg Dennis called the regular meeting of the Palomino Valley General Improvement
District (PVGID or GID) to order at 6:00 p.m. Thursday, November 21, 2019 at 21555
Pyramid Highway, Reno, Nevada.
1.

Roll Call: Trustees present were Donald Otto, Jim Currivan, and Greg Dennis.
Trustees Larry Johnson and Marty Breitmeyer were absent. Also present were Shawn
Kelly, Operations Manager; Vickie DiMambro, Assistant to the Secretary/Bookkeeper
(left at 6:21 p.m.); Cathy Glatthar, Assistant to the Board; and Louie Test, Legal
Counsel.

2.

Public Comment:
George Boyce asked what the timeline is for repairing the cattle guard on Range Land
Road?
Shawn Kelly replied hopefully within two weeks.
Mr. Boyce stated it would be advisable to put some dirt in the cattle guard until it is fixed.
Mark Burnette asked what the timeline is for fixing the potholes on Range Land Road?
Trustee Dennis stated that would be addressed under item 5. a. - Road Reports.
Larry Chesney asked when we’re we going to quit dumping money into this festering
sore called Wilcox Ranch? He said there was a huge contract for work on Wilcox
Ranch earlier this year, and now we’ve dumped hundreds of tons of base on Wilcox
Ranch just this past week. He said it’s not the maintenance manager’s problem, it’s the
Road Committee. He said that’s a tremendous amount of money. He said [Trustee]
Johnson said at the last meeting that it was a good idea to put base down on Amy from
Ironwood to Wilcox Ranch, and now you’re going clear up Wilcox Ranch Road with the
base. He said he didn’t think the Road Committee was doing a decent job, and it’s not
Shawn’s issue, it’s the Road Committee. He said we have dumped way too much
money on Wilcox Ranch Road; yes it is in disrepair, but so is the rest of the Valley. He
said and you want to re-designate a whole bunch of roads to class 1 roads? He
suggested the Road Committee resign. He said at the next election, there will be a
whole lot of competition.
Trustee Dennis asked if there were any further public comments? Hearing no requests,
he moved to the next agenda item.

3.

Approval of Minutes – October 17, 2019:
Susan Ambrose, in the audience, stated she had a correction to the minutes. She
handed out a letter (see attached), and stated some of the letter pertains to later in the
meeting. She clarified that on page 5 of the October minutes, President Johnson was
referring to her when he asked her at a previous meeting, “… if when she was on the
Board, if the Board had notified residents before they tore up the pavement on Whiskey
Springs, from the Pyramid Highway to Grass Valley, and she replied they had notified
everybody in writing.” She said that’s me, and that was in 1992; 27 years ago. She

continued reading from the minutes, “Trustee Johnson said he interviewed Mr. Pratt, the
only resident on that section of road at the time, if Mr. Pratt had been notified, and Mr.
Pratt said neither he nor his farm corporation had been notified in writing or by phone or
verbally.” Ms. Ambrose said she attempted to contact the other people who served on
the Board with her, and said three of those people, two have moved out of the area and
one is now deceased. She said she did contact Ray Joseph and read him what Trustee
Johnson put into those minutes, and Mr. Joseph said that’s absolutely ridiculous. She
said Mr. Joseph said we absolutely let Tom Pratt know what was going to happen, and
that Mr. Pratt actually lent the GID a piece of equipment to help tear out the road. She
said therefore she had exception to this comment by Trustee Johnson in which Trustee
Johnson said he interviewed Mr. Pratt. She said Louie Test was representing the Board
at that time and maybe Mr. Test had some recollection of that event. She concluded by
saying Mr. Pratt was notified.
Trustee Dennis commented that Ms. Ambrose’s letter is six pages long and wants the
Board to have a chance to review the contents, and therefore, continue this matter to the
next meeting.
Trustee Otto asked Ms. Ambrose what her goal was?
Ms. Ambrose said she was concerned that President Johnson was again targeting
people in the audience who make comments and singles them out. She said Trustee
Johnson does the same to members of the Board, just as Trustee Otto has experienced.
She said she felt that was inappropriate behavior for the President of the GID to be
doing. She said Trustee Johnson has brought up that particular incident on more than
one occasion, and this time she was tired of it and decided to comment about it.
Trustee Currivan made a motion to continue this matter to the next meeting. Trustee
Otto seconded the motion, and hearing no opposition, the motion passed.
4.

Financial Reports and Payment of Bills:
a. Financial Reports: Cathy Glatthar reported per the Estimated Operating Funds for
Capital Improvements report (see attached), we are projecting Net Operating Funds
for Capital Improvements of $239,428. Trustee Dennis asked if that figure included
the costs we estimated for pre-winter work? Cathy explained some money was
spent this month, and she held back $70,000 for the balance of the “Before Winter
Road Work.”
b. Payment of Bills: Vickie DiMambro reviewed the transaction report (see attached).
She stated there were a number of large transactions this month. She stated there
were two payments to Joy Engineering, one for Grass Valley Road and one for the
final payment of the retainage; the audit was completed and payment was being
made to Eide Bailly, the CPA firm; Sierra Nevada Construction (SNC) for the
Pavement Edge Reinforcement project on Whiskey Springs and Ironwood Roads;
Sierra Rental & Transport for [hauling material to Chantry Flats, Crossover, and Big
Dog Roads]; there were five pay periods this month which is why the net payroll is
higher than normal; and Western Nevada Supply for culverts. Trustee Currivan
made a motion to approve the transaction report and pay the bills. Trustee Otto
seconded the motion. Hearing no opposition, the motion passed.
c. Acceptance of Audit: Trustee Dennis stated the audit was conducted by Eide
Bailly. Cathy Glatthar stated the auditor had two main comments: 1) Compliance
with Nevada Revised Statutes and the Nevada Administrative Code: The District
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conformed to all significant statutory constraints on its financial administration during
the year, and 2) Current Year Recommendations: No material weaknesses or
significant deficiencies reported. Cathy said this was considered a “clean” audit.
Trustee Otto made a motion to accept the audit. Trustee Currivan seconded the
motion, and hearing no opposition the motion carried.
5.

Road Maintenance Reports:
a. Road Reports: Trustee Dennis said he looked at the contracts for both Joy
Engineering and SNC. In regards to Joy Engineering’s contract for Grass Valley, he
said when he and Trustee Johnson went out there two or three months ago, they
had a conversation that taking that lake alkali playa material and putting it on the
existing road was going to be more difficult and not cost effective. He said they
decided instead to bring in base material; they used Type II base to fix the turns in
the road. He said they put in drainage swales, based the road, and fixed it up. He
said the tonnage for Grass Valley was [1,535], and some was put down on Range
Land, but that wasn’t totaled up. Shawn Kelly spoke up and said 550 tons of
material was put down on Range Land. Trustee Dennis explained that Shawn did
the finish grading on Range Land, and that was part of the pre-winter work that
needed to be done. Trustee Otto opined that Joy “cut a fat hog on that deal.” He
said hopefully we can make that up with Joy sometime in the future. Trustee Dennis
said in defense of what we did, when he saw what Joy Engineering’s sub-contractor
was doing, he contacted Joy Engineering and that particular sub-contractor was
removed from the job. He clarified that Joy Engineering completed the job, but there
was still some money owed to the sub-contractor.
Trustee Dennis stated he had a photo of the grading that was done on Ironwood and
Whiskey Springs after the edge paving was completed. He explained it went very
well and will do an excellent job of keeping that edge pavement in place when
drivers get too close to the outside of the new edge. He said the contractor was
leery about how to bid this project, so the bid documents showed a lineal foot cost
and a tonnage cost. He said subsequently, the labor cost was changed to a fixed,
daily rate and kept the tonnage cost the same. He said the good news on that was
we were able to add approximately 50% more length of edge paving than we
originally estimated; about two miles more. He stated Trustee Johnson worked that
out with the contractor and that really worked in our favor and we came out way
ahead on that particular project.
Richard Steele, Rebel Cause Road, said he really liked the gravel work that was
done on Range Land between Grey Van and Peak. He said the paved section is
horrible and is worse now with the rain, school buses, and trash trucks. He said his
wife is afraid to drive that section, and yes, she could drive an extra mile and use
Winnemucca Ranch Road, but she shouldn’t have to do that.
Trustee Dennis said he appreciated Mr. Steele’s patience; the GID had a large
project being put together on Wilcox Ranch Road with the Type II base being put
down. He said Shawn is spread pretty thin and doesn’t know how to spread Shawn
any thinner. He said he and Shawn have talked about the portion of Range Land
Road from the cattle guard to the first large culvert; it is high-clay content, alkali
material under the Cape seal. He explained he has talked to Trustee Johnson about
the mistake done years ago in putting down Cape seal over that type of material; that
the sub-base just wouldn’t hold up. He said he’s been looking at options with
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regards to how to re-do that road. He said he and Shawn have discussed whether
they should rip up the Cape seal and put Type II base down. He said there are other
solutions and passed around a brochure for a soil stabilization product. He
explained this product is a liquid that you put in a water truck, and it will turn clay into
a road base that the manufacturer claims will last five to fifteen years. He said he
had a conference call with the supplier and for a 24- to 26-foot-wide road, it will cost
about $6,000 a mile for the material. He said when he looked at the product, it’s as
hard as a rock after it sets up. He said he would like to try this on one of the clay
roads. He said they will be taking some soil samples to the supplier and the supplier
will conduct tests. He explained you put the product in a water truck, you rip the
surface, you mix in the product, and you compact it with a vibratory roller. He said
imagine a road you don’t have to blade for two years; the people will be happy
because it will be like driving on a paved road.
Richard Steele said he thought it was an excellent idea or just ripping up the Cape
seal and putting down the Type II base. He said for now, we’re getting into winter
and we need a short-term fix.
Shawn said he will fill the holes with aggregate base; there’s no sense using cold
mix.
Trustee Dennis said we tried to hire people for patching, but aren’t getting anywhere
with that. In response to Trustee Dennis, Shawn explained we just can’t get anyone
who will pass a drug test and has a Class A or B license. Trustee Dennis said we
got two people, but they weren’t capable of doing the work. In answer to Trustee
Otto’s question, Shawn said if the applicant had a Class A or B license, he was
offering $24 per hour, and we’ve been advertising since early summer.
Chris De Rosa, in the audience, said he hires a lot of people and posts ads on
Indeed and he gets many applicants. Cathy Glatthar said the GID posts on Indeed
and Craig’s List.
Shawn said another problem with the employment ads was that we only need a
patching crew for about a month, and most people are looking for long-term work.
Mr. De Rosa suggested offering the job for three months instead of just one month.
Shawn said last summer we had a full-time patch crew of two temporary employees
at 1,000 maximum hours each. He said one of those temporary workers was hired
on full-time. He said he is looking for two workers for the patch crew.
Mr. De Rosa offered to post the GID’s employment ad in Reno on community
boards.
Cathy Glatthar said she had Mr. De Rosa’s email address and would send the ad to
him.
Trustee Dennis said we are always watching our budget because when we get too
much labor, then we don’t have any money to spend on capital improvements; it’s a
balancing act. He said we never have the funds necessary to do an adequate job.
b. Report on 2019 Pavement Edge Reinforcement Project: Trustee Dennis said he
discussed this item earlier.
c. Report on Flood Repairs and Mitigation and FEMA and State Disaster Funding
(2017 Flood): Cathy Glatthar said we are still waiting on the State. She explained
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two of our four project worksheets have been completely processed and the
remaining two were finally approved by FEMA and are with the State. She said she
can’t apply for reimbursement until the State finishes its process. She said once we
receive FEMA’s [75%] reimbursement on those last two projects, she will apply for
the State’s 12.5% reimbursement.
d. Operations Manager's Report: Shawn Kelly said they are grading roads and trying
to keep up. He said they had to prepare for the edge paving and afterwards he had
to go back and put the shoulder back in. Trustee Dennis said the shoulder looks
good. Shawn said he worked on the drainage in some places along Ironwood Road
and hopefully it will keep water away from the road.
In response to Trustee Dennis’ question, Shawn said he was aware of the comments
made on Facebook about road maintenance on the west side of the Valley. Shawn
said he would prefer it if people would call him; some have and he’s not neglecting
anyone.
6.

Old Business:
a. Discussion and Possible First Reading of Resolution F19-R1 Roads Accepted
for Maintenance and Level of Maintenance Designations: Trustee Dennis asked
if everyone had read the proposed resolution with the red and blue text (see
attached)? He said this is a resolution that eliminates some of the old resolutions.
He said it would eliminate the seasonal road issue once and for all; seasonal roads
would not exist anymore. He explained seasonal roads are narrower roads; the GID
has been maintaining these seasonal roads since 2006 [as level of maintenance 3
roads].
Chris De Rosa read the following sentence from the draft resolution:
“Residents on roads previously listed as seasonal who desire to have road
improvements beyond normal grading …”
Mr. De Rosa asked what “beyond normal grading” meant? He asked does it mean
when a request comes in and it gets filled, that’s all that’s going to happen or no
more requests?
Trustee Dennis said he thought what was being considered was road improvements;
if the individuals on a narrow, seasonal road want that road improved, the cost of
those improvements would be borne by the individuals who live up there and not by
the GID. He said likewise, many of those seasonal roads cannot be widened
because of the terrain.
Mr. De Rosa explained his concern was his definition of “improvement” is different
than the Board’s. He said he was concerned that many people will confuse that and
say, there’s a ditch there, and the Board will say that’s an improvement and we’re not
doing that.
Mr. De Rosa said his other concern was on the road operations report it states that
work was done on Quaking Aspen (item #9), and that’s a little bit misleading because
the work done was only about a quarter mile on Quaking Aspen.
Cathy Glatthar clarified item #9 on the operations report was referring to Wilcox
Ranch Road from Amy to Quaking Aspen.
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Mr. De Rosa reiterated his concern that if there’s a request that comes in, will it just
be shunned off because we have eliminated the term “seasonal.”
Trustee Dennis said he agreed with Mr. De Rosa that “road improvements beyond
normal grading” is dubious or confusing, and needs to be corrected. He said we’ll
need to clarify that statement.
Trustee Currivan said additionally, the last sentence in that paragraph states, “These
roads shall be maintained in their present condition and width.” He said in the future,
who is going to know what the “present condition and width” was when this resolution
was passed?
Trustee Dennis suggested, “road improvements beyond normal grading or present
condition or width” may be an appropriate way to fix that.
Trustee Otto asked aren’t we going to go over this again every five years?
Trustee Dennis said he thought that was a very good point, because a seasonal road
gets eliminated, therefore there’s no definition of a seasonal road which is a road that
is substandard to the GID roads which are classified as a 1, 2, and 3, yet someone’s
going to say why is my road not the way everybody else’s road is and since we
eliminated it, it’s a standard that’s either 1, 2, or 3.
Mr. De Rosa said he thought there needed to be more detail.
Ray Johnson said calling a road seasonal does not make it unused year round, and
Trustee Dennis’ definition of seasonal, as it pertains to maintenance, is in Trustee
Dennis’ head, but is not in the heads of the people who live on that road. He said so
if you are going to use the term “seasonal road” it needs more definition than just
“seasonal road.” He asked if you are going to eliminate it, what roads currently are
labeled seasonal that you are going to eliminate from GID maintenance?
Trustee Dennis said Trustee Johnson indicated he was going to eliminate all
seasonal roads.
Mr. Ray Johnson asked what are those roads?
Cathy Glatthar clarified the term “seasonal” was going to be eliminated, but those
roads are still on the list as 3s.
Trustee Otto clarified that what the audience was referring to was his marked-up list
of the accepted roads and levels of maintenance (see attached). He said these were
solely his suggestions for accepted roads and levels of maintenance. He said there
was also some discussion about snow removal; that one of the things attributable to
a seasonal road was the GID was not necessarily going to plow a seasonal road
because it’s a seasonal road in the first place, which means during the winter time
we’re not going to be responsible for keeping it open or travelable.
Trustee Otto said on the bottom of page 3 it states, as follows:
TERTIARY -- LOM 3:

32.6 Miles

 Low Traffic
 Not a Collector Road
 Seasonal Maintenance--Road will not be maintained when weather and/or
road conditions are unsafe or hazardous to GID crew and/or equipment.
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Trustee Otto said as far as he was concerned, that last sentence: “Road will not be
maintained when weather and/or road conditions are unsafe or hazardous to GID
crew and/or equipment” should be standard, SOP, across the board, for any of our
roads, at any time.
Cathy Glatthar pointed out item #7 on the draft resolution states:
“Roads throughout the District will not be maintained when weather and/or road
conditions are unsafe or hazardous to GID personnel and/or equipment.”
Trustee Otto said he crossed out the LOM 3 definition on the list and said none of the
roads should be a LOM 3; only use LOM 1 and 2. He said the roads that we are
maintaining now and keeping up with are nearly all the roads. He said we accept
requests for road work and patching on all the roads, not just the number ones;
Shawn works on all the roads. He said he marked some roads as number two roads
(those with moderate traffic and are secondary collector roads). He said the whole
system out here needs to be always taken care of; you can’t let people not be able to
make it to town. He said a lot of this should be up to the road supervisor. He said
Trustee Johnson spoke about the subsoil conditions being a factor and that was very
appropriate. He said we can have a level 3 road with good material like some of
Curnow Canyon is DG, it’s not clay. He said he wished the road he lived on, which is
a level 3, was the same material as Curnow Canyon. He said some of this just
doesn’t seem appropriate and it’s way too complicated and he’s trying to simplify it.
Trustee Currivan said some of Curnow Canyon is a 3 and probably always will be.
Trustee Dennis said he thought this item was going to have some further discussions
and some more meetings.
Shawn Kelly said he wanted to address that we live in a desert, and we don’t get any
moisture for months on end. He said there is no consistency to our roads, and speed
plays a big part and the roads fall apart really fast. He said when it’s hot and dry, one
of the big keys is to make sure, especially on the flats, to hold that pedal steady and
just cruise. He said for the upper roads, when it comes to the dry, hot summers,
when we do get up there and do work, we need to protect the road; ask your
neighbors to please slow down because the road work will last longer.
George Boyce asked why do we even have a list when almost every road is a 1 [on
Trustee Otto’s list]? He asked why isn’t it left up to the Board to decide what needs to
be done to a road? He said if ten people on a road complain, the Board would decide
what would be done.
Trustee Otto agreed.
Trustee Dennis said he could bring up an argument for and against. He said we are
trying to give people some idea of where they are in the pecking order for getting their
road maintained. He explained if all the roads are a 1, someone will want priority
even though they live on a road that’s not a collector or a main road.
Mr. De Rosa said in regards to Mr. Boyce’s comment, if everyone is on an even
playing field, then there should be a [defined] amount of time that we get to your
request. He suggested there be some kind of document that listed the requests that
came in and what we’re going to do about those requests and when (a ballpark), that
could be posted for public viewing, might help to alleviate a lot of the questions as to
when a road request would be handled. He said it would also help the Board; if a
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request comes in and Shawn says he just did that road a few weeks ago, then the
Board could tell that person that their new request would have to wait. He said if
there was some kind of document out there that said that and showed that, it might
eliminate a lot of the questions from the residents as to when their road would get
done.
Trustee Dennis said the other question was what about the people who stay quiet; do
we just ignore them?
Mr. De Rosa said those people could see that others are making requests and it’s
being documented.
Trustee Otto said like Mr. Ray Johnson stating his road wasn’t done in 20 months;
this way we could pull up a list on the laptop and see that Mr. Johnson’s road was
last done on …
Trustee Dennis interjected and asked who would do that work? He asked if Cathy
would be doing that work?
Trustee Otto said he didn’t know who would do the work.
Mr. De Rosa said it could be an Excel document that’s updated once a month.
Susan Ambrose said she appreciated Trustee Otto’s attempt to help us with this
situation. She said the letter she handed out earlier that no one has had a chance to
review, has to do with the frequency of maintenance. She stated she looked at every
single one of the road reports from 2018 all the way through to last month that Shawn
put together. She said she appreciated that Shawn had broken the roads down
specifically into which parts he had worked on and whether it was graded, or other
work; it’s helpful as opposed to the old operator who just wrote down Wilcox Ranch
Road and we had no idea about what he did or where it was done. She said she
looked at the road reports and wrote down the number of times those roads were
graded. She stated she did not write down when work other than grading was done.
She said she did verify what Mr. Ray Johnson said.
Ms. Ambrose opined that if all the roads were 1s, it doesn’t tell people how often their
road will be looked at and there is the issue about the number of vehicles that are
trafficking a particular road. She said for example, Tartan Road has one residence
on it and it intersects Little Ironwood. She said she understands that that road would
not get as much frequency. She said other roads, such as Grass Valley east, has
gone a significant amount of time with all the attention turned to Grass Valley west
with the special project. She said Cathy put together a good piece of paper with the
number of residences on each road, but that was done in 2016. She opined that that
list needs to be updated annually. She said that list is important because it has a lot
of play into how much that road’s going to hold up. She said some areas are building
at a higher rate than other areas.
Ms. Ambrose said the canyon roads are a problem when it comes to emergency
vehicle access, and at some point additional funding measures like Ms. Willmore
talked about, are going to be needed to address those roads; such as Quaking Aspen
from Microwave up and Piute Creek. She said there has to be some way to fix the
problem of these narrow roads because more and more residents are moving into
those canyons. She said it’s important that there’s a list like this when you’re looking
to purchase in the area; your realtor can show you the list and you have an idea that
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maybe your road wouldn’t get as much attention as some of these other roads, and
maybe you should look in another area. She addressed Mr. Boyce and said she
thought it was important to have some kind of a list even if they are all marked a 1,
but it has to have some type of guidelines as to the frequency; a little more detail.
Trustee Otto said this month’s operations report shows 20 items for roads graded and
compacted. He said some items have full street names, but no description as to what
part of the road. He said for instance look at number 19.
Shawn said number 19 lists “Quaking Aspen, Wilcox Ranch to O’Hara” and for
instance, if you see just “Sage Flat” that was the whole road.
Trustee Otto said he now understands. He said he noticed on page 2 of Ms.
Ambrose’s report that she shows Quaking Aspen, the road he lives on, was done six
times in 2018. He said he can guarantee that all five miles of Quaking Aspen weren’t
graded six times in that year; he said he was concerned with the misperception that
others would have when reading this.
Ms. Ambrose explained on a later page, she did breakdown Quaking Aspen into the
segments and how often.
Trustee Dennis said the optimum would be a road map that shows colors of the roads
and when they were done, etc. He said the issue we have is how much time do we
want to have someone doing other things that cost money and not spending money
on the roads? He said we need to bring this back after doing more homework on it.
In answer to Trustee Currivan’s question, Shawn showed him a list of road segments
that also showed the number of miles for each segment. Shawn added that on a
number of the roads, there are only certain places where he can turn the grader
around, so that may dictate how a particular road is segmented.
Trustee Dennis said this issue is not specific to us; cities have GPS trackers on street
sweepers, so if a resident says their road was not swept, the city can check the
records to verify if it was or not.
Mr. Ray Johnson said his criticism of the proposed change, was that it doesn’t give
any time lines on frequency. He said you might get your road graded when you call
in and say it needs to be graded, but the Operations Manager can say it doesn’t need
to be graded; so, who’s right? He asked was there a right and a wrong; my opinion,
Shawn’s opinion, or Trustee Johnson’s opinion?
Trustee Otto asked how can you set a standard number of times a particular road is
graded each year; are we going to go through this three-page list and set a number of
times each road will be graded in a year?
Mr. Ray Johnson said yes, exactly. He said the level 1 roads are mostly Cape-sealed
right now: Whiskey Springs, Axe Handle, Ironwood …
Trustee Otto disagreed and said some level 1 roads are not Cape-sealed such as
Amy, Wilcox Ranch, …
Trustee Dennis interjected and said we are going in circles; that he didn’t disagree
with Mr. Ray Johnson, but we’re going to have to bring this item back; we’re not going
to solve this tonight.
Mr. Ray Johnson reiterated that in his opinion, everybody’s dirt road needs to be
maintained at least once a year.
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Ms. Ambrose stated there were 11 roads not serviced in that same amount of time.
Louie Test said to look at Ms. Ambrose’s report; there’s a lot of work in the report as
to when roads were or were not graded. He said Ms. Ambrose did a lot of work going
through the operations reports and compiling the information in the final pages of her
letter.
Trustee Dennis agreed that Ms. Ambrose did good work.
Trustee Otto also thanked Ms. Ambrose for her work.
b. Broken Spur, Sharrock, and Amy Developer-Placed Cape Seal Repairs: Cathy
Glatthar reported that Trustee Johnson had an email sent out to Mr. Brian Murphy
asking Mr. Murphy if he would help with the Cape seal repairs on those three roads.
She read Mr. Murphy’s response, as follows:
“I did not offer to do future maintenance on Iron Wood. It was in the condition of
approvals on my five parcel maps to repair any damage from construction traffic
during the construction of the 15 lots. What wasn’t in the condition of approvals
was that I would have to have a FEMA/ Lomar Map Study done on the whole
valley starting at the top of the surrounding mountains. At this time it will be cost
prohibitive to go forward with the five parcel maps. Therefore I’m in no position to
do any maintenance on the roads.”
c. Water Rights: Trustee Dennis reported that we have met our acre-foot requirement
for one of our water rights permits and we should proceed with filing for proof of
beneficial use on that permit and file for extensions on the remaining two water rights
permits. He said Trustee Johnson met with Mr. Lindesmith of Summit Engineering,
and Mr. Lindesmith will submit the appropriate documents with the State Water
Engineer.
7.

New Business: None

8.

Judicial/Government Affairs: Louie Test reported there was another AT&T phone line
cut, but the line was only buried about 12 inches. He said we’ll have to see if AT&T will
file a claim against us, but that was doubtful because the line was not properly installed.

9.

Calendar Review: Cathy Glatthar reported the next meeting is December 19th.


Cathy stated tomorrow she will mail copies of the audit to the State Department of
Taxation and the Washoe County Clerk where it will be on record for public review.



Cathy said reservations have been made for next year’s use of the range classroom
for our meetings. She had a handout with the calendar of meeting dates available
(see attached).

10. Correspondence: None
11. Public Comment:
Trustee Dennis asked if there were any public comments? Hearing no requests, he
moved to the next agenda item.
12. Board Member and Staff Items:


Trustee Dennis thanked everyone for their input tonight.

13. Adjournment: Trustee Currivan made a motion to adjourn the meeting. Trustee Otto
seconded the motion, and hearing no opposition, the meeting adjourned at 7:16 p.m.
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October 17, 2019 Agenda Item 6. a.
Discussion of October 3, 2019 Special Meeting and Workshop
Discussion Point #1
Re: Resolution F06-R1 Roads Accepted for Maintenance and Level of Maintenance
Designation (October 12, 2006 Meeting)
Purpose: To set the record straight on Susan Ambrose's assertion that sometime after
the original 2006 resolution was passed, Quaking Aspen was changed to LOM 1.
From the October 3, 2019 Draft Minutes at top of page 13:
[Ms. Ambrose] said her question would be when this LOM sheet was amended in
2009, she didn’t know who was on the Board at that time [1], but all of a sudden
Quaking Aspen Road, if we’re talking about level of traffic, it became a number 1
for LOM [2]. She said that doesn’t compute in her brain if we are talking about the
primary roads for ingress and egress in 2006 per Resolution F06-R1. She said
what happened with the amended April 9, 2009 [3] that now Quaking Aspen, just
a two-mile stretch, is now considered a level 1?
[1]

On October 12, 2006, when Resolution F06-R1 was adopted, the Board Members
were:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Harold Shotwell
John VanderMeer
Deobra Solomon (absent on 10/12/2006)
Cathy Glatthar
Ray Johnson

[2]

The original, 2006 List of Roads and LOM shows Quaking Aspen (from Wilcox
Ranch Road to Hidden Canyon Road) was designated as a LOM 1. Furthermore,
no LOM designations have been changed since 2006.

[3]

Amendments (additions) to the list over the years since 2006, required a Boardapproved resolution, and there have been two such resolutions, as follows:
1. March 13, 2008, Resolution No. F08-R2 - Accept Bootstrap Lane for
Maintenance and Amend List of PVGID Accepted Roads and Level of
Maintenance
2. April 9, 2009, Resolution No. F09-R2 - Accept Chieftan Road for Maintenance
and Amend List of PVGID Accepted Roads and Level of Maintenance

Note: Revisions to correct errors have been made over the years, such as Grey Van
corrected to Gray Van, Sage Flats corrected to Sage Flat, and Wilcox Ranch miles from
Amy Road to Goodher Road was corrected from 5 miles to 4 miles.

Discussion Point #2
Purpose: To correct the record regarding the number of roads in the system that are
maintained by the PVGID and how many have not been graded in a one-year
period from October 15, 2018 to October 13, 2019 and the number of miles they
represent.
From the October 3, 2019 Draft Minutes at bottom of page 12:
Ms. Ambrose said she looked back at the operations reports from mid-December
2018 to mid-August 2019 [1] to see which roads had been graded. She reported
there are approximately 65 roads [2] in the system that the GID is required to
maintain. She said the GID’s stated guideline and priority is to keep all of the
roads serviceable. She stated of the 65 roads, [in that nine-month period], 35
roads have received road grading; that means half the roads in the District have
been graded at least one time, and the other half have not been touched [3].
[1]

Ms. Ambrose “looked back” at the operations reports covering nine months,
whereas, all the discussion at this meeting and the September 19th meeting, was
about the GID grading all roads at least once a year. Therefore, twelve months of
reports should be used in order to obtain meaningful statistics.

[2]

There are 48 roads accepted for maintenance in the District, three of which are
completely hard-surfaced (old pavement and/or Cape seal), leaving 45 roads that
are all or partially dirt roads.

[3]

In the one-year time period from October 15, 2018 to October 13, 2019, eight (8)
roads (4.6 miles) and five (5) sections of roads (5.6 miles) were not graded.

Discussion Point #3
Purpose: To address Pam Willmore’s suggestion that the PVGID go to the State
Legislature and have the Ad Valorem tax cap raised so that the PVGID can
increase revenues.
Preliminary findings (not all have been verified as being true and correct):
1. The Ad Valorem Tax Cap of $3.64 per $100 of assessed value is the Statewide cap (NRS 361.453)
2. A legislator (or possibly Washoe County?) would have to agree to sponsor a bill
on behalf of the GID
3. A tax cap override, specifically for the PVGID may be possible
a. An example: The 2-cent override in 1994 to support Washoe County
Libraries was approved by the voters; tax cap is currently $3.66 per $100
assessed valuation in Washoe County. (November 8, 1994 Ballot
Question No. WC-1, Washoe County Library Question)
b. A ballot question would have to be approved by a majority of the
registered voters residing within the boundaries of the taxing entity (NRS
361.4728)

ESTIMATED OPERATING FUNDS FOR CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS

ATTACHMENT - 11/21/2019 Meeting - Agenda Item 4.a.

TOTAL CASH IN ALL BANK ACCOUNTS AS OF NOVEMBER 21, 2019

321,737

ADDITIONAL REVENUE EXPECTED THROUGH AUGUST 31, 2020

472,635

ESTIMATED OPERATING FUNDS THROUGH AUGUST 31, 2020

LESS AVERAGE MONTHLY EXPENSES X 9 MONTHS

-270,000

LESS Hot Pot & Plow ($10,500 max for both); Capital Outlay ($75,000 - $10,500 = $64,500);
Unexpected Repairs ($5,000/mo x 9 months); Insurance ($9,000 Jun or Jul);
Before Winter Road Work - Aggregate & Trucking ($70,000);
Workers' Comp $1,772 (Feb, May) & $2,400 (Aug)

LESS RESERVE FUNDS (= ENDING FUND BALANCE PER BUDGET)

NET OPERATING FUNDS FOR CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS AS OF
AUGUST 31, 2020

Additional Revenue Expected Through August 31, 2020:
Ad Valorem Dec '19 thru Aug '20
CTX
36,000 x 9
LGTA
2,920 x 9

122,355
324,000
26,280
472,635

MONTHLY EXPENSES:

Payroll
Other (non Road Maint)

Average
17,000
13,000
30,000

Actual
16,148
22,741
38,889

TOTAL EXPENSES

199,310
238,198

Road Maintenance

-204,944
-80,000

ESTIMATED EXPENSES & RESERVES THROUGH AUGUST 31, 2020

285,000
432,000
35,040
752,040

794,372

Difference
853
-9,741
-8,889

-554,944

239,428

REVENUE - ACTUAL AND ESTIMATED
NOTE: As of 11/21/2019 Actual Revenue Exceeds Estimated By:
AD VALOREM
Date
at 09/19/19 (35%)
at 10/17/19
at 11/21/19 (21%)
December
January
February
(21%)
March
April
(21%)
May
June
July
(2%)
August

Estimated
99,750.00
0.00
59,850.00
0.00
0.00
59,850.00
0.00
59,850.00
0.00
0.00
5,700.00
0.00
285,000.00

Actual
108,753.21
6,410.74
47,481.08

Estimated
36,000.00
36,000.00
36,000.00
36,000.00
36,000.00
36,000.00
36,000.00
36,000.00
36,000.00
36,000.00
36,000.00
36,000.00
432,000.00

Actual
37,881.70
36,664.07
38,015.61

Estimated
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
35,040.00

Actual
2,871.61
3,147.83
3,120.95

162,645.03

$7,986.80

Difference
YTD Difference
9,003.21
9,003.21
6,410.74
15,413.95
-12,368.92
3,045.03

-122,354.97

CTX
Date
at 09/19/19
at 10/17/19
at 11/21/19
December
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August

112,561.38

Difference
YTD Difference
1,881.70
1,881.70
664.07
2,545.77
2,015.61
4,561.38

-319,438.62

LGTA
Date
at 09/19/19
at 10/17/19
at 11/21/19
December
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August

9,140.39

Difference
YTD Difference
-48.39
-48.39
227.83
179.44
200.95
380.39

-25,899.61

PVGID OPERATIONS REPORT
Report Period 10/14/2019 to 11/17/2019
ATTACHMENT: 11/21/2019 Meeting Agenda Item 5. d.

ROADS GRADED AND COMPACTED:
[Grader Hours: 770 Grader = 79 hours; 670 Grader = 7 hours]
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Bacon Rind, S - Axe Handle to end
Bacon Rind, N - Axe Handle to turn around
Curnow Cyn, Axe Handle to end
Space Test
Sage Flat
Hockberry
Peak, E - W
Peak, N - S
Wilcox Ranch, Amy - Quaking Aspen
Amy Short, Out bound only
Grey Van
Rebel Cause
Broken Spur, Whiskey Springs – Morgan Ranch
Broken Spur, N: Haul 30 Yards Chieftan gravel spread over soft spot
Range Land, Cattle guard - Pyramid
Grass Valley, Pyramid – Wayside
Pasture View, Whiskey – Sharrock
Pasture View, South
Quaking Aspen, Wilcox Ranch – O’Hara, Pull South side ditch and escapes
Amy, Whiskey – James Ranch

OTHER ROAD WORK:
1. Ironwood, Sweep and prep for edge paving
2. Whiskey Springs, Sweep and prep for edge paving
3. Ironwood, Top of hill at turn going north 1 mile pulled shoulders and escapes. Lower 1600’ pulled
5’ sand edge away from cape seal and put 100 yards base for edge paving
4. Whiskey Springs, Sweep ahead of paver
5. Ironwood, Sweep ahead of paver
6. Whiskey Springs, Pull shoulder material up to new edge paving
7. Ironwood, Pull shoulder material up to new edge paving
8. Range Land, Gray Van – Cattle guard, Pull south shoulder and deepen ditch
9. Wilcox Ranch, Amy – Quaking Aspen Used two water trucks to keep road from wash boarding in
preparation of base
10. Quaking Aspen, Upper spring Pull new ditch and take old 4” pipe out, widen road
11. Wilcox Ranch and Quaking Aspen, Mark 4 ½ miles for new base material

OTHER:
None
EQUIPMENT:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Pull behind sweeper starter, Ignition switch, Fuel pump toggle switch went out R&R
05 International, Flat tire, Patch left rear inner. Side wall blowout Right rear inner R&R tire
770 Lube, A/C Evaporator blew Freon and oil in cab, Ordered new Evap.
IR Compactor R&R Batteries

ATTACHMENT
11/21/2019 Meeting
Agenda Item 6.a. 1

PALOMINO VALLEY GENERAL IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT
RESOLUTION NO. F19-R1
Levels of Maintenance Designation
This resolution supersedes previous resolutions F77-R4, F93-R1, and F06-R1 for
maintenance of existing roads. Acceptance of new roads for maintenance is covered by
Resolution F16-R2.
The classification of “Seasonal Roads” described in previous resolutions is hereby
terminated. Residents on roads previously listed as seasonal who desire to have road
improvements beyond normal grading shall bear the cost of road improvements. It will
not be the responsibility of the PVGID to upgrade these roads except where deemed
practical and cost effective by the Board. These roads shall be maintained in their
present condition and width.
The level of maintenance is summarized on the following, Table 1 - PVGID Accepted
Roads and Level of Maintenance Amended October 2019. This table should be
reviewed and possibly updated every five (5) years as growth occurs within the District.
The following procedure shall be followed to amend the list of Accepted Roads; which
includes additions, deletions, and any change to a level of maintenance designation:
Upon a resolution to add, delete, or change the level of maintenance for an
accepted road, the Board of Trustees must draft a resolution to amend the list of
"Accepted Roads and Level of Maintenance." The resolution must include the
following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Name of Road
Portion of Road to be Added or Deleted (if applicable)
Number of Miles to be Added or Deleted (if applicable)
Level of Maintenance Designation (1, 2, or 3)

The Level of Maintenance table is a list compiled primarily on the number of residences
served. It is not a guarantee of how many times a year any particular road segment will
be graded since many other factors such as weather events, and subgrade soil
characteristics are also involved.

PALOMINO VALLEY GID ACCEPTED ROADS AND LEVEL OF MAINTENANCE
AMENDED APRIL 9, 2009
LEVEL OF
MAINT
1
1
2
2
3
1
2
2
3
3
1
3
3
3
2
2
3
2
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
3
3
3
1
3

ROAD NAME
Amy
Amy
Amy
Amy
Anniversary
Axe Handle
Bacon Rind
Bacon Rind
Big Dog
Bootstrap
Broken Spur
Broken Spur
Chantry Flats
Chieftan
Crazy Horse
Crossover
Crossover
Curnow Canyon
Curnow Canyon
Easy Jet
Flagstone
Grass Valley
Grass Valley
Grass Valley
Grass Valley
Grey Van
Hay Canyon
Hockberry
Ironwood
Ironwood (Little)

Revised 2019-09-09

MILES
2.4
0.4
1.4
0.1
0.5
3.0
1.5
1.7
0.6
0.5
2.4
0.2
1.1
0.8
1.1
0.6
0.2
0.9
1.7
0.4
0.2
3.6
3.1
0.8
0.8
1.2
0.3
1.0
4.9
1.0

PORTION ACCEPTED
Whiskey Springs South to . . . .
Ironwood South to . . . . . . . . . .
Wilcox Ranch South to . . . . . .
Whiskey Springs North to . . . .
All
All
Axe Handle So. to . . . . . . . . . .
Axe Handle North to . . . . . . . .
Prairie to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Broken Spur East to . . . . . . . .
Whiskey Springs South to . . . .
Whiskey Springs North to . . . .
All
Pasture View to . . . . . . . . . . . .
All
Wild Horse South to . . . . . . . .
Wild Horse North to . . . . . . . .
Axe Handle to . . . . . . . . . . . . .
39° 43.676N 119° 39.229W to
All
All
Pyramid Hwy West to . . . . . . .
Pyramid Hwy Southeast to . . .
Whiskey Springs South to . . . .
Sharrock North to . . . . . . . . . .
Range Land South to . . . . . . . .
All
All
Pyramid Hwy to . . . . . . . . . . . .
Whiskey Springs South to . . . .

Level of Maintenance:

1 = Primary

2 = Secondary

END GPS
Ironwood
Wilcox Ranch
End
N end: 39° 47.810N 119° 36.698W
39° 44.138N 119° 38.850W
39° 43.017N 119° 40.652W (Sage Cyn)
End
39° 46.389N 119° 42.321W (4700 BD)
39º 48.336N 119º 36.694W
End
End
Vista Trail
Twin Springs
N end: 39° 45.171N 119° 35.058W
39° 43.676N 119° 39.229W (Quonset)
39° 43.018N 119° 38.404W (190 CC)

End
Whiskey Springs
Turf Farm--39° 47.582N 119° 37.842W
N End: 39° 46.722N 119° 37.835W
End

Amy
Ironwood

3 = Tertiary

PALOMINO VALLEY GID ACCEPTED ROADS AND LEVEL OF MAINTENANCE
AMENDED APRIL 9, 2009
LEVEL OF
MAINT
3
3
3
3
2
3
2
2
3
3
3
2
1
2
3
1
3
2
3
3
2
2
3
3
3
2
3
3
2
1

ROAD NAME
Jackrabbit
Lost Spring
Mid
Morning Dove
Pasture View
Pasture View
Peak
Peak
Pioche
Piute Creek
Pony Springs
Prairie
Quaking Aspen
Quaking Aspen
Quaking Aspen
Range Land
Rebel Cause
Right Hand Canyon
Right Hand Canyon
Roadrunner
Sage Flat
Sharrock
Silver Horse
Space Test
Tartan
Twin Springs
Twin Springs
Two Forty
Wayside
Whiskey Springs

Revised 2019-09-09

MILES
1.0
1.0
0.3
0.2
2.0
0.8
0.7
1.7
0.2
1.7
0.8
1.0
1.4
0.6
3.3
2.9
1.2
3.2
1.8
1.4
1.3
2.1
1.0
0.5
0.2
0.3
1.9
0.4
0.8
7.0

PORTION ACCEPTED
All
All
All
All
Whiskey Springs South to . . . .
Whiskey Springs North to . . . .
Winnemucca Ranch East to . .
Range Land South to . . . . . . . .
All
Whiskey Springs to . . . . . . . . .
All
All
Wilcox Ranch to . . . . . . . . . . .
Hidden Canyon to . . . . . . . . . .
O'Hara East to . . . . . . . . . . . .
All
Range Land South to . . . . . . . .
Whiskey Springs to . . . . . . . . .
Raptor South to . . . . . . . . . . . .
Winnemucca Ranch to . . . . . .
Whiskey Springs North to . . . .
All
Wild Horse to . . . . . . . . . . . . .
All
All
Wilcox Ranch East to . . . . . . .
Crossover East to . . . . . . . . . .
All
Grass Valley to . . . . . . . . . . . .
All

Level of Maintenance:

1 = Primary

2 = Secondary

END GPS

39° 42.108N 119° 32.838W
End
End
Peak
End
39° 46.650N 119° 31.841W (2155 PC)

Hidden Canyon
O'Hara
Mountain Aspen
End
Raptor: 39° 45.333N 119°32.592W
End: 39° 44.853N 119°31.008W
Ernie: 39° 50.814N 119° 42.884W
End
39° 45.383N 119° 34.498W

Crossover
End
End: 39° 48.664N 119° 37.126W

3 = Tertiary

PALOMINO VALLEY GID ACCEPTED ROADS AND LEVEL OF MAINTENANCE
AMENDED APRIL 9, 2009
LEVEL OF
MAINT
1
2
2
3
3
2

ROAD NAME

MILES

Wilcox Ranch
Wilcox Ranch
Wild Horse
Wild Horse
Wrangler
Yellow Tail

4.0
1.0
3.4
0.8
0.8
2.1

TOTAL Miles Maintained

93.2

Miles of Asphalt

20.8

Miles of Dirt

72.4

PORTION ACCEPTED
Amy to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Goodher to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Whiskey Springs South to . . . .
Whiskey Springs North to . . . .
Right Hand Canyon to . . . . . .
All

END GPS
Goodher
Mid
End
End
39°45.782N 119° 32.381W

LEVEL OF MAINTENANCE (LOM) DEFINITIONS
PRIMARY -- LOM 1:
28.4 Miles
> High Traffic
> Main Collector Road (Most of these roads connect with Pyramid Hwy)
SECONDARY -- LOM 2:
32.2 Miles
> Moderate Traffic
> Secondary Collector Road (One or more roads connect with these roads)
> Seasonal Maintenance--Road will not be maintained when weather and/or road conditions
are unsafe or hazardous to GID crew and/or equipment.
TERTIARY -- LOM 3:
32.6 Miles
> Low Traffic
> Not a Collector Road
> Seasonal Maintenance--Road will not be maintained when weather and/or road conditions
are unsafe or hazardous to GID crew and/or equipment.

Revised 2019-09-09

Level of Maintenance:

1 = Primary

2 = Secondary

3 = Tertiary

PALOMINO VALLEY GID ACCEPTED ROADS AND LEVEL OF MAINTENANCE
AMENDED APRIL 9, 2009
NUMBER OF MILES BY LEVEL OF MAINTENANCE
LEVEL OF
MAINT
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

LEVEL OF
MAINT
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

ROAD NAME
Amy
Amy
Axe Handle
Broken Spur
Ironwood
Quaking Aspen
Range Land
Whiskey Springs
Wilcox Ranch
LOM 1 Miles

MILES
2.4
0.4
3.0
2.4
4.9
1.4
2.9
7.0
4.0
28.4

PORTION ACCEPTED
Whiskey Springs South to . . . .
Ironwood South to . . . . . . . . . .
All
Whiskey Springs South to . . . .
Pyramid Hwy to . . . . . . . . . . . .
Wilcox Ranch to . . . . . . . . . . .
All
All
Amy to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

ROAD NAME
Amy
Amy
Bacon Rind
Bacon Rind
Crazy Horse
Crossover
Curnow Canyon
Grass Valley
Grass Valley
Grass Valley
Pasture View
Peak
Peak
Prairie
Quaking Aspen
Right Hand Canyon
Sage Flat
Sharrock
Twin Springs
Wayside
Wilcox Ranch
Wild Horse
Yellow Tail
LOM 2 Miles

MILES
1.4
0.1
1.5
1.7
1.1
0.6
0.9
3.1
0.8
0.8
2.0
0.7
1.7
1.0
0.6
3.2
1.3
2.1
0.3
0.8
1.0
3.4
2.1
32.2

PORTION ACCEPTED
Wilcox Ranch South to . . . . . .
Whiskey Springs North to . . . .
Axe Handle South to . . . . . . . .
Axe Handle North to . . . . . . . .
All
Wild Horse South to . . . . . . . .
Axe Handle to . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Pyramid Hwy Southeast to . . .
Whiskey Springs South to . . . .
Sharrock North to . . . . . . . . . .
Whiskey Springs South to . . . .
Winnemucca Ranch East to . .
Range Land South to . . . . . . . .
All
Hidden Canyon to . . . . . . . . . .
Whiskey Springs to . . . . . . . . .
Whiskey Springs North to . . . .
All
Wilcox Ranch East to . . . . . . .
Grass Valley to . . . . . . . . . . . .
Goodher to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Whiskey Springs South to . . . .
All

Revised 2019-09-09

Level of Maintenance:

1 = Primary

2 = Secondary

END GPS
Ironwood
Wilcox Ranch
End
Amy
Hidden Canyon

Goodher

END GPS
End
N end: 39° 47.810N 119° 36.698W
End
End
Twin Springs
39° 43.676N 119° 39.229W
Whiskey Springs
Turf Farm--39° 47.582N 119° 37.842W
N End: 39° 46.722N 119° 37.835W
End
Peak
End
O'Hara: 39° 43.286N 119° 32.715W
Raptor: 39° 45.333N 119°32.592W
End
Crossover
End: 39° 48.664N 119° 37.126W
Mid
End

3 = Tertiary

PALOMINO VALLEY GID ACCEPTED ROADS AND LEVEL OF MAINTENANCE
AMENDED APRIL 9, 2009
LEVEL OF
MAINT
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

ROAD NAME
Anniversary
Big Dog
Bootstrap
Broken Spur
Chantry Flats
Chieftan
Crossover
Curnow Canyon
Easy Jet
Flagstone
Grass Valley
Grey Van
Hay Canyon
Hockberry
Ironwood
Jackrabbit
Lost Springs
Mid
Morning Dove
Pasture View
Pioche
Piute Creek
Pony Springs
Quaking Aspen
Rebel Cause
Right Hand Canyon
Roadrunner
Silver Horse
Space Test
Tartan
Twin Springs
Two Forty
Wild Horse
Wrangler
LOM 3 Miles
TOTAL Miles Maintained

Revised 2019-09-09

MILES
0.5
0.6
0.5
0.2
1.1
0.8
0.2
1.7
0.4
0.2
3.6
1.2
0.3
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.3
0.2
0.8
0.2
1.7
0.8
3.3
1.2
1.8
1.4
1.0
0.5
0.2
1.9
0.4
0.8
0.8
32.6

PORTION ACCEPTED
All
Prairie to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Broken Spur East to . . . . . . . .
Whiskey Springs North to . . . .
All
Pasture View to . . . . . . . . . . . .
Wild Horse North to . . . . . . . .
39° 43.676N 119° 39.229W to
All
All
Pyramid Hwy West to . . . . . . .
Range Land South to . . . . . . . .
All
All
Whiskey Springs South to . . . .
All
All
All
All
Whiskey Springs North to . . . .
All
Whiskey Springs to . . . . . . . . .
All
O'Hara East to . . . . . . . . . . . .
Range Land South to . . . . . . . .
Raptor South to . . . . . . . . . . . .
Winnemucca Ranch to . . . . . .
Wild Horse to . . . . . . . . . . . . .
All
All
Crossover East to . . . . . . . . . .
All
Whiskey Springs North to . . . .
Right Hand Canyon to . . . . . .

END GPS
39° 46.389N 119° 42.321W
39º 48.336N 119º 36.694W
End

N end: 39° 45.171N 119° 35.058W
39° 43.018N 119° 38.404W

End
End

Ironwood

39° 42.108N 119° 32.838W
End
39° 46.650N 119° 31.841W
End: 39° 42.282N 119° 32.710W
End
End: 39° 44.853N 119°31.008W
Ernie: 39° 50.814N 119° 42.884W
39° 45.383N 119° 34.498W

End
End
39°45.782N 119° 32.381W

93.2

Level of Maintenance:

1 = Primary

2 = Secondary

3 = Tertiary

9732 Pyramid Hwy #407, Sparks, NV 89441

2020 CALENDAR OF MEETING DATES
Meetings start at 6:00 p.m. except for June which starts with a closed session at 5:00 p.m.
All meetings are held at the Washoe County Regional Shooting Facility

REGULAR MEETING
PALOMINO VALLEY GENERAL IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT
9732 Pyramid Hwy #407, Sparks, NV 89441
Thursday, December 19, 2019
MINUTES
Trustee Larry Johnson called the regular meeting of the Palomino Valley General
Improvement District (PVGID or GID) to order at 6:00 p.m. Thursday, December 19, 2019 at
21555 Pyramid Highway, Reno, Nevada.
1.

Roll Call: Trustees present were Donald Otto, Greg Dennis, Jim Currivan, and Larry
Johnson. Trustee Marty Breitmeyer was absent. Also present were Shawn Kelly,
Operations Manager; Vickie DiMambro, Assistant to the Secretary/Bookkeeper (left at
6:34 p.m.); Cathy Glatthar, Assistant to the Board; and Louie Test, Legal Counsel.

2.

Public Comment:
Susan Ambrose said she was speaking on behalf of Chuck Lieman with the Palomino
Valley Fire Volunteers. She requested an item be placed on next month’s agenda for
the Board to consider allowing the placement of temporary, portable community meeting
signs. She explained the fire volunteers would place the signs prior to a meeting and
then remove the signs the day after the meeting.
Kim Patterson read a statement into the record (see attached).
Trustee Johnson asked if there were any further public comments?
requests, he moved to the next agenda item.

3.

Hearing no

Approval of Minutes – October 17, 2019 and November 21, 2019:
Trustee Johnson asked to have a change made to page 4 of the November 21, 2019
minutes, from: “Shawn said he will fill the holes with dirt; there’s no sense using cold
mix.” to: “Shawn said he will fill the holes with aggregate base; there’s no sense using
cold mix.”
Trustee Dennis made a motion to approve the November 21, 2019 minutes as
amended. Trustee Currivan seconded the motion, and hearing no opposition, the
motion passed.
Trustee Currivan asked why the minutes for the October 17, 2019 meeting were
postponed? Cathy Glatthar explained that Ms. Ambrose submitted a six-page letter and
the Board wanted a chance to review the contents. Trustee Dennis said Ms. Ambrose’s
letter was made a part of the November 21, 2019 minutes, and therefore, no changes
needed to be made to the October 17, 2019 minutes.
Trustee Currivan made a motion to approve the October 17, 2019 minutes as written.
Trustee Otto seconded the motion, and hearing no opposition, the motion passed.

4.

Financial Reports and Payment of Bills:
a. Financial Reports: Cathy Glatthar referred to the Estimated Funds for Capital
Improvements report (see attached) and pointed out that the name of this report
needed to be changed. She explained that this was her first year working on the
audit and she learned that “Capital Improvements” mean something else than how
we have been using the term.
Trustee Johnson suggested using “Road

Improvements.” Trustee Dennis suggested “Maintenance Improvement Projects.”
Cathy said we will replace the word “Capital” with another word and went on to report
actual revenue exceeded estimated by $17,434.41. She reviewed the holdback and
reserve amounts and reported estimated Net Operating Funds for Road
Improvements of $249,073.
b. Payment of Bills: Vickie DiMambro reviewed the transaction report (see attached).
She stated the balance of cash in all accounts was $288,083.52. She stated some
of the larger payments were to Sierra Rental & Transport for trucking costs for
Wilcox Ranch Road and Quaking Aspen Road $32,501.50; Sonsray Machinery for
the Case 621 Loader repairs $5,165.60; Martin Marietta $20,902.59 for material
costs for Wilcox Ranch Road and Quaking Aspen Road. She reported total income
received was $48,367.61: Ad Valorem $6,251.36, Consolidated Tax (CTX)
$37,934.26, and LGTA/Fair Share $4,181.99.
In answer to questions raised, Cathy Glatthar stated a total of 5,264.6 tons of
material at $4 per ton (material costs only) was placed on Wilcox Ranch Road and
Quaking Aspen Road. Shawn Kelly added it took four days.
Trustee Dennis asked why last month’s payroll was about $2,000 higher than this
month? Vickie explained there was an extra payroll (five weeks) during that period.
Trustee Currivan made a motion to approve the transaction report and pay the bills.
Trustee Otto seconded the motion. Hearing no opposition, the motion passed.
Trustee Otto asked what the payment to Powerplan was for? Vickie said it was for
an evaporator for the 770 grader.
Trustee Otto asked about the Sonsray bill and wanted to know from Shawn if this
was correct? Shawn explained the loader repairs were estimated at $9,000 and it
came in at $5,100 for the front differential repairs. Trustee Otto said he thought it
was discussed last winter about not repairing this loader and instead to buy a new
one. Trustee Dennis said we may have discussed getting a larger loader or if the
loader we have was sufficient, then we would just keep the one we had. Shawn
explained that just before the work was to be done using the loader to obtain the
material from the drainage channel, that a Trustee asked if we needed to rent a
loader for that work, and Shawn said he had explained he thought the loader would
hold up for that project. Shawn said at that time, the Board approved up to $9,000 to
be spent on the repairs. Trustee Otto said in the future, if more repairs are needed,
he wants to evaluate whether the loader should be repaired or replaced.
After some additional discussion, it was agreed that before thousands of dollars are
spent on equipment repairs, the particular piece of equipment should be assessed
as to the appropriateness of repairing it versus replacing it. Trustee Johnson pointed
out that Shawn has done more in maintenance in the past eighteen months than our
previous crew did in several years.
5.

Road Maintenance Reports:
a. Road Reports: Trustee Johnson said he wanted to address a public comment
made earlier criticizing the surfacing of Wilcox Ranch Road and Quaking Aspen
Road which was approved by this Board. He said there have been significant
improvements to Wilcox Ranch Road which is an extremely, heavily trafficked road;
serving in excess of 100 residences. He explained the first phase of improvements
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was to correct grading and drainage issues that had been allowed to continue for
decades where the road was in a depressed condition in relation to the sides of the
road. He said the first improvement made was to remove excess material,
particularly from the uphill side, raise the roadway and build an intercepting channel
on the uphill side and a drainage swale on the downhill side. He said the project
utilized the materials present and in some areas those materials were extremely
rocky and some areas had clay pockets. He said it was subsequently authorized by
the Board to have that raised roadway surfaced and that commenced last month.
He said Shawn supervised the placement of the material and physically performed
the grading of that material. He said the surfacing was anticipated as being a
necessity from day one.
Trustee Johnson stated Quaking Aspen has been a problem forever; it gets deep,
boggy clay and three fire trucks got stuck trying to respond to a house fire two years
ago. He said residents on upper Quaking Aspen have complained that emergency
vehicles could not access their residences. Trustee Dennis said that’s called
“seasonal roads.” Trustee Johnson continued and said gravel surfacing was placed
on portions of Quaking Aspen Road and drainage improvements were completed on
portions of upper Quaking Aspen Road. He said the road improvements, in his
opinion and approved by the Board, were entirely warranted and necessary. He said
similar road improvements occurred elsewhere in the valley, particularly on Wild
Horse Road. He explained with Wild Horse Road the ephemeral drainages ran right
down the road the last two winters, rendering the road practically impassable. He
said the road was in a lowered position and improperly graded for decades. He said
they reversed that and raised the road and put in drainage.
Trustee Johnson stated we had not had any huge storm events since the work was
done, but those improvements have performed extremely well. He said when he first
moved out here nearly 28 years ago, getting off the highway at the wild horse corrals
there were no less than six areas of ponding water on Ironwood and Wilcox Ranch
Roads; where even with moderate storms, the ponding water covered at least half
the roadway and oftentimes the entire roadway. He said now there was no ponding
on either of those roadways.
Trustee Johnson stated the individual who made the public comment, was the same
individual who personally sued him over the removal of wild horses in the lower
portion of the valley. He said the individual has an ax to grind.
Louis Test said the individual also had comments about her road not being done in
two years.
Trustee Johnson said those comments were about Broken Spur and Sharrock badly
needing patching. He said we had failed the residents in not getting that work done
sooner. He said we have been diligently trying to hire a patching crew and have not
been successful. In answer to Trustee Johnson’s question, Shawn stated today they
put down 18 tons of patch material on Right Hand Canyon Road. Trustee Johnson
explained Right Hand Canyon was patched because those residents have come to
meetings and sent in requests for their road to be patched. Shawn stated the crew
filled in potholes on Ironwood Road last week. He said because of the dry summer,
they were doing a lot of grading in order to keep up with requests to grade
washboard roads. Shawn said tomorrow Trustee Johnson has volunteered to work
with Chuck Blower to fill potholes on those roads [Broken Spur and Sharrock].
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Trustee Johnson said he volunteered to patch tomorrow as he has done numerous
times in the past. He said they will go as far as they can, but it won’t all get done
tomorrow, but it will get done. He said he wanted the Board to be aware that Chuck
Blower would be working overtime.
Gretchen Miller said she thought part of the problem was perception; that a lot of
time and money was spent on Amy, Wilcox Ranch, and Quaking Aspen, while other
roads had been washboarding and potholing. She said why can’t you catch up on
maintenance of these other roads and then go back to Amy, Wilcox Ranch, and
Quaking Aspen?
Trustee Johnson said to answer that, last year in February, people living on Grass
Valley Road, west of Pyramid Highway, were mired in the mud and had to park their
vehicles and walk home. He said we found that entirely unacceptable; for that
reason we spent $65,000 in raising a long section of Grass Valley Road, fixing the
turns that had ponding water on them, and creating drainage the entire length. He
said they also placed 550 tons of aggregate base on Range Land and graded it the
entire length. He said you can look at our maintenance records to see how many
days were spent on the west side of the valley; those records are available for
everyone to see.
Shawn Kelly explained there are certain projects that have already been allocated
and approved, such as putting down gravel on the Wilcox Ranch hill. He said those
types of projects have to be done before the roads get too wet, because the trucks
have to be able to turn around. He said that’s why that work was done prior to doing
other work; it was about the timing and they were not neglecting anybody.
Trustee Johnson addressed Ms. Miller and said her comment was extremely valid
and such comments have been for decades. He said every Board meeting he has
attended over the decades, people ask why aren’t you grading my road, why did you
grade his road; the human-nature factor is clearly evident. He said we are trying to
be as fair as we can and do as much as we can with what we have.
Chris De Rosa said he agreed with what Ms. Miller was saying and that the
perception is the Board or the GID is reactive instead of proactive. He said he’s only
been to four of these meetings and he said he’s heard about 10 times residents
asking why their road hadn’t been touched in two years. He said whether that’s true
or not, there needs to be some kind of document or log that people can reference
that is public knowledge instead of just this handout (Operations Report) once a
month. He said he didn’t know if it’s true or not. He said I shouldn’t have to come
here once a month and ask when my road is going to be worked on; we should be
talking about real things. He said these people are mad because they don’t get a
response. He said the question should be what is a reasonable amount of time for
the road crew to get to a request for maintenance?
Trustee Dennis stated we did discuss last month about how to make the perceptions
better with regards to communication. He said we discussed who would do this;
because we don’t want to burden the people who need to go out and do the work
versus getting back to everyone and creating a cost for a proper response for
perception.
Mr. De Rosa said if a resident could see, for example, that there were 25 requests
for maintenance for Quaking Aspen Road in a certain period of time, that resident
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might understand why the road work was assigned to that road. He said there’s a
breakdown in communication.
Trustee Dennis said that communication costs money.
Susan Ambrose said there are programs available online that are not that expensive;
some Excel programs, some spreadsheets. She said our secretary, Cathy Glatthar
is very, very familiar with those types of things. She said Shawn is the Operations
Manager and he does need to be out in the field operating equipment and surveying
the roads, but that’s also an important piece for a manager of operations to have
something … She said maybe give him a laptop with a program on it that all he has
to do is input, “I got a call today from Miss Patterson and I’ve scheduled her in two
weeks, or called her back and said we don’t have a patch crew now and we’re going
to be out in a month,” and then follow up on that once you’ve put the patch down.
She said Shawn could bring that laptop to the meeting and when Miss Patterson is
here questioning, Shawn could pull out the laptop and say, “I have it right here - I
tried to call you and there was no answer and I left a message.” She said it would be
easier for the community to have such a program and the cost may, in the long run,
just pay off in terms of the community not being at odds with the Board all the time.
Trustee Otto said if this information was on the website, so that at any time any
homeowner out here could check to see when the last time their road was worked
on, everyone could see what was done on any road and when and you’d also have a
list of the requests.
Louie Test said this would be a good item for a future agenda.
Trustee Johnson said he has hired and employed 40 something construction
inspectors who fill out that kind of information on a daily basis. He said it’s a lot of
work and does this Board and the public really want Shawn to take a minimum of
one hour a day, if not an hour and a half, off a motorgrader or off the job site to make
our residents feel warm and fuzzy?
Chris De Rosa said it would work to Trustee Johnson’s benefit also, because Shawn
could say, “hey so and so, I was on your road 10 days ago and I did this and I have
to move on to the next request.”
Trustee Johnson said he didn’t know if that would be to his benefit or not. He said to
his benefit is to get the most done on as many roads as we can within our budget.
He said there’s a trade off.
Cathy Glatthar asked why isn’t the Operations Report good enough? She said it is
essentially a daily record.
Trustee Otto said Shawn is already spending time doing the Operations Report …
Shawn said he does that work on his own time when he gets to the office at 5:30
a.m., before he’s on the clock.
Louie Test interjected and said this is not on the agenda and if the Operations
Report is enough, then publish it.
Dave Lynch, Range Land Road, said he was a little frustrated and this was the first
meeting he has attended. He said he’s lived here seven years and he has watched
the maintenance that has gone on. He said the biggest part of being frustrated is
about three weeks ago material was brought in and a fairly decent job was done; but
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not three days later there’s three potholes out there that are bad enough to jar … he
cracked two wheels and ruined a $180 tire. He said if somebody lived on that road it
wouldn’t be there that long. He said he was frustrated that there was no outlet to say
anything … the cattle guard had a broken rung in it, and then there was a ditch in
front of the cattle guard. He asked where does a resident like him bring issues like
that and is there any chance that somebody will drive by and look at it?
Trustee Dennis clarified for Shawn that the potholes Mr. Lynch was referring to were
between Pyramid and Easy Jet. Shawn apologized and said those pot holes were
going to be filled with cold mix and they hadn’t gotten to them yet. Shawn gave his
phone number - 775-848-6788 - to Mr. Lynch. In answer to Trustee Johnson’s
question, Shawn stated they fixed the Range Land cattle guard. Shawn added that
they also eliminated the ditch in front of the cattle guard.
b. Report on Flood Repairs and Mitigation and FEMA and State Disaster Funding
(2017 Flood): Trustee Johnson reported receiving a notice from the State that the
FEMA funds were available. He said he ran down to Carson City and picked up the
paperwork and delivered it to Cathy, who is filling out the worksheets and should
have them returned to Carson City for reimbursement by the end of next month. He
stated it will be approximately $40,000 with FEMA and the State’s 12.5%. In answer
to Trustee Dennis’ question, Trustee Johnson said those funds would be available
for road improvements. Trustee Johnson said he and Cathy have put in so many
hours on this and Cathy is still continuing; we owe her a lot ... Cathy Glatthar
interjected and said we owe Trustee Johnson a lot, this entire community does
because he jumped on this thing day one after the flood and without the information
he supplied her, she would not have been able to apply for these disaster funds.
She said in the end, we will get $140,000 or $150,000 out of all of this.
c. Retention of Outside Patching Crew: Trustee Johnson said he solicited a daily
cost for a patching crew from a contractor, but he didn’t receive a response before
tonight’s meeting. He stated we are behind on patching and wanted to know if hiring
a patching crew to patch with cold mix was something the Board wanted to do.
Trustee Dennis wanted to know if it was easier or more difficult labor-wise and costwise to put down cold patch or hot patch? Shawn explained it’s more costly to use
hot mix; he said he’s still looking for a paver and would love to go into a hot program,
but we’re just not there yet.
There was some additional discussion and an estimate of $4,000 per day in labor
and material costs to use an outside patching crew; with the extra labor cost at
$1,500 per day.
In response to Trustee Currivan’s question, Trustee Johnson explained we are
talking about patching potholes, not edges. He said there is more pavement edge
reinforcement that needs to be done, and his recommendation to the Board will be to
do more pavement edge reinforcement next spring. Trustee Currivan said the point
is that it’s not the edging that’s causing the damage to cars, it’s the “chuck” holes.
Trustees Dennis and Johnson agreed. Trustee Johnson said in next Monday
morning’s meeting with Shawn, they will know either they have sufficient time to
finish the patching or he’d like permission from the Board to retain an outside
patching crew. Trustee Otto asked what about using temp help from Manpower? In
answer to Shawn’s question, Chris De Rosa said Manpower does not have CDL
drivers. Trustee Otto said Chuck Blower could drive and the temp laborer can do the
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shoveling. Shawn mentioned both he and Chuck planned on taking off from
Christmas eve until the 2nd of January.
Trustee Dennis made a motion to approve $10,000 in labor and material to hire and
have a sub-contractor crew put in patching within the next few weeks, or as soon as
possible, if our crew cannot do the work, and using Manpower labor was also an
available option. Trustee Currivan seconded the motion. The motion passed with
Trustees Dennis, Currivan, and Johnson in favor and Trustee Otto opposed.
d. Operations Manager's Report: Trustee Otto asked if the crew was on four or fiveday weeks? Shawn Kelly said it varies; if the weather is good and they can get more
done, they work four, 10-hour days. He said they will work 8-hour days the next two
weeks because of the holidays. Trustee Johnson reminded everyone that last winter
they gave Shawn the discretion; when they can get more done, they are working
four, 10-hour days. Shawn said they have been rolling in at 4:55 p.m.
Gretchen Miller said she put in a driveway on her property and said she bought the
pipe and hired somebody to dig the trench and install the pipe. She wanted to know
why the GID installed a homeowner’s culvert on Amy?
Shawn explained it was done because those people’s driveway was removed as part
of the drainage project and we needed to install the culvert so the homeowner had
access. Trustee Johnson said the contractor did not install the culvert because that
was not part of the contract. Trustee Johnson clarified that he contacted every one
of those homeowners and the homeowners purchased the culverts. He said there
are a lot of uphill driveways that dump water onto our roadways, so there is a policy
that allows homeowners to purchase a culvert and the GID will install it.
Ms. Miller said you all talk about having a shortage of time and said the GID should
charge for their time to install such culverts; the GID should not be improving
homeowners’ driveways.
Trustee Johnson said we are doing this to protect our roadways.
Trustee Dennis stated they have tried, even through the Building Department, to
force people to put in driveway culverts, but that would have to be a separate
agenda item.
Trustee Johnson said we don’t have any enforcement capability. Louie Test agreed.
Shawn explained he’s been trying to reduce the hump at driveway entrances
because when the water hits those, the water comes onto the road and erodes the
roadway.
Louie Test said it goes back to the County not making the installation of driveway
culverts part of the building permit process. He said the GID has tried time and time
again to have the County notify the GID when there’s a building permit so the GID
can have that culvert requirement made part of the permit process. He said the GID
had a responsibility to maintain the roads and if there’s a dangerous situation then
we have to take care of it. He said we can’t force the homeowner to install a culvert;
the County shouldn’t be issuing a certificate of occupancy until the homeowner has
taken care of the drainage so the water doesn’t come onto the road.
Trustee Otto asked Trustee Johnson if Shawn had talked to him about putting in a
weir at the big culvert on Wilcox Ranch Road? Trustee Otto said Trustee Johnson
might want to be involved in the how that weir would be constructed.
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6.

Old Business:
a. Discussion and Possible First Reading of Resolution F20-R1 Roads Accepted
for Maintenance and Level of Maintenance Designations, Including Possible
Changes to LOM Designations and Changing Quaking Aspen End of
Maintenance to Mountain Aspen Road: Trustee Johnson said this was discussed
last month and asked for one of the Board members present last month to
summarize where we are on this item? Trustee Dennis said we were going in
circles. Trustee Currivan said we didn’t discuss very much, other than there was a
proposal to change many of the roads to a LOM 1 and the rest of the roads would be
LOM 2. He said he didn’t think that was feasible because we are having a hard time
trying to catch up on road maintenance, let alone adding more LOM 1 roads.
Trustee Otto said he submitted the proposal (see attached) last month to eliminate
the 3s and having the majority be 1s. He said he proposed this because we handle
the roads as necessary, and it’s up to the Board and primarily Shawn as to what
needs to be done and address the complaints. He said there is no definition as to
what is going to be done based on the level of maintenance 1, 2, or 3. He said
Trustee Johnson kind of addressed that in the draft resolution where it says every
road is handled differently based on a number of factors, not just something like the
elevation; the 3s are high elevations. He said it’s more complicated than it needs to
be. He said on page 3 he crossed out a number of things and changed the wording
and he suggested snow removal be at the discretion of the Operations Manager.
Trustee Currivan said having the 1, 2, and 3 LOM saves you from being called
arbitrary in prioritizing road work.
Trustee Otto said he didn’t see that as being applicable. He said if you have a
problem with your road whether it’s a 1, 2, or 3, you’ll call in and make a request for
maintenance.
George Boyce said we should stick with the 1s, 2s, and 3s, but we need to change
what a 1 is; you’re showing 20.8 miles of Cape seal-surfaced roads and those should
be a number 1 road. He said if you make a number 2 road out of a number 3 road
by putting road base on it, and all of the dirt roads should be a number 3. He said by
doing this the Board can set a goal to try and increase a percentage of the number 2
roads into number 1 roads, and the number 3 roads into number 2 roads.
Gretchen Miller said she thought the idea of classifying the roads was good, but she
thought the count on traffic and number of homes was way outdated; the valley has
grown since 2006 when the last count was done.
Cathy Glatthar clarified that the last count on the number of residences served per
road was done just three years ago in 2016.
Ms. Miller said there’s been a huge growth in her area of the valley [Broken Spur].
She opined that another count should be done to update the number of homes per
road.
Trustee Dennis said back in 2006 when Ray Johnson was on the Board, Mr.
Johnson said the idea back then was that the number 1 roads were the primary
roads for ingress and egress throughout the valley; main arterials. He said then we
digress back into the seasonal road, which is a “3S” or something like that. He said
to him, one of the big issues was those seasonal roads were four-wheel drive roads
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and now we’re trying to make them into roads that are even acceptable for people to
live up there. He said that’s an issue because Trustee Johnson and he have
discussed that people have homes up there and they need to be able to get out. He
asked to what extent they need to get out and the kind of activities they need to
pursue in order to get out when they live on a seasonal road; is that maybe their
business or is it the GID’s business and the GID’s responsibility? He said then you
say responsibility to the GID; what happens when somebody gets stuck, what
happens when people can’t get up there and there’s an emergency, what happens if
there’s a fire? He said then you get an issue where, all of a sudden, the GID is
supposed to have a road that’s 18-feet or 20-feet wide and we can’t do that because
it’s impossible to have a road that even goes up into those seasonal areas. He said
he was trying to focus on long-term liabilities and issues with regards to the GID in
terms of what we can expect and what the people can expect versus what they just
want. He said we need to think about this real clear because those roads were
never ever made to be anything but passable, four-wheel drive roads. He said now
we’ve accepted this responsibility, and a lot of people on the Board may disagree,
and Trustee Johnson said well we’ll just do it anyway. He said he wasn’t sure if he
agreed with Trustee Johnson because we need to think about what the GID’s
responsibility is in terms of writing a description of 1, 2, and 3 and 3S (seasonal
roads) so that we have something that says this is not necessarily our responsibility
to make sure you have egress, period.
Louie Test said Trustee Dennis hit it on the head, because when people buy a house
out here and the Realtor says the GID maintains your road; you have to have levels
that the buyers can look at. He said whatever is done here has to be done with the
anticipation that if you make a representation you’re going to be doing something
because of the way this policy was written, then you’d better realize you’re going to
have to do that.
Trustee Dennis said and we can’t change the nature of seasonal roads.
Trustee Otto said the level of maintenance is not spelled out.
Chris De Rosa said item 3 of the resolution states:
“Residents on roads previously listed as seasonal who desire to have road
improvements beyond normal grading …”
Mr. De Rosa asked again what does “beyond normal grading” mean? He said that
needs to be called out, because his definition was different from theirs.
Trustee Dennis said he’s still going in circles on this one; he has not come up with
proper wording to describe this.
Mr. De Rosa said it goes back to the fact that if there was some reasonable,
accepted amount of time that the GID reacted to a request, that might help ease
people’s questions. He said if he had a request and knew it would be handled within
the next three-to-four weeks, he may not complain about it again. He said it would
have to be a realistic time frame that would have to be up to the Operations Manager
and may be affected by an emergency or a flood. He said there’s been nothing on
paper that says they’ll get to your request in a reasonable amount of time.
Shawn said he’s the new guy and he’s been trying to get to things that have been put
off for some time. He said he’s trying to do infrastructure work and has critical roads
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that have been destroyed in the short period he’s been here because of water. He
said they are trying to get those projects done and once they get caught up, he
believes they’ll be grading roads all the time. He clarified that there will be special
projects that come up, but those are necessary infrastructure projects. He explained
in the wintertime they have a real problem when there’s too much water, so most
infrastructure work is done in the summer. He said we can’t control the weather and
without moisture, the roads washboard quickly. He said many dead-end roads have
really bad washboard and it would help if people would just slow down. He said
there are just two crew members and they are working hard trying to keep the roads
in shape. He said they don’t want to neglect anyone and his job is to work hard and
do as much as possible every day. He said he’s been taking care of a family of five
for twenty years by himself; he does nothing but work and takes pride in his work and
tries to do the best job he can. He said he misspoke and he could not do this without
his wife who stays home and takes care of raising the kids.
Mr. De Rosa said that lady felt she was being neglected because she did not receive
a response.
Shawn said some residents send in requests by email, but others call him directly
and they discuss it.
Trustee Johnson said he thought all requests should be documented.
Trustee Dennis said we’re not going to solve this tonight. He said he thought we
needed to work on it and talk with our attorney and come up with some different
wording and we’ll get it worked on and he welcomed help from anyone else.
In response to Trustee Otto’s comment, Trustee Dennis said he didn’t want to get it
done with Trustee Johnson gone last month; then there were other questions he had
that were discussed tonight.
Trustee Johnson stated he had drafted the resolution and asked if Trustee Dennis
was appointed at the last meeting to re-draft his draft?
Trustee Dennis said he was the only one who had come up with the issues that
needed to be resolved in the document.
Louie Test said for one example, resolution item 3 states:
“The classification of “Seasonal Roads” described in previous resolutions is
hereby terminated. Residents on roads previously listed as seasonal who desire
to have road improvements beyond normal grading shall bear the cost of road
improvements.”
Louie explained there is no list of the roads previously listed as seasonal, so that
needed to be addressed.
In answer to Trustee Johnson’s question, Trustee Dennis said he would rewrite the
resolution and bring it back.
Trustee Currivan asked if Trustee Dennis was going to set up standards which will fit
the 1s, 2s, and 3s and then look at areas that possibly needed to be changed?
Trustee Dennis said he would try to do that and include descriptions for the LOMs.
Trustee Johnson read a sentence from the public comment statement sent in by
Pamela Roberts (see attached), as follows:
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“I object to the Resolution relying upon the level of maintenance for the roads
within the District being based upon traffic and number of homes in 2006 or
2009.”
Trustee Johnson stated, as he wrote in the resolution, there are other factors, such
as elevation, soil types, grades, vegetation, etc., involved in the levels of
maintenance than just the amount of “traffic and the number of homes in 2006 and
2009.”
Cathy Glatthar reminded everyone that she took Trustee Johnson’s draft resolution
and put it in resolution format and made some changes. She stated she was on the
subcommittee in 2006 who came up with that [resolution and list]. She said at that
time, they did not have a list of residences served per road; that was started in 2011
by Trustee Johnson and then updated in 2016. She said for example, Sage Flat is
listed as a 2 because in 2006 the GID was getting their water from Claypool’s well on
Sage Flat. She said things have changed. She said some of the levels of
maintenance were based on traffic and based on the then Operations Manager’s
opinion on which roads needed more maintenance than others.
In answer to Trustee Johnson’s question, Cathy said she doubted that she would
have the time to update the list of residences served per road before the next Board
meeting.
Trustee Dennis said one of the things he’s seen with the levels of maintenance, was
taking that and trying to define what maintenance our constituents wanted on those
roads. He said we cannot say that a LOM means a certain maintenance on the road,
but it’s being used as a mechanism to create an argument that we should have all
these rules, when in fact, we should maybe have a better communication system.
Trustee Otto said that is why he thinks this thing is overrated.
Trustee Johnson said he has stated at numerous Board meetings that that [list] is
indicative, it is not our bible, we grade and we maintain roads as needed. He said it
just so happens that, particularly back before we started doing Cape seals, all of
those number 1 roads had to be watered and graded every two weeks all summer
long. He said now that we have Cape sealed those roads, we don’t do that level; we
need to shoulder those roads and maintain ditches, but we don’t need that level of
service that was once there.
Trustee Dennis said he was going to end this; that Trustee Johnson was trying to
simplify this and no good deed goes unpunished.
Trustee Johnson said he was not done, yet.
Ms. Miller said she could see if you guys respond to phone calls and go out grade
people’s roads, you’re going to create a humongous monster because some people
think there should be no washboard on the road at all. She said she knows that on
Broken Spur it was graded in April and even then it was done very quickly. She said
they never called in on it and it was washboarded. She said it was done again in
October or November as a year-end grading. She opined that if you have a blacktopped road, you should patch the potholes because it deteriorates faster if you don’t
patch it right away. She said the black-topped roads have the heavier traffic, and
that’s where people complain, then go back to the grading.
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Trustee Johnson said yes and no; your surfaced road was put in by a developer for
his convenience to allow his lot sales. He said it wasn’t because it was so heavily
trafficked, it was so that he could impress buyers by showing them that he has a
Cape seal going to their lot. He said it has been in kind of a “no man’s land” and
that’s why he asked that developer to accept some responsibility and come back and
maintain his product, and that developer has refused. He said so the GID is going to
at this point, and he said he was sorry it took so long.
Ms. Miller said she’s not even talking about that; she’s talking about people who
have dirt roads who call up and say they want it graded now.
Trustee Johnson said we respond frequently to people with unreasonable requests
and say there are other roads of higher priority and it makes them mad and so forth,
but we do it quite frequently.
Ms. Miller said she agreed with Mr. De Rosa that if there was a spreadsheet on the
website and you referred people to that and said we just did your road and look at all
the other roads that we haven’t done.
Trustee Johnson said he didn’t disagree with Ms. Miller, but personally would rather
have Shawn on the motorgrader for that hour, rather than filling out that paperwork.
Trustee Johnson then read the entirety of Ms. Roberts statement into the record.
Trustee Johnson commented on Ms. Roberts’ statements and said response is not
based on residence counts from 2006 or 2009. He reiterated the LOM, again as
stated in his draft of the resolution, is based on a number of factors. He said Ms.
Roberts’ comment, “…expenditures were spent on Wilcox Ranch and Quaking
Aspen, two roads that two of the Board members reside upon.”, disappointed him.
He said for somebody who donates hundreds and hundreds and hundreds of hours
to the residents of this valley every year of his own time, comments like that turn his
stomach. He said in regards to Ms. Roberts’ comment, “If the Board is going to
authorize spending $50 to $200,000 on Capitol Improvements, adequate notice
should be provided in advance to the taxpayers in the PVGID.” this was discussed at
multiple Board meetings, month after month after month. He said he didn’t know
how the Board could be more transparent. He said we have talked about armouring
certain winter roads, upper Wilcox Ranch, upper Quaking Aspen, due to the soil
types and the grades and the fact, again, that we had three fire trucks stuck on
Quaking Aspen Road while trying to respond to a fire; that is unacceptable. He said
yes, he happens to live on that road, but as he has told the previous Operations
Manager and as he has told Shawn, he wants his road graded last; that’s the selfless
effort he puts into this and this type of comment is unacceptable to him.
Trustee Currivan said he thought people recognized that as a cheap shot;
somebody’s angry and can’t find a good explanation why the funds are used
elsewhere.
Trustee Johnson read another comment from Ms. Roberts’ statement, “I believe that
priority should be given to main collector roads, then secondary collector roads.” He
said they are and always have been.
Gretchen Miller interjected and opined that the perception of the valley is different
than what Trustee Johnson has, and she didn’t think Trustee Johnson should say
that it turns his stomach. She said it was someone’s opinion that they wrote up and
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shared it and she thought that Ms. Roberts provided some pretty constructive
comment to this Board. She said she thought if Trustee Johnson did not recognize
what Ms. Roberts had said then Trustee Johnson was not addressing the perception
of the valley.
Tricia Johnson stated she lives on Quaking Aspen and is Trustee Johnson’s wife.
She said they have lived there for 27 years. She opined that many people have
come out here, probably a lot of us, not understanding what the roads are like; it’s
been a surprise. She said she was talking with one of the realtors and asked if the
County was ever going to pave these roads and the realtor said yeah, probably, and
she said she’s heard this a couple of times. She said she vaguely remembered the
GID writing a letter to the realtors asking them to make people aware of [what they
could expect in regards to the roads] and the realtors refused. She said the realtors
did not want people to knowing these roads would not be paved. She said she didn’t
remember Quaking Aspen being graded more than probably twice this summer. She
said she has heard Trustee Johnson tell the crew not to grade his road. She said
you people don’t live with us and she doesn’t live with them, so she doesn’t know
their perceptions and they don’t know hers. She said we get judged pretty deeply
and darkly because Trustee Johnson is on the Board or because they live on
Quaking Aspen. She said Trustee Dennis’ dad was on the Board, Susan Ambrose
was on the Board; did they get special treatment, she said she didn’t know, but she
doubted they did. She said people who are on the Board get blacklisted a lot of
times. She said people don’t have all the facts. She said documenting costs money
and this is not the City of Reno; the GID doesn’t have tons of money. She said some
people come in here and say their road hasn’t been done and yes it has; they are
lying through their teeth. She said some of those perceptions, some of those people
are not the most honest of people from what she’s seeing and from some of what
she’s read on social media. She said if our hearts are right, we have to be careful
what we’re judging and what we’re listening to and give a little bit of space to the
guys who are trying their darnedest. She said they don’t have a huge budget and
they don’t have two or three road crews, they have one. She said Quaking Aspen
did not get special treatment.
Trustee Johnson asked if there were any other comments on this resolution?
Cathy Glatthar asked that everyone please read item number six of the resolution
because she felt it said a lot.
Upon Trustee Johnson’s request, Cathy read item number six, as follows:
“The Level of Maintenance designation for each road or road segment was
based on the level of traffic when Resolution F06-R1 was written in 2006, and
generally correlates with the number of residences served.
The LOM
classifications are not a guarantee of how many times a year any particular road
segment will be graded since other factors such as weather events, and
subgrade soil characteristics are also involved. The LOM designations set
standards that can be used as a guide with the understanding that in certain
situations a road may require repair or maintenance that is not commensurate
with its LOM, but is necessary to keep a road serviceable.”
Trustee Otto said item number 3 of the resolution had a comment about the roads
that used to be seasonal would never be upgraded unless at the cost of the
residents. He said he didn’t think that should be forever.
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Cathy read the following sentence from item number 3, “It will not be the
responsibility of the PVGID to upgrade these roads except where deemed practical
and cost effective by the Board.” so it is saying it is possible, just like the Board did
with Curnow Canyon which was listed as a seasonal road.
Trustee Otto said he lives on one of these seasonal roads and he doesn’t want this
to be perpetual.
Trustee Johnson explained any one of these resolutions can be modified at any time.
Trustee Currivan opined what people are concerned with is they don’t see a LOM on
the roads they travel, and it’s kind of like “maintenance creep” into other ones where
they are getting upgraded.
Trustee Dennis said it’s patience, too. He said we’ve had so little time; we used to
have four employees, now we have two, and we’re saving that money for the road
improvements and it’s a juggling act that barely works.
Trustee Johnson said he likes the categories of 1, 2, and 3, and thought we should
keep those.
Trustee Otto requested changing Quaking Aspen from O’Hara to Microwave to a
number 2, because of the traffic that goes up Microwave to Virginia Peak and the
traffic from the wolf sanctuary. He said from Microwave on, he didn’t care if they
made it a 10.
In response to Trustee Currivan’s question, Cathy said Trustee Otto is going to work
on a letter to the Virginia Peak communications facility users asking them to
contribute funds for road maintenance, but she still needs time to get the information
to Trustee Otto. She said previous Boards have tried this in the past and she wanted
to be able to give Trustee Otto the historical information.
7.

New Business: None

8.

Judicial/Government Affairs: Louie Test stated there was nothing new to report.

9.

Calendar Review: Cathy Glatthar reported the next meeting is January 16th.


Cathy stated she had to submit the POOL/PACT insurance renewal forms by
January 7th. She said the only item she had outstanding was to get with Shawn and
verify the vehicle and equipment lists are accurate.



Cathy reminded the Trustees that their annual filings are due by January 15th, but
not to file sooner than January 1st because the reports are for the 2019 calendar
year. She said there are two filings: The Financial Disclosure Statement and the
Contributions and Expenses Report.



Cathy stated next month the Board will elect officers: President, Vice-President,
Secretary, and Treasurer.



Cathy said Water Rights will be on next month’s agenda.

10. Correspondence: None
11. Public Comment:
Trustee Johnson asked if there were any public comments? Hearing no requests, he
moved to the next agenda item.
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12. Board Member and Staff Items:


Trustee Dennis said two topics for a future agenda, maybe next spring, were a fiveyear plan for equipment and vehicle needs, and road improvement projects for next
summer.

13. Adjournment: Trustee Currivan made a motion to adjourn the meeting. Trustee
Dennis seconded the motion, and hearing no opposition, the meeting adjourned at 8:18
p.m.
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ESTIMATED OPERATING FUNDS FOR ROAD IMPROVEMENTS

ATTACHMENT - 12/19/2019 Meeting - Agenda Item 4.a.

TOTAL CASH IN ALL BANK ACCOUNTS AS OF DECEMBER 19, 2019

288,084

ADDITIONAL REVENUE EXPECTED THROUGH AUGUST 31, 2020

427,464

ESTIMATED OPERATING FUNDS THROUGH AUGUST 31, 2020

715,547

LESS AVERAGE MONTHLY EXPENSES ($30,000) X 8 MONTHS

-240,000

LESS Hot Pot & Plow ($10,500 max for both); Capital Outlay ($75,000 - $10,500 = $64,500);
Unexpected Repairs ($5,000/mo x 8 months); Insurance ($9,000 Jun or Jul);
Before Winter Road Work - Aggregate Material, Trucking, and Culverts - and
Pavement Edge Reinf. Project ($174,000 - $4,000 - $99,910 - $53,560 = $16,530);
Workers' Comp $1,772 (Feb, May) & $2,400 (Aug)

-146,474

LESS RESERVE FUNDS (= ENDING FUND BALANCE PER BUDGET)

-80,000

ESTIMATED EXPENSES & RESERVES THROUGH AUGUST 31, 2020

-466,474

NET OPERATING FUNDS FOR ROAD IMPROVEMENTS AS OF
AUGUST 31, 2020

249,073

Additional Revenue Expected Through August 31, 2020:
285,000
432,000
35,040
752,040

Ad Valorem Jan '20 thru Aug '20
CTX
36,000 x 8
LGTA
2,920 x 8

116,104
288,000
23,360
427,464

MONTHLY EXPENSES:

Payroll
Other (non Road Maint)

Average
17,000
13,000
30,000

Actual
10,793
17,224
28,017

TOTAL EXPENSES

54,016
82,033

Road Maintenance

Difference
6,207
-4,224
1,983
A/P Acct Exps
P/R Acct Exps

45,834
36,199
82,033

REVENUE - ACTUAL AND ESTIMATED
NOTE: As of 12/19/2019 Actual Revenue Exceeds Estimated By:
AD VALOREM
Date
at 09/19/19 (35%)
at 10/17/19
at 11/21/19 (21%)
at 12/19/19
January
February
(21%)
March
April
(21%)
May
June
July
(2%)
August

Estimated
99,750.00
0.00
59,850.00
0.00
0.00
59,850.00
0.00
59,850.00
0.00
0.00
5,700.00
0.00
285,000.00

Actual
108,753.21
6,410.74
47,481.08
6,251.36

Estimated
36,000.00
36,000.00
36,000.00
36,000.00
36,000.00
36,000.00
36,000.00
36,000.00
36,000.00
36,000.00
36,000.00
36,000.00
432,000.00

Actual
37,881.70
36,664.07
38,015.61
37,934.26

Estimated
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
2,920.00
35,040.00

Actual
2,871.61
3,147.83
3,120.95
4,181.99

168,896.39

$17,434.41

Difference
YTD Difference
9,003.21
9,003.21
6,410.74
15,413.95
-12,368.92
3,045.03
6,251.36
9,296.39

-116,103.61

CTX
Date
at 09/19/19
at 10/17/19
at 11/21/19
at 12/19/19
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August

150,495.64

Difference
YTD Difference
1,881.70
1,881.70
664.07
2,545.77
2,015.61
4,561.38
1,934.26
6,495.64

-281,504.36

LGTA
Date
at 09/19/19
at 10/17/19
at 11/21/19
at 12/19/19
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August

13,322.38

Difference
YTD Difference
-48.39
-48.39
227.83
179.44
200.95
380.39
1,261.99
1,642.38

-21,717.62

PVGID OPERATIONS REPORT
Report Period 11/18/2019 to 12/15/2019
ATTACHMENT: 12/19/2019 Meeting Agenda Item 5.d.

ROADS GRADED AND COMPACTED:
[Grader Hours: 770 Grader = 40 hours; 670 Grader = 8 hours]
1. Wilcox Ranch: Spread 3,450.85 tons Class E material over 2.5 miles of road
2. Quaking Aspen: Spread 1,813.75 tons base material over 2 miles of road
3. Right Hand Canyon: Block House to End
OTHER ROAD WORK:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Axe Handle: Plow snow from Pyramid to Curnow Canyon
Curnow Canyon: Plow snow from Axe Handle to End of maintenance
Range Land: Repair cattle guard
Range Land: Cover potholes with 40 yards base & Class E material
Wilcox Ranch: Install 36” x 10’ 22.5 degree HDPE culvert extension at culvert #3
Amy at 4300: Install homeowner’s culvert under driveway to tie in ditch
Whiskey Springs: Just east of Amy, load ditch gravel material into belly dump and spread 44
yards on Broken Spur north from low spot to Whiskey Springs
8. Piute Creek: Spread 12 yards Chieftan gravel on two soft spots
9. Right Hand Canyon: Fill in low spot before block house with 10 yards Chieftan gravel. Culvert
needed!
10. Amy at 4400: Install homeowner’s culvert under driveway to tie in ditch
11. Chantry Flats: Use 670 grader to pull west side ditch of lower Chantry; use 580 backhoe to install
15” x 40’ HDPE culvert and catch basin at Charlie’s corner and a 15” x 30’ HDPE culvert and
catch basin at mid headwall; use 10-wheel dump truck to spread 20 yards Chieftan gravel
12. Whiskey Springs: Sweep with pull broom spots for patching; patch holes between Sage Flat and
Pyramid
13. Ironwood: Sweep with pull broom spots for patching; patch holes between Pyramid and Amy
14. Amy: Patch 3 potholes between Ironwood and James Ranch
15. Jackrabbit (S): Ponding on roadway - Use backhoe to cut ditch to release water
16. Range Land: Cut and fill potholes between Pyramid and cattle guard and cattle guard and Easy
Jet; smooth out base material over sink holes with Backhoe

OTHER:
None
EQUIPMENT:
1. 01 F450: Install sander and plow; Had to replace both 10-pin pigtails on truck & plow
2. 770 Grader: Install and pre-fit snow chains on new radial tires
3. Case Loader: Had transported to Case (Sonsray) for repairs - front differential and fuel injection
pump - and transported back to yard
4. 770 Grader: Change oil & filter
5. 92 Freightliner Dump Truck: Change oil & filter, fuel filter, and air filter
6. 01 F450: Les Schwab R&R rear tires
7. 05 International Water Truck: R&R upper radiator hose
8. 84 International Belly Dump: Rewire belly gate switches
9. 770 and 670 Graders: Cut arch out of cutting edges

PALOMINO VALLEY GID ACCEPTED ROADS AND LEVEL OF MAINTENANCE
AMENDED APRIL 9, 2009
LEVEL OF
MAINT
1
1
2
2
3
1
2
2
3
3
1
3
3
3
2
2
3
2
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
3
3
3
1
3

ROAD NAME
Amy
Amy
Amy
Amy
Anniversary
Axe Handle
Bacon Rind
Bacon Rind
Big Dog
Bootstrap
Broken Spur
Broken Spur
Chantry Flats
Chieftan
Crazy Horse
Crossover
Crossover
Curnow Canyon
Curnow Canyon
Easy Jet
Flagstone
Grass Valley
Grass Valley
Grass Valley
Grass Valley
Grey Van
Hay Canyon
Hockberry
Ironwood
Ironwood (Little)

Revised 2019-09-09

MILES
2.4
0.4
1.4
0.1
0.5
3.0
1.5
1.7
0.6
0.5
2.4
0.2
1.1
0.8
1.1
0.6
0.2
0.9
1.7
0.4
0.2
3.6
3.1
0.8
0.8
1.2
0.3
1.0
4.9
1.0

PORTION ACCEPTED
Whiskey Springs South to . . . .
Ironwood South to . . . . . . . . . .
Wilcox Ranch South to . . . . . .
Whiskey Springs North to . . . .
All
All
Axe Handle So. to . . . . . . . . . .
Axe Handle North to . . . . . . . .
Prairie to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Broken Spur East to . . . . . . . .
Whiskey Springs South to . . . .
Whiskey Springs North to . . . .
All
Pasture View to . . . . . . . . . . . .
All
Wild Horse South to . . . . . . . .
Wild Horse North to . . . . . . . .
Axe Handle to . . . . . . . . . . . . .
39° 43.676N 119° 39.229W to
All
All
Pyramid Hwy West to . . . . . . .
Pyramid Hwy Southeast to . . .
Whiskey Springs South to . . . .
Sharrock North to . . . . . . . . . .
Range Land South to . . . . . . . .
All
All
Pyramid Hwy to . . . . . . . . . . . .
Whiskey Springs South to . . . .

Level of Maintenance:

1 = Primary

2 = Secondary

END GPS
Ironwood
Wilcox Ranch
End
N end: 39° 47.810N 119° 36.698W
39° 44.138N 119° 38.850W
39° 43.017N 119° 40.652W (Sage Cyn)
End
39° 46.389N 119° 42.321W (4700 BD)
39º 48.336N 119º 36.694W
End
End
Vista Trail
Twin Springs
N end: 39° 45.171N 119° 35.058W
39° 43.676N 119° 39.229W (Quonset)
39° 43.018N 119° 38.404W (190 CC)

End
Whiskey Springs
Turf Farm--39° 47.582N 119° 37.842W
N End: 39° 46.722N 119° 37.835W
End

Amy
Ironwood

3 = Tertiary

PALOMINO VALLEY GID ACCEPTED ROADS AND LEVEL OF MAINTENANCE
AMENDED APRIL 9, 2009
LEVEL OF
MAINT
3
3
3
3
2
3
2
2
3
3
3
2
1
2
3
1
3
2
3
3
2
2
3
3
3
2
3
3
2
1

ROAD NAME
Jackrabbit
Lost Spring
Mid
Morning Dove
Pasture View
Pasture View
Peak
Peak
Pioche
Piute Creek
Pony Springs
Prairie
Quaking Aspen
Quaking Aspen
Quaking Aspen
Range Land
Rebel Cause
Right Hand Canyon
Right Hand Canyon
Roadrunner
Sage Flat
Sharrock
Silver Horse
Space Test
Tartan
Twin Springs
Twin Springs
Two Forty
Wayside
Whiskey Springs

Revised 2019-09-09

MILES
1.0
1.0
0.3
0.2
2.0
0.8
0.7
1.7
0.2
1.7
0.8
1.0
1.4
0.6
3.3
2.9
1.2
3.2
1.8
1.4
1.3
2.1
1.0
0.5
0.2
0.3
1.9
0.4
0.8
7.0

PORTION ACCEPTED
All
All
All
All
Whiskey Springs South to . . . .
Whiskey Springs North to . . . .
Winnemucca Ranch East to . .
Range Land South to . . . . . . . .
All
Whiskey Springs to . . . . . . . . .
All
All
Wilcox Ranch to . . . . . . . . . . .
Hidden Canyon to . . . . . . . . . .
O'Hara East to . . . . . . . . . . . .
All
Range Land South to . . . . . . . .
Whiskey Springs to . . . . . . . . .
Raptor South to . . . . . . . . . . . .
Winnemucca Ranch to . . . . . .
Whiskey Springs North to . . . .
All
Wild Horse to . . . . . . . . . . . . .
All
All
Wilcox Ranch East to . . . . . . .
Crossover East to . . . . . . . . . .
All
Grass Valley to . . . . . . . . . . . .
All

Level of Maintenance:

1 = Primary

2 = Secondary

END GPS

39° 42.108N 119° 32.838W
End
End
Peak
End
39° 46.650N 119° 31.841W (2155 PC)

Hidden Canyon
O'Hara
Mountain Aspen
End
Raptor: 39° 45.333N 119°32.592W
End: 39° 44.853N 119°31.008W
Ernie: 39° 50.814N 119° 42.884W
End
39° 45.383N 119° 34.498W

Crossover
End
End: 39° 48.664N 119° 37.126W

3 = Tertiary

PALOMINO VALLEY GID ACCEPTED ROADS AND LEVEL OF MAINTENANCE
AMENDED APRIL 9, 2009
LEVEL OF
MAINT
1
2
2
3
3
2

ROAD NAME

MILES

Wilcox Ranch
Wilcox Ranch
Wild Horse
Wild Horse
Wrangler
Yellow Tail

4.0
1.0
3.4
0.8
0.8
2.1

TOTAL Miles Maintained

93.2

Miles of Asphalt

20.8

Miles of Dirt

72.4

PORTION ACCEPTED
Amy to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Goodher to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Whiskey Springs South to . . . .
Whiskey Springs North to . . . .
Right Hand Canyon to . . . . . .
All

END GPS
Goodher
Mid
End
End
39°45.782N 119° 32.381W

LEVEL OF MAINTENANCE (LOM) DEFINITIONS
PRIMARY -- LOM 1:
28.4 Miles
> High Traffic
> Main Collector Road (Most of these roads connect with Pyramid Hwy)
SECONDARY -- LOM 2:
32.2 Miles
> Moderate Traffic
> Secondary Collector Road (One or more roads connect with these roads)
> Seasonal Maintenance--Road will not be maintained when weather and/or road conditions
are unsafe or hazardous to GID crew and/or equipment.
TERTIARY -- LOM 3:
32.6 Miles
> Low Traffic
> Not a Collector Road
> Seasonal Maintenance--Road will not be maintained when weather and/or road conditions
are unsafe or hazardous to GID crew and/or equipment.

Revised 2019-09-09

Level of Maintenance:

1 = Primary

2 = Secondary

3 = Tertiary

PALOMINO VALLEY GID ACCEPTED ROADS AND LEVEL OF MAINTENANCE
AMENDED APRIL 9, 2009
NUMBER OF MILES BY LEVEL OF MAINTENANCE
LEVEL OF
MAINT
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

LEVEL OF
MAINT
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

ROAD NAME
Amy
Amy
Axe Handle
Broken Spur
Ironwood
Quaking Aspen
Range Land
Whiskey Springs
Wilcox Ranch
LOM 1 Miles

MILES
2.4
0.4
3.0
2.4
4.9
1.4
2.9
7.0
4.0
28.4

PORTION ACCEPTED
Whiskey Springs South to . . . .
Ironwood South to . . . . . . . . . .
All
Whiskey Springs South to . . . .
Pyramid Hwy to . . . . . . . . . . . .
Wilcox Ranch to . . . . . . . . . . .
All
All
Amy to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

ROAD NAME
Amy
Amy
Bacon Rind
Bacon Rind
Crazy Horse
Crossover
Curnow Canyon
Grass Valley
Grass Valley
Grass Valley
Pasture View
Peak
Peak
Prairie
Quaking Aspen
Right Hand Canyon
Sage Flat
Sharrock
Twin Springs
Wayside
Wilcox Ranch
Wild Horse
Yellow Tail
LOM 2 Miles

MILES
1.4
0.1
1.5
1.7
1.1
0.6
0.9
3.1
0.8
0.8
2.0
0.7
1.7
1.0
0.6
3.2
1.3
2.1
0.3
0.8
1.0
3.4
2.1
32.2

PORTION ACCEPTED
Wilcox Ranch South to . . . . . .
Whiskey Springs North to . . . .
Axe Handle South to . . . . . . . .
Axe Handle North to . . . . . . . .
All
Wild Horse South to . . . . . . . .
Axe Handle to . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Pyramid Hwy Southeast to . . .
Whiskey Springs South to . . . .
Sharrock North to . . . . . . . . . .
Whiskey Springs South to . . . .
Winnemucca Ranch East to . .
Range Land South to . . . . . . . .
All
Hidden Canyon to . . . . . . . . . .
Whiskey Springs to . . . . . . . . .
Whiskey Springs North to . . . .
All
Wilcox Ranch East to . . . . . . .
Grass Valley to . . . . . . . . . . . .
Goodher to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Whiskey Springs South to . . . .
All

Revised 2019-09-09

Level of Maintenance:

1 = Primary

2 = Secondary

END GPS
Ironwood
Wilcox Ranch
End
Amy
Hidden Canyon

Goodher

END GPS
End
N end: 39° 47.810N 119° 36.698W
End
End
Twin Springs
39° 43.676N 119° 39.229W
Whiskey Springs
Turf Farm--39° 47.582N 119° 37.842W
N End: 39° 46.722N 119° 37.835W
End
Peak
End
O'Hara: 39° 43.286N 119° 32.715W
Raptor: 39° 45.333N 119°32.592W
End
Crossover
End: 39° 48.664N 119° 37.126W
Mid
End

3 = Tertiary

PALOMINO VALLEY GID ACCEPTED ROADS AND LEVEL OF MAINTENANCE
AMENDED APRIL 9, 2009
LEVEL OF
MAINT
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

ROAD NAME
Anniversary
Big Dog
Bootstrap
Broken Spur
Chantry Flats
Chieftan
Crossover
Curnow Canyon
Easy Jet
Flagstone
Grass Valley
Grey Van
Hay Canyon
Hockberry
Ironwood
Jackrabbit
Lost Springs
Mid
Morning Dove
Pasture View
Pioche
Piute Creek
Pony Springs
Quaking Aspen
Rebel Cause
Right Hand Canyon
Roadrunner
Silver Horse
Space Test
Tartan
Twin Springs
Two Forty
Wild Horse
Wrangler
LOM 3 Miles
TOTAL Miles Maintained

Revised 2019-09-09

MILES
0.5
0.6
0.5
0.2
1.1
0.8
0.2
1.7
0.4
0.2
3.6
1.2
0.3
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.3
0.2
0.8
0.2
1.7
0.8
3.3
1.2
1.8
1.4
1.0
0.5
0.2
1.9
0.4
0.8
0.8
32.6

PORTION ACCEPTED
All
Prairie to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Broken Spur East to . . . . . . . .
Whiskey Springs North to . . . .
All
Pasture View to . . . . . . . . . . . .
Wild Horse North to . . . . . . . .
39° 43.676N 119° 39.229W to
All
All
Pyramid Hwy West to . . . . . . .
Range Land South to . . . . . . . .
All
All
Whiskey Springs South to . . . .
All
All
All
All
Whiskey Springs North to . . . .
All
Whiskey Springs to . . . . . . . . .
All
O'Hara East to . . . . . . . . . . . .
Range Land South to . . . . . . . .
Raptor South to . . . . . . . . . . . .
Winnemucca Ranch to . . . . . .
Wild Horse to . . . . . . . . . . . . .
All
All
Crossover East to . . . . . . . . . .
All
Whiskey Springs North to . . . .
Right Hand Canyon to . . . . . .

END GPS
39° 46.389N 119° 42.321W
39º 48.336N 119º 36.694W
End

N end: 39° 45.171N 119° 35.058W
39° 43.018N 119° 38.404W

End
End

Ironwood

39° 42.108N 119° 32.838W
End
39° 46.650N 119° 31.841W
End: 39° 42.282N 119° 32.710W
End
End: 39° 44.853N 119°31.008W
Ernie: 39° 50.814N 119° 42.884W
39° 45.383N 119° 34.498W

End
End
39°45.782N 119° 32.381W

93.2

Level of Maintenance:

1 = Primary

2 = Secondary

3 = Tertiary

Public Comment for December 19, 2019 meeting - Item 6a
Pamela Roberts
To: Palomino Valley GID <palvalgid@gmail.com>

Wed, Dec 18, 2019 at 8:00 PM

Dear Board Members of the PVGID,
Regrettably, I will be out of town for this meeting, but I am requesting my written
comments below be shared with all the PVGID board members and made part of the
record.
Item 6a - Discussion and Possible First Reading of Resolution F20-R1 Roads
Accepted for Maintenance and Level of Maintenance Designations
I object to the Resolution relying upon the level of maintenance for the roads within
the District being based upon traffic and number of homes in 2006 or 2009. As I
stated in public comment at the September 19, 2019 PVGID meeting, as an example,
the number of homes utilizing Broken Spur between Sharrock and Whiskey Springs
has increased from 13 to 31. I am sure there are other roads within the District that
have experienced significant growth in the last 10+ years. Therefore, I believe it is
imperative that the Board update data reflecting the current traffic and number of
homes on roads within the District before adopting a new Resolution.
I also believe the new Resolution should reflect the Board's policy regarding "Capitol
Improvements." It is my understanding that the scope of the responsibility of the
PVGID is "the operations, repairs and maintenance" of roads within it's District. I am
concerned that significant portions of the Capitol Improvement expenditures were
spent on Wilcox Ranch and Quaking Aspen, two roads that two of the Board
members reside upon. If the Board is going to authorize spending $50 to $200,000 on
Capitol Improvements, adequate notice should be provided in advance to the
taxpayers in the PVGID. While all roads within the District should receive different
levels of maintenance and repairs based upon their LOM, priority for improvements
should be clearly set out in policy and public input is critical. I believe that priority
should be given to main collector roads, then secondary collector roads. Roads with
one or two residences should be of the lowest priority.
Respectfully submitted,
Pam Roberts
Palomino Valley Resident

